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Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 8:15 P.M.: I ate the same meal as the last four nights. I
went out, and I took the four rear license plate light screws out, and I replaced them with
four sheet metal aluminum screws that I oiled, so in the future, the bulbs should not be so
hard to replace. I chatted with a relative. I will now go downtown for a walk. CIO
Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 6:15 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I went by
Gateway Automotive Supply, and I bought the last three of the small license plate or
parking light bulbs for $2.85. I then drove around Grass Island, and I drove down by
Steamboat Road. They are tearing down the old Manero's restaurant. I ran into a
regular walker by the Royal Bank of Scotland, and I gave the walker a ride down to the
end of Steamboat Road and back by Bruce Park where the regular walker had parked.
We chatted for a while. I then went by the Chase Bank of Mason Street, and I told them
about this ad Kyocera Color Laser Printer Press Center Details , but according to the
internet, their product line is not commonly available in this country. I did find this one
available eBay: Kyocera FS-C5030N Network Color Laser Printer C5030N (item
270023643511 end time Jun-25-07 09:00:49 PDT) . After the bank, I went to my usual
Thursday 3 P.M. appointment. I then returned home. It took a while, but I was able to
remove the two screws from each of the two rear license plate light fixtures and install new
bulbs in them, so the rear license plate light now has two new bulbs in their fixtures. I
might try to replace the screws with less rusty ones, when I have time. I left the Wagner
light box with the two used and one new parking and license plate light bulbs in the glove
box. I took of the Putnam Buick rear license plate license frame, and I put it in the
driver's side rear storage compartment, and I put on the Mercedes Benz of Greenwich
license plate frame. The friend of my mine that sold me the Buick wagon is a friend of the
owner of Mercedes Benz of Greenwich. I put $10 on my Mac Gray laundry card, and I
now have $15.05 on it. CIO
Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 1:05 P.M.: New Loch Ness Monster video - CNN.com . I
will now shut down the primary computer, and I will shower and clean up and go out.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 12:45 P.M.: I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 12:30 P.M.: I went outside, and I threw out some garbage.
I picked up some mail. I figure I will pay off my www.newegg.com account of about $60
tomorrow, and I will be able to pay about $185 of the $552 of my Chase Visa credit card
debt tomorrow along with all of my other usual first of the month bills. CIO
Note:<888> 05/31/07 Thursday 11:45 A.M.: I woke up at 10:30 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I will now make my bed, and I will wash the breakfast dishes.
I have a 3 P.M. appointment this afternoon. Greenwich Concours d' Elegance, Greenwich,
Connecticut | Greenwich Time , maybe I should enter the Buick wagon. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 11:45 P.M.: Maybe the Volvo people took it BBC NEWS |
Asia-Pacific | Mystery of vanishing golden tub .
BBC NEWS | Business | Microsoft unveils table computer
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Anti-whaling lobby rebuffs Japan
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Telescope boost to UK astronomy
Google Directory - Science > Astronomy > Images
Big News LSST Observatory - News & Events
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. If you think of how
much of my time has been wasted over the years by hackers, I am not user friendly towards
hackers. I ate a piece of French crumb cake. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 11:20 P.M.: Evaluate the Windows Server 2008 Public
Beta today
Paul still never paid me for all of the years, I kept an eye on the Beatles fan club hang out
in Manhattan at the Ninth Circle and a few of their other hideouts Paul McCartney
''Memory Almost Full'' CD with Bonus 3-Song CD at HSN.com .
IT's future--how about 20-hour work weeks? , Yeh, maybe the computer will do all of the
work.
Microsoft breakthrough scratches the Surface - vnunet.com
Popular Science June 2007 issue said this year is suppose to have extremely intense solar
flares, so if you know what I know, you know what that means.
ABS-CBN Interactive
GMANews.TV - Lahar deposits found at Bulusan; UK warning up - Regions - Official
Website of GMA News and Public Affairs - Latest Philippine News
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 10:50 P.M.: Chance to win a Volvo and $50,000 in gold
http://thehunt.volvocars.net/ . The treasure hunt is as complicated as driving a Volvo. I
never had that many problems before. The treasure is probably in one of those god
forsaken places, the Swedes always seem to go on vacation to. I know the King of Sweden
collects Chinese art, so more than likely the treasure is in Chinese waters, but that is a
large area. It has to be some place, where they have pirates, and the area to the west of
China is known for the South Seas Chinese pirates. However, the movie Pirates of the
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Caribbean: At World's End -- The Official Website takes place in the Caribbean, and since
I have lived in the Caribbean, I know something about the area. Knowing Greta Garbo
use to vacation off the north east shore of Tobago, and knowing there is a Swedish scuba
diving camp there, there is the possibility it might be located there. However, as they use to
say in Cayo Hueso, the Swedes tan so dark, they will have a hard time getting a drink in
Georgia. It sounds like a job for the Greta Garbo Home for Wayward Boys. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 10:30 P.M.: I chatted with two relatives. On the little
Kaser video and MP3 player, I technically besides playing MP3, I could record the
television news, and put it on the player. It might be compatible with the Vista Media
player. Since I frequently am out walking in the late afternoon and the early evenings, I do
not have the time to watch much of the evening news. California strawberries are
supposedly coming into season, but with the higher price of shipping, they might be more
expensive this year. On my Vista Ultimate setup with Norton Internet Security 7.0 for
Vista, I seem to still get hacked particularly, some unknown parties seem to reboot my
computer. With Norton Internet Security 7.0 firewall enabled, the Vista firewall is
disabled. However, once one boots up Vista with Norton Internet Security 7.0, one can
enable the Vista Firewall, and chose the option to close off inbound traffic, and one might
have better security against hackers with both firewalls. Generally hackers start to show
themselves this time of year, when they start to get out of school, before they go on summer
vacation, where they have less internet access. However, when one reboots, one will be give
the option for either of the two firewalls, and then one enables the Norton Internet Security
7.0 firewall, and then the Vista firewall with the Inbound traffic blocked. So far, it has
worked. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 8:40 P.M.: While I was showering after the last message,
the order for the neighbor from American Workwear - workboots, workwear, rain gear,
Carhartt for Suspenders Accessories from American Workwear - Wick Dry socks, gloves,
suspenders, etc. two pairs of 54 inch by 2 inch clip suspenders #7854GC in navy and hunter
green for $12.99 each pair for $25.98 subtotal and shipping cost is $5 for either one pair or
two pairs, so the total is $30.98 total arrived. When I went out, and I gave the neighbor the
order, and the neighbor paid me $31 for the order. I now have on my Vista Credit Card
$552.04 debt and another $59.58 debt on my New Egg account for $611.62 debt on my
credit cards. I will have to pay off at least half of that hopefully at the first of the month.
I seem to have been living a little high on the hog off the www.chase.com bank credit card,
but I generally pay off my debts. I went downtown after the last message, and I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I chatted with some Avenue
regulars, one of them introduced me to his son from Alabama. I stopped by the
Greenwich Cigar store, and I bought a Bar-B-Que scratch card for a dollar, but I lost. I
chatted with an Avenue regular. I used the bathroom at the senior and the arts center. I
stopped by CVS, and I bought from the clearance section a 6 ounce tube of Crest
Whitening toothpaste for $1.74 and .10 tax for $1.84 total. I used the bathroom at the
senior and the arts center after the walk. I next went by the Greenwich Library, and I
read Popular Science magazine and the Greenwich Time. We have a new acting Police
chief Ridberg named acting chief Walters leaves early, lands spot as security director in
NYC - Greenwich Time . I read in Popular Science magazine for June 2007, they have a
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new alternative to chemotherapy for cancer called Proton therapy. Also an individual
inventor has developed a mechanism to protect helicopters from Rocket Propelled
Grenades, but it is still in development, and not deployed. Another local Connecticut man
from Norwich, Connecticut died recently in Iraq US military blames fatal helicopter crash
on enemy fire - Greenwich Time . I chatted with a library regular. I then returned home,
and I chatted with a couple of regulars. I will now make and eat the same dinner as the
last three nights. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 2:25 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. I will now eat a
piece of French crumb cake with a glass of iced tea. I will then shower and clean up, and I
will go out for a walk downtown. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 2:05 P.M.: MIT eggheads build 'human-robot
relationships' | The Register
Jobs & Gates, the Biggest Reunion Since Simon & Garfunkel
I ordered from www.surpluscomputers.com for $8.99 with free shipping Surplus
Computers CES11495 - 2-Pack LED Keychain Flashlight Anodized Aluminum $8.99 free
shipping and the Surplus Computers CES11251 - Kaser Mambo 2 2GB
MP4/MP3/WMA/WMV Audio Video Player LCD for $54.99 with free shipping and
Surplus Computers ACC11075 - Logitech Premium Stereo Headset and Microphone
980185-1403 for $8.99 with free shipping and Surplus Computers CES11149 - 2GB USB +
Kaser MP3 Player Adapter & Auto FM Transmitter for $44.95 with free shipping and
Surplus Computers CES11121 - 2 Pack Ultra Bright 9 LED Compact Flashlight (titanium)
for $8.99 with free shipping, and as you see come with free shipping for $126.95 total.
Thus I should have a little LCD and MP3 player, but I do not know if it is rechargeable,
but I have plenty of batteries, and I also will be able to play MP3 music in the Buick wagon
FM music system. It is a bit trying on the budget, but anyone whom knows me, knows I
actually do like music quite a bit. I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 12:25 P.M.: I was awake at 9:30 A.M., when the
representative of the Greenwich Housing Authority called to see my relative would be
leaving a car here, but I explained that the relative was leaving it elsewhere. I ate breakfast
of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I went back to bed until about 11 A.M., when the
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories and
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 18 inches
long and 1.5 inches in diameter for $3.99 arrived. It was only about 10 inches long when
not stretched, so it was a perfect fit. I installed it on the Buick wagon, and since the old
one was kinked, the newer one lets in a smoother air flow. I put the old in the box of the
new one, and I put it in the driver's side rear area storage compartment. I chatted with
some neighbors. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I picked up my mail.
I chatted with the building custodian. I will now go through my email. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 12:55 A.M.: I will now shut down the primary computer,
and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/30/07 Wednesday 12:40 A.M.: The friend that called me up wanted to know
what NIMH: Bipolar Disorder is. In my own case as an investigative reporter over the
years, I have not come up with too many new clues, but in investigating certain cases and
reading a lot about them, I have my own paranoias. I read extensively about the Kennedy
Assassination JFK / The Kennedy Assassination. I looked into the John Wayne Gacy case
John Wayne Gacy - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia in Chicago, Illinois, the Percy case
Famous Unsolved Crimes Valerie Percy Case Part 2 , Lindbergh case NJ.com: The
Lindbergh Trial , Bruce Pecheur murder, Martha Moxley - The Recently Solved Murder ,
Taft School professor Joe Logan murder in Key West, Florida,
http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm question, Matthew Margolies - Greenwich's Other
Unsolved Murder , Richard Speck - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia and basically over all
that I read and saw looking at those areas, from what I finally learned from the
www.fbi.gov statistics are that any given time in the United States of America, there are up
to 200 serial killers lose in the country being by definition someone that has killed two or
more people. Since we live in a large population area, it is logical that some of them are
living around us. Whatever, the case I never dug up any new evidence, but I just mostly
read the published reports on the events, and over time, knowing something about the
United States of America and the Under World, I took up the internet and system analysis
work and a bit of volcanology, since I am not a trained criminologist, but better at Mickey
Mouse maintenance. I guess it all came from watching too many police dramas on
television, when I grew up. Whatever, the case I have not been able to solve the most
recent case that happened to me about 17 years ago, so I guess as I get older, I could call on
my old friend Chan. When I first came back to Greenwich 24 years ago, I use to joke I feel
like Charlie Chan a Chinese detective. Whatever the real case dealing with the newspaper
reports, you do not always get the whole story. I have even looked into reports of people
living whom are supposedly dead. Since at my age, I have limited funds, but a bit of
experience, I tend to enjoy more of a private life anymore. It is sort of like "Have Word
Processor, Will Not Travel". I think I did once get to interview Carlos the Jackal Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia , and he scared me after a while. Fred once had me go to
a party with the Puerto Rican terrorist group the FALN FALN - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia , and at home, they were not too unfriendly. I recall their headquarters were
just north of Union Square in a loft, near where Andy Warhol's loft was. Needless to say, I
have tried to see if there is any other terrorist activity in this area, but I am a bit too well
known after all of these years. I also looked into the disappearance of the Morgan Stanley
vice president from Canada up in Nantucket. CIO
Note:<888> 05/29/07 Tuesday 11:15 P.M.: I chatted with a relative and a friend. I could
order these for $79.99 with free shipping SG797 Fog & Driving Lights - StreetGlow®: The
Leader in Auto-Neon® and Performance Lighting , but I am not sure how well they would
mount into the front of the Buick. Since the front bumper is low, I suppose the best way to
mount them would be to try to mount them off the front grill above the front bumper.
However, since I do not drive that much, they are not really necessary. However on a
foggy night or morning, they would be handy. However, they are a luxury, I can not
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afford. They are $20 more at www.jcwhitney.com , and the free shipping runs out there
today. CIO
Note:<888> 05/29/07 Tuesday 10:10 P.M.: RBS Makes $95.5B Offer For ABN Amro Forbes.com .
The Daily Download: Windows and Linux converge | Tips, news, and opinions from
Download.com editors
A Facial For The Taj Mahal - Forbes.com
Tracking on the order from www.jab-tech.com for YATE LOON 120mm Case Fan D12SL-124B - UV Blue Frame with 4 Blue leds for $5.95, 8 Coolermaster Case Fan SAFB83 for $3.99 each, and 10 OKGEAR 18" Dual IDE Rounded Cable - UV GREEN for
$3.49 each for $72.77 subtotal and $9.99 FedEx ground shipping of $9.99 for $82.76 total is
FedEx | Track .
Learn about Small Business+
Loaded Media Center PC - FREE SHIPPING @ Geeks.com! $350
JC Whitney - Everything Automotive 10% off through June 4, 2007
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/29/07 Tuesday 8:55 P.M.: I filled out the survey from Scarborough
Research: In-depth insights on the shopping, media & lifestyle of the American consumer.
. I mailed it in the mail room downstairs. I was also sent another television log to keep
track of my television viewing habits which are not very much. I generally watch
television on the run in the kitchen and living room, when I am preparing a meal and
eating it. Occasionally I watch late night movies on the Turner movie channel. I was sent
$7 cash in the large survey envelope for filling out the survey. One had to look hard in the
survey envelope, since the glue that held the five dollar bill and two single dollar bills to the
cover letter tended to cause the cover letter to stick to the inside of the envelope with the
money. If this happened to other survey recipients, more than likely a lot of money will
end up in the paper recycle bin. I chatted with some neighbors outside. Somebody
wrecked a neighbor's garden in the family units, and I have a feeling it might be early
morning deer or fawns. I made and ate the same dinner as the last two nights. CIO
Note:<888> 05/29/07 Tuesday 5:40 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I went by the
Greenwich Library, and I read two copies of P.C. Magazine and a copy of P.C. World
magazine. One patron posted this web log Greenwich Gossip: Lest We Forget... and
Greenwich Gossip . I showed another senior how to get a waiver for emissions.
Frequently seniors are low income individuals. I showed the other senior my Buick
wagon. I then went downtown, and I walked lower Greenwich Avenue and the train
station area. I chatted with two other seniors. I then returned home via the Arnold Bread
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outlet, and I bought a 14 ounce Entenmann's All Butter French Crumb cake for $2.25. I
then returned home. I watched part of a Bob Hope movie on the Turner movie channel. I
received a telephone call about a follow up survey I am suppose to fill out. I will get to it
shortly. The primary Vista computer seems to be running just fine. One of the seniors that
I chatted with suggested that I check my Buick's ignition timing, but the mechanics manual
says not to reset it until after emissions code problems are resolved. I might have an old
timing light around somewhere. CIO
Note:<888> 05/29/07 Tuesday 11:45 A.M.: I shut down the computer at midnight. I woke
up at 7:30 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey,
two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd
mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a
half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I made my bed,
and I washed the breakfast dishes. The computer was running buggy last night, so I
restored the old CMOS settings. I restored the backup from the Bytecc external hard
drive from May 20, 2007. I restored any other changed files. It seems to be running fine
again. I then did a Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard
drive. I showered, and I cleaned up. I will go out shortly. CIO
Note:<888> 05/28/07 Monday 11:40 P.M.: Skype - Free Software Downloads and Software
Reviews - Download.com . Wealthy Enclave Offers Windfall for Candidates - New York
Times . I think the reason all of the Hedge Funds are in Greenwich, Connecticut is that it
is close to Wall Street, but from what I know the courts in Connecticut are backed up for
10 years, so if anything goes wrong with the hedge funds, it will take many years to sort it
all out. Nobody ever contacts me, because they seem to think that I am affiliated with
some sort of government agency, and the reality is that I am retired with an education in
Economics and a diverse back ground. I never paid much attention to Wall Street since I
find it all too boring. I went through my email. Of course wealthy people manifest their
wealth in strange ways, so more than likely we attract a number of tourists into the town
besides the regular work force. Of course some people just stop by for a pit stop and a cup
of coffee, since we are a convenient exit off the turnpike. Since I have watched Starbucks,
since the beginning of their construction on Greenwich Avenue many years ago, I would
say I have seen quite a few people come through that location, and the best comment I was
ever told was by someone that looked like the King of Sweden Kungahuset who told me if I
ever go to Sweden, I am going to end up sitting inside a coffee shop, but I don't think you
can smoke inside a coffee shop in Sweden. I don't think the Swedes notice me anymore,
since I am not driving the Volvo anymore. Since I don't know Swedish it does not really
matter anyway. Whatever, the Swedes do when they leave here in the warmer months is
opened to question, but during the colder months I do seem to see a lot of them. I was told
they started moving here in the 1970s to avoid the 90% taxation rate in Sweden. I use to
know four people that owned the small Swedish Volvo 2 seater sports station wagon Volvo
1800 ES Wagon Image:Volvo P1800ES.jpg - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia or Volvo
Adventures, Spec 1800ES in Manhattan back in 1973 for a few years, so more than likely if
they still made something like that, it would be more economical. I watched part of the
movie Stalag 17, which is just about the way I feel in a more upscale way. Since the
Memorial Day holiday is over, I rearranged the flags, so the Swedish flag is on the left
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hallway bookcase, then on the right hallway bookcase is the Scottish Cross of St. Andrews,
then on the left living room closet, there it the Dutch Tricolor. The computer occasionally
crashes and gives the blue shut down screen once or twice a day. I think it is caused by
some cleaver Trojan program like a key stroke logger that somebody controls and put on
my computer to cause problems. Basically, the local www.fbi.gov would know whom it is,
so more than likely the are monitoring the individual's behavior. Why anyone would
waste their time bothering me is beyond me, but it shows how ignorant some people can
be. CIO
Note:<888> 05/28/07 Monday 8:30 P.M.: To restock some of my computer supplies that I
need for a regular maintenance, I ordered from www.jab-tech.com , YATE LOON 120mm
Case Fan - D12SL-124B - UV Blue Frame with 4 Blue leds for $5.95, 8 Coolermaster Case
Fan SAF-B83 for $3.99 each, and 10 OKGEAR 18" Dual IDE Rounded Cable - UV
GREEN for $3.49 each for $72.77 subtotal and $9.99 FedEx ground shipping of $9.99 for
$82.76 total. Earlier, I returned my apartment to the lower energy usage, I have been
using recently. I will now eat the same dinner as last night. CIO
Note:<888> 05/28/07 Monday 6:20 P.M.: I tried doing a low level format of the Vista
computer, since it was running buggy, and the system froze during the low level format,
which means I had a bad IDE cable. I replaced the bad IDE cable, and I did a quick low
level format, and I restored the backup, and a few changed files, and it is back up running
fine again. I chatted with a relative. I watched President Bush present the Medal of
Honor to the Tuskegee Airmen Tuskegee Airmen, Inc. . I have three spare round IDE
double cables left and two short spare IDE single and quite a few spare ribbon IDE cables,
if I needed to use on in an emergency. CIO
Note:<888> 05/28/07 Monday 4:20 P.M.: The CMOS setting change on the primary Vista
computer was that I changed the memory setting from 400 MHz to 333 MHz, since the
processor is 333 MHz. I woke up at 7 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a
sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of
orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray
cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and
supplements. I went back to bed until noon. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast
dishes. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I chatted with some neighbors. I
checked the vacuum on the EGR valve on the Buick, and it seems to work just fine. I went
downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area.
I sat out at various locations. I stopped by CVS, and I bought for buy one get one free two
CVS 3.5 ounce Clorox drop-in toilet tank tablets for $2.29 both and a 12 pack of Scott Max
toilet tissue for $4.99 plus .44 tax for $7.72 total. After my walk, I chatted with a regular
dog walker. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a 32 ounce bag of baby
carrots for $2.99 and a head of broccoli for $2.36 for $5.35 total. I then returned home.
www.starbucks.com is advertising something new that old Paul McCartney is now doing. I
put one of the CVS toilet tank tablets in the toilet tank. I first used the toilet brush to clean
out any algae build up in the toilet tank. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/27/07 Sunday 11:40 P.M.: I did some minor system tweaks in the CMOS. I
ate two pieces of apple pie. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to
bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/27/07 Sunday 7:50 P.M.: I chatted with a relative twice. I left a friend a
message. I chatted with another friend. Best deal, I can find on the internet for a car like
mine, but with half the miles instead of my 114,000 miles
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp;?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&pageNumb
er=0&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=ascending&sortfi
eld=MILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K-%7CE%7CM-_7_%7CB-15000%7CD-_61_%7CN-N%7CR-10000%7CI-1%7CPMILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending%7CQ-ascending%7CZ06830&aff=national&paId=229855004&recnum=17&leadExists=true , if you don't mind
the grey color. It would be a good summer car in Nantucket for the grey lady at $4,991,
but you would have to get it back home, which might be pricey from Minnesota. There are
regular flights daily on Northwest airlines from Westchester County airport to Rochester,
Minnesota where the Mayo Clinic Mayo Clinic medical information and tools for healthy
living - MayoClinic.com is , so technically one could check into the Mayo Clinic for
treatment and then pick up the car in Minnesota, and if one survived the trip back and
expense, one would have a cheaper farm car to use in this area. Of course Minnesota is a
big state, but it says here Google Maps search from Burnsville, Minnesota to Rochester,
Minnesota, they are only 76 miles apart. However, from Burnsville, Minnesota to
Greenwich, Connecticut it is 1,232 miles which if the grey Buick wagon got 26 miles per
gallon highway like it is suppose to, it would be about 50 gallons of gasoline times $3.70 a
gallon for premium unleaded gasoline would be about $185 in gasoline and you could
probably expect some tolls, and you might want to eat, so it would cost you at least $300 to
get it back here, if one felt so motivated and capable of such a dangerous journey into the
wilds of the middle of America. Your probably would see a few cows along the way and a
few trucks and whatever else is out in the middle of the country. However, on
www.nwa.com , the flight from Westchester County Airport to Rochester, New York would
be at least $730, and one would have to get to the dealer, so even if one did not go to the
Mayo Clinic, it would probably cost one at least a thousand bucks to get it back here. It is
only a hundred dollars cheaper to fly from Newark, and one would have to get to Newark,
but from what I can tell, you might want to stay in an inexpensive motel along the way,
which might be another $100, and adding meals, if you did not have car trouble, it would
be at least $1200, and if you used an extra 10 or 20 gallons, it would be another $50 to $100
dollars, so now you are up to $1300. You would also have to pay for a temporary transit
plate whic probably would be another $100. So if the car made it without any problems,
you probably would have bought a car after taxes, registration, title and transport for
around $7000 for a $5000 car, but if you wanted a low milage version of that car, it is still
the best deal, I see at www.cars.com . A lot of people have cheaper cars in this area,
because they have homes elsewhere, and they only use the cars here, when they or their
guests are here. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/27/07 Sunday 4:55 P.M.: I opened up the package of six boneless chicken
breasts, and I put four of them in a large flat Rubbermaid container. I then rinsed off the
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other two in cold water, and I dried them with a paper towel. I then put a thin coat of
olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish, and on a separate plate, I rubbed the bottom side of the
boneless chicken breasts with olive oil, and then I spread a thick coating of seasoned bread
crumbs on it, and then I did the same with the top side and the other boneless chicken
breasts. I then put them in the Pyrex pie dish, and I baked them in the Farberware
convection oven at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 35 minutes. I also made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm to which I also added one teaspoons of
Kikkoman soy sauce and Old Bay Seasoning and chicken bullion seasoning. I ate half, and
I put the other half in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I also steamed in a
three quart Revere pot with steamer tray and lid about 2 cups of baby carrots and broccoli
crowns and a ear of corn on the cob for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner heat,
and I put some olive oil on the vegetables, I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. On my older
1992 Buick Roadmaster Station wagon, it uses older OBD 1 computer codes, and my
Haynes mechanics manual for it has the codes listed, so I ordered COMPUTER CODE
READER : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for 1982 to 1993 GM and Saturn
Models #ZX503795A for $25.99 shown my the manufacturer here Actron® GM Code
Scanner CP9001, and Highland ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS : JC Whitney: Auto
Parts & Accessories for the front seat in tan for $39.99 and to clean out the Catalytic
Converter Solder-It Catalytic Converter Cleaner & Deodorizer : JC Whitney: Auto Parts
& Accessories for $10.49 and with promo code good through May 31, 2007 "SAVENOW" ,
I got free $15.99 shipping for $76.47 total. The code reader might tell me if anything is
wrong with the Buick without having to pay for an expensive investigation at the local
Exxon dealership. The mats will preserve the existing red carpet mats in the winter and
damp weather, and the Catalytic Converter Cleaner my help improve what might be
causing the high fuel consumption in the Buick. Remember in the old days, they use to
advertise, "Really Wouldn't You Really Rather Have a Buick?" I have a picture of myself
with a 1954 Buick Roadmaster down at the old family house in Pensacola, Florida, but
maybe it is on the home movie videotape. I have noticed in my current look with my most
recent hair cut, I look a bit like a bit like Mark Furman, whom I believe currently lives in
Coure De Laine, Idaho where Bing Crosby was from before he went into the orange juice
business. Chumway Poole at Lake Forest College www.lfc.edu moved from Lake Forest to
there along with his vintage low mileage 1954 Silver Mercedes Gull Wing Roadster, so I
was not the only Mercedes owner in Lake Forest, Illinois, since the Knauz Mercedes
dealership there was well established. Since Lake Forest, Illinois was near the Wisconsin
border, and since as everyone knows Wisconsin has German Americans, more than likely
there were one or two Germans in the area, when I went to college there. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/27/07 Sunday 11:35 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I went out,
and I chatted with a neighbor. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length of
Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I sat out at various locations. I stopped by
Zen stationary, and I bought a Wild Doubler scratch card for a dollar, but I lost. I then
went by the Greenwich Cigar store, and I bought a Barbeque scratch card for a dollar, and
I won a dollar. I then bought another Barbeque scratch card for a dollar, and I won $5 for
a net $4 profit. I chatted with a regular downtown regular. I stopped by CVS during my
walk, and I bought a tube of Crest Whitening Plus with Scope fluoride anticavity
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toothpaste for $2.99 and .18 tax for $3.17 total. I noticed an older couple going to St.
Mary's roman catholic church in one of those $350,000 Mercedes Benz Maybach Maybach
Manufaktur - Maybach 57 - Maybach 57 S - Maybach 62 . I noticed that there was organ
music still coming out the unfinished new Presbyterian Church. There were not too many
people downtown, but a few dog walkers. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought
a 59 ounce container of Simply Orange orange juice with calcium for $3, White Gem
boneless breasts of chickens six to a pack for $1.69 a pound $5.63, organic bananas at .99 a
pound for $2.28, four ears of sweet corn .50 each for $2 for $11.58 total. I then returned to
home, and I chatted with a couple of neighbors. CIO
Note:<888> 05/27/07 Sunday 6:40 A.M.: Before going to bed, I did a Vista Complete PC
backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive on the Vista computer. I woke
up at 5 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted
English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of
grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half
teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I will shortly make my
bed and wash the breakfast dishes. I will then shower and clean up, and I will go out for a
walk before it rains later on this morning. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 05/26/07:
Note:<888> 05/26/07 Saturday 9:15 P.M.: I ate a piece of apple pie. If you are wondering
what famous photographer took the picture of me by the Buick out at Tod's Point, his
name is Michael Tripod, if you get my drift. I guess the bathroom at that location was
messed up by the storm a little bit over a month ago, because now they have two porto-opotties there. The air conditioner seemed to be working fine in the Buick on the high
setting, but of course, one uses more gasoline when using the air conditioner. I probably
will be hosting a relative's car from June 1, 2007 until June 16, 2007, when I will drive it up
to Kennebunkport, Maine, where I will vacation and help a relative open up a house for a
week or two. I will then take the Amtrak back down to this area. So the Buick will not
be going out of the area. I ate half of a 8.5 ounce box of Triscuts. ~ Welcome to China
Food Industries ~ . I chatted with a friend, who told me there is a 24 hour car wash in
Bridgeport, Connecticut which is normally $14 for the works, but if you go in the off hours,
you can get you car serviced for half price, if you have the time to drive around Bridgeport,
when it is less busy. Of course it would cost you more than the $7 savings to get there in
gasoline. I will now send out my weekly notes. I will then go to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/26/07 Saturday 6:50 P.M.: I made and ate
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm . I used a 16 ounce can of B&M baked beans
and two Nathan all beef franks along with the other usual ingredients. I ate it all with a
glass of iced tea. I chatted with a friend. The Buick when I filled up the tank has
114,185.4 miles on it at the Exxon gasoline station. While there I also check the air in the
tires for 35 PSI rear and 30 PSI front and 60 PSI in the spare. I chatted with the service
manager, and I told him what I had done recently. I just now went out, and I put on some
WD40 and motor oil on the throttle linkage and a few other minors parts underneath the
hood that should be lubricated such as the hood hinges and the headlight adjustment
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screws. I then put about a half cup of CVS wool wash in a half bucket of warm water, and
I washed all the Buick car seats, the door side panels, and the door jams, so the car is even
a bit cleaner. CIO
Note:<888> 05/26/07 Saturday 2:05 P.M.: I woke up at 5 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with
olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a
1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and
coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast
dishes. I showered, and I cleaned up, and I went out. I went by the ATM machine at the
Chase Bank on Mason Street. I went by the The Hair Cut Place in Old Greenwich,
Connecticut, and I got by hair cut for $22 and $5 tip for $27 total. I then went out to
Tod's Point, and I parked at the southwest parking area. I brought along my small
Polaroid digital camera, and I walked from west to east and around Tod's Point and back
along the road way. It took a while, because I took 581 pictures along the way. I posted
them at http://mikelouisscott.com/tp-052607/ . I then drove back to downtown Greenwich,
and I stopped by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon gasoline station, and I bought
$53 of self service premium unleaded gasoline at $3.699 a gallon or 14.327 gallons for 103.1
miles driving since May 16, 2007 when I put the fuel injection cleaner additives in the
Buick for 7.19620 miles per gallon driving in my most recent routines. Since I have a 22
gallon gasoline tank that means I can only drive at the most 150 miles on a full tank of
gasoline which is not very far. Thus it recently cost me $.51406 a mile to drive in my
normal routine. I did make the trip to the Splash car wash in Darien, Connecticut to clean
the car engine, and I also went to Tod's Point. I also idled the car a bit in installing the air
conditioning refrigerant. Although the additives may have improved the cars
performance and the emissions, they do not seem to have improved the miles per gallon the
Buick gets. I then returned home, and I chatted with a relative. CIO
Note:<888> 05/25/07 Friday 10:45 P.M.: After dinner, I went outside, and I cleaned the
exterior and the interior windows of the Buick with glass cleaner and a paper towel. I also
cleaned the door jams and the surrounding inside areas of the doors. Some oil from the
air conditioning refrigerant had sprayed on the passenger side front fender and front
bumper, when I removed the refrigerant charging unit, so I also cleaned it off. I also
dusted off the dash board and the some of the other surfaces. I checked the lights, and the
passenger side rear license plate light was out. It took a while, since one of the Phillips
screws had a sheared head cross, but I was able to remove it with a vice grip. I had a spare
used bulb with it, which is the same as the front parking bulbs, so I installed it. Now both
lights work on the rear license plate frame. I chatted with some neighbors briefly. One
neighbor had left his car window opened from the heat of the day, so I woke him up to
close up his car window. I went through my email earlier. BBC NEWS | Asia-Pacific | US
fears grow over China military . Earth Wind and Fire Tour Dates, Schedule and Tickets
concert tour schedule. The fellow in the bank thought that was important, but I do not
know much about them. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
directly. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/25/07 Friday 6:20 P.M.: I went outside, and I used the Black and Decker
Dust Buster to vacuum at the car. I took up a labor grievance with some neighbors, and I
think they finally understood. I checked underneath the hood of the Buick now that it is
clean to see if anything was amiss. All I could find out of order was that a wiring harness
clamp strap was disconnected, so I reconnected it. Now that the engine compartment is
clean, it is easier to examine it. The vacuum hoses all look secure. In the old days in
Manhattan in http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm 's apartment building on East 54th street
just east of First Avenue, there was the garage where the race from there to Malibu,
California first started. It was later moved to the parking lot of the Lock Stock and Barrel
restaurant in Darien, Connecticut at the Darien shopping center plaza in downtown. The
race was made famous my the various movies called the Gum Ball race, and Gum Ball was
the secret code word to start the race. Base on what I knew about that group the real code
word was probably "Jelly Bean". When I worked at the Boodles restaurant here in
Greenwich, one of the owners back in 1973 was a participant in that race, so more than
likely other people in the area were involved in the race. I don't know if the race still exists
anymore of not. Obviously with all of the automobile dealerships in the area, there is
obviously a certain group involved in racing or automobile rallies in this area, if they can
afford the gasoline. I overheard a customer in the bank today say there is an "Earth Wind
and Fire" concert this weekend somewhere. Well, if you want to take off cruising
somewhere this weekend, here is an offer you can't refuse if you happen to be down in
Florida Hertz: Economy car rentals/day - dealnews.com $5 a day to Florida to certain
other destinations to return cars left in Florida . I will now make and eat the same burger
and sauteed onions with cheese and steamed vegetables with rice meal that I have been
eating recently. CIO
Note:<888> 05/25/07 Friday 4:10 P.M.: I have used 85 miles since I filled up the tank, and
the gasoline tank gauge shows it is down a quarter of a tank. I figured with the fuel
injection cleaner in the gasoline it was helpful to drive it a bit on the highway, and the car
ran just fine. I will probably drive it another 75 miles before I fill up the fuel tank again,
which will be expensive. Then I will know what sort of gasoline mileage I am getting. For
local driving when the car was new, it was suppose get 16 miles per gallon local and 26
miles per gallon the highway. Last time I got 12 miles per gallon local before I put the fuel
injection cleaner in and the new PCV valve. However, local driving is generally regarded
as driving about 30 miles an hour with intermittent stop and go. In my routine, I average
13 miles per hour in town with a lot more stop and go traffic in downtown Greenwich.
Thus I do not think I can expect much better fuel usage improvement in my routine at least
in the daytime in traffic. I drove up to 75 miles an hour going up to Darien, and the car
handled just fine. However, it is a very heavy car at 4400 pounds, and its shock absorbers
are bit soft, so one would have to drive cautiously on the back country roads of Greenwich
at a safe speed for the car's conditions. The 5.7 liter V8 16 valve engine in the 1992 Buick
Roadmaster station wagon is the same engine as was in the Corvette at the time, so it is a
very peppy engine, if you can afford the gasoline. However, at 114,000 miles on the car, I
do not want to press my luck and tax its systems in terms of my normal driving routine
which is 3,000 miles on average per year. I think by removing all of the grease and gunk
from the car engine, it should be safer, and have less of a fire hazard since grease can burn,
and also with the grease and gunk removed, it should run cooler. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/25/07 Friday 3:40 P.M.: I woke up at 3 P.M. this morning. I ate breakfast
of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a
1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture
of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I went back to bed until 6 P.M.. I went out without cleaning
up, and I drove up to Exit 11 in Darien, Connecticut, and I drove east through Darien,
Connecticut to the Splash car wash on the east side of town on U.S. 1 in Darien. I tried to
use their outside spray car wash, but their change machine would not take a $20 bill to
give me the brass car wash tokens. I put in four one dollar brass coins in the car wash
machine to try to start it and one quarter, but the machine ate the coins. I drove next door
the Friendly's restaurant just opening at 7 A.M., and they gave me change for the $20 bill.
I bought 8 brass car wash tokens for a dollar each from the token machine. The outside
spray wash takes four dollar car wash tokens to start the machine for 5 minutes. I put in
seven of the coins, and I washed my car engine with the power soap spray, but I was
careful not to spray the alternator and the distributor cap. I also did not spray the sound
dampening material on the under side of the hood. Once the engine was cleaned I rinsed it
off with the rinse cycle. I then washed the car with the soap cycle, and then I rinsed it off
with the spray cycle. I forgot about the eight car wash token, so I did not have enough
time for the wax rinse. However, the engine is perfectly clean. Thus with the lost $4.25
and $8 car wash coins, it cost $12.25, and I have one brass car wash coin left over. The car
started right up after having its engine washed. On some cars one has to be careful about
washing one's engine, because one can damage the computer module. I am not sure
whether the 1992 Buick Roadmaster Wagon has a computer module underneath the hood
or not. I then drove back through Darien, and I got on I-95 West at Exit 11 by the BMW
garage. I drove back to Greenwich, and I got off at Exit 5, and then I drove west on West
Putnam Avenue to Greenwich Avenue. I parked on Greenwich Avenue, and I walked
lower Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I stopped by the Greenwich Cigar
store, and I bought for a dollar a Dublin Dollars scratch card, but I lost. After my walk, I
drove down by the waterfront, and I chatted with one of the regular fishermen. Somebody
had caught a blue fish and thrown it away, and it was dead on the rocks underneath the
pier. I then went by the Arnold bread outlet, and I bought a 12 pack of English muffins for
$2.05 and a 26 ounce Entenmann's home-style apple pie for $2.25 for $4.30 total. I then
returned home. I put another can of R-134A refrigerant in the Buick air conditioning
system, and it seems colder, and it seems to running better. It now has 45 PSI in its system
charge, which is the maximum recommended by the refrigerant manufacturer. However
in the Buick manual, it says to add refrigerant until the air coming out is 45 degrees
Fahrenheit, but I do not want to risk over charging the system at this point. Still it seems
to work quite wall when on maximum. I now have three cans that I have put in the system,
and one can left over. I then ate a piece of apple pie. They are installing the air
conditioners in the ground floor apartments today. I chatted with a relative. I did my
house cleaning and watering the plants. I also put white vinegar in the scent bowl. I
threw out the old periodical literature and the garbage. I picked up my mail. I drove
over to the West Putnam Avenue Chase bank, and I got four one dollar coins, so I now
have 10 spare one dollar coins, and eight quarters, and one car wash token in the spare
change compartment in the Buick in between the seats in the arm rest. I chatted with a
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relative. I am making up a batch of Formula Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm .
CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 7:20 P.M.:
http://www.kscnet.ru/ivs/kvert/current/klch/index.html . I chatted with a relative. I went
through my email. BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Tracks suggest dinos could swim . I will
now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I ate some almonds
earlier. CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 6:10 P.M.: I got twice as much email as normal, so people
must be sending out their Thursday and Friday email, and taking Friday off before the
Memorial Day weekend. The order for Starbucks coffee, coffee beans, Kona coffee, tea,
Jamaica Blue Mountain and more New York Coffee 4 1Lb Bags Introductory Offer w/
Thermal Mug for $16.95 , so I placed an order for 2 orders for whole coffee beans or eight
pounds and two coffee mugs for $33.90 subtotal, and $5.95 UPS shipping less coupon code
of "CFL" CoffeeForLess Online Coupons, CoffeeForLess.com Coupon Codes, Discounts,
Promotional Codes, Free Shipping and Clearances for 5% off or $1.70 off for $38.16 total
arrived. The coffee smells quite good. I will not mix the different blends together. I will
use one bag at a time. I have to use up my last quart of Eight O'Clock coffee beans. The
web site for the promotion is :: NEW YORK COFFEE :: . With the higher price of coffee,
and the free travel mugs, it is an excellent value. Besides almond on sale at the Greenwich,
Connecticut Greenwich Avenue CVS for $3.34 for a pound, they also have www.coke.com
products on sale of four 12 packs of 12 ounce cans for $10. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 5:00 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I went to my
usual 3 P.M. Thursday appointment, and returned home after the appointment. I am just
staying cool sitting around the air conditioner. It is about 74 degrees Fahrenheit in the
apartment. You could order these for an upgrade:
Newegg.com - GIGABYTE GA-M61P-S3 Socket AM2 NVIDIA GeForce 6100 ATX AMD
Motherboard - Retail for $91
FRYS.com | AMD Energy Efficient AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 Dual-Core Processor 4400+
(65W) - ADO4400IAA5DD - Tray CPU - Socket AM2 for $70
two of these Newegg.com - G.SKILL 4GB(2 x 2GB) 240-Pin DDR2 SDRAM DDR2 800
(PC2 6400) Dual Channel Kit Desktop Memory - Retail for $490
Newegg.com - BFG Tech BFGR76256GTOCE GeForce 7600GT 256MB 128-bit GDDR3
PCI Express x16 Video Card - Retail for $146
One of these Newegg.com - Buy Computer Parts, PC Components, Laptop Computers,
Digital Cameras and more! depending on your case configuration for about $40
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and use the rest of your old case and components, and for about $837, you would have a
pretty fast computer, but you would also want to use the 64 bit version of Vista, which I
think you could use, if you had paid for the 32 bit version possibly.
Still, you might not want to use you old components and you could save $245 with half the
memory for $592.
Of course I do not need such a fast system, and if investing that type of money, you might
want a more expensive motherboard, who knows.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 1:30 P.M.: I went outside, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I used some of my old nylon license plate bolts to put the license plates back on
a neighbor's car who is getting rid of it soon, since as a Chrysler product, its motor has a
crack in it after 72,000 miles, but it is an older vehicle, so it is not under warranty. I picked
up my mail. I microwaved a Stouffer's chicken parmesan 12 ounce meal, which I put some
grated parmesan cheese on, and I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I chatted with a friend
that just got back from a Princess Cruise of Europe. I will now shut down the primary
computer, and I will shower and clean up, and I will go out to my 3 P.M. appointment.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 11:05 A.M.: Instead of going for a walk, I went out after
the last message, and I chatted with some neighbors, and I went by Gateway Auto Supply,
and I bought a Standard #V188 PCV valve for $4.80. I then returned home, and I was
able to quickly install it. The old one that I removed seemed to be just a plastic bypass hose
and not a valve assembly. The Buick seems to be running even more smoothly. I chatted
with a neighbor and the building custodian. I put together a page on my current expenses
on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon less gasoline and car wash Michael Scott
1992 Buick Roadmaster Station Wagon or
http://geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsbuick1992.htm . I will put the old PCV valve of bypass
assembly in the Standard box in the driver's side rear compartment in the rear of the
Buick wagon. I chatted with a relative. I answered a computer magazine telephone call
for a free subscription to www.eweek.com . CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 6:45 A.M.: I slept some more after the last message. BBC
NEWS | Science/Nature | Genes shed light on fish fingers . I will now shut down the
primary computer, and I will shower and clean up, and I will go out for some early
morning activity. I also have to make my bed, and I have to wash the breakfast dishes.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/24/07 Thursday 4:10 A.M.: I was awake at 3 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
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vitamins and supplements. Study: Killer hurricanes thrived in cooler seas - CNN.com .
Another tedious job BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Keeping an eye on the road . CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 9:30 P.M.: I chatted with my relative. I will now shut
down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 8:40 P.M.: I ate the last piece of French crumb cake with
some iced tea. I called up about the Buick Roadmaster station wagon in Minnesota at 1888-364-2620, and I told them about the previous owner of my Buick wagon that might be
interested in it. I also called the friend, and told him about it, so he would be interested in
it. I chatted with a relative. I tried the apartment air conditioner this afternoon with the
two tower fans, and it all cools off just fine. I think one can have cars shipped by train
from the Midwest, but alas I have to pretend, I do not know anybody that knows anything
about trains. I also left a message with one of the Vermont Green Mountain Boys up in
New London, Connecticut, who does not like chatting with me because I run up his cell
phone bill. He is working so hard these days, he does not have much time to chat, but he is
good at doing maintenance when he is not watching cartoons. Sometimes there is spare
room on auto trains, since most of the cars manufactured in the Midwest are shipped back
east by train, if you ever noticed all of the new cars stacked up in the New Jersey rail
yards. Basically, I am not user friendly to newer cars as an older person, since it can be
somewhat confusing to learn how to use all of the new gadgets on newer cars, plus they are
more expensive. I am waiting before going to bed to make a telephone call to a relative.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 5:55 P.M.: I scanned the 1992 Buick Roadmaster
maintenance manual, and I looked at the tune up section. It showed where the PCV Valve
is located on the left valve cover. I went outside, and I checked the car, and the air
conditioner in the car at 72 degrees Fahrenheit outside seems to be working just fine. The
outside temperature gauge is working with the right temperature. I checked underneath
the hood, and the PCV valve is totally covered with lots of oil and grease, and it does not
look it has been replaced in 5 to 10 years. I can get one at Gateway Auto Supply in the
morning for about $5. I called them, and they have it. I checked the fan belt on the car,
and there are no cracks. The primary cooling hose looks like it was replaced recently.
From what I can tell the vacuum hoses are in good shape, but I might inspect them more
thoroughly later. The manual said the rear spark plugs have to be removed from
underneath the car, but the car was tuned up about 1200 miles ago, so they do not need to
be replaced. The spark plug wires look like they might be older, but for now they will do.
A new set of spark plug wires would cost about $50, but I don't think they need them at
this point. I don't want to put any big money into minor tune-up adjustments, since
possibly some time in the future I might get the tune up, where they will not only put in the
right parts, but they will be able to diagnose the car on the shop computer and read any
error codes to tell what else might need to be done. However, for my current limited
driving purposes, it is just fine. I call the car the Queen Mary, but you have to remember,
the high fuel economy car people around here, probably think it is the albatross of the
American Road. Even in college I drove big out of date cars such at the 1951 Mercedes
300B and the 1961 Mercedes 300C and the 1963 Mercedes 220S with a sun roof and the
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1961 Mercedes 220 SE convertible. On that 220 SE, I did not own it too long, because I
paid $750 in 1971 to Lober Mercedes in Chicago, Illinois for a valve job, and all it needed
was a $15 fuel filter, so I sold it after buying it for $850 and $750 valve to job to some
Hollywood guy for $1450 that was going to restore it properly. With my cash proceeds
from the sale, I won the Senior Class Auction in 1971 at www.lfc.edu when I bought a St.
Bernard puppy for $250, and I never told my parents what I paid for the pooch. Well
anyway Mercedes around here are too expensive to try to improve, so on my limited
income budget, I can afford a $5 PCV valve for the Buick, and it just plugs into the valve
cover gasket and slides on to the hose. I probably should buy a little bit of hand cleaner
too, since it is covered with grease. The 1961 Mercedes 2 door four seater convertible was
like the one used in the movie North by Northwest, but it was silver not white. I once drove
down Lake Shore drive with my fraternity brothers to the Art Institute in Chicago, Illinois
The Art Institute of Chicago when we were in one of our Gatsby moods on a spring day,
and we all had a good time cruising Lake Shore Drive round trip from Lake Forest to
Chicago, which is really quite an upscale neighborhood, if you have ever seen it, but it is a
lot colder out there. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 4:00 P.M.: Best deal, I can find on the internet for a car
like mine, but with half the miles instead of my 114,000 miles
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp;?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&pageNumb
er=0&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=ascending&sortfi
eld=MILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K-%7CE%7CM-_7_%7CB-15000%7CD-_61_%7CN-N%7CR-10000%7CI-1%7CPMILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending%7CQ-ascending%7CZ06830&aff=national&paId=229855004&recnum=17&leadExists=true , if you don't mind
the grey color. It would be a good summer car in Nantucket for the grey lady at $4,991,
but you would have to get it back home, which might be pricey from Minnesota. No recalls
on my car Automobile Recalls - Official US Government Database for 1992 Buick
Roadmaster. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 3:25 P.M.: On my 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon,
if you look at CT Emissions Program - When Do I Get Tested - Find Test Date and enter its
Vehicle Identification Number or VIN which is "1G4BR8371NW409761", you will see that
my emissions test was waived, because I am low income, and its next test date is June 6,
2008, at which time I can get a two year waiver, if I am still low income. The previous
owner was a year behind in testing, so I only got a one year waiver. The car runs very
well, and it is clean burning as far as I can tell, it is just it drives a lot in stop and go local
traffic averaging 10 to 15 miles per hour, so its emissions system never gets cleaned out in
higher speed driving which is necessary to pass emissions, and the emissions people when
after I drive it at high speed take too much time before they test it. Probably if one were
able to drive it faster and take it right into emissions, it more than likely would pass. I was
told there is another emissions test facility in Old Greenwich that does not have as long of a
wait. Also I noticed just north of the Connecticut DMV on the Wilton Norwalk border on
Route 7, the Mobil gasoline station just north of there a mile on the east side of Route 7 has
an emissions testing facility that did not look too busy, so technically one could drive at
higher speed up there, and hopefully be tested right away to pass emissions. However,
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since I am low income, I do not have that problem. Also since I only drive about 3,000
miles a year, I do not leave too big of an environmental foot print. The VIN number is not
a big secret, since anyone can see it in the windshield. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 2:10 P.M.: After my dinner, I went outside, and I
chatted with a neighbor. I then picked up my mail. I got a half dozen computer
magazines, and my first copy of www.forbes.com and I also got my copy of US News &
World Report - Breaking News, World News, Business News, and America's Best Colleges USNews.com . This person's Charles Cary Rumsey son died recently. He was known to a
lot of people as Uncle Charlie, and I think he was one of the Old Guard in New York
democratic politics. He was also W. Averell Harriman - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
nephew, so more than likely a few other people knew him. I don't think I ever met Uncle
Charlie, but I use to visit his nephew George Cary http://mikelouisscott.com/photo/mikescott-with-distant-relative-whom-knows-about-horses-with-relative-whom-knows-aboutrailroads-putnam-hotel-in-saratoga-ny-about-summer-1990.jpg out at their Port
Washington, New York beach house located just a little bit north of the Gould Estate in
Sands Point, New York. He would be survived by his wife Mary Harriman Rumsey who
started www.newsweek.com magazine, founded the Junior League, and use to plan World
War II with the Roosevelts of Hyde Park, New York out at their beach house on Long
Island. Since I was a republican party member, they never really told me much of what
was going on, but his daughter lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico and their eldest son Charlie
Rumsey who looks like the actor Parnell Roberts of Bonanza fame and lives in Montana
with Pony Duke more than likely knows more about what goes on out west than just Ducks
Unlimited. Charles Cary Rumsey shows his father's Harriman connection. However, I
guess Uncle Charlie was so busy with whatever his business was, people thought he was his
father. I stayed once with George Cary at their apartment on East 72nd street, so I guess
they are an established upstate New York family than can afford to maintain a place in the
City. I dined with George's family and Uncle Charlie's daughter at the River Club back in
1973, and his daughter and I enjoyed drinking Southern Comfort. We even lived once on
Cornelia Drive here in Greenwich, and Cornelia was W. Averell Harriman's mother's
name. I recall being told that Uncle Charlie and his wife Aunt Mary also had another son
that disappeared while on a sailing trip. I recall George's former garage apartment there
had a couple of thousand books on sailing, so more than likely he was a capable sailor. The
son is 66 years old today, so the other son that disappeared sailing more than likely would
be in his 70s today, if they ever found him lost at sea. George's family had me with the
Queen Mum of England up at the Fort Erie race track in Canada back in 1972, and I did
not know she was the Queen Mum, and I spent most of my time chatting with the President
of General Motors of Canada. They seemed to all enjoy a day at the races. Well I put the
copy of Forbes and the copy of U.S. News and World Report in the magazine holder
underneath the right mouse pad on the Northgate computer. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 11:45 A.M.: I went outside, and I checked the air
conditioner on the Buick, and it seems to work just fine, when it is 68 degrees Fahrenheit
outside. It blows lots of cold air at idle. For some reason the outside temperature
indicator does not work properly, it just shows the temperature, when one first starts the
car for the day, and it does not go up as the day warms up. I will have to study the Buick
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mechanics manual to see how to reset it or what the problem might be. I chatted with
some neighbors. I will now cook and eat the same burger, and sauteed onions with melted
cheese and steam broccoli and baby carrots and
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm meal, which I have eaten recently, and I
will eat it all with a glass of iced tea. My neighbor is not from China and not from Korea
as my other neighbor thought, but the neighbor is from Viet Nam, so he obviously knows
French. He also has a PHD in computers from Oxford University which in that country
which is a small island off the mainland of Europe, when they tend to speak various
dialects of English, depending on how long they have been then, and where else they have
been, where they also speak English. I still have a problem here between southern English
of the U.S.A northern English spoken up North. Today Meals on Wheels had a Florida
license plate. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 10:25 A.M.: I went out after the last note. I went
downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station
area. I chatted with a afternoon regular who was out in the morning. I was told the local
train to New Haven was not running because power lines were down. I stopped by the
Greenwich Hardware store, and I bought a Frost King air conditioner filter for $2.49 and
.15 tax for $2.64 total. They have a number of small appliances for 50% off in their center
aisle. I stopped by CVS, and I bought a 16 ounce bag of Gold Emblem roasted and salted
almonds for $3.34. I was told the new office building being put up at the top of Greenwich
south of the Pickwick Plaza is being put up by James Sutton who also owns the Starbucks
building on Greenwich Avenue and a number of other local properties. I noticed where
Bologna Furs used to be, they have taken out the interior of the building, and only a couple
of I Beams and the facade remain, and they were bringing in new wooden joists to install in
the refurbished building. I ate about 1/3 of the Almonds in front of the senior and the arts
center. I was told that the two plants that they planted at the veterans monument across
the street from the senior center are called Elephant Ears. They sort of look like banana
plants. I drove down by the waterfront, and there was one solitary fisherman. I returned
home. I noticed they have pickets on strike in front of the construction site at the
Hamilton Avenue school, and they were from the Sheet Metal Workers Union. I still can
not figure out what is going on at the old Mobil station at Weaver and West Putnam
Avenue. I can not tell at this point whether it will be another gasoline station or it will be
something else. I saw a man on Greenwich Avenue wearing a shirt that said "Weaver
Street Market", so they now must be a local market up that way. I chatted with some
neighbors and the building custodian. I have used 45 miles on the Buick since I put the 16
ounce bottle of Emissions Test Passing For Dummies for $11.99 and a 20 ounce bottle of
Chevron Techron or Techron Fuel System Cleaner (12 oz.) for $12.99 for $24.98 total in the
car and filled it up with gasoline. I figure I should drive at least another 125 to 150 miles
before I fill it up again. That way the fuel injector cleaning additives will still be
concentrated enough to clean out the system. It is quite busy downtown, so I would
imagine a lot of the local people are enjoying the moderate weather. I put the Frost King
air conditioner filter on the right living room closet shelf. Since we might have some
military types in the area with the local academy graduations, I moved the British Union
Jack flag from the left living room closet, and I put it underneath the Dutch Tricolor on the
left hallway bookcase. I put the U.S. Air Force flag on the left living room closet, and I put
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the U.S.A. flag over the Scottish Cross of St. Andrews flag over the right hallway
bookcase. I might be storing a relative's car here for the first couple of weeks in June,
before I drive it to Kennebunkport, Maine on June 16, 2007, but that is still up in the air. I
have to have permission from the Greenwich Housing Authority, but I was told it is a
public road, so I would have to move it every day, so it does not look abandoned. I put the
other 2/3rds of a pound of almonds in a bowl on the Currier and Ives trivets on the brass
and glass coffee table. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 6:10 A.M.: I put away the laundry. I will now shower
and clean up, and I will go out for an early morning walk. President Bush
www.whitehouse.gov speaks at graduation at the United States Coast Guard Academy
Wednesday, May 23, 2007 at 11 A.M.. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 5:35 A.M.: I have 5 minutes to go on the dry cycle. I
installed a Vista update. I put a new 15 watt bent tip bulb in the far right sconce above the
primary computer. Since we might have guests in the area for graduation activities, I tried
to make the apartment environment better, so I turned on the allergy machine to medium,
the Honeywell Hepa air purifier to low, the Rembrandt print picture lights, the dolphin
florescent light, and the far wall sconces, so we are using a few hundred more watts of
electricity for a while. I will leave them set that way through Memorial Day to make a
more cheerful apartment environment. CIO
Note:<888> 05/23/07 Wednesday 4:35 A.M.: I chatted with a relative about 9 P.M.. I
chatted with a media survey person after that. I chatted with another relative after that.
I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins
with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with
a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and
coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I went back to bed until 1:30 P.M.. I
watched some television. I also searched the internet to try to figure out how to put a
footer in the Microsoft Longhorn IIS 7 beta 3 server. Microsoft is not user friendly
towards footers, since they use up too much band width. However, I want to include my
advertising footer http://mikelouisscott.com/stat.htm in the server pages, but Microsoft
does not like footers. I ate another piece of French crumb cake. I started two loads of
laundry, and I have 10 minutes to go on the wash cycle. I also put clean linens on the bed.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 3:30 P.M.: I chatted with a friend and a relative. I ate
another piece of French crumb cake. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 2:50 P.M.: TS2 Event Manhattan June 21, 2007
http://msdn.microsoft.com/flash/currentissue.htm
Windows Server® 2008 Beta 3
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Microsoft Silverlight: Light Up the Web
IBM launches world's fastest processor - vnunet.com
G8 Summit 2007 Heiligendamm
Most Expensive Homes In The U.S. - Forbes.com
What $1 Million Buys In Homes Across The U.S. - Forbes.com
I went through my email.
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Science team lands on Ice Island
CIO

Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 1:35 P.M.: I went out, and I picked up my mail. I chatted
with a neighbor. I ate a piece of French crumb cake. I noticed when I was out for my
walk this morning, at the Clearview Cinema on Greenwich Avenue that Pirates of the
Caribbean starts this Thursday May 24, 2007. Thus it should be playing this next
Tuesday, when one can get in free if one subscribes to all three Cablevision Optimum
Services using their Optimum Rewards Card Optimum Rewards and Optimum Rewards
Clearview Movie Discounts . Clearview Cinemas: Index and MovieTickets.com
Clearview's Greenwich Twin. Movies, showtimes and tickets. . Alas as a walker and
cigarette smoker and someone who frequently might have to go the bathroom because I
drink a bit of iced tea, I do not always feel comfortable in a movie theatre even if it is for
free. The last movie I saw there and recall going to was the volcano movie Dante's Peak,
and I recall having to go to the bathroom four times, and that was many moons ago. I will
now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 12:50 P.M.: Experts predict 'active' hurricane season CNN.com and http://mikelouisscott.com/weather.htm and
http://geocities.com/mikelscott/weather.htm . The air condtioning seems to work just fine
on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon, but when I was out, it was 62 degrees
Fahrenheit, so it was not really cold enough for the compressor to cut in most of the time.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 12:40 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I chatted
with a neighbor and the building custodian. I went by the Valley Road Post Office, and I
bought 50 two cent stamps for $1. I then went by the Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop,
and I bought a white wicker breakfast tray for $10. I then went downtown, and I chatted
with a local and the gardening staff replacing the tulips at the veterans monument with
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new plantings. I went by the Merry Go Round Mews Thrift Shop. They have 40% off
selected items. I then went by the Arnold Bread Outlet, and I bought a 14 ounce
Entenmann's All Butter French Crumb Cake for $2.25. I then went returned home, and I
chatted with a neighbor and the building custodian. From the Northgate computer system
with the monitor on the end of the coffee table, I replace the tray sitting on the B&M baked
bean cans with a white wicker breakfast tray. There is room beneath it to slide the
keyboard underneath it for storage. It is a wireless Kensington keyboard, so it can be used
in one's lap at that position. It looks much neater. In the right magazine holder of the
white breakfast tray beneath the right mouse pad, I put my back issues of U.S. News and
World Report. CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 8:55 A.M.: I enjoyed the meal. I chatted with a relative. I
now have to go out for an errand. CIO
Note:<888> 05/22/07 Tuesday 7:40 A.M.: I went to bed after the last message. About 2
P.M., the order for Newegg.com - Sunpentown SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for
$49.99 less 1.1% discount of .55 with 3 day UPS shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush
Ordering Discount plus $2.99 Rush Order Discount for $59.58 total is UPS: Tracking
Information and the order from American Workwear - workboots, workwear, rain gear,
Carhartt for Suspenders Accessories from American Workwear - Wick Dry socks, gloves,
suspenders, etc. two pairs of 54 inch by 2 inch clip suspenders #7854GC in red and hunter
green for $12.99 each pair for $25.98 subtotal and shipping cost is $5 for either one pair or
two pairs, so the total is $30.98 total arrived. About 3 P.M., the order with
tracking from www.jcwhitney.com , that I ordered:
Haynes Manuals REPAIR MANUAL : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for 1992
Buick Roadmaster for $16.99
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories and
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 18 inches
long and 1.5 inches in diameter for $3.99
R-134A AIR CONDITIONING CONVERSION AND CHARGING KIT : JC Whitney:
Auto Parts & Accessories for $45.99
Interdynamics R-134A MAXI SEAL KIT 2 : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for
$11.99
Interdynamics R-134A REFRIGERANT WITH LEAK SEALER : JC Whitney: Auto
Parts & Accessories for $9.99
for subtotal of: $88.95
plus UPS 7 to 10 day ground shipping for $11.99
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for subtotal of $100.94
less check out coupon code of "DETHEX7" JCWhitney.com Coupons - JCWhitney.com
Coupon Codes - JC Whitney Promotional Codes @ Fightdivx.com of $15 off $75
for $85.94 total had tracking of "9102144385413064814244" at this location USPS - Track
& Confirm and FedEx SmartPost Track arrived except the carburetor hose.
I studied the Buick manual about the air conditioner and the instructions for the leak kit
and the recharge kit. I then went outside, and I turned on the Buick and the air
conditioning on maximum with the car doors opened, so the air conditioner compressor
would work at maximum. The Buick had already been adapted to R-134A refrigerant and
had the newer adapters, so I did not need to use the ones from the kit. I unscrewed the
cover from the low end of the system valve attached to the round aluminum canisters in the
system. I installed the first canister and then the second canister of the leak fixer. I then
install the can of R-134A refrigerant with leak sealer and then one of the cans from the
conversion kit. The pressure gauge read just above green, so the air conditioning system is
fully charged, and lots of cold air came out of the air conditioning ducts in the car. I ran
the car for about 15 minutes to give the leak sealant and coolant to circulate around the
system. I still have two spare cans of refrigerant. I put the cap back on the low end
valve. I left box of air conditioning repair items underneath the chair in the bedroom to
the left of the desk. I left the Buick repair manual on top of the Social Register by the
French reproduction chair. I moved the existing tower fan into the entry area in the
hallway by the sweater closet to have it available to blow air from the cooled living room
into the bedroom and bath areas. I set up the new tower fan to the right of the General
Electric air conditioner. I left its remote control with the GE air conditioner remote
control to the left of the Northgate computer monitor on the Lazy Susan. I adjusted the
new suspenders to my length, and I hung them in the bedroom entrance. I threw out the
shipping boxes. The Cable Television and the Cable Modem were not working, and when I
called www.cablevision.com , they said it was under repair in this area. I went back to bed
until 11 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted
English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of
grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half
teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I called
www.cablevision.com , and they told me they were still working on the problem, and it
would be repaired by 5 A.M.. On the Northgate computer, I copied the Server folder from
the FIC server to the C: drive on the Northgate computer through the network to have it
available to use for a server. I then did a Complete System backup of both hard drives of
the Northgate to the Bytecc external hard drive. I slept until 3 P.M. while that was being
done. I then showered, and I cleaned up, and I went out. I returned the Vista manual to
the Greenwich Library book drop. I then walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue
and the train station area. I sat out at various locations. I went by the Greenwich Post
Office, but their all night machine does not dispense one cent stamps to use for the new
postage rate of .41 They now are putting a new facade on the old Pier One Imports store.
I drove down by the waterfront, and there were no fishermen there. I viewed the early
morning view of Long Island Sound. I stopped by the Valley Road Post Office, and their
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all night vending machine for stamps was not working. I then returned home. I chatted
with two neighbors. I emptied the two outside ashtrays. The cable modem and Cable
Television and the Optimum Voice long distance telephone are now working. I will now
reheat in the microwave on several vegetable cycles the spaghetti and tomato meat sauce
that I made Sunday night, and I will put grated parmesan cheese with it, and I will eat it all
with a glass of iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 05/21/07 Monday 12:40 A.M.: I put Vista Longhorn Server beta 3 on the
second hard drive in the Northgate Syntax computer on the coffee table. I configured it. I
will back it up later on. According to tracking on the order for Newegg.com - Sunpentown
SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for $49.99 less 1.1% discount of .55 with 3 day UPS
shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush Ordering Discount plus $2.99 Rush Order Discount for
$59.58 total is UPS: Tracking Information , it should be delivered this afternoon. I will
now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/21/07 Monday 4:20 A.M.: I put the Buick owner manual in the glove
compartment. I also left the Vista manual in the car. Lexmark C534n - 22ppm color /
24ppm mono Laser Printer - New $267 plus about $48 shipping for $315 total, but those
four toner cartriges when you go to replace them will cost you about $80 apiece . I went
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/21/07 Monday 3:25 A.M.: I woke up at 3 P.M. yesterday afternoon. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive
oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd
mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee
along with vitamins and supplements. I turned on indexing on both the C: and D: drives of
the Vista computer. I also enabled the defaults for the Indexing option for Search. I did a
Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I watched
parts of two Turner Movie Channel movies while doing the previous mentioned activities.
I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I tried doing a Vista Complete PC
Backup from the first hard drive to the Bytecc external hard drive, but it failed a number
of times. I went outside while doing that, and I checked out my car to make sure the
carburetor tube was staying attached. I also checked the oil. Everything seems all right.
I had a telephone call from the neighbor about the suspenders, and the order as I ordered
it last night stands. I chatted with a relative. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out
with the backup running. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich
Avenue and the train station area. I chatted with an usher of the Greenwich Avenue
movie theatre. With my Optimum Rewards card, I have a free pass on Tuesday nights at
that chain of movie theatres. Pirates of the Caribbean start this Thursday, so maybe it will
be playing next Tuesday night. I noticed that the Gaiety restaurant had disco music
playing upstairs. I stopped by CVS, and I bought two 64 ounce Welch's light grape juice
for $2.50 each and two 64 ounce Ocean Spray light cranraspberry for $2.50 each for $10
total. I completed my walk. I used the bathroom at Starbucks. I told them about
Starbucks coffee, coffee beans, Kona coffee, tea, Jamaica Blue Mountain and more New
York Coffee 4 1Lb Bags Introductory Offer w/ Thermal Mug for $16.95 , so I placed an
order for 2 orders for whole coffee beans or eight pounds and two coffee mugs for $33.90
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subtotal, and $5.95 UPS shipping less coupon code of "CFL" CoffeeForLess Online
Coupons, CoffeeForLess.com Coupon Codes, Discounts, Promotional Codes, Free Shipping
and Clearances for 5% off or $1.70 off for $38.16 total. I then went by the Stop and Shop,
and from the clearance section, I bought three 7.5 ounce packages of Old El Paso six soft
and six hard tacos for $1.50 each box, five 21 ounce Stouffer's frozen meat Lasagnas for $2
each, a six pack of Stop and Shop English muffins for .99, a 3 pound bag of onions for
$2.79, and green Chiquita bananas for .54 a pound for $1.63 for $19.91 total. I then
returned home. I put away my groceries. I restarted the backup to the Bytecc external
hard drive, but I set it for Quick Removal instead of Optimize for Speed, so the backup
took about four hours, but it completed. I also set the hard drive in the CMOS from LBA
to Auto, and I disabled Spread Spectrum. I put about five tablespoons of olive oil in a 10
inch frying pan along with three pads of 50% less fat butter, and I also put in four cloves of
peeled and minced garlic, and two medium peeled and diced onions and 16 ounces of
chopped London broil, and I first turned it to medium high electric burner heat, and once
it was warm, I sauteed it all with garlic powder, ground black pepper, and oregano
seasoning. Once the meat was browned and the onions were opaque, I transferred it all to
a three quart Revere pot, and I added a 26 ounce jar of Francesco Rinaldi marinara
tomato sauce, and I mixed it all together heating it over medium high electric burner heat
covered. I added about 3.5 quarts of water to a 5 quart Revere pot, and I brought it to a
boil over high electric burner heat added a teaspoon of olive oil and a few dashes of 1/3 less
sodium salt. Once the water was boiling, I added a 16 ounce package of Ronzoni
vermicelli, and I boiled it for 8 minutes stirring occasionally. Once the vermicelli was
boiled, I drained its hot water with a colander into another large pot, and I threw the hot
water down the bathroom sink to clean out any soap scum. I put half the drained cooked
vermicelli on a dinner plate and half in a flat Rubbermaid container with lid, which I put
in the refrigerator. I also continually stirred the tomato meat sauce. I put half on the
cooked vermicelli on the dinner plate, and I put half in a Rubbermaid container with lid in
the refrigerator. I put about five tablespoons of grated parmesan cheese on the hot dinner,
and I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. After I cleaned up the dinner dishes, I rested for
about one and a half hours while doing the backup. I also watched part of a movie about
Danish witches. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/20/07 Sunday 4:15 A.M.: Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology
(HIGP) : Home .
Welcome to the IVIS Laboratory Homepage
Alaska Volcano Observatory - Current AVO Reports
I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/20/07 Sunday 3:45 A.M.: I went through the Vista manual. I made two
copies of the four pages of keystroke short cuts, and I left one copy to the right of the
primary computer control panels. I turned off Advanced Disk Caching for the two hard
drives. I tried disabling System restore to see if the Vista computer would start up any
faster, but it does not, so I enabled System Restore. I changed the CMOS setting for the
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hard drive from Auto to LBA. I changed the Virtual Memory swap file, so it just is
working on the C: drive. I did another Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard
drive to the second hard drive. I watched some television while doing it. I made and ate
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm . I used a 15.7 ounce can of Heinz baked
beans and two Nathan all beef franks along with the other usual ingredients. I ate it all
with a glass of iced tea. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 11:20 P.M.: Castle for sale: 40 rms, 7 turrets, fully finished
dungeon - CNN.com . I read the 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon manual. I will
now read a bit of the Vista manual. CIO
Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 10:20 P.M.: I ate the last piece of pineapple cheese cake
before going to bed. I woke up at 5 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana
and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I went
outside, and I threw out some garbage, and I picked up some mail. I chatted with a
neighbor. The neighbor liked my suspenders, so I ordered for the neighbor from
American Workwear - workboots, workwear, rain gear, Carhartt for Suspenders
Accessories from American Workwear - Wick Dry socks, gloves, suspenders, etc. two pairs
of 54 inch by 2 inch clip suspenders #7854GC in navy and hunter green for $12.99 each
pair for $25.98 subtotal and shipping cost is $5 for either one pair or two pairs, so the total
is $30.98 total. The neighbor will pay me for them when they arrive. I left a copy of the
order outside the neighbor's door. I did a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard
drive to the second hard drive. I chatted with two relatives. The relative in Florida was
watching the Newport to Bermuda sailboat race on television. The relative in in California
was going a baseball game. Today is another relative's birthday in Boston. Happy
Birthday to that relative. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 05/19/07:
Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 5:55 A.M.: Big news this coming week, President Bush
www.whitehouse.gov speaks at graduation at the United States Coast Guard Academy
Wednesday, May 23, 2007 at 11 A.M.. Also next Saturday May 26, 2007 at United States
Military Academy at West Point , Vice President Richard Cheney Vice President of the
United States - Richard B. Cheney is to speak at graduation USMA Class of 2007 . Alas
night owls like myself are only left walking around in the early morning hours with the
younger early morning pub crawlers, whom seem to have a different perspective on life. I
will now send out my weekly notes. Of course somebody has to be awake at night. You
realize half the world's population probably dies at night when nobody is awake. If more
people were awake, maybe more of them would have lived. After I send out my notes, I
will shut down the primary computer, and I will head off to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 5:30 A.M.: Microsoft Popfly
Bring Madeleine Home
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IBM Loses Tapes With Retired Employee Data - Security - IT Channel News by CRN and
VARBusiness
be a Brit different :: where
» Vista Service Pack 1: It lives | All about Microsoft | ZDNet.com
http://www.forbes.com/2007/05/16/travel-food-chef-forbeslifecx_sv_0517travel.html?partner=forbeslife_newsletter
Become a member!
BBC NEWS | UK | England | Cornwall | Record wreck 'found off Cornwall'
BBC NEWS | Business | Microsoft buys ad firm for $6bn . CIO

Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 4:20 A.M.: I made and ate
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm . I used a 15.7 ounce can of Heinz baked
beans and two Nathan all beef franks along with the other usual ingredients. I ate it all
with a glass of iced tea. I called up the Greenwich Police department at their non
emergency number at 1-203-622-8000 and press 0 for operator, and I told them about the
old Pier One building just south of Saks Fifth Avenue, and how from what I can tell, it has
been gutted from the inside for the first two floors, and not much is holding up the
structure. They said they would have the building department look into it. I have noticed
a number of other cease work signs in other buildings on Greenwich Avenue, so it would
seem that perhaps in fixing up old building, not everything is being done according to the
building department regulations. Whatever the case, Greenwich Avenue does have a lot of
regular pedestrian traffic, and I am sure they would rather not have a building fall down
on them, when they are going about their business. I knew Kathy Mac Namara that
worked in the original Pier One off Harvard Square, so more than likely their construction
people might be Yankee type builders using old fashioned techniques. I think I will start
walking up and down Greenwich Avenue on the west side of the street for that block. I
noticed one early morning jogger has quit jogging all the way up Greenwich Avenue, and
he now turns east at Elm Street just south of the old Pier One Imports building, so I would
say other people in the area have observed the potential problem. CIO
Note:<888> 05/19/07 Saturday 3:00 A.M.: I emptied the paper shredder and threw out the
shredded paper when I threw out the other garbage. I also put a new plastic bag in it
along with a running a sheet of paper with a few drips of paper shredder oil on it through
the paper shredder to lubricate it. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length of
Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I noticed they are gutting the interior of the
old Pier One Imports just south of Saks Fifth Avenue. It does not look like there is much
holding up the building, but I suppose they know what they are doing. They have put a
new construction fence jutting out into the sidewalk at the excavation site south of Pickwick
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Plaza at the top of Greenwich Avenue, so I would say it definitely looks like a new building
is going in there. There are still a few vacant stores on Greenwich Avenue. Maybe
somebody could try putting in a gourmet coffee and tea shop, where one could buy
inexpensive bulk coffee. I am getting low on coffee beans, and I am down to 1.5 quarts,
but I sill have a large container of ground Folgers's coffee and 1.5 containers each of
regular and decaffeinated instant coffee. The Eight O'clock coffee has not been on sale at
the Food Emporium www.thefoodemporium.com for a long time. I searched for a bargain
on coffee beans, and I found Starbucks coffee, coffee beans, Kona coffee, tea, Jamaica Blue
Mountain and more New York Coffee 4 1Lb Bags Introductory Offer w/ Thermal Mug for
$16.95 , so I placed an order for 2 orders for whole coffee beans or eight pounds and two
coffee mugs for $33.90 subtotal, and $5.95 UPS shipping less coupon code of "CFL"
CoffeeForLess Online Coupons, CoffeeForLess.com Coupon Codes, Discounts,
Promotional Codes, Free Shipping and Clearances for 5% off or $1.70 off for $38.16 total,
which is a pretty good price for whole coffee beans today. CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 11:30 P.M.: I reheated in the microwave on one vegetable
cycle the other half of the rice that I made last night, and I ate it with some Kikkoman soy
sauce on it along with a glass of iced tea. I was told yesterday by a former employee of
Putnam Trust that Andrew Mellon also manages to make a living in Greenwich,
Connecticut. I know http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm used to have Paul Mellon's
daughter for a client. However, to take advantage of their wealth to do anything, one
would need a Gulf Oil credit card. However, the local Gulf gasoline station Riverside
Gulf, besides having race cars is also the local towing service at night. Paul Mellon stored
some of his art work at Mellon art gallery Yale Center for British Art up at www.yale.edu
. However, there might be a connection with our family, since my father's name was
Louis Dale Scott. Since we might have relatives with the last name Dale, more than likely
the National Gallery of Art National Gallery of Art which has both donated art work from
Andrew Mellon along with a small collection from Chester Dale, who was sort of like the
Bill Gates of the 1930s when nobody had any money, more than likely the connection might
be through the art world. Alas, I can not afford to make it to Manhattan to see if they
have any new art over at the The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York:
metmuseum.org , but I was told they moved some of their sculpture collection into the
cafeteria area, and the now have a smaller dining area downstairs in the basement. Well,
not much happening here, so I will now shower and clean up, and I will go out for an
evening stroll. There will not be many cool nights coming up in the near future, so we
should take advantage of the opportunity to enjoy the cooler weather while it lasts. Of
course Billy Baldwin besides doing the Mellon farm in Upperville, Virginia, also did Bunnie
Mellons house out in Nantucket, and he also did the Round Hill Club here in Greenwich, so
more than likely they have a lot of pink and green, since I think he did them in his pink and
green period. Billy Baldwin also did Abbie McCormick's apartment in Carl Sandberg
towers in Chicago, Illinois, and he also did George Cary's parent's house in East Aurora,
New York, so he did not just work in Manhattan. He only lived in a 350 square foot studio
apartment in Manhattan, when he was not traveling or in Nantucket, be he had access to
some of Manhattan's vast international resources in his neighborhood. Huntington
Hartford besides formerly owning the A&P food chain in Manhttan, also owned the Four
Seasons Club and resort chain, so possibly when he sold the A&P, he invested in wine 4
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Seasons Special Club Offer . I think he is still alive in Manhattan last I heard, and he is
probably one of the larger private real estate holders in Manhattan, unless he sold out.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 10:45 P.M.: I was awaken at noon by a computer survey
call. I slept until 4 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a
toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture
of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half
teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. While eating
breakfast, I did a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard
drive. About 5:30 P.M., I went back to bed. According to tracking on the order for
Newegg.com - Sunpentown SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for $49.99 less 1.1%
discount of .55 with 3 day UPS shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush Ordering Discount plus
$2.99 Rush Order Discount for $59.58 total is UPS: Tracking Information , they tried to
deliver it at 5:05 P.M. this afternoon. I was awake and here, and the door bell did not
ring, so from what I can tell, they must have pushed the wrong number on the outside door
buzzer. I went outside, and I signed the slip for delivery on this Monday, and I left it
where the driver had left it. I called them up at 1-800-742-5877, and I asked them to
definitely deliver it on Monday. I chatted with a neighbor. I chatted with a relative. I
reinstalled the Nvidia video driver on the Vista primary computer. I chatted with another
relative. I watered the plants. I put more white vinegar in the scent bowl. I threw out the
garbage and the old periodical literature. I ate a piece of pineapple cheese cake with some
iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 7:05 A.M.: Save money and weight, get rid of the roof BBC
NEWS | Business | Soft-top Rolls lifts the lid on global wealth . It is suppose to rain a lot in
northern Europe, and the locals do not like tanning, so it is probably not a practical car
there, but I am sure it will be a hit in Palm Beach and Palm Springs and the Middle East.
BBC NEWS | Asia-Pacific | Rare giant turtle found in Mekong . BBC NEWS |
Science/Nature | Did Greens help kill the whale? . BBC NEWS | Technology | Global net
censorship 'growing' . I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
soon. I am not sure whether I will bother doing house cleaning today or not. CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 3:45 A.M.: I will leave the slower Nvidia card in the primary
Vista computer, since it works in clone mode, so one can use the Vista Media Center with
the remote control on the Sony Television when used as a monitor. Although I have been
too busy to use that feature recently, it is one of the nifty feature of Vista Ultimate that is
useful for entertainment and other media purposes. That reminds me that I need to get a
20 foot long cable and I think a splitter from the cable into the two TV audio inputs, so the
output from the Vista computer into the Sony TV plays in stereo instead of mono as it is
currently setup. I thought about buying from this link for $195 Ronald Reagan
Presidential Foundation & Library Air Force One Jackets for the Air Force One Leather
Jacket #SGJ007 in XX-Large, but since I am poor, I decided to flip the One Pound British
Coin, and heads the Queen I would buy it and tailed the Crest I would not buy it.
However, when I flipped the coin on the floor it rolled underneath the wire wall rack
behind the apartment entrance door which to me symbolized I would end up in jail, and
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when I was able to fish it out with a dinner knife, it was on tails the Crest, I do not buy it.
There is no point going into more debt. I currently owe about $59.58 to www.newegg.com
for the tower fan arriving tomorrow. I also owe on my Chase Visa Card about $193.40 for
the clothes, shoes, auto parts, and vitamins and another $3.32 when the 1.5 inch diameter
carburetor accordion hose ships. Thus all together I am $256.30 in debit on my charge
cards. However, that is not too bad since the average United States citizen is $50,000 in
debt. I plan to try to pay off the credit card debt at the first of June 2007 along with all of
my other bills. CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 2:40 A.M.: I ate two scoops of coffee ice cream.
59 Ways to Supercharge Windows - 59 Ways to Supercharge Windows - News and
Analysis by PC Magazine
Learn about Small Business+ free office 2007 tips and tricks cd
PC Pitstop: Free PC Diagnostics, computer help and Tuneups
http://www.kscnet.ru/ivs/kvert/index.html
Alaska Volcano Observatory - Current AVO Reports
Smithsonian Institution - Global Volcanism Program: Worldwide Holocene Volcano and
Eruption Information
Óróagröf / Tremor Plots
Amazon.com: Microsoft Money 2007 Deluxe: Software $24.99
Forbes Stock Game
Inn on Biltmore Estate Newsletter
http://computershopper.com/howto/200704_5_essential_vista_tips_tricks
I went through my email. I went through the PC Pitstop test, and it says my Nvidia video
card is a bit slow. I could exchange it with the newer and faster ATI card from the server,
but the video on the Sony television as monitor, would not be available in Clone mode,
which I prefer to use. I would have to move the ATI video to the Sony television monitor if
I wanted to use it which is cumbersome. However, with the ATI video card in the Vista
computer, it would be a bit faster on other features. I never seem to use the Sony
Television as a monitor, and I could run it off the Server in XP mode with the Nvidia card
if I needed to use it. Thus it is six of one half dozen of another. CIO
Note:<888> 05/18/07 Friday 12:40 A.M.: Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation &
Library Store free shipping on $100 order .
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Tracking from www.jcwhitney.com , that I ordered:
Haynes Manuals REPAIR MANUAL : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for 1992
Buick Roadmaster for $16.99
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories and
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 18 inches
long and 1.5 inches in diameter for $3.99
R-134A AIR CONDITIONING CONVERSION AND CHARGING KIT : JC Whitney:
Auto Parts & Accessories for $45.99
Interdynamics R-134A MAXI SEAL KIT 2 : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for
$11.99
Interdynamics R-134A REFRIGERANT WITH LEAK SEALER : JC Whitney: Auto
Parts & Accessories for $9.99
for subtotal of: $88.95
plus UPS 7 to 10 day ground shipping for $11.99
for subtotal of $100.94
less check out coupon code of "DETHEX7" JCWhitney.com Coupons - JCWhitney.com
Coupon Codes - JC Whitney Promotional Codes @ Fightdivx.com of $15 off $75
for $85.94 total had tracking of "9102144385413064814244" at this location USPS - Track
& Confirm and FedEx SmartPost Track .
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 11:45 P.M.: I forgot to mention, after I chatted with my
relative, I ate the same burger sauteed in olive oil and 50% less fat butter with sauteed
onions, and steamed broccoli and baby carrots and half a portion of my microwave rice
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm, all of which I ate with a glass of iced tea.
It is suppose to be rainy tomorrow and over the weekend Greenwich, Connecticut (06830)
Conditions & Forecast : Weather Underground , so I probably will stay in tomorrow and
do my usual house cleaning. I will now go through my email. Tracking on the order for
Newegg.com - Sunpentown SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for $49.99 less 1.1%
discount of .55 with 3 day UPS shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush Ordering Discount plus
$2.99 Rush Order Discount for $59.58 total is UPS: Tracking Information is suppose to
arrive tomorrow afternoon also. They installed the air conditioners on the second floor of
my apartment building today, but I leave mine in year round, since it would be too time
consuming for the building staff to remove the heavier unit in the fall, since it is installed
with outside brackets against the case, which means they would have to climb outside on
the roof to disassemble them, and their nuts and bolts are probably pretty rusty. The unit
can be pulled out of its case for service by removing the screw from each side at the front
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lower side. My General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner with remote control is
working just fine, but I try to use it sparingly, since electricity can be expensive. I have the
General Electric service contract paid up on it through September 11, 2007, which costs
slightly over a $100 a year. I have never had to use it, in the six years that I have paid it.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 11:15 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. Apparently the
residents of Florida are having problems paying property tax, so some of them are having a
tax revolt ABC News: Showdown in the Sunshine State . I moved the state of Florida flag
onto the printer stand at my apartment entrance for a sign of recognition that I have
friends and family in Florida. I tell people here that I am the volunteer railroad agent, and
I chat about the Florida East Coast Railroad and the Illinois Central railroad, but alas it
has been many moons since I actually road on a train. I looked at www.amtrak.com , and
it would be $188 for a round trip ticket this summer from the Stamford, Connecticut train
station to Wells, Maine near Kennebunkport, Maine. However, I would also need a round
trip tax from here to the Greenwich train station, so that would be about $15 with tip, and
about $2 disabled round trip ticket from Greenwich to Stamford on MetroNorth, so it
would cost about $205 round trip on the train to Maine, but I think you also have to take a
taxi from the South station in Boston to the North station, so that probably would be
another $20 coming and going, so it would be about $225 to get to Maine. To drive the car
if there were no problems as I recall it is about a 270 mile trip from here to
Kennebunkport, Maine, so that would be 540 miles round trip, and say if on the highway
going 55 to 65 miles per hours, I got about 18 miles per gallon in the 1992 Buick
Roadmaster station wagon, that would be 540 divided by 18 or 30 gallons of self service
premium unleaded gasoline going at about $3.60 a gallon or $108 in fuel, plus there are
about $7 in tolls, so that would be about $115 for the round trip, but there would be the
wear and tear on the car, so for the more secure train ride, it would be about $110 more,
but anyone knows who has traveled that car repairs along the highway, if one had
problems can be a lot more money and time consuming. There is a possibility that
relatives might drive me up, and I would take the train back. I have acquired a Chase
Visa credit card with a $1200 limit, so I would have emergency funds in an emergency
along the highway, but being on limited income, I would rather not risk it. There are no
handicapped or disabled discounts on Amtrak. CIO
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 9:00 P.M.: I went out after the last message, and I went to
my usual 3 P.M. Thursday appointment. I booked it ahead until November 2007. I then
returned back to my apartment. The order for the three pairs of corduroy pants and the
black Honda shoes arrived. I opened it up. I put the pants in the bedroom closet on the
right side, and I put the shoes in the right living room closet. They all fit fine. I ate
another piece of pineapple cheese cake. I went out, and I threw out the shipping box. I
then went by the Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop which had their seasonal presentation of
new items today. For the Buick wagon, I bought 14 cassette tapes for .50 each for $7
total. I bought one Frank Sinatra Gold, two Barbara Streisand, four Beethoven, two
Tchaikovsky, Bing Crosby Christmas tunes, the London recording of Phantom of the
Opera, the Greatest Hits of 1750, Quiet Music for Quiet Listening, and Henry Mancini
plus I already had the Roger Daltrey tape. I put them in the tape holder compartment in
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the front arm rest between the front seats. The more current ones are in the front
compartment. The Buick wagon being 15 years old has a very good cassette AM FM
stereo system with lots of speakers. I then went downtown, and I walked the entire length
of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I played a dollar scratch card named
Bar-B-Que at the Greenwich Cigar store, and I won $2 for a dollar profit. I chatted with a
regular downtown observer. I was told that the parking lot on the east side of the
Greenwich Police and Fire Department is for police and firemen, and not senior citizens,
but one can park for free on either side of Benedict Place for the two blocks east of
Greenwich Avenue with a Senior Citizen pass. I have to be careful going out of the Board
of Education parking lot, since if one does not go very slowly the rear end of the car can hit
the pavement or sidewalk as one exits the parking lot. I went by CVS, and I bought for
half price from the clearance section a Gourmet Trends Lid Ease jar and lid opener for
$2.99 and .18 tax for $3.17 total. I hung it on the kitchen work items rack hanging above
the kitchen work area when I got home. It will be handy for opening jar lids and bottle
tops. It will be easier to use than the Lolly Prince rubber jar opener. I completed my
walk. I then drove down by the waterfront on Steamboat Road. I then drove over to
Grass Island, I got out, and I viewed the waterfront. The Grass Island park is perfectly
maintained this year, and they do not have any of the Canadian Goose droppings on the
park ground. No fishermen seem to be around, so I guess the gasoline is too expensive for
them visit frequently. I then returned home. The Buick wagon seems to be running better
with the fuel injection and emissions additives that I added yesterday. I threw out the
shipping box for the Honda shoes and the jar opener covering. I moved my car to its usual
place. I also park it in the particular location which is a good location for the winter, so
when they plow the snow, it does not get plowed up against the car as much like the do for
the handicapped spots, and I do not mind walking the few extra feet. Hard Drive Special
Slickdeals.net and FRYS.com | MAXTOR IDE and FRYS.com | MAXTOR Serial 320 gig
for $60 with free shipping. CIO
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 2:10 P.M.: I threw out some garbage. I chatted with a
neighbor. I got an older out dated emissions testing notice. I am passed on emissions until
June 6, 2008. I will now go out for my 3 P.M. appointment. CIO
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 1:05 P.M.: I ate a piece of pineapple cheese cake. I
watched some television. I have a 3 P.M. appointment today. On the order from
www.sierratradingpost.com with 20% off coupon code "54400" on over $75 order
http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , Honda Arcata Low Shoes (For Men) - Save 72% in
size 9.5 in black for $23.96, two pairs of Martin Gordon Corduroy Pants - Flat Front (For
Men) - Save 76% in waist 42 inches inseam 30 inches with one in medium olive brown and
one in light olive brown for $15.96 each, and Wide Wale 100% Cotton Corduroy Pants Pleated Front (For Men) - Save 71% in navy in waist 42 inches inseam 31 inches for $7.96
for a total for a subtotal of $63.84 after 20% discount of $15.96 with $10 UPS ground
shipping for a total of $73.84. I saved $248.66 on the order or 80%. Tracking is UPS:
Tracking Information . It is out for delivery, so I will return after my 3 P.M.
appointment. I will now shower and clean up. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 11:55 A.M.: I rested after the last message. I will now
make my bed, and I will wash the breakfast dishes. CIO
Note:<888> 05/17/07 Thursday 6:30 A.M.: I chatted with a relative after the last
message. I was awake at 4 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and
honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd
mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a
half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I chatted with a
friend. I will now wash the breakfast dishes, and I will make my bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 6:55 P.M.: I have a tape cassette player in the Buick, but
I looked around for some old tapes that I once had, but I could not find them. I found an
Ah Ah Scoundrel Days tape, but when I played it, it had a copy of Queen Elizabeth II's
opening of the Scottish parliament. I decided not to leave that in the car. I was only able
to find a Roger Daltrey Roger Daltrey - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia tape, so I left it in
the tape compartment between the seats. Bon Soir. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 6:25 P.M.: I ate two scoops of coffee ice cream. I will
now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 6:20 P.M.: What Does Lampert Want with Citi? . CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 6:15 P.M.: He could always work as Indian Scout in
America http://www.cnn.com/2007/WORLD/europe/05/16/iraq.harry/index.html which
might be more dangerous. BBC NEWS | UK | Prince Harry not to serve in Iraq . CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 4:55 P.M.: I went out after the last message, and I drove
over to over on U.S. 1 in Port Chester, New York. On the way, there was a news crew that
photographed me crossing over to New York for some odd reason. At Medallion Auto
Parts, I bought a 16 ounce bottle of Emissions Test Passing For Dummies for $11.99 and a
20 ounce bottle of Chevron Techron or Techron Fuel System Cleaner (12 oz.) for $12.99 for
$24.98 total. I then put both of them in my fuel tank which was almost full. I then drove
a short distance east to the Shell station, and I bought $6.01 of premium self service
gasoline or 1.688 gallons topping up the fuel tank for $3.559 a gallon for 20.4 miles driving
since the last fill up or 12.08531 miles per gallon driving in local traffic, which is better.
With the fuel additives cleaning out the fuel injection system and the emissions system,
hopefully after a couple of weeks or more when I have run the tank down to a quarter of a
tank or so, I will start to get even better mileage per gallon. I will not be topping off the
fuel tank until I have driven about 150 to 200 miles of local driving to give the additives a
chance to do their cleaning action. There is a very bad weather front coming in Weather
Hazards for Southern Fairfield, CT , and I saw a funnel cloud high up in the sky when I
was returning. I chatted with some neighbors, when I returned. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 2:05 P.M.: I got my emissions deferment letter, and my
emissions for the Buick are deferred until June 6, 2008 at which time I should have either
fixed the emissions problem, or I can reapply for a two year deferment. I made a copy of
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the two pieces of paper, and I put them in the manila envelope with the other automobile
papers that I keep by the right side of my bedroom desk in the metal file holder at the
front. I will now put the originals in the glove box with the other car papers. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 1:45 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I chatted
with a neighbor. I went by the Food Emporium, and I bought two gallons of America's
Choice Distilled white vinegar for $2.29 each and Dole bananas at .69 a pound for $1.47 for
$6.05 total. I then went to my follow up of my physical at the Greenwich Hospital out
patient clinic, and I am perfectly healthy except my cholesterol is 190 getting too close to
the danger point of 200, so I guess I should quit eating so much cheese and ice cream, and I
should change from low fat butter to low cholesterol margarine. I then went by the
Greenwich Hospital Thrift shop, and they are closed today, because they are getting ready
for their seasonal opening tomorrow. I then went downtown, and I went to the Merry Go
Round Mews thrift shop, and certain select items are 40% off. I noticed a old rocking
chair in the dumpster in front of where they are remodeling, and I noticed a GE microwave
in back by the trash along with some old security monitors. I then chatted with a local
town representative. I was told I should get a parking permit for the senior center. I took
my Buick registration to the senior center, and I got a free parking pass for the senior
center. It is good to park in front of the senior center or across the street in front of the
veterans monument, but my car might stick out in the street at those two locations, but it is
also good to park in the parking lot on the east side of Mason Street across from the fire
house, so I guess I could park there for free when I go downtown, providing they are not
filled up. I got the permit, and I put it above the passenger side visor, and one is suppose to
put it in the windshield when one uses it. I paid a dollar to park downtown today. I then
went by the Arnold Bread outlet, and I bought a 24 ounce Entenmann's pineapple cheese
cake for $2.25 less Wednesday's 10% senior discount of .23 for $2.02 total. I then
returned home. I noticed my trip odometer said 45 miles, and I had not driven that much
since I filled up two days ago, and I suddenly remember that it was 34.9 miles when I filled
the car, but I did not reset it, because I want to make sure it was a 9 in the decimal point,
and therefore I have only driven 10.1 miles in two days. There are plenty of people
downtown, so they do not need me in the daytime, but occasionally I enjoy going down
there for small errands. I chatted with a relative a couple of times. Because it is the
allergy season, I have the allergy machine, the Honeywell Hepa air purifier, and the air
conditioner going which makes the apartment environment much more enjoyable.
However, once the apartment cools down, the air conditioner turns off automatically, and I
usually turn it off when I go to bed. A warmer apartment makes me feel tired. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 8:25 A.M.: A bit of the grape that bit you 4 Seasons
Special Club Offer . I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will get ready to go
out. I have a 10 A.M. appointment for the follow up on my physical that I have to get to a
half hour early. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 8:05 A.M.: I ate the same burger with sauteed onions
and cheese with vegetables and rice along with a glass of iced tea, which is the same meal
that I have been eating a lot of recently. I chatted with a friend. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 5:55 A.M.: Thomson Adds Reuters in $17 Billion Bid to
Be Giant - New York Times .
Steinway & Sons Showrooms: Factory Event
15 Great Free Utilities You've Never Heard Of - Page1 - MSN Tech & Gadgets - Products
05_15_07_sn_sn_plan_imaging_Sess
Sign up For MoneyNews Alerts
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/16/07 Wednesday 4:50 A.M.: I woke up at 11 A.M.. I did two loads of
laundry, and I put clean linens on the bed. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana
and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I washed
the breakfast dishes. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I went downtown. I
walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I chatted with a
late night taxi driver. I looked at the Lexus 350 ES at the local dealership across from the
Greenwich train station. They have one in Burgundy. I noticed a brown jeep at the
Greenwich Train station from California, so somebody was able to afford to drive across
country. The local www.greenwichtime.com article in the newspaper box is about a
decrease in Lyme Disease in the area, but it is not in the internet version. It is my
understanding since we had a warmer winter here, there should be an increase of Lyme
Disease, since there would be more dear ticks in the area. There are still a few vacant
stores on Greenwich Avenue. Art on the Avenue is still going on Greenwich Arts Council
. The tulips are just about gone. It is 71 degrees Fahrenheit outside, so it is a warm night
for this time of year. I walked over to the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason
Street. They still have the new construction going on at the YMCA building a new
swimming pool facility. I found a very good black laptop computer case on top of the
trash can outside of www.cvs.com . I put it with the other laptop computer case in my
bedroom window, when I got home. It is a more sturdy model. I noticed a summer
camper in the park at the Greenwich Common. I drove down by the waterfront on
Steamboat Road. There are not many houses with lights on at night around the
waterfront anymore. I returned home. I noticed the Shell Oil truck was delivering
gasoline at the Shell station on West Putnam Avenue. The usual night person in on duty
there. I will now go through my email. Tracking on the order for Newegg.com Sunpentown SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for $49.99 less 1.1% discount of .55
with 3 day UPS shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush Ordering Discount plus $2.99 Rush
Order Discount for $59.58 total is UPS: Tracking Information . CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 4:45 P.M.: I went outside, and I chatted with a neighbor. I
will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I am a bit tired.
CIO
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Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 4:05 P.M.: I made and ate
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm . I used a 15.7 ounce can of Heinz baked
beans along with the other usual ingredients. I also used two Nathans all beef franks in the
mixture. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I chatted with an associate who rescheduled an
appointment. I will now go outside for a bit of fresh air. CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 3:15 P.M.: After I filled up the air in the spare tire, I picked
up my mail. I then filled up the bicycle tires to 65 PSI. I then went to
www.jcwhitney.com , and I did some research, and I ordered:
Haynes Manuals REPAIR MANUAL : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for 1992
Buick Roadmaster for $16.99
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories and
CARBURETOR PRE-HEATER HOSE : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 18 inches
long and 1.5 inches in diameter for $3.99
R-134A AIR CONDITIONING CONVERSION AND CHARGING KIT : JC Whitney:
Auto Parts & Accessories for $45.99
Interdynamics R-134A MAXI SEAL KIT 2 : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for
$11.99
Interdynamics R-134A REFRIGERANT WITH LEAK SEALER : JC Whitney: Auto
Parts & Accessories for $9.99
for subtotal of: $88.95
plus UPS 7 to 10 day ground shipping for $13.99
for subtotal of $102.94
less check out coupon code of "DETHEX7" JCWhitney.com Coupons - JCWhitney.com
Coupon Codes - JC Whitney Promotional Codes @ Fightdivx.com of $15 off $75
for $87.94 total.
Thus hopefully, I should be able to recharge the Buick air conditioning system myself, and
save a little bit of money. I have done it on other cars before. The air conditioning
materials are suppose to ship right away, but the manual and the carburetor hose will be
back ordered. CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 10:00 A.M.: I went outside, and I cleaned the floor of the
Buick with the Black and Decker dust buster I keep in the bedroom. I took some pictures,
and I posted them here http://mikelouisscott.com/buick-051507/ . I now have to bring out
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my Slaymaker Jump Start System with air pump to check the smaller spare tire for 60
pounds per square inch. CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 7:45 A.M.: I restored the defaults for Internet Explorer 7.0
tab browsing which seem to be better than the ones that I selected. I will now wash the
breakfast dishes, and I will make my bed. I will then shower and clean up. I might go out
and take some Polaroid Digital pictures of the Buick in the parking lot. CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 7:15 A.M.: Full Test: 1996 Buick Roadmaster Estate
Wagon .
Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon (1993)
1991-1996 Buick Roadmaster Prices and Review
1994 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon Review, Prices, Photos: New Car Test Drive .
Buick Roadmaster: Information from Answers.com
I chatted with a friend.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 6:50 A.M.: It is suppose to be warm today up to 89 degrees
Fahrenheit. Instead of using about $2.50 to $3 in fuel to go downtown and back, I will
stay home earlier this morning. I could always go to the library later on today. It does
not cost to park at the Greenwich Library Welcome to Greenwich Library! , and there is
less traffic getting there. On the Volvo I got about 13 to 16 miles per gallon in local city
type driving, so I guess currently getting about 9.5 miles per gallon is not too bad for the
Buick in stop and go driving around town at about 15 miles per hour average. You have
to remember the Buick weighs 4400 pounds, so it takes a little bit of energy to get it
moving. It is a primary principle of physics if you get my drift. CIO
Note:<888> 05/15/07 Tuesday 5:05 A.M.: I was awake at 4 A.M.. I ordered Newegg.com Sunpentown SF-1521 Tower Fan with ION - Retail for $49.99 less 1.1% discount of .55
with 3 day UPS shipping of $10.14 less $2.99 Rush Ordering Discount plus $2.99 Rush
Order Discount for $59.58 total. I will now eat breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana
and honey, two toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I will use
the Sunpentown tower fan along side the air conditioner on the living room window sill,
and I will put the Honeywell tower fan to blow air into the bedroom. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 7:50 P.M.: Microsoft Claims Linux Infringes 42 Patents -Microsoft Patents -- InformationWeek .
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Microsoft, Manufacturers to Deliver New Generation of Workplace Phones and Devices
Microsoft Unified Communications VPR: Image Gallery .
Geniune Window Vista: Software Protection Platform
Cities On Volcanoes 5
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Bandwidth leap for British forces
BBC NEWS | Technology | Building cars for 'tree-huggers'
BBC NEWS | Africa | China launches Nigerian satellite
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO

Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 7:20 P.M.: On the order from American Workwear workboots, workwear, rain gear, Carhartt for Suspenders Accessories from American
Workwear - Wick Dry socks, gloves, suspenders, etc. two pairs of 54 inch by 2 inch clip
suspenders #7854GC in red and hunter green for $12.99 each pair for $25.98 subtotal and
shipping cost is $5 for either one pair or two pairs, so the total is $30.98 total. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 6:30 P.M.: I put the tea in the refrigerator to become iced
tea. I went back outside, and I pull five fuses for the electronic ignition and emissions
system on the Buick, and I checked them out, and I reinstalled them to hopefully reset any
onboard computers. I also did the same thing with three air conditioning system fuses. I
will have to wait to see if it improves the fuel economy and the air conditioning which
might work. However, all of the fuse systems should have been reset when the battery was
replaced with a new battery. I noticed the Check Engine Light now says Check Engine
Soon. I also reattached to its swivel the passenger side or the front seat arm rest, so it
swivels up properly. I pulled out the center seat belts for both front and rear seats, and I
also checked the seat belts to make sure they are working properly. I also moved the front
head rests up a bit. I also adjusted the front seat positions. The engine sounds just fine,
unfortunately to go any place, you have to pay for gasoline. I will now microwave and eat
a Boston Market 16 ounce frozen pot roast dinner. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 4:00 P.M.: I called up the www.buick.com Customer
Assistance Line in Detroit, Michigan better known as MOTown at 1-800-521-7300 , and
they were able to give me the new car Environmental Protection Agency mileage estimates
for the 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon when it was new. They are:
City: 16 miles per gallon
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Highway: 25 miles per gallon
Combined: 19 miles per gallon
Since the car was tuned up about a thousand miles ago two years ago, and the previous
owner told me after the tune up, it started getting less gasoline mileage, there might be a
way with a tune up or some other adjustment to increase the miles per gallon the car from
what I am currently getting with it. My best guess, might be to buy a fuel injection system
and combustion chamber engine cleaning kit, and run the various ingredients through the
engine. The engine is a 5.7 liter V8 engine. Speaking of www.gm.com , more than likely
the other types of Generals might be around for graduation at United States Military
Academy at West Point and USMA Class of 2007 and
http://www.usma.edu/publicaffairs/graduation2007/mediainformation.pdf , but the way I
figured it, by May 26, 2007, I will not able to afford to go over there which would be at least
$40 with the Tanpan Zee bridge toll, so any of the well heeled DOD types, I guess would
have to come over here and use our facilities, if they can afford it. Some of those cadets get
to be pretty good mechanics by the time they graduate. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 2:00 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I chatted with
a neighbor. I checked the neighbor's antifreeze on her vintage Toyota. I then went
downtown, and I chatted with a morning regular. I then drove up to the Noroton exit in
Darien on I-95, and I got off, and I got back on headed west, and I showed up on the access
road in front of the Department of Motor Vehicles garage at the Darien rest area on I-95
west bound, and the Connecticut DMV representative was there early. He checked out my
car, and I signed the paper work, so my car now has an emissions waver for a year. Next
year they will do it for two years, since this year the car was a year behind. I then
returned back to Greenwich, and I got off Exit 5, and I went to the Mobil Express car wash
in Old Greenwich, and I got the basic car wash for $5.99. I then went by the Chase Bank
on Mason Street. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon station next
to the Greenwich Library, and I bought $17 of self service premium unleaded gasoline at
$3.659 a gallon or 4.645 gallons for 34.9 miles driving since Friday at 7.51345 miles per
gallon for the Queen Mary as I call my car. The miles per gallon estimate might be slightly
off, since I filled up at the east side pump which is tilted away down hill away from the
pump, probably letting in more gasoline in the tank. I also checked the air on the tires for
35 PSI rear and 30 PSI front. The 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon weighs 4400
pounds, which with a heavy vehicle, one should check the tire pressure more often. I then
went to Gateway Automotive Supply Parts, and I bought a 16 ounce container of STP
engine oil treatment for $4 and two 2 inch diameter hose clamps for $1.60 both for $5.60
total. I then put the STP in the engine, so at 114,000 miles with a recent engine oil change
it has better oil treatment. I then returned home. I then installed the two 2 inch diameter
hose clamps on the piece of accordion metal tubing that runs from the valve cover to the air
intake, since that piece had come lose again, so now with the hose clamps, it should stay in
place. Technically, I should have better emissions with that secured, since it recycles the
oil fumes into the air intake on the engine. I also lower the driver's side head light just a
small bit, so it is even with the passenger side head light. I then chatted with a relative. I
am making up a batch of Formula II http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm . I have about a
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half hour before I put it in the refrigerator. I chatted with some neighbors. I picked up
my mail. Recently I have noticed it takes a week for out of the New York area checks to
clear at the Chase Bank, when the Bank of New York use to clear checks in a day or two.
Thus the Queen Mary is ship shape as far as I can afford to do it. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 7:45 A.M.: I finished the backup. I took the two frozen
pieces of homemade style frozen pizza, and I took each out of their Ziplock bags, and one at
a time, I put them in their trays which they were frozen in with a microwave cover, and I
microwaved eat for four minutes. I ate them with a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. One of the
pieced had a hard crust, and it broke off part of my right side rear lower molar which
already had a filling in it and needs a crown. I will survive. There is not pain. I also had
some ice tea. I also made up a cup of 50% decaf and 50% regular Folgers instant coffee.
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will shower and clean up, and I will get
ready to go out for my emissions inspection at the Darien, Connecticut emissions garage at
the west bound I-95 rest area. When I come back, I will go back to bed, so I will not make
my bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 6:15 A.M.: I finished the full system scan. I fixed one
cookie. I will now do the Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the
second hard drive. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 3:45 A.M.: Norton Internet Security 7.0 updates would not
work, so I had to uninstall it and then reinstall it and then install the updates. I will now
do a Norton AntiVirus 7.0 Complete System Scan. I will then do a Vista Complete PC
Backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I will take a couple hour nap
while doing the scan, and I will start the backup when I have time. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 1:05 A.M.: I went through my email. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/14/07 Monday 12:10 A.M.: I went out after the last message. The public
safety department was once again here to check on a neighbor. I chatted with a couple of
other neighbors. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue
and the train station area. I stopped by CVS, and I bought a five pack of BIC lighters for
$2.99, and I had a $3 off coupon good at CVS, so they were free. From left to right, they
are purple, dark blue, medium blue, red, and medium blue. I chatted with another regular
night person. I then walked back down Greenwich Avenue, and I showed the other night
person my 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon. I then walked him back to his car, and I
completed my walk. I walked over to the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason
Street. I then returned back down to my car, and I chatted with the other regular night
person outside the Subway sandwich shop at upper Greenwich Avenue. I then sat out for
a while, and I chatted with three other regular walkers. I then used some extra fuel, and I
drove down by the waterfront on Steamboat Road. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and
I bought 28.2 ounce four cheese frozen Stop and Shop self rising pizza for $3.99, two twenty
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ounce 3 Diamond crushed pineapple for $1 each can and a 16 ounce bag of frozen extra
large shrimp from Thailand 31 to 40 count for $6.99 for $12.98 total. I then returned
home. I put the shrimp in the freezer to have to use in the future. I took the frozen pizza,
and I cut it into four equal quarters. I rubbed some olive oil on a baking sheet, and I put
the four pizza pieces on a baking sheet. I then shredded with a cheese grater 8 ounces of
50% less fat PollyO mozzarella cheese, and spread it over the pizza pieces. I then seasoned
it with a generous amount of garlic powder, ground black pepper, oregano, and Italian
seasoning. I then took a medium large onion, and I peeled it, and I cut it into 3/16th inch
thick slices. I then separated the slices into onion rings, and I spread them over the pizza.
I then opened and drained a 6.5 ounce can of Snows clams, and I spread the clams over the
pizza. I then opened and drained a 6 ounce dried can of Stop and Shop large California
pitted olives, and I cut them in half lengthwise, and I spread them over the pizza. I then
spread about a third of a cup of Kraft grated parmesan cheese on the pizza. I then
seasoned it some more with Italian seasoning and oregano. I then spread about a third of
a cup of extra virgin olive oil over the pizza. I then put the pizza on the baking sheet on
the bottom rack of the Farberware convection oven, and I set it at 375 degrees Fahrenheit,
and I baked it 25 minutes. I put two of the four slices in separate plastic frozen food trays,
and I put each of the two trays in a large ZipLock bag, and I froze them. I ate the other
two pieces with a glass of iced tea. I have to be up at about 6 A.M. today, to get to the
Darien emissions station at 10 A.M. this morning to get my emissions waver on the Buick
wagon. I am slow starting getting ready in the morning. CIO
Note:<888> 05/13/07 Sunday 3:10 A.M.: I watched a bit of television. I ate some
Pringles. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/13/07 Sunday 12:50 A.M.: Happy Mother's Day. I went out after the last
message. I chatted with some neighbors. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length
of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. There were a number of young adults
out pub crawling. I noticed they are still excavating the foundation for what looks like a
new building just south of Pickwick Plaza on Greenwich Avenue. They are also restoring
the Pickwick building. I enjoyed looking at the tall yellow tulips planted around the
Veterans monument across from the Senior and the Arts building. I would say the tulips
are in full bloom on Mother's Day. I then returned home the most direct route, so as not
to use up to much precious fuel. I am no longer driving down on the waterfront on
Steamboat Road after all of these years so as to save on fuel. I will now prepare and eat
the same meals as the last four nights. CIO
Note:<888> 05/12/07 Saturday 9:35 P.M.: I woke up at 4 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture
of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean
Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I made my bed, and I
washed the breakfast dishes. I went outside, and I moved my car to its usual parking
place. I did a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the Bytecc external
hard drive. I watched some television, and I surfed the internet with the FIC server while
doing the backup. I took up the old orange floor mats underneath the new white bath mat
and oriental throw in the bathroom. I threw out the old orange mat. I chatted with a
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relative. I will now send out my weekly notes. I will then shut down the primary
computer, and I will eat some Pringles, and then I will shower and clean up, and I will go
out for a late evening stroll. CIO
Note:<888> 05/12/07 Saturday 9:15 A.M.: I changed the Internet Explorer 7 tabbed
browsing settings in Vista to:
check
check
uncheck
check
check
check
check
check
uncheck
uncheck
check
uncheck
uncheck
I deleted my old Vista Complete PC backup from the from the first hard drive to the
second hard drive, and I did a Complete Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard
drive to the second hard drive which took some time. While doing that I went outside, and
I chatted with a neighbor. I then watched part of a Batman movie. I now will shut down
the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/12/07 Saturday 5:50 A.M.: I tried to figure out what causes the hard drive
to run for about 15 minutes after Vista Boots up in 3 minutes. In System Properties, under
Advanced, I selected Performance and under Settings, I selected Adjust for Best
Performance. I did still keep and select Enable Desktop Composition, Smooth edges of
screen fonts, Smooth-scroll list boxes, and Use visual styles on windows and buttons.
Those settings eliminate most of the Visual stuff in Vista, so it is quite a bit faster. I then
rebooted, but the total boot times and hard drive flashing was the same. I ran Disk Clean
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Up, and I eliminated all of the extra files including the Hibernate file, but startup was still
the same time. I then turned off Indexing on both hard drives, but startup still remained
about 3 minutes with the hard drive running another 15 minutes, until the hard drive light
goes off. However, the Vista system is much more responsive and faster to use in the
current settings. I will now work with it for a brief spell. CIO
Note:<888> 05/12/07 Saturday 2:20 A.M.: I watched some television. I went outside to
check outside because I though I heard cars. Two Greenwich Police cars were here to
check up on a neighbor who is not well. I let one of the patrolmen in to check on the
neighbor. They left after checking on the neighbor. CIO
Note:<888> 05/12/07 Saturday 12:25 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I chatted
with a neighbor's relative. I went by the http://thefoodemporium.com , but their sale items
on the internet are not the same as the sale items in the store circular. I picked up a copy
of the store circular. While going out, I noticed the front windshield wiper washers were
not working. While checking them out at the Food Emporium parking lot, I reattached
each tube mechanism for each front wiper blade to the front wipers, but they still would
not wash. When I got home, I noticed I checked the fuse for them, and it was all right, and
then I noticed it is the red lever on the windshield wiper toggle that on the left side of the
steering wheel that activates the washers, so they now do work. I also disconnected one of
the air conditioner fuses, and reconnected it, and when I started up the car, it seemed it was
working, but it is hard to tell, since it is 65 degrees Fahrenheit out, one would have to wait
to test it in warmer weather, but it sounded like the compressor was cutting in and out.
After the Food Emporium, I went by the drive up ATM machine at the Chase Bank on
Mason Street. It is poorly lighted, so I had to use my flash light I keep in the driver's side
car door to see to use it. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon
gasoline station, and I bought $20 or 5.467 gallons of self service premium unleaded
gasoline at $3.659 a gallon for 35.35 miles driving since this past Monday evening. That
works out to 6.466 miles per gallon, but I spent about an hour letting the car idle at the
emissions test at the Shell station, and I also drove it from exit 5 to 3 on I-95 and back on
the Post Road. I then went to the Stop and Shop, and I bought two six packs of Stop and
Shop English muffins for .99 for each six pack, two I Can't Believe Its Not Butter Light 16
ounce boxes for $1.50 each box, a 1.75 quart container of Turkey Hill Moose Tracks ice
cream for $1.99, ten 16 ounce cans of B&M baked beans for $1 each half bacon and onion
and half maple flavor, a box of 100 Lipton tea bags for $2.50, a 17.3 ounce container of
Diamond Crystal Salt Sense iodized salt with 33% less sodium for $1.49, two 16 ounce
packages of Oscar Meyer chicken, pork, and turkey wieners for buy one get one free for
$3.59, a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99, and broccoli crowns at $1.99 a pound for
$3.46 for $31 total. I then returned home, and I put away my groceries, and I fiddled with
the car as mentioned before. CIO
Note:<888> 05/11/07 Friday 7:50 P.M.: I went out after the last message. UPS delivered
the RNA DNA capsules. I chatted with some neighbors. I threw out the garbage and the
old periodical literature and the vitamins shipping box. I will now eat the same meal as
the last three nights. I will shut down the computer, and I will shower and clean up, after I
eat dinner, and then I will go out for a walk. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/11/07 Friday 6:30 P.M.: Free phone call to any phone in the world on
Mother's Day Skype Gift of Gab . I chatted with a relative. I looked at www.cars.com ,
and my 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon goes for a lot more money up to $9,000 in the
later years up to 1996 when it was made. This is the www.kbb.com report on my car
listing its private party trade in value in good condition with all of the options and 114,000
miles is $3,335, but trade in value is $2210 and retail in excellent condition would be $4970,
so I would say it is a pretty good set of wheels for me to be touring around locally in.
The Sharper Image $15 off $50
A cable modem hits hyper speed | Crave : The gadget blog
Sierra Trading Post DealFlyer free shipping through May 13, 2007 on $100 order and try
using "54400" coupon code for 20% off over $75 order.
Overstock.com free shipping through May 14, 2007
GOP.com Secure Online Donation I donated $2, so in case any www.whitehouse.gov people
show up here in Greenwich, Connecticut, they can have a cup of coffee on me or tour
around town on the local bus or they could bet on a horse or play a scratch card. I went
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/11/07 Friday 4:55 P.M.: I watered the plants, and I added 10 drops of
Schultz liquid plant food to each quart of water that I used. I put more white vinegar in
the vinegar scent bowl. I will now go through my email. I ate a dozen Triscuits. This
item is available again without the 10% discount with free shipping and $350 mail in rebate
for $269 after mail in rebate Newegg.com - LEXMARK C series C534n 34A0050 Up to 24
ppm 1200 x 1200 dpi 4800 Color Quality (2400 x 600 dpi) Laser Workgroup Color Printer Retail and the manufacture's web site is Search Results - Lexmark C534n . I don't need
it. I chatted with a relative. CIO
Note:<888> 05/11/07 Friday 3:25 P.M.: I woke up at 9 A.M. when a friend called. I then
rested some more. I chatted with three relatives. The Connecticut DMV Connecticut
Department of Motor Vehicles , and I am suppose to meet their representative at the DMV
garage at the Darien I-95 West rest area at 10 A.M. this Monday, May 14, 2007 to get the
waiver on my 1992 Buick Roadmaster Emissions test. Maxtor 200 Gigabyte Hard Drive
IDE with free shipping for $40 at Slickdeals.net and FRYS.com | MAXTOR 200 gig IDE
free shipping $40. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted
English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape
juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of
Certo, and coffee. My order for five bottles of Rna/Dna by Country Life VitaminShoppe.com for $8.79 each for $43.95 subtotal, less $10 with coupon code "7089"
on over $40 order with $2.99 Super Saver Shipping for $36.94 total has UPS: Tracking
Information is out for delivery, so I have to wait for them to arrive. I will now wash my
breakfast dishes, and I will make my bed. Donald Trump www.trump.com business
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promo is still on my web site http://mikelouisscott.com/trump-020207.wmv . I guess that
is all that was happening around here on Ground Hog's Day. CIO
Note:<888> 05/11/07 Friday 1:25 A.M.: On the order from www.sierratradingpost.com
with 20% off coupon code "54400" on over $75 order
http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , Honda Arcata Low Shoes (For Men) - Save 72% in
size 9.5 in black for $23.96, two pairs of Martin Gordon Corduroy Pants - Flat Front (For
Men) - Save 76% in waist 42 inches inseam 30 inches with one in medium olive brown and
one in light olive brown for $15.96 each, and Wide Wale 100% Cotton Corduroy Pants Pleated Front (For Men) - Save 71% in navy in waist 42 inches inseam 31 inches for $7.96
for a total for a subtotal of $63.84 after 20% discount of $15.96 with $10 UPS ground
shipping for a total of $73.84. I saved $248.66 on the order or 80%. Tracking is UPS:
Tracking Information .
AARP Reebok and Rockport Outlet Stores .
The Great American Sweepstakes .
I sent a relative a Mother's Day gift All-Time Holiday Favorites: 4-CD Set SKU 34559 Reader's Digest Store for $9.49 and .66 tax and $3.95 shipping for $14.10 total. They have
other discounted items at Reader's Digest Store .
Microsoft Sees Record-Breaking Business Adoption Of Windows Vista -- Windows Vista .
Windows Vista Partner Odyssey .
I went through my email.
BBC NEWS | Americas | Nasa unveils Hubble's successor .
BBC NEWS | UK | Magazine | How do you 'go' in space? .
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/10/07 Thursday 11:35 P.M.: I made and ate the same meal as the last two
nights. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/10/07 Thursday 10:10 P.M.: I did some bottom fishing on the internet. I
chatted with one relative twice and another relative once. I ordered from American
Workwear - workboots, workwear, rain gear, Carhartt from Suspenders Accessories from
American Workwear - Wick Dry socks, gloves, suspenders, etc. two pairs of 54 inch by 2
inch clip suspenders #7854GC in red and hunter green for $12.99 each pair for $25.98
subtotal and shipping cost is added upon shipping. Last October 2006, the shipping was
$5 for one pair, so it should be $5 to $10, hopefully $5 for $30.98 total. If you place over a
$50 order, shipping is free. Thus when I change pants, I do not always have to change the
suspenders. I have noticed with my current waist line of 42 inches on my 6 foot tall frame
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that some times my pants begin to fall down a bit, since I no longer have an hour glass
build. I guess it is from sitting at the computer for 17 years instead of going out
discotecqueing. CIO
Note:<888> 05/10/07 Thursday 6:50 P.M.: Before going to bed this morning, I did a Vista
Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I woke up at 11
A.M., and I showered, and I cleaned up, and I made my bed, and I went over to the
Greenwich Hospital laboratory to get my blood drawn for my physical laboratory work. I
then went by the Greenwich Hospital Thrift shop, and I dropped off the padding from the
brown carpet runner that I had bought there yesterday. I then went by the Shell Station
near them on East Putnam Avenue and Sherwood Place, and they told me I should take the
Buick for a drive on the highway before retesting it. I then drove from Exit 3 to Exit 5 on
I-95, and I drove back on East Putnam Avenue since the highway west bound was not
moving. I then had the car retested, and it failed the emissions test again with about the
same results. I then returned home, and I faxed the Connecticut DMV emissions office in
Waterbury, Connecticut my failed emissions report and my new registration. I then
chatted with them, and they told me they would set up an appointment with me at the
DMV garage at the Darien rest area on I-95 to sign the paper work to have the emissions
test waived. I then went to my usual 3 P.M. appointment. I then returned home. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive
oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd
mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I
washed the breakfast dishes. I chatted with a relative. I took about a two hour nap in the
Ethan Allen recliner. CIO
Note:<888> 05/10/07 Thursday 1:30 A.M.: Surplus Computers Oregon Scientific Wireless
Weather Station & Atomic Clock for $28.99 with free shipping.
Glenlivet Society Birthday Message to Michael Scott .
EU cautioned on any Microsoft break-up | Tech News on ZDNet .
» Patch Tuesday: 7 bulletins, 19 flaws, all critical | Zero Day | ZDNet.com .
BBC NEWS | UK | UK Politics | Blair to announce departure date .
BBC NEWS | Americas | Washington diary: Royal jitters .
BBC NEWS | Middle East | King Herod's ancient tomb 'found' .
BBC News | In pictures: Penicillin: The first 'wonder drug', Penicillin useage .
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Galileo system 'in a deep crisis' .
I went through my email. I will now install the most recent Vista updates and patches, and
then I will shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/10/07 Thursday 12:30 A.M.: For my birthday, I ordered just before
midnight before it ended from www.sierratradingpost.com with 20% off coupon code
"54400" on over $75 order http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , Honda Arcata Low
Shoes (For Men) - Save 72% in size 9.5 in black for $23.96, two pairs of Martin Gordon
Corduroy Pants - Flat Front (For Men) - Save 76% in waist 42 inches inseam 30 inches
with one in medium olive brown and one in light olive brown for $15.96 each, and Wide
Wale 100% Cotton Corduroy Pants - Pleated Front (For Men) - Save 71% in navy in waist
42 inches inseam 31 inches for $7.96 for a total for a subtotal of $63.84 after 20% discount
of $15.96 with $10 UPS ground shipping for a total of $73.84. I saved $248.66 on the order
or 80%. I will now finish going through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/09/07 Wednesday 10:20 P.M.: Tracking on the order for five bottles of
Rna/Dna by Country Life - VitaminShoppe.com for $8.79 each for $43.95 subtotal, less $10
with coupon code "7089" on over $40 order with $2.99 Super Saver Shipping for $36.94
total is UPS: Tracking Information .
Amazon.com: Amazon.com - Jeans / Pants: Apparel .
Thomson Offers $18B For Reuters - Forbes.com.
Get Your MomTV @ Geeks.com! .
TS2 Event Manhattan . CIO
Note:<888> 05/09/07 Wednesday 8:50 P.M.: I did some research on the Fujitronic Digital
Tower Fan with Remote Control FF-606 from iKitchen.com and for $53.99, and instead of
using coupon "MOTHER" for 5% off, one can get 10% off with coupon "DROPSHIP" --About iKitchen from iKitchen.com , so for me at this location it would be $53.99 with
$14.22 shipping less 10% discount of $5.40 for $62.81 total. Since it is a New York
operation, it would ship locally. The manufacture's web site is Fujitronic Manufacturing
Inc. || Tower Fan with Remote Control , and I chatted with them out at the City of
Industry, California. Their web site is Fujitronic Manufacturing Inc. On-Line Store .
Their online store is only for large volume sales. I am thinking about buying it, but I am
waiting to consult with some family members. For now, I am obviously fine. I was told a
new model with the same model number is coming out in June 2007. They have it in
California on the west coast for the same price at Fujitronic Tower Fan with Remote
Control FF-606 from California, but shipping back east would be $22. I chatted with two
relatives. I will NOT order the second tower fan, unless I think I need it later on when it
gets warmer. I will now eat the same meal as last night. CIO
Note:<888> 05/09/07 Wednesday 5:05 P.M.: I called up an cancelled the order for
Fujitronic FF-606 Digital Tower Oscillating Fan with Remote Contol # FF606, F-F-606, FF606, FF 606 since the shipping would have been $15 to $20, and at about $75, I really can
not afford it, and the Honeywell tower one like the ones they have at CVS is doing just fine
blowing the cooled air from the air conditioner around the apartment. I chatted briefly
with a friend, but his cell phone zonked out. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/09/07 Wednesday 4:25 P.M.: I was awake at 6 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive
oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd
mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I
washed the breakfast dishes. I made my bed. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out,
and I chatted with some neighbors. I went early to my 9:30 A.M. appointment to
Greenwich Hospital Greenwich Hospital outpatient clinic for my annual physical. My
weight according to their scale is 185 pounds. I seem to be doing all right, but tomorrow
morning I can not eat breakfast, and I have to get my laboratory work done at the
Greenwich Hospital lab. Next week I go back for my follow up. I then went to the
Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop, and I bought a 5 foot by 3 foot British Union Jack flag for
$2.50 and chocolate brown bound piece of Bigelow type wool carpet about 20 feet by 32
inches which included the padding also for half price for $32.50. I then returned home. I
had a telephone call from the Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles emissions
department, and they told me that they could give me a waver, but I would have to set up
an appointment to meet them at the DMV garage at the Darien rest area. However, they
said the last time the car's emissions were checked after it was tuned a thousand miles ago
about two years ago, it passed with flying colors. They told me that more than likely the
problem with my emissions test at the Shell Station on Sherwood Place was that the car was
not warmed up. The car had sat for 2.5 hours before they tested it. They said to set up
an appointment there again, and then take it for a drive, and make sure they test it right
away when I go to have it tested while the car is still warmed up. They told me more than
likely it would pass emissions. I can get the retest for free within thirty days after they
have tested it the first time. If it should not pass, the DMV would give me a waiver by the
previous mentioned procedure for a year. I then raised up my living room closets doors
about an inch more from the floor through the adjustment mechanism on the doors. I
then took up the plum and beige Aubusson carpet from the apartment entrance, and I laid
down the new brown piece of carpet along the full length of the apartment from the
entrance running behind the down sofa to underneath the French reproduction chair. I
had to fold under the last three feet of it. I did not use the padding, since it is laid over
another piece of wall to wall wool carpet. Thus the apartment entrance door and the two
living room closet doors clear the new brown wool carpet runner just fine. I put the plum
and beige Aubusson carpet perpendicular to it running between the dining table and the
sitting area. I moved the oval green and beige Aubusson carpet to underneath the
computer primary computer chair. I folded under the fringe on the Aubusson carpets, so
they do not get sucked up by the vacuum. I had to move the picture of the Queen Mother
of England to the right side of the back of the apartment door, and I move the picture of
Queen Elizabeth and President and Laura Bush with the picture of Queen Victoria and the
picture of Duke and Duchess of Windsor to above the right closet where the Queen Mum's
picture was. I moved the old Yankee wall thermometer to in between the closets. I raised
the mirror to the left of the left closet and inch, so I could raise the mirror beneath it an
inch, so it hangs and does not rest on the carpet. I chatted with two relatives. I put the
small beige and color pattern oriental throw that was in front of the French reproduction
chair over the white bathroom rug. I put the green and pink throw rug underneath the
www.harvard.edu chair in the kitchen. I showed my British neighbor what I had done.
I rolled up the unused padding, and I used duct tape to secure it, and I put it in the rear of
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the Buick station wagon to give back to the Greenwich Hospital Thrift shop. I showed the
building custodian what I had done. I then vacuumed the entire apartment to get up any
dust. I turned on the General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner to cool off the
apartment with the Honeywell tower fan blowing around the air while it swivels. I picked
my mail and I chatted with some neighbors. I hung the new British Union Jack flag over
the left living room closet door, and I move the Dutch flag from that location to the left
hallway bookcase over the Swedish flag. I now have the two big British Union Jack flags
and the smaller British Union Jack flag on display in the living room. CIO
Note:<888> 05/09/07 Wednesday 12:35 A.M.: Optimum Online Preview .
Optimum Online - News - AP News - Berkshire Shareholders Prefer Buffett .
Free Rhapsody from www.optonline.net still does not work with Vista. I will now shut
down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I have a 9:30 A.M. appointment
today, so I will be up around 6 A.M. this morning. Today is my 57th birthday. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 11:05 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I went by
the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went downtown, and I
walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I stopped by the
Greenwich Arts and Senior Center to use the bathroom. I stopped by CVS, and they have
the Lasko tower fans. I went by the Greenwich Library, and I chatted with another
computer person. I was told about easyCruise.com for holidays in the Greek Islands,
Caribbean, Holland and Belgium . I then returned home. I chatted with two relatives. I
ordered from Brooklyn, New York Fujitronic FF-606 Digital Tower Oscillating Fan with
Remote Contol # FF606, F-F-606, F-F606, FF 606 for $53.99, and they will contact me
about the UPS ground shipping cost which should be about $14 to $15. I will then email
them back to send it. I will use it on the living room window shelf to the right of the
General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner with remote control to move the cooled
air around more efficiently, and the F-F606 also has a remote control and ionizer, and I
will move the Honeywell Tower fan to hallway to blow air into the bedroom. It will help
me maximize my air conditioner usage. I hate to tell you, but it will get hot here sooner or
later, and air conditioning costs can be very expensive with higher electricity costs, so to
circulate the cool air that I do pay for around better will make it more efficient. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 5:30 P.M.: I opened up the package of five boneless chicken
breasts, and I put three of them in a large flat Rubbermaid container. I then rinsed off the
other two in cold water, and I dried them with a paper towel. I then put a thin coat of
olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish, and on a separate plate, I rubbed the bottom side of the
boneless chicken breasts with olive oil, and then I spread a thick coating of seasoned bread
crumbs on it, and then I did the same with the top side and the other boneless chicken
breasts. I then put them in the Pyrex pie dish, and I baked them in the Farberware
convection oven at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 35 minutes. I also made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm to which I also added one teaspoons of
Kikkoman soy sauce and Old Bay Seasoning and chicken bullion seasoning. I ate half, and
I put the other half in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I also steamed in a
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three quart Revere pot with steamer tray and lid about 2 cups of baby carrots and broccoli
spears and sliced asperagus spears for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner heat, I
ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I will now shower and clean up, and I will go out, and I
will take my usual walk on Greenwich Avenue. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 4:25 P.M.: I put the Mexican poncho in the dryer on delicate
cycle, and I only dried it for about half the time the 55 minutes full time. It came out nice
and clean. I chatted with some neighbors while waiting for the driers to finish. I picked
up the mail, and I got another birthday card from a relative. I put away the laundry, and I
put the Mexican poncho on the end of the long green sofa. I bought the colorful poncho at
the Old Greenwich Rummage room thrift shop for $15 a few years ago, and I bought the
brown and white wool poncho at the ELDC thrift shop for $7.50 over 15 years ago. I used
to have another one like the brown and white poncho, but it is not the same one. The
original one that we had like the brown and white poncho had a urine stain on it from
when my St. Bernard dog went to the bathroom on it. The original one was brought back
from Mexico by my parents in the 1960s. That was many moons ago. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 3:15 P.M.: I woke up at noon. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of
orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray
cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I washed the breakfast
dishes. I have 30 minutes to go on the dry cycle of two loads of laundry. I also put clean
linens on the bed. I am also washing the black and white wool poncho, which I put a half
of a cup of CVS wool wash in the washer machine on cold wool cycle, and I will cool tumble
dry it. The more colorful poncho is already cleaned. I took the white electric blanket of
the bed, and I put it and its controls in its plastic packaging, and I put it on the bottom of
the bedroom closet floor. I took the medium blue light weight summer blanket from the
back of the long green sofa, and I put it on the bed. I am running the air conditioner on
low fan with the exhaust port opened with the tower fan moving the air around in the
apartment. My electricity bill at www.cl-p.com for April 2007 was $153.30, and I have
already paid the budget amount of $187 less a $16 surplus for $171. That is for 30 days in
April 2007, I used 834 KWH or 28 KWH per day. I do not use much heat or air
conditioning in April. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 4:35 A.M.: The Queen Visits the White House - New York
Times .
President Bush Welcomes Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II to the White House .
Welcoming Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness The Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh .
BBC NEWS | Americas | Queen praises UK-US partnership .
IAVCEI 2008 .
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World Organization of Volcano Observatories .
» Microsoft’s hidden diagnostic tool unlocks Vista startup secrets | Ed Bott’s Microsoft
Report | ZDNet.com .
I went through my email. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 2:45 A.M.: For now the $5 white pattern wool throw rug in
front of the French reproduction chair that I bought from the Merry Go Round Mews
thrift shop about 17 months ago at Christmas time will do just fine. I took the two
comforters that I cleaned at the Cos Cob Laundromat before the Volvo was flooded, and I
took them off the ends of the two living room sofas, and I put them in plastic bags, and I
put one on the floor of the bedroom closet, and I put one on the bedroom closet shelf. I
took the two wool ponchos from underneath the bedroom bed, and I put the black and
white one on the far end of the long green couch, and I put the colorful one on the far end
of the down sofa. I will give up on home improvements for now, and I will go through my
email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 2:15 A.M.: For in front of the French reproduction chair in
the walk through area in the living room, I was thinking about buying this ORG
Handtufted Floral Heriz Burgundy CLEARANCE - 4926 in 2'6" X 4'6" marked down
from $149 to $39 with free shipping. However, I really should have some sort of shade of
blue their such as this ORG Handtufted 797 Gray-Blue CLEARANCE - 4904 in the same
size marked down from $149 to $49. Also these are available RugStudio, Rug Specialists
since 1930 - Product Search - Criteria: aubusson with this ORG Destin Aubusson
Green/Ivory CLEARANCE - 4913 marked down from $99 to $49, or in 2' X 4' slightly
marked down for $50 Rugs America New Aubusson N292 Light Green Sale - 20774 or
Rugs America New Aubusson N208 Light Blue Sale - 20777 , or in 30" X 50" marked down
from $120 to $80 Kas Ruby Fleur-de-Lis Aubusson 8980 Slate Blue - 17641 . However,
this ORG Handtufted 797 Gray-Blue CLEARANCE - 4904 still seems to be the best deal,
but it is not an Aubusson, but similar to it. All of them have free shipping. I will look for
other sites. All of them are all wool. CIO
Note:<888> 05/08/07 Tuesday 12:55 A.M.: I ordered five bottles of Rna/Dna by Country
Life - VitaminShoppe.com for $8.79 each for $43.95 subtotal, less $10 with coupon code
"7089" on over $40 order with $2.99 Super Saver Shipping for $36.94 total. Thus I should
have over a years supply of RNA/DNA tablets. I enjoyed my dinner. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/07/07 Monday 10:40 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I mailed the
emissions deferment information at the Valley Road Post Office. I went to my 4 P.M.
appointment. I then went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue
and the train station area. I stopped the Greenwich Cigar store, and I bought a dollar
Cash Flurries scratch card, but I lost. I stopped by CVS, and I bought six 5.5 ounce 30%
less fat Pringle sour cream and onion potato chips for .88 each for $5.28 total. I walked
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over the to ATM machine at the lobby of the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I stopped by
Grannick's Pharmacy on Greenwich Avenue. I was looking for RNA supplement tablets,
which are Ribo Nucleic Acid supplements. Sardines contain RNA which are a building
block of cells. After my walk, I sat out for a while. I then drove over to Tod's Point in Old
Greenwich taking the route along the train tracks where one turns south off East Putnam
Avenue at St. Catherine's. I chatted with a local weather watcher at the Southwest
parking area. The usual horse and buggy was driving around at sunset. There did not
seem to be any storm damage, and Tod's Point looks as good as ever. This time of year in
the late evening, one only needs the beach sticker on the car window. I noticed somebody
zooming across Long Island sound from around Port Jefferson, Long Island to the Mianus
River in a Cigarette boat, which seems like an expensive way to commute, but I guess it is
cheaper than a jet. Maybe they should invest in a Jet Ski. I then drove over to south east
parking area, and one of the locals told me there was some damage along the south shore of
Tod's Point, but I did not have the time before closing to walk out to investigate. I then
went by the Riverside Shopping Plaza, and I went by the General Nutrition store, and they
no longer carry RNA supplement tablets. I then went by CVS, and they do not carry them
in the larger store either. They have the same swivel tower fan that I bought for $30, and
they also have a $50 Lasko tower fan with remote control for $50. They also have the
standard round box fans and smaller ones. I then went by the Food Emporium, and I
bought boneless breasts of chicken for $2.99 a pound for $11.93, fresh asparagus for $2.99
a pound for $3.01, and green Dole bananas for .69 a pound for $2.01 for $16.95 total. I
then returned to central Greenwich, and I went by the Greenwich Library, and I read the
Greenwich Time, and I chatted with one of the staff members. I checked out "Windows
Vista, The Missing Manual" by David Pogue. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive
Exxon Service station, and I bought $8.01 of premium self service unleaded gasoline at
$3.599 a gallon for 2.225 gallons for a 21 mile round trip to Tod's Point from my apartment
in Byram, for 9.44 miles per gallon driving mostly in traffic locally. In other words, it
costs me $8 every time I go to Tod's Point, so I will probably only be going out there about
once a month. I still have Bruce Park, the Town Green, Greenwich Avenue, Steamboat
Road, Roger Sherman Baldwin Park, Grass Island, and Byram Shore that are local to me
for outdoor enjoyment. I told one of the walkers this evening, if you walk before you eat,
you feel hungry, and you eat more when you get home, and if you walk after you eat, you
do not feel hungry and do not eat more. I chatted with some neighbors. I chatted with
two relatives. I will now cook the same meal as the last three nights, but I will also have
some sliced steamed asparagus with the broccoli and baby carrots along with the burger,
onions, and rice. As usual I will eat the dinner with iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 05/07/07 Monday 2:20 P.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of
orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray
cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I washed the breakfast
dishes, and I made my bed. I had a nobody at the door door bell ring. I had somebody
call up looking for Michael Greenwich. I chatted with a relative. I watched the
www.whitehouse.gov reception for Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip Bush welcomes
Queen Elizabeth at White House - CNN.com . They are also going to show the White
House dinner this evening on Cspan. I called up the service department at Minchin Buick-
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Pontiac-GMC, Inc. - Pre-Owned Used And New Car Sales - Leasing, Financing - Trade-Ins
Welcome , and they told me for a tune up on my 1992 Buick Roadmaster wagon, it would
be about $550, and it would be additional for the check engine light for the emissions, but
they do not do emissions testing there, so if it failed after the tune up, it would be more
money to fix any emissions problems. I guess the Greenwich Automotive services bid for
$500 to tune up the car, which I would assume would include the passing emissions testing
is the low bit. I also got about the same information from KARL AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE OF GREENWICH, OLD GREENWICH, CT on MacRAE’S - Business Info
Since 1892 . Thus I will wait for my friend who sold it to me to have his mechanic take a
look at it to pass emissions. I found this Connecticut emissions page about hardship
waivers CT Emissions Program - What If I Fail The Test - Applying For A Waiver , and I
called them up at 1-203-271-5427, and they told me to send a copy of my proof of income, a
copy of the failed emissions report, and proof of the household size, and my driver's license
number to:
DMV
55 West Main Street
Waterbury, Ct. 06702
Att: Hardship Administrator
I printed out a letter with the information, and I mailed in a copy of my lease, my failed
emissions report, and a copy of my SSI income statement for 2007. I ate a dozen Triscuit
crackers with 1.5 inch by 1.5 inch by 1/8th inch thick slices of Stop and Shop Monterey
Jack cheese on them. I disabled indexing for the folders on the C: and D: drive that
contain my old computer's information and URL which are about 90,000 URLs and files.
However, although the Vista computer starts up in a couple of minutes, it takes 12 minutes
from startup until the hard drive quits flashing, so I assume it is indexing files and folders.
I will do a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive,
and then I will shut down the computer. I have to shower and clean up, and go out to my 4
P.M. appointment. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 9:55 P.M.: I will now shut down the primary computer, and
I will go back to watching a bit of television, before I go to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 8:25 P.M.: I made and ate the same meal as the last couple of
nights of the hamburger, onions, vegetable, and rice meal. For the cheese portion, I use
four 1.5 inch by 1.5 inch by .25 inch slices of Stop and Shop Monterey Jack cheese. I ate it
all with a glass of iced tea. For a change, I might watch some television this evening. I
saw a television program, that they are going to launch a better GOES satellite
GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE SERVER in 2012. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 7:15 P.M.: I rested for a while. I turned the Epox computer
setup around, so its monitor is facing the long green sofa, so there is more room to work
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with it. I had to move some of the bric-a-brac, and the Panasonic cordless phones around,
and I also rotated the miniature palms, so the large one does not block access to the stereo
system. It is more user friendly in the current setup. I will now wash the breakfast
dishes, and I will make my bed. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 2:40 P.M.: Of course, one could buy it here for a $100 more
without waiting for the rebate Lexmark C534n - 22ppm color / 24ppm mono Laser Printer
- New . Sarkozy wins French presidency - CNN.com . I will take a brief nap. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 1:40 P.M.: I woke up at 10 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffin with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of
orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray
cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I tried to buy this offer
xpdig.com- NewEgg: LEXMARK C534n 24ppm Color Workgroup Laser Printer $208
shipped AR , but although the order was taken on my server, I decided to buy it off the
primary computer, and by the time I got the primary computer booted up, they were sold
out of the item. I do not really need a color laser printer anyway, since I do not print out
that much, and I would have to wait a while for the $350 rebate, and also on a color laser
printer, the four replacement cartridges would cost about $400, which I can not afford. I
called up my mother to wish her Happy Mother's Day, and she told me it was next
Sunday. I always thought it was the first Sunday in May. I could go out, but usually
when one goes out later in the afternoon, it is more quiet. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 4:45 A.M.: I watched a movie about Elizabeth I. I guess she
had the right idea. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/06/07 Sunday 2:15 A.M.: I ate nine Triscuit crackers with 1.5 inch by 1.5
inch by 3/16th inch slices of Stop and Shop Monterrey Jack cheese on them. I installed
my latest directory update on the Toshiba laptop. It still has XP home on it, since product
activation never came up on it. So for now, I will leave it on. I will now do a Vista
Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 05/05/07:
Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 11:45 P.M.:
Scottish Nationalists Upset Labor in Elections - New York Times .
For Queen and First Lady, Bush Will Try White Tie - New York Times .
Welcome to the White House .
Welcoming Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness The Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh .
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India Looks To Produce World's First $10 Laptop -- Laptops -- InformationWeek .
Palmisano To Partners: Drive Midmarket Business - IT Channel - IT Channel News by
CRN and VARBusiness .
E-Commerce News: Business: Ubuntu on Dell: Where's the Profit? .
I will now send out my weekly notes. CIO
Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 9:05 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I wore my
yellow rain slicker with my blue jeans, and that was the colors of one of the favorite horses
that won the Kentucky Derby. I went downtown, and I walked the entire length of
Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I sat out at various locations. I stopped by
the Greenwich Cigar store, and I played an Aces High scratch card for a dollar, but I lost.
They were playing Polynesian island drum music in front of the senior and the arts
center. I guess that would be a good way to communicate on an island about volcano
activity. I stopped by the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on central Greenwich Avenue,
and then I went by the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I like using their machine for
deposits, but they do not always have deposit slips out for the ATM customers at Mason
street. I stopped by CVS, and I bought a 9 ounce Glade powder fresh and a 9 ounce Glade
Melon Burst air spray for .99 each and .12 tax for $2.10 total. I noticed across the street
from CVS on Greenwich Avenue, they are putting in a new LACOSTE USA www.lacoste.com/usa shop. One can apply for employment there at
mailto:greenwich@lacoste-usa.com . They promote the alligator shirts, and they have
skinny types of young French people featured in their window advertisement. I then
completed my walk. I next went by the Greenwich Automotive Service Exxon station, and
I bought $20 of premium self service unleaded gasoline at $3.599 a gallon for 5.556 gallons
for 36 miles driving since last Saturday, which would mean that I am getting locally about
6.48 miles per gallon in the Queen Mary which is what I call the Buick Roadmaster station
wagon. Of course, one would have to drive a bit more to determine the actual gasoline
mileage, since at the Exxon gasoline station, it depends on where one parks along side of
the pump as to how flat the car is or at an angle as to whether one can completely fill it up.
I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought two 59 ounce containers of Tropicana
orange juice with calcium for $2.50 each, a 10 pound bag of Carolina enriched rice for
$5.69, six 16 ounce Boston Market frozen pot roast dinners for $10 all, and buy one get one
free of 30% less sodium 16 ounce packages of Oscar Meyer bacon for $4.99 both and two
boxes of 8.5 ounce Triscuit low fat crackers for $2.50 each for $30.68 total. I chatted with
the chief of the Round Hill Fire Department whom I have known for a long time. They
must have higher expenses in getting around the larger area in back country Greenwich,
since their vehicles use a lot more fuel. They are a volunteer fire department, so they will
accept donations. I then returned home, and I chatted with a relative whom won on the
Derby at the Derby party the relative went to, but so many people bid on the same horse, it
did not pay anything to mention. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 4:50 P.M.: I enjoyed dinner. I will now shower and clean
up, and I will go out. I will not bother watching the Derby. CIO
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Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 3:55 P.M.: I installed the latest Nvidia drivers that were
released on May 2, 2007 on the primary Vista computer, and it seems to be running
better. I went outside, and I chatted with some neighbors. I got two birthday cards, and
I will be 57 years old on May 9, 2007, so I guess I am no longer a spring chicken. I will
now cook and eat the same meal as yesterday. The Kentucky Derby comes on channel 4
NBC at 4:30 P.M., and it runs for about an hour and a half. Maybe we will see Queen
Elizabeth II in a horse drawn carriage. CIO
Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 1:00 P.M.: I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast
dishes. There is one horse with my favorite racing colors of Pink and Green Contenders |
Kentucky Derby 133 Tiago at 15 to 1 with pink and green colors . CIO
Note:<888> 05/05/07 Saturday 12:30 P.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I looked at
Kentucky Derby 133 , and I looked at the pictures of the horses. I figure if a favorite wins,
it will not pay too much money, so from the pictures, I tried to figure out what long shots
might win.
Here is a short list of long shots.
18 Any Given Saturday
11 Bwana Bull
6 Cowtown Cat
1 Sedgefield.
Also there is local Greenwich, Connecticut horse owner 12 Nobiz Like Shobiz On with the
show Valando's Nobiz in Run for the Roses - Greenwich Time . There is a horse betting
web site here Horse Betting | All Horse Racing, ESPN Poker, Casino and Sports , but I am
a little bit leery of giving my bank card information to an off shore bidding web site. I
went back to bed, and I just got up again. I will not go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 05/04/07 Friday 9:25 P.M.: I ate two scoops of coffee ice cream. I am tired,
instead of going through my email, I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will
go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/04/07 Friday 8:55 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. I made up a batch of
Formula Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm , and to the usual formula I added a
couple of tablespoons of honey, so it will be a bit sweeter, and I put the tea in the
refrigerator to become iced tea. I watched a bit of television. I watered the plants, and I
put out more white vinegar in the scent bowl. I threw out the garbage and the periodical
literature. I chatted with a neighbor that just got back from www.costco.com . I told the
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neighbor that St. Luke's Episcopal Church in Darien, Connecticut on U.S. 1 on the west
side of Darien collects tens of thousands of books from the neighboring area to send out
around the world. They frequently have sets of books with missing volumes, and one
never knows what one will find there. I will now go through my email. Yesterday, I
found a pink crystal type of pebble by our dumpster. It is about 1.75 inches long and oval
shaped, and about a quarter inch thick. It might be synthetic from resin. Sometimes
birds pick up shinny objects and drop them about, it does not look like anything valuable,
but it is sort of pleasing looking, like it has been washed by the sands of time by the ocean.
I put it in the little drawer in the Lindberg radio in the little box that contains the Exxon
pen. CIO
Note:<888> 05/04/07 Friday 6:20 P.M.: I woke up this morning at about 8 A.M.. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I made my
bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I chatted with a relative. I watched on
www.cnn.com Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip in Jamestown, Virginia Cheney
welcomes queen, speaks of U.S. affection - CNN.com . I then showered, and I cleaned up.
I went out, and I went by the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went by the Wachovia
Bank on Benedict Place, and I paid my rent to the Greenwich Housing Authority. My rent
went up 22% this month, but the bulk of it is still paid by my Section 8 subsidy. Thank
God. I then went by the Greenwich Library, and I chatted with a couple of regulars. I
read part of the May 2007 issue of National Geographic - photos, videos, daily news stories,
maps, world music, travel article about the settlement of Jamestown, Virginia, and it seems
the original settlers had quite a hard time of it all and very few survived. I then returned
home, and I chatted with a neighbor. I made up a batch of Michael Louis Scott's
Microwave Oven Rice Recipe, and I also added garlic powder, Old Bay Seasoning, Italian
seasoning, chicken bullion seasoning and a teaspoon of Kikkoman soy sauce. I put about 2
cups of baby carrots and broccoli crowns in a Revere pot with steamer tray and an inch of
water and lid, and I steamed them for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner heat.
For the last 10 minutes I put a few tablespoons of olive oil in a 10 inch stick proof frying
pan with a few pads of 50% less fat butter, and I heated it medium high electric burner
heat. I then put in an eight ounce hamburger in the frying pan and a medium large onion
peeled and sliced into 1/4 inch thick slices, and I seasoned the burger and onions on both
sides with garlic pepper, ground black pepper, and oregano, and I cooked them on medium
to medium high electric burner heat flipping them frequently for about 4 minutes a side,
and for the last two minutes, I put on a couple of teaspoons of Kikkoman soy sauce and on
top of the burger I put two 1/4th inch by 1.25 inch by 4 inch thick slices of mozzarella
cheese, and I put a lid on, and I steamed the cheese for a couple of minutes. I then put the
vegetables in a bowl with a little bit of olive oil on them. I put the burger on a dinner plate
with the sautéed onions over them, and I put half the rice on the dinner plate and the other
half in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator, and I ate it all with a glass of iced tea.
CIO
Note:<888> 05/04/07 Friday 4:10 A.M.: On lesser matters, I microwaved and ate a 17
ounce Stouffer's meat loaf dinner, which I ate with a glass of iced tea. I have to make up
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another batch of http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm later on today. I chatted with the
Greenwich Country Club http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2006/Greenwich-CountryClub.jpg earlier this past evening, and if you know a member of the Private Members
Club, their guests can stay there for $160 a night on a year round basis. Of course on hot
summer evenings, you might here some kids sneaking around the club making off with
whatever the members forgot to take home. One friend of mine use to steal golf balls from
there, before he got a more lucrative job at the Field Club tennis club. I guess he was a
better tennis player. Besides chatting informally with various British Citizens over they
years, down in Bayonet Point, Florida north of Tampa, Florida at the Newport Richey golf
club, my father introduced me in 1983 to a British associate of his named Mr. Vickers. I
guess since the British American Chamber of Commerce is headquartered in Tampa,
Florida where the "Old Guard" like to keep an eye on their money, more than likely Mr.
Vickers might know something about British business besides the Bloomingdale's
department store. The Newport Richey golf course is on the highest point of land in
Florida, and it sort of looks a bit like South Carolina, but it is not on the ocean, but about
15 miles east of the Gulf of Mexico, about due east of Tarpon Springs, Florida where a lot
of Greek sponge divers make a living off diving for sponges. Of course that does not make
me Michael Onassis like J.F.K. Jr. use to think I was, just because he saw me in Greece
with George Cary. This is what I looked like in Greece back around April 1972
http://mikelouisscott.com/photo/mike-scott-greece-2-1972.jpg , and notice I am wearing a
yellow sweater with blue jeans, and that is the Borcelino hat that I lost on the train out of
Chicago, Illinois back to Lake Forest, Illinois. I do look a little bit like Howard Hughes in
that picture, but alas I am not 6 foot 4 inches tall. Of course the original Hughes
plantation in Virginia was quite near the Scott family plantation. Back then Retcina was
only about a dollar a bottle. In Europe wine is cheaper than bottle watered, and if you
drink the local water with the old sewers they have there, more than likely you are going to
spend a bit of time on the crapper. I did fly out of Boston that New Years Day to Rome via
Paris, and I returned from Athens to Boston on a long forgotten airline called Trans World
Airlines which was once was part of the Hughes empire. Thus the Europeans perceived
me differently in my youth as opposed to what the Americans perceived me
http://mikelouisscott.com/photo/mike-scott-massachussetts-1968.jpg . Thus as we get older
http://mikelouisscott.com/mls040807.JPG and wiser, we tend to be somewhat curious why
other younger people with the same look do not get much attention, since they tend to
spend so much time gardening, that they do not have a larger picture of the outside world.
I supposedly have more of a Holland Dutch Flemish or Belgium look, so more than likely
other people from that part of the world have been confused with me. Alas we have our
own source of tulips in America, and I do not know how to read or speak Dutch. Well at
least part of the Dutch in America might be above water in case the Netherlands goes
under water some time in the near future. I will now shut down the primary computer,
and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/04/07 Friday 2:20 A.M.: I reflashed my bios, and the computer seems to be
working fine for now. The difficulties with the computer seemed to have started last
Sunday night, when I opened an email from Wal-Mart about mother's day gifts. I have a
theory that Wal-Mart's computer system which is suppose to be the second largest in the
world after the Pentagon has been compromised, so when they send out mass emailing to
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their customers, many of their computers are sabotaged. Since at 16 miles per gallon on
the highway, the 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon would cost about $7 miles to drive
round trip up to Norwalk, Connecticut to U.S. 1 where there is a Wal-Mart store to save
some money. However, first to save money, one would have to have the money to save
first. On a more memorable note, we have news about the Royal Visit BBC NEWS | UK |
Queen tribute to Virginia victims . Since as a long time observer in this area, I was part of
her reception group at Bloomingdale's department store on July 5, 1976, I have had the
opportunity to see her and Prince Phillip and a few other British and commonwealth
citizens since. However, as I recall I never actually ever bought anything in Bloomingdales
in New York City, and like the Waldorf Astoria in Manhattan, I just use to walk through
there to warm up in the winter when I was going about my daily strolls. The friend that
sold me the Buick once bought a $1,500 heavy iron and glass table from Florence, Italy
there, so he possibly bought other things there. I did buy a few things from Brooks
Brothers thinking I might become more prosperous, but about all that I have left from
Brooks Brothers is the New Zealand brown leather bombers jacket that I have currently
out grown. In the old days around the waterfront with all of the British seaman around, it
seemed leather jackets were very popular, but when I wore it down to Washington D.C.,
Dr. Gillespie thought I was a thug. Maybe next time I will go down there looking like a
traditional southern planter in white linen suit with a Panama hat and a colorful tie. How
did I get down to Virginia and back so fast today is not really hard to answer. Quite
frankly, since my family has lived here for 400 years, I have quite a few relatives that look
like me, so more than likely one of the local relatives in Virginia showed up, since according
to Nelson Rockefeller that is suppose to be where we are from. As I recall, we only lived in
Martinsville, Virginia from 1952 to 1954, when my father worked for DuPont there, and I
have spent most of my life in this area, so more than likely Nelson Rockefeller probably
owns the property that he bought cheaply where he says we are suppose to be from hoping
to make money off of reselling it back to us. You have to remember rich people tend to be
better at making money than politics. I noticed with the www.chase.com bank that my bill
payments seem to go through faster. I still have not gotten my rent bill. I called up the
British embassy in Washington D.C., and I told them that I had been told that the English
only had a 400 year lease in this country, and like they only had a 100 year lease in Hong
Kong, if the English speaking people want to stay here, they have to renew the lease. Since
the original society in America was formed of 400 prominent families, more than likely
other people know this, and more than likely the number of 400 which would fit into Mrs.
Astor's ball room was meant to remind people we only had a 400 year lease here. Of
course in polite society, the newspaper people are never invited, so more than likely they
get their news from the pub crawlers that nobody talks to. Washington D.C. even treated
me well, on many times, so I have been hospitable to their visitors here. Alas, since I have
no political ambitions, since as we all know Winston Churchill also a journalist said that
politics was the last refuge of a scoundrel, more than likely there are a few other scoundrels
waiting in the wings. I was told by a friend that George Soros in trying to get his political
candidate elected is buying off the media in both parties in hopes that whomever his
candidate is will get elected. Since George Soros is a Russian from Russia, he obviously is
running a Russian candidate for President of the U.S.A.. The last time I was in
Washington D.C. around February 1992 when former President Bush was in Argentina,
not much was going on during those zero degree Fahrenheit days as far I could tell. So
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possibly on cold days down there, the Russians would be a little bit warmer. If one visits
Washington D.C. it tend to involve a lot of walking to get around the public buildings, so
one should wear a comfortable pair of shoes. CIO
Note:<888> 05/03/07 Thursday 10:15 P.M.: I woke up at 5 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I went back to
bed until 8 A.M.. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I made my bed. I showered, and I
cleaned up. I went out, and I went by the Greenwich Town Hall. Since I am a client of
the Department of Social Services, I get a "Based on Needs" free beach card and parking
pass for the Greenwich, Connecticut beaches. I filled out the forms, and I got the paper
work from the Department of Social Services, and after a short wait, when I chatted with a
couple of town employees, I got my new beach card, and I got a parking permit for the
Greenwich beaches. I put the parking permit on the lower inside of the driver's side
windshield. I then went downtown, and I went by the Merry Go Round Mews thrift shop.
Certain select items are 40% off. I bought for a dollar a book by Jeff Smith titled the "The
Frugal Gourmet Cooks American". I noticed they had an out of town radio station
playing disco music in front of the senior and the arts center for some sort of promotion. I
chatted with an elderly patron of the senior and the arts center who told me that Stillman
Rockefeller's heirs do not want to maintain the old house, so they are thinking of selling the
house. I think all together there are about 2,000 acres of property in that neck of the
woods, so at current Greenwich, Connecticut real estate prices of $2,000,000 an acre for
vacant land, his heirs would have 2,000 X 2,000,000 or about $400,000,000 in over priced
real estate they currently do not seem to be able to afford to maintain, so the last time I
looked at it was accessed at $1,000,000 with annual taxes of $50,000, since it is working
farm. Since the family has been here for over a hundred years, I would say by any legal
standards, you could say they are grandfathered in terms of the zoning code and the tax
laws. If they raised the taxes, where they could not afford to pay them, they could either
sell small pieces of property, or they could try raising a more profitable farm products.
Since there is a lot of rocky ledge in that area, they could think about starting a stone
quarry to level off the property, but that would take a lot of DuPont dynamite to improve
the property. There are not many neighbors in that area that would object, since most of
them are Rockefeller family employees anyway or relatives. Obviously the heirs whomever
they may be might have their eye on other properties, but from what I know most people
can not afford to be Rockefeller family employees, so they will probably talk about it for
another hundred years, or wait for someone to make them a better offer. Quite frankly if I
were buying major properties in Greenwich, Connecticut at that value, I would much
rather prefer to buy the Greenwich Country Club, since their property is already
improved. I suppose at the right price, the town would even sell Tod's Point, so they could
improved their antiquated infrastructure. Basically in an Exxon company town, Exxon
tends to win in the long run, if you have not noticed it at the gasoline pumps. I spent $1.25
parking downtown. I then returned home after going downtown. I ate the rest of the sour
cream and onion potato chips and a piece of apple pie. I chatted with a relative. I then
cleaned the vinyl on the inside of the Buick with Turtle Wax Extreme 2001 Professional
Detailers Protectant. I also cleaned the windows on the inside and the outside with glass
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cleaner. The postal delivery person delivered my order from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com of 7 cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s. I then
went out to my usual Thursday 3 P.M. appointment. I then went by the Stop and Shop,
and I bought a 16 ounce bar of Stop and Shop Swiss cheese for $3.99, a six ounce box of
Certo fruit pectin for $3.79, a 48 ounce box of Quaker Old Fashioned oats for $4.49, two 15
ounce bottles of Kikkoman soy sauce for $2.19, a United States Department of Agriculture
Choice top round cut of London Broil beef at $1.99 a pound for $8.28, a two pound bag of
baby carrots for $2.99, a 3 pound bag of onions for $2.99, broccoli crowns at $1.99 a pound
for $3.68 for $34.59 total. I then returned home. I put away my purchases. I tried
starting up the primary computer, but it keeps giving the blue screen of death. Since it
worked fine, when I shut it down last night, obviously somebody tampered with it while I
was out today. It has happened on a repetitive basic for quite a long time, whenever I go to
my usual Thursday appointment with the local Red Cross coordinator. I chatted with two
security individuals, two friends, and two relatives and I left a message with the Red Cross
coordinator. I guess I now have to restore the Vista backup. My professional viewpoint
is that someone gains access to my apartment with the cooperation of my neighbors and the
Greenwich Housing Authority. They seem to gain access to the primary Vista computer
setup which is password protected. However in using the computer, they use it to access
web sites that have malicious java script in them. As any techie would know the most
common web sites with malicious java script in them are pornography web sites or gaming
sites. Therefore the intruder using my computer network is accessing pornography on the
internet or some other malicious types of web sites. More than likely since I have
contacted the www.fbi.gov over 200 time this year, they know whom the individuals are,
but more than likely since the F.B.I. besides being a law enforcement agency is also a
political agency, they are not looking into the matter because of the local powers that may
be in this area. Obviously the intruder has no regard for my own rights, and the
thousands of wasted hours of my time that this harassment has caused. Therefore they
have their own separate agenda. CIO
Note:<888> 05/02/07 Wednesday 7:15 P.M.: I ate half of a bag of Ruffles sour cream and
onion potato chips with some iced tea. I watched some television. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 05/02/07 Wednesday 5:50 P.M.: Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia
- Sezione di Catania . Homeless man disrupts Internet2 service - Network World . Ubuntu
Linux Vs. Windows Vista: The Battle For Your Desktop - Technology News by TechWeb .
ABC News: ABC News Search Volcano . Good Volcano pictures ABC News: Too Hot to
Handle . Biltmore Newsletter . » How to REALLY erase a hard drive | Storage Bits |
ZDNet.com . Vista Made Easy: 50 Tips And Tricks - Vista Made Easy: 50 Tips And Tricks
- Review by PC Magazine . I went through my email. I will now do a Vista Complete PC
backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. CIO
Note:<888> 05/02/07 Wednesday 5:15 P.M.: I chatted with a couple of friends. I went
outside briefly. I made and ate http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm . I used a
15.7 ounce can of Heinz baked beans and two Oscar Meyer lite franks along with the other
usual ingredients. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I will now go through my email.
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Note:<888> 05/02/07 Wednesday 3:55 P.M.: I ate a piece of apple pie before going to bed
last night. I woke up at 8 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced
banana and honey, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I washed the breakfast dishes. I made my bed.
I printed out the last four months of my notes which are 316 pages long for the last four
months, and since June 1997, they are 5788 pages long. I put the print out of the last four
months notes in two clamp binders, which I left on the back of the down sofa behind the
telephone chair at the apartment entrance. I used the Lexmark E238 for about the last 70
pages of the notes printout instead of the HP LaserJet IID, since the long urls for the used
car links gave the HP IID error messages.
Scott's Notes are available at:
Scott's Notes from June 1997 through August 2005, 4.81 Mbytes
http://mikelouisscott.com/mlsnote1.zip contains "mlsnote1.doc" pages 1 - 1582 January
1997 to December 2001 and "mlsnote2.doc" January 2002 through December 2003 pages
1583 - 2855" and "mlsnote3.doc" January 2004 through December 2004 pages 2856 3605" and "mlsnote4.doc" January 2005 though August 2005 pages 3711 -4259"
Scott's Notes from September 2005 through April 2007, 2.16 Mbytes
http://mikelouisscott.com/mlsnote2.zip contains "mlsnote5.doc" and "mlsnote6.doc" and
"mlsdoc7.doc" and "mlsdoc8.doc" and "mlsdoc9.doc" pages 4335 - 5788
and
Scott's Notes from June 1997 through August 2005, 4.81 Mbytes
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2003/mlsnote1.zip contains "mlsnote1.doc" pages 1 1582 January 1997 to December 2001 and "mlsnote2.doc" January 2002 through
December 2003 pages 1583 - 2855" and "mlsnote3.doc" January 2004 through December
2004 pages 2856 - 3605" and "mlsnote4.doc" January 2005 though August 2005 pages 3711
-4259"
Scott's Notes from September 2005 through April 2007, 2.16 Mbytes
http://geocities.com/mike2scott20062/mlsnote2.zip contains "mlsnote5.doc" and
"mlsnote6.doc" and "mlsdoc7.doc" and "mlsdoc8.doc" and "mlsdoc9.doc" pages 4335 5788
I showered, and I cleaned up. I picked up my mail at around 11:30 A.M., and I received
my claim check from www.geico.com for the flooding totaled damage on the 1995 Volvo
850 Turbo Wagon with 105,000 miles.
The agreed value of the vehicle was $4,517.00
Add Sales Tax $271.02
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for subtotal of $4,788.02
Less Deductible of $500
for a GEICO claim check of $4,288.02
I endorsed the claim check over to the relative that had leant the money for the car. I
made two copies of the claim check front and rear and three copies of the GEICO letter,
and I put the claim check in an envelope with a copy of the GEICO letter, and I put that
envelope along with my April 2007 Microsoft Money 2006 report in a United States Post
Office Priority Mail envelope, and I sealed it, and I put a label on it that I covered with
clear packing tape. I then drove over to the Valley Road Post Office, and I mailed it two to
three day delivery Priority Mail for $4.05, Return Receipt requested for $1.85 and
Certified for $2.40 for $8.30 total.
I then returned home, and I finished my print outs.
I chatted with the relative twice. CIO
Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 9:45 P.M.: I finished configuring the Vista Longhorn Beta 3
server on the FIC computer. I am now running my server off of it for a while. I used the
Vista Longhorn Beta 3 server backup program for both the FIC and Epox servers to back
them up from their first hard drives to their second hard drives. I chatted with a relative.
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Spacecraft returns Jupiter images . I will now shut down
the primary Vista computer and the Epox server, and I will continue to run my home
server on the FIC server. Epox and FIC refer to the manufacturers of their
motherboards. I ate a bowl of reheated rice with soy sauce left over from a couple of days
ago. CIO
Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 5:05 P.M.: $250 cash back
http://www.chasefreedomnow.com/home/?CELL=6L3J&v=credit250n .
I ate two scoops of coffee ice cream. I chatted with a relative.
Palmisano: SMB Will Be IBM's Largest Market in Five Years .
Nine Tips for Resurrecting "Dead" Technology - Columns by PC Magazine .
Tom Wolfe's astonishingly bad hedge-fund article. - By Daniel Gross - Slate Magazine .
Microsoft adds streaming, services to Silverlight | Technology | Reuters .
Optimum Sprint Power UP .
Queen Elizabeth II will revisit Jamestown history - Los Angeles Times .
Jamestown 2007 - America's 400th Anniversary.
IBM Paints The Social Scene.
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Vista Made Easy: 50 Tips And Tricks - Vista Made Easy: 50 Tips And Tricks - Features by
PC Magazine .
Keep Vista Running at Top Speed - Custom Systems/White Box - IT Channel News by
CRN and VARBusiness .
» 2.5 *terabyte* hot-swap storage — for $730 | George Ou | ZDNet.com.
Asics GT-2110 Gel Running Shoes - Stability (For Men) - Save 35% .
Geniune Window Vista: Software Protection Platform .
I chatted with a relative.
Optimum Sprint Power Up.

Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 1:10 P.M.: I chatted with a neighbor. The neighbor seems
to have the classic symptoms of Lyme Disease Lyme Disease Association , but the
Greenwich Hospital Greenwich Hospital does not seem to be able diagnose it properly. I
had another friend get it four time in three years, and they were able to diagnose it
properly at the West Haven Veterans hospital VA Connecticut Healthcare System - VA
New England Healthcare System where he was treated. I picked up my mail. I broke
three large eggs in a large metal mixing bowl, and I added a couple of tablespoons of milk,
a tablespoon of olive oil, dashes of oregano, and a tablespoon of grated parmesan cheese,
and I whisked it all together. I put a couple of tablespoons of olive oil in a stick proof
frying pan with a few pads of 50% less fat butter, and I turned it on medium high electric
burner heat. I put two English muffin halves in the toaster. Once the fat in the frying pan
was hot, I started the bacon and English muffin, and I added the egg mixture to the frying
pan. I made soft scrambled eggs. The other items were done at the same time. I put the
scrambled eggs on a large dinner plate with the bacon and English muffin, and I added a
little bit of olive oil on the English muffin. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I made a
round of courtesy telephone calls. It seems too many people around here spend a lot of
time cruising in their cars around here, and not enough time thinking. I found out when I
chatted with Microsoft www.microsoft.com at their Redmond, Washington campus that
with all of their humanitarian healthcare charity donations, they do not even have a
medical department in their company. I will now install the Vista Longhorn beta 3 server
on the FIC server. I will then configure it. CIO
Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 11:25 A.M.: Arts on Greenwich Avenue is currently going
on Greenwich Arts Council . The Jonquils or Daffodils are out, and the tulips are
beginning to come out. That means, the tulips will be out in Holland, Michigan Holland
Convention & Visitors Bureau - Homepage and Welkom to Nelis' Dutch Village Theme
Park & Shopping in Holland, Michigan where my mother's Bovan family are from. I
think you have to plant the tulip bulbs in the fall for them to come out in the spring, but
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you can order the tulips bulbs from Dutch Village tulip bulb ordering . The Dutch
frequently when they run out of money use tulips bulbs for money. I put a new alkaline
AA battery in the wall clock on the wall at the apartment entrance. CIO
Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 10:55 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I stopped by the ATM
machine at the Chase Bank in middle of Greenwich Avenue. I walked over to the Bank of
New York Chase branch at Mason Street. I stopped by CVS on the way down Greenwich
Avenue. I was told by one of the DPW workers that the governor of Connecticut The
Office of Governor M. Jodi Rell was going to be at the Greenwich Town Hall Welcome to
the official Town of Greenwich Connecticut Web site at 8:30 A.M. for the raising of the
U.S.A. flag in honor of the Silver Star recipients. I then drove down by the waterfront,
and I chatted with one of the most regular fishermen from Yonkers, New York. They
were painting the flag pole at the Indian Harbor Yacht club, and they had a big hoist to get
the painter up there. While they are spending all of the money for the hoist, they should
also put a new rope on the flag pole, since they can wear out too. It is about a 100 feet tall,
so it was a high lift hoist, which is very expensive. I next went by the Bank of New York
Chase Bank on Mason Street. I got 10 one dollar brass coins to keep in the Buick cup
holder compartment along with the 8 quarters for spare change in the car. I then went by
the Food Emporium, and I bought two 1.75 quart containers of Friendly coffee ice cream
for $2.50 each, a 16 ounce container of billybee pure Canadian Clover honey for $3.99, and
fresh Chiquita bananas at .54 a pound for $1.57 for $10.56 total. I then returned home,
and I put away my purchases. Since I am no longer driving a Swedish Ford, I seem to be
seeing more www.gm.com products on the road anymore. They still seem to make a lot of
big vehicles. CIO
Note:<888> 05/01/07 Tuesday 6:05 A.M.: I was awake at 3:30 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of
orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray
cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee. I washed the breakfast
dishes. I made my bed. I paid my bills for www.geico.com , www.cablevision.com ,
www.newegg.com , www.verizon.com , and www.cl-p.com . I have paid off my entire
www.newegg.com account that I owed of $171.69 for the 750 watt power supply and the
250 gigabyte hard drive. I ordered from www.ordersmokesdirect.com 7 cartons of New
York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s for $12.49 a carton and $14.46 Priority Mail signature
required postage for $101.89. I still have to pay my rent to the Greenwich Housing
Authority, once I receive the rent bill. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will shower, and I will clean up, and I will go out for a walk. CIO
Note:<888> 06/30/07 Saturday 11:55 P.M.: I woke up this morning at 8 A.M.. I ate my
usual breakfast in Maine. I showered, and I cleaned up. I packed the car. I picked a
couple of flowers for my relative. I said my goodbyes. I left my relative's house in
Kennebunkport, Maine about 9:15 A.M.. I drove out of town on Route 9 to Route 1 West
to entrance to the Maine Turnpike in Wells Maine and south on the Maine Turnpike to the
New Hampshire turnpike to I-95 South. I stopped at the Massachusetts welcome area. I
chatted with the owner of a white German shepherd. I drove west on I-495, and I stopped
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at the Lowell rest area. I drove west on I-290 to the Massachusetts turnpike, and I stopped
at its rest area near the Connecticut border. I ate a banana and three oatmeal cookies that
I had brought with me. I then took I-84 West, and I stopped at the Connecticut welcome
center. I chatted with a relative on my AT&T Go Phone wireless phone, and it worked
just fine. I took I-91 South before Hartford, down to I-15 west on the Wilbur Cross
Parkway to the Merritt Parkway. I took a break at the Bridgeport rest area, and I got off
at North Street in Greenwich. I stopped by the Valley Road Post Office, and I picked up
my accumulated mail. I returned home at 3:15 P.M. for a six hour trip. I chatted with a
neighbor. I brought up my luggage. I had received the little jump start system, and I
installed the new Wix air filter in the Buick wagon. I put the old Fram air filter in the Wix
box in the rear cargo area on the driver's side to have for a spare. I unpacked, and I
started the air conditioner and fans. I chatted with my relative and two friends. I
microwaved and ate a Stouffer's 12 ounce Corner Bistro garlic chicken meal which I ate
with iced tea. I sorted through my mail. I got the $10 rebate on the Mishken memory
that I put in the Epox computer. I chatted with some neighbors. I went by the ATM
machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I went by the ATM machine at the Chase
Bank on Greenwich Avenue. I stopped downtown briefly, and I stopped by Zen stationary,
for a dollar, I bought a Dublin Dollars scratch card, but I lost. I stopped by CVS. I then
went by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon station, and I put 35 PSI rear and 30
PSI front air in my tires. I filled up the tank with $10 of self service premium unleaded
gasoline at $3.699 a gallon for 2.703 gallons at 30 miles driving since I filled up before I left
for Maine with the odometer now at 114324.2 miles for 11.1 miles per gallon driving with
the air conditioner going in stop and go traffic at about 13 miles per hour. I then went by
the Stop and Shop, and I bought two packages of filet of salmon at $5.99 a pound for $5.42
and $5.84, two six packs of English muffins for .99 each, two 59 ounce carafes of Minute
Maid orange juice with vitamins for $3 each, a 1.75 quart container of Friendly maple
walnut ice cream for $2.50, buy one get one free of Lay's sour cream and onion potato
chips 15.25 ounce size for $3.49 both, two 64 ounce containers of Stop and Shop
cranraspberry juice for $2.69 each, fresh Chiquita bananas at .54 a pound for $1.33, four
ears of sweet corn for .67 all for $31.97 total. I then returned home, and I put away my
groceries. I chatted with a relative while downtown. I tried activating the password lock
on the Motorola wireless telephone, so it does not call out when I have it turned on, and my
Phillips case hits the buttons hopefully to save me money. I started up the server. I
chatted with a relative. I have some routine computer work to do for a while now. Also I
have to pay some of my first of the month bills online. On Monday, I have to pay my June
2007 rent, which I have not yet paid. CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 8:25 P.M.: After the last message, I went out in the front yard. The old
wooden flag pole had fallen down this winter, so I cut the bottom rotten two feet off of it
and the top rotten foot off of it, so it is still about 20 feet tall. I then went out with my
relative, and we stopped by Chick's Lobster house to pick up a cane my relative had
forgotten. We then went the Kennebunkport hardware store, and I bought three 3/8th inch
diameter by 3 inch screws for .41 each, three sheet metal washers about 1.75 inches in
diameter for .28 each with inside hole of 3/8th inch, and a larger 2.25 inch diameter sheet
metal washer for .51 for about $3 all together. We then went to Kennebunk, and my
relative went to Best Nails and for a pedicure and manicure. I walked over to Hanson's
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market, and I bought a few things. We then stopped by Irving gasoline, and we filled up my
relative's car. I stopped by Ron's Antique Cars just east of the new Super Stop and Shop,
and his telephone number is 1-207-967-4703. He still has the 1994 Buick Roadmaster Estate
Wagon with 70,000 original miles in very good condition with like new Michelin tires for
$4,500. He has turned down $4,200. It was his own car, and there is nothing wrong with it.
He just got a new car. He says it gets 26 miles per gallon the highway. Thus it is in perfect
running condition. It is in the dark purple color with wood grain paneling on the side. We
then returned back to my relative's house. I cut off a little bit more off the bottom of the
flag pole. I use one 3 inch screw and the larger and the other sheet metal washer to attach
the rope pulley to the top of the flag pole. It split a little bit tightening it, but it is secure.
One could put a hose clamp on it in the future to secure the split a bit better. I then
installed the flag pole with the old hole through it at the very bottom position of the two
metal side posts with holes secured in cement. I put through the large bolt and secured it
with a nut with the flag pole on its side. I then raised the flag pole, and I tightened the
bottom nut more so, the flag pole was secure. I then used the other two three inch screws
with washers to attach the higher part of the flag pole in the upper steel brace holes
screwing the three inch screws about half way into the flag pole. It is totally secure, and
should last some time as it is. I then strung up a cloth U.S.A. flag that flies on it instead of
using the smaller nylon U.S.A. flag. Thus the stars and stripes are flying here again. We
had dinner of sauteed vegetables with fresh shrimp on seasoned rice, and I ate my dinner
with a mixture of orange juice and cold filtered water. I watered a few plants. I will now
shut down the IBM Netvista computer, and I will pack my luggage. I will stay up until 10
P.M. to 11 P.M. watching television and chatting with my relative. When I wake up
tomorrow, I will eat my same old breakfast, and I will pack my relative's Audi, and I will
drive back down to Greenwich, Connecticut. My relative will pick up the Audi on July 3,
2007 and return back up to Kennebunkport. CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 2:35 P.M.: Dell Latitude D600 Pentium M Laptop with Windows XP
Only $379.99!* @ Geeks.com! .
Car Rentals from CarRentals.com
http://dhs.p.delivery.net/m/p/del/pre/preview.asp?cID=16158114928&pid=679108&mid=15
85175883
Before you switch to the iPhone | Crave : The gadget blog
www.kenradio.com has an MP3 version on tech news
Corn Pops At Monsanto - Forbes.com
This it the unit that I got SanDisk Sansa c150 (2GB) Reviews. MP3 players Reviews by
CNET. from this link Buy.com - SanDisk Sansa c150 2GB MP3 Player SDMX5-2048-A18 SDMX5-2048-A18 for $50 with free shipping. I can use my rechargeable AAA batteries in
it. CIO
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Friday, 06/29/06, 1:50 P.M.: I made a ham and cheese sandwich with mayonnaise, which I
ate with potato chips and a glass of 10% orange juice and 90% fresh filtered water. I went
out with my relative, and the road leading by Walker's Point is now blocked off by the
United States Secret Service United States Secret Service , so I would imagine a
Presidential is under way President Bush to Welcome Russian President Vladimir Putin .
This says he arrived here yesterday President George W. Bush greets military personal
Thursday, June 28, 2007, at the Rhode Island Air National Guard facility in Kingston, R.I.,
prior to leaving for Kennebunkport, Maine, where President Bush is scheduled to meet
with Russian President Vladimir , but www.whitehouse.gov does not mention it, so I guess
we have a heightened security presence in the area. Of course with the Fourth of July
weekend coming up, more than likely there will be other weekend visitors in the area. Also
summer renters tend to occupy their houses on the first of each month in the summer, and
this Sunday is July 1, and of course Canada Day is July 2, so more than likely the local
activity will pick up as people get off work today. I saw four news trucks in the area. I went
by the Kennebunkport post office with a relative. My relative is going to take a nap until 3
P.M., and then we will go out again. I will now go through my email. CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 12:20 P.M.: BBC NEWS | Americas | Any Kennebunkport in a storm .
CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 12:10 P.M.: I placed an order from this web site for some stationery for a
relative Stationery, Personalized Address Labels, Cards | American Stationery . The house
keeper and the lawn cutter are leaving shortly. CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 11:05 A.M.: I ordered Buy.com - SanDisk Sansa c150 2GB MP3 Player
SDMX5-2048-A18 - SDMX5-2048-A18 for $49.97 with free shipping. CIO
Friday, 06/29/06, 10:35 A.M.: I was awake at 8 A.M.. I ate my usual breakfast. The house
keeper and the lawn man are here. I showered, and cleaned up. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 11:55 P.M.: We watched the movie Brave Heart on television. I ate
another bowl of white cheddar CheeseIts. I will now go to bed. CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 7:35 P.M.: After I watered the plants, we sat on the deck, and I ate a
bowl of white cheddar CheeseIts and some chutney with sour cream and curry dip with
crackers. I then cooked on the grill marinated boneless center cut pork tenderloins. I ate
two for dinner with two ears of corn on the cob and sauteed zucchini with onions, and I ate
it all with a glass of cold filtered water with a small bit of orange juice. CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 4:35 P.M.: I did some bottom fishing on the internet. I will now go out
and water the plants. CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 3:15 P.M.: My relative returned. I ate crab meat salad for lunch with
toasted English muffins and cold filtered water. I am charging up my Motorola AT&T
wireless go phone Cell Phones and cell phone plans - AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless . I
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went out, and I drove by Walker's Point. They seem to be setting up for the upcoming
U.S.A. Russia summit. The have a United States Coast Guard Cutter off shore. I saw a big
black German Shepherd at the gate. The local CBS news Channel 13 was doing a
broadcast, plus there were two news satellite trucks at the breakwater beach. I took some
pictures at Walker's Point and St. Ann's.
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0718.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0719.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0720.JPG
I then went downtown, and I went by the Kennebunkport post office, and I returned home.
CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 1:05 P.M.: iPhone 2.0 - Forbes.com .
GOP.com July 6, 2007 President Bush 61st birthday donation site.
http://view.ed4.net/v/VTP96P/73O2/VDF03D/77HZ5P/MAILACTION=1 Glenlivet Society
2007 GSA Annual Meeting - Earth Sciences for Society
CIO
Thursday, 06/28/06, 12:05 A.M.: I did not fall asleep until 1 A.M.. I woke up at 9:30 A.M.. I
ate my usual breakfast. My relative went out. I used the blowing machine to clean out the
garage, the front driveway, and the front walk. I showered, and I cleaned up. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Wednesday, 06/27/06, 11:10 P.M.: I watched part of the Borne Identity. I went out to
dinner with my relative and a friend of my relative's at the Wayfarer restaurant in Cape
Porpoise. I had dinner of roast turkey breast, stuffing, mashed potatoes, peas, mixed salad,
and water. After dinner, we drove out to the pier on Cape Porpoise. We dropped by
relative's friend off. I tried to fix a television connection for my relative's friend. It needs a
cable repair person. I returned home, and I watched Pirates of the Caribbean on television.
I will now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed. CIO
Wednesday, 06/27/06, 4:35 P.M.: Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation & Library free
shipping on $100.
DIPARTIMENTO DI SCIENZE DELLA TERRA
CIO
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Wednesday, 06/27/06, 4:15 P.M.: I went out with my relative. We went by the Ocean Bank.
We then went by the Kennebunkport post office. We then went by the ACE hardware store
in Kennebunk. We then filled up the Audi just east of the ACE hardware store. I am going
to return home this Saturday June 30, 2007 in the Audi. On July 3, 2007, another relative is
going to drive it back up to Kennebunkport. We went by the Super Stop and Shop. Just
east of the Super Stop and Shop about a mile east in the parking lot behind the Vetenarian
on Route 1, there is a 1994 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon with 70,000 original miles in a
dark maroon or purple color with the paneling with new Michelin tires for sale for $4,500.
There is a telephone number in the window on the for sale sign. Its book value is $6,500, so
if one needs a large station wagon that uses a bit more gasoline, it is a good value. I just
now returned home with my relative. We unloaded the groceries. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Wednesday, 06/27/06, 1:50 P.M.: World's oldest car for sale - CNN.com . Time Warner
installed the Digital Cable box on the family room television. It seems to work just fine, but
one has to learn the new cable box remote control and the numbers. The televisions now
work in the other rooms. The guest room upstairs does not seem to be connected to the
cable system. The downstairs guest room needs a new AAA batteries in its remote control.
The bunk room television works, but I am not sure if its remote control from the VCR
works with the old television. I ate a ham and cheese sandwich with mayo and salad greens
with cherry tomatoes and dressing with a small amount of orange juice mixed with fresh
filtered water. I will now fold my laundry. We will then go out for some errands. CIO
Wednesday, 06/27/06, 12:10 P.M.: I did not fall asleep until 1 A.M. this past morning. I ate
another bowl of white cheddar CheeseIts. I woke up at 10 A.M.. I ate my usual breakfast. I
used the air blower to sweep off the deck. I showered and cleaned up. I am doing a load of
washing. I used the Black and Decker dust buster to pick up some dead ants around the
house. Time Warner just called, and they are on their way over here to install the Digital
Cable Television service. I will now go through my email. CIO
Tuesday, 06/26/06, 11:35 P.M.: I chatted with a relative that tries to get me to read more
printed material. I read an article in today's New York Times about Welcome to Captain
Bob's Thimble Islands Cruise aboard the Volsunga IV . I drank a mixture of half cold
filtered water, one fourth orange juice and one fourth cranberry juice. I also ate a bowl of
white cheddar CheeseIts. I will go to bed soon. CIO
Tuesday, 06/26/06, 9:10 P.M.: I took a walk down by the break water. I took some pictures.
I chatted with a couple of friends down by the breakwater. I seem to have used some extra
AT&T wireless minutes. Possibly, when my Phillips phone holder activates the buttons, it
goes online and uses minutes. I chatted with a relative.
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0709.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0710.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0711.JPG
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http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0712.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0713.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0714.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0715.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0716.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0717.JPG
My relative returned home from dinner. CIO
Tuesday, 06/26/06, 7:00 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I returned the DVD at the
DVS store in Kennebunk. I then went by the Kennebunkport post office. On the street
where the Kennebunkport post office is, if you find a parking place, one can park there for
an hour. After the post office, I walked around the Dock Square area. I saw four charter
buses and there were lots of visitors on a hot day. There were a lot of helicopters flying
around today, so I guess they are getting ready for Prime Minister of Russia to visit on July
1 and 2, 2007 at the Bush family compound at Walker's Point www.whitehouse.gov . I
heard on the news earlier this year that Tony Blair was going to be stepping down at 10
Downing Street, but according to this he still has the job 10 Downing Street website - Home
. After I returned from downtown, I took a nap. I then watered the plants in front, on the
side, and behind the house and also on the deck. I put some bricks underneath the plants
on the deck. My relative went out for dinner. I reheated the spaghetti sauce and pasta and
the haddock from the last two nights, and I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I chatted with
two relatives. I will now go out for a walk. According to my relative today is suppose to be
Tony Blair's last day. CIO
Tuesday, 06/26/06, 1:15 P.M.: I was awake at 8 A.M. this morning. I ate my usual breakfast
that I have been eating here. I put two tablespoons of Miracle Gro Miracid in a two gallon
bucket of water, and I used a gallon on each bush and plant in front and back of the house.
I trimmed the bush on the side of the driveway. I use the air blower to blow the straw of the
driveway. I took some more digital pictures. I just ate lunch of a tuna fish sandwich with
potato chips and iced tea. I will go downtown shortly. CIO
Monday, 06/25/06, 10:10 P.M.: After my nap. I sat out on the deck with my relative. I ate
some popcorn with lemonade. For dinner, we had sauteed sliced zucchini with onion, baked
seasoned haddock, and corn on the cob, and I also drank some more lemonade. After I
cleaned up the kitchen, we watched the DVD, "All the King's Men" . I will go to bed soon.
CIO
Monday, 06/25/06, 3:45 P.M.: Volcanic Hazards Questionnaire .
eBay Store - retail-recyclers:
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I went through my email. Time for a nap. CIO
Monday, 06/25/06, 3:25 P.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of
scrambled eggs, toast, orange juice with vitamins, and supplements, and coffee. I spread
three X strong phosphate around the bushes in front and on the side. I put rose fertilizer on
the roses. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out with my relative, and we returned the
DVD, and we rent the DVD "All the Kings Men" . We dropped by the front kitchen
window screen by the Kennebunkport hardware store to be repaired. We went the new
super Stop and Shop, and we bought groceries. I also returned the empty bottles. We then
returned back to my relative's house. We put away the groceries. The appliance man
showed up to check the stove clock which is broken, and he will get back to us on the repair
cost. I had lunch of tossed green salad and a turkey and cheese sandwich with mayonnaise
along with iced tea. I went by the Kennebunkport post office, and I got stamps for my
relative. I went by the Kennebunkport hardware store, and I got three copies of the house
key made for a $1.25 each. I watered the plants on the side and in front of the house. I will
now take a nap. CIO
Sunday, 06/24/06, 11:05 P.M.: I went out with my relative, and we sat out for a while at the
beach club. We then drove along the Kennebunkport waterfront. We then went back into
town, and we got the DVD the DaVinci Code. We then returned back to my relative's
house. I tried to fix the bottom piece of the side door of the garage, but one of my relatives
had barrowed the drill. That relative will have to fix it later. I took a nap for a while. I
watered the plants on the deck. I sat on the deck with my relative. We had popcorn, and I
drank some Poland Spring sparkling water. We had spaghetti sauce with sliced Italian
sausages along with spinach stuffed noodle shells with grate parmesan cheese on them
along with tossed green salad for dinner. I helped clean up the kitchen. We watched the
DVD the DaVinci Code. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
soon. CIO
Sunday, 06/24/06, 1:20 P.M.: I emptied the two humidifiers. I use the blower to clean the
pine straw out of the garage and the driveway. We had lunch of crab meat rolls with potato
chips and cold filtered water. Maine note http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/us/AP-BrookeAstor.html?_r=1&oref=slogin . We will go out to the beach club shortly. CIO
Sunday, 06/24/06, 12:30 P.M.:
http://www.target.com/gp/browse.html/ref=tgt_email_RX706242/601-63454509522547?ie=UTF8&node=12959861 Target free shipping through June 30, 2007.
http://www.overstock.com/cgibin/d2.cgi?page=staticpopupfull&sta_id=12199&NOCACHE=TRUE&CID=119900&fp=f
&TRACK=emailcusts $1 shipping through this Monday.
CIO
Sunday, 06/24/06, 12:15 P.M.: I was up at 8 A.M.. I ate the same breakfast as usual. Instead
of a blueberry muffin, I ate a toasted English muffin. I removed the tabs from underneath
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the furniture through out the house that were put in place until the newly cleaned carpets
dried. I left the bag of tab in the far northwest corner of the garage. I planted the rosemary
herb on the right side of the front herb planter, so there is from left to right, mint, parsley,
and rosemary. I planted the new flowers in six clumps in front of the rose bushes on the left
front of the house. I watered the plants in front and back. I will water the flowers on the
deck this evening. My relatives got the new box spring installed in Boston. They have
returned home to the Philadelphia area. I showered, and I cleaned up. My relative's house
keeper's husband mowed and raked the lawn yesterday. Later in the fall, the tree man gave
an estimate for trimming the trees in the fall. He is busy now after the storm damage two
months ago. The Kennebunk beach is cleaned up from the storm damage two months ago.
They dumped all of the rocks from the beach for a breakwater along the south end of the
beach. We will eat lunch in ten minutes. CIO
Saturday, 06/23/06, 8:40 P.M.: I ate cheese and crackers with a relative. Another relative
while she was here helped with the gardening, setting up the house and the deck, the meal
activity, washing the windows on the inside, and washing the basement floor. I just had
dinner of filet of salmon, flavored rice, green beans, and cold filtered water. In Kennebunk,
on U.S. 1 about a mile east of the new super Stop and Shop, at the road intersection where
there is a large vetenarian office, they have a Buick Roadmaster station wagon vintage
1992 to 1996 like mine for sale in their rear parking lot. I did not check the particulars. I
put a half of a box of Ridex down the downstairs guest bedroom toilet to clean out the
septic tank. Camera deal about $20 off regular price with combo deal $129.99 plus
shipping Newegg.com - Buy Computer Parts, PC Components, Laptop Computers, Digital
Cameras and more! . I will now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed soon. Time
Warner cable still has not been able to reconnect the cable TV system. There supposedly is
a three week wait here for them to activate the service. CIO
Saturday, 06/23/06, 6:00 P.M.: After my relatives left, I went for a drive with another
relative. We went by the Kennebunkport post office. We then drove south along the
Kennebunk beach, and then back north along it. We stopped for a while along the beach.
We then drove along the Kennebunkport shore front as far as Walker's Point driving
through St. Ann's. We then returned home. I had for lunch two Nathan hotdogs fried with
one with a bun with onions and Dijon mustard, potato chips, and cold filtered water. I
ordered from www.jcwhitney.com with free shipping on over $50 order through June 28,
2007 using promo code "SEGMFX7 " a Porta-Jump Porta-Jump Emergency Jump Starter
: JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for $11.99, a JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Auto
Accessories for Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles, Jeep and More a two pack of G.E. Super Blue
Halogen Dual Beam for $35.99, a JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Auto Accessories for Cars,
Trucks, Motorcycles, Jeep and More a Wix Air Filter for $6.99 for $54.97 with free
shipping. I then went with a relative to Kennebunk, and we went by plant nursery, and we
got one flower and one Rosemary herb along with some triple phosphate. We then went by
the Rite Aid drug store. My relative then visited a friend at a retirement community. We
just now returned home. CIO
Saturday, 06/23/06, 9:55 A.M.: Queen Elizabeth 2 Sails To A New Home - Forbes.com .
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World Volcanoes
Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS Weekly Volcanic
Activity Report
Vista WGA
CIO
Saturday, 06/23/06, 9:10 A.M.: I was awake at 7:30 A.M. this morning. Last night, I woke
up in the middle of the night, and I ate three oatmeal cookies. I had the same breakfast this
morning. I showered, and I cleaned up. I am doing a load of laundry. Two of my relatives
will leave shortly. I will now go through my email. CIO
Friday, 06/22/06, 10:00 P.M.: After the last note, I ate lunch of a ham, turkey, and cheese
sandwich and two English muffins with cheese with a glass of iced filtered water. After
lunch Carpet cleaning - Portland, Maine area arrived and shortly thereafter Sears
delivered the new clothes dryer. One of my relatives supervised the installation of the new
dryer and the removal of the old one, and then installed the electrical and the vent hose.
Thus the new clothes drier works just fine. We started in the downstairs guest room
moving the furniture while the carpet cleaners cleaned the carpets and the stairs and
hallway outside the downstairs guest room. We then did the same in the family room, and
then the dining room, and then the living room and bedroom hallway and finally the
upstairs bedrooms. They were done about 6 P.M.. They put tabs underneath the furniture
which can be removed once the carpets dry. In the high traffic areas upstairs in the living
room, hallways, den, and dining room, they also put DuPont carpet protector on the
carpets which takes longer to dry. My relative and I helped the carpet cleaners move the
furniture. Their bill for the whole job was close to a thousand dollars, but it was the first
time the carpets were cleaned since they were installed new eight years ago. I showered and
cleaned up. We had dinner of grilled salmon off the outdoor grill, steamed broccoli, baked
potato and rice, and I ate it all with a glass of lemonade. I watched part of the movie
Aurora Borealis. The downstairs guest room was dry, so I removed the carpet tabs, and put
the furniture back into position. I will now go to bed shortly. Two of my relatives will be
leaving tomorrow morning. CIO
Friday, 06/22/06, 12:25 P.M.: JC Whitney - Everything Automotive free shipping on $50
through June 28, 2007. CIO
Friday, 06/22/06, 11:25 A.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M. this morning. I ate my same breakfast as
the last four days. I tilled the soil around four bushes in the back yard, and I spread two 2
cubic foot bags of mulch around the four bushes and also in the railroad tie planter. I
moved the mint plant further to the side in the herb planter. A relative refinished the legs
on the other Queen Ann chair, so now both are done, and ready to be reupholstered. The
relative used steel wool pads and Fantastic to clean off the old finish, and then wipe them
clean with paint thinner, and then rubbed them with tongue oil. After they dry, he uses
paste wax to shine the legs up a bit. His hands are covered with the old red stain, so he has
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to figure out a way to clean his hands. The same relative disconnected the old GE dryer
hookups and vent hose. There was an electrocuted chipmunk on the old drier electrical
connection. The same relative spread marble chips on the south side of the house to prevent
rain splash up on the side of the house. I went out to the Kennebunk hardware store, and I
got a new 8 foot by 4 inch metal drier connecting vent hose. The exterminator was here to
exterminate the house. They are only legally allowed to do it once a year. They sprayed the
exterior perimeter and a few spots inside the house. The rug cleaner is suppose to be here
shortly. We have to help move furniture as he cleans the rugs. The housekeeper stopped by
to see how things were going. The expected delivery time on the Sear dryers is around noon
on into this afternoon. I will now go through my email. CIO
Thursday, 06/21/06, 9:35 P.M.: Earlier I planted a mint plant with the parsley plant in the
herb planter. We all went out to dinner at the Ramp at Cape Porpoise, Maine. I ate a
hamburger with French fries and onion rings with a glass of iced tea. We just now returned
home. My relatives are going to watch a movie. We still have not gotten the cable TV
installed. I will now go to bed shortly. Tomorrow seems like it will be a busy day. Shuttle
landing scrubbed for Thursday - CNN.com . CIO
Thursday, 06/21/06, 6:25 P.M.: I ate lunch of three half sandwiches with turkey, ham,
cheese, and mayo along with potato chips and cold filtered water. The rug cleaner was
here, and he is going to come back tomorrow with extra help, since most of the furniture
will have to be moved to clean the rugs. They also will have to be dried. The Sears clothes
dries is also coming tomorrow. After lunch, I went out for a walk down to the breakwater. I
met up with a relative and road back with the relative. We fixed the air diverters on his
Volvo luggage rack. I took a nap. One of my relatives refurbished the legs on a Queen Ann
chair. I chatted with a relative out west while down on the breakwater with my AT&T
wireless, and it works just fine, but it is hard to see LCD screen in the bright sun. Earlier I
also chatted with a friend who needs to stay with another friend to attend a horse show in
Fairfield, Connecticut along with his equestrian daughter. I think we are going to dinner at
the Ramp at Cape Porpoise, so I have to change. I also installed the new automatic night
lights in the downstairs guest bathroom and bunk room bathroom. CIO
Thursday, 06/21/06, 12:25 P.M.: So I can play MP3 songs with a USB drive or SD card or
an Ipod in my Buick Wagon, I ordered this Amazon.com: Virtual Reality Sound Labs
MP3/WMA FM Modulator with SD Card, USB Port, and Audio Input: Automotive for
$44.99 with free shipping. There will be a slight wait in the shipping until after August 1,
2007, but there was a $10 promotional credit on it, so the final cost is $34.99. Time for
lunch and moving furniture for carpet cleaning. CIO
Thursday, 06/21/06, 11:35 A.M.: Free shipping on $75 for two days Sierra Trading Post
DealFlyer . You could use their 60% off bargain barn link to look for winter clothes. Last
year, I was able to buy a Union Suit for $10 down from $50 with free shipping, but not this
year. My relative put a new Blue Rhino gas tank in the outdoor barbeque grill last night.
CIO
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Thursday, 06/21/06, 10:50 A.M.: After I spread two 2 cubic foot bags of mulch around the
bushes at the front south wing of the house, I also put some Miracle Gro potting soil in a 20
inch long terracotta planter, and I planted a parsley plant in it, and I watered it with a half
gallon of water with a teaspoon of miracle gro plant fertilizer in it. I also put mulch around
the lilacs at the south end of the house and the growing honey suckle type plants at the
front walkway with the trellis. Yesterday with the help of another relative, I installed the
air conditioner in the den and another one in the master bedroom. I showered, and I
cleaned up. I will now go through my email. We need to get a night light for the downstairs
bunk room bathroom, since at night it is hard to see down there. The Sharp cordless
telephone in the bunk room needs a new rechargeable battery, so I took the extra telephone
with a clock radio out of the downstairs guest bedroom, and I installed it in the bunk room.
The existing GE drier is connected directly with a electrical cable, and their is no electrical
wall socket, so with the new Sear's drier, hopefully we will be able to connect it the same
way. Also hopefully the drier vent hose will be long enough. We will deal with all of that
tomorrow when the Sears clothes dries arrives. I will now go through my email. CIO
Thursday, 06/21/06, 9:05 A.M.: After the last message, I ate two Nathan hotdogs on buns
with Dijon mustard for lunch along with potato chips and a glass of lemonade. I went to
Kennebunk with a relative and we returned a DVD. We then went by the Kennebunk
Village pharmacy, and I picked up a prescription for a relative and retrieved the relative's
cane. We then went by the new super Stop and Shop, and we purchased another order of
groceries. We then went by the Kennebunkport post office. We returned home and after
putting away the groceries, I took a nap. We had guests for dinner. We had cheese and
crackers on the porch. For dinner, we had grilled sword fish with salad and flavored rice,
and I also drank some lemonade. We watched the movie the Couple. I went to bed, and I
got up at 7:30 A.M. this morning. I ate the same breakfast as the last few mornings. I now
have to spread some mulch around the bushes out front of the house. We are having the
carpets cleaned today, so we have to stay around to help move furniture. CIO
Wednesday, 06/20/06, 11:45 A.M.: My relative was worried that the old www.ge.com drier
downstairs in the basement might be faulty and cause a fire hazard, so my relative ordered
for $329.99 Kenmore 67432 6.5 cu. ft. Super Capacity Electric Dryer at Sears.com plus $60
delivery charge and removal and installation charges and $16.50 sales tax for about
$406.49 all together. It is suppose to be delivered Friday June 22, 2007. We are waiting for
the Cable guy to hook up the Cable Service before we go out. I printed out the sales and
order receipts. The cable guy is not coming today, so we do not have to wait for him, but I
think we might eat lunch first. CIO
Wednesday, 06/20/06, 8:55 A.M.:
MBARI - Seamounts 2007 .
Observatorio Vulcanológico y Sismológico de Costa Rica
Outdoor Living - Special Values at The Home Depot
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http://blogs.zdnet.com/Ou/?p=547&tag=nl.e539
The Sharper Image sale
CIO
Wednesday, 06/20/06, 8:30 A.M.: After breakfast, I chatted with my relatives. I emptied the
dishwasher. I repaired the front door screen latch. It needs a small L wrench or Allen key
that we have to tighten the handle on the new post that I bought last year. One also has to
engage the spring mechanism. My relative left her cane at the Kennebunk Village
Pharmacy, so we have to go back there today. I packed up the Toshiba laptop and its
accessories in its case, since I am not using it. I changed the wireless USB devices, so the
IBM Netvista has the one that is not broken, which I will leave up here again, when I leave
after my vacation in a little over a week. It is suppose to rain today. I will now go through
my email. CIO
Wednesday, 06/20/06, 6:50 A.M.: Yesterday after the last message. I went with a relative,
and we went by the Beach Club, and we dropped off beach chairs at the cabanas. We then
went by a pharmacy in Kennebunk. We then went by the Rite Aid drug store, and then we
went by the Stop and Shop. We returned home. We had a problem getting back into the
house, because my relative had the wrong key, but I was able to get around that, and we
got in. We ate lunch of crab rolls with potato chips and iced tea. I then went downtown by
the Kennebunkport post office and then I went by Port Hardware. I fixed the lock on the
front screen door, but the screen door handle came off since then, so this morning I have to
fix that. I took a nap until 6 P.M. We sat out on the deck for a while. We had dinner of
steak cooked outside on the grill, steamed corn on the cob and steamed green beans. I
helped clean up the kitchen. I watched part of the movie Mrs. Potter with my relatives. I
went to bed at 9:30 P.M.. I was awake at 6 A.M.. One relative has gone fishing this
morning. Yesterday the relative was able to fix the rear window sprayer on the Volvo
wagon by pulling out the old broken sprayer with a pick and needle nose pliers, and he
insert the new sprayer in and attached the new face covering. I will now have the same
breakfast as yesterday. They have to pick up the mattress for the other relative and take it
down to Boston on Saturday. CIO
Tuesday, 06/19/06, 10:20 A.M.: I planted some flowers that we got yesterday in the square
planter on the sidewalk by the front entrance. The center flower is yellow surrounded by
burgundy flowers with a small white and a small purple flower on either side. After
watering the flowers, I added some water with Miracle Gro fertilizer. My relatives left for
Sears in Newington, New Hampshire to pick up the box spring for the relative in Boston.
We had to remove the luggage carrier from their Volvo wagon. My relative go the
replacement parts for the rear washer sprayer yesterday at a local Volvo dealership, and
he also returned the bag of peat moss to Wal-Mart. We are suppose to have a quiet day
today, but we might run up to Biddeford, Maine on some errands. I showered, and I
cleaned up. My white sneakers now have green grass stains on them from weed whacking
yesterday, but I have extra pairs at home. Last night we put the garbage out by the street to
be picked up. They have picked up the recycle material, but they have not yet picked up the
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regular garbage. The Epson C60 printer attached to the IBM Netvista is 60% full on black
ink and 100% full on color ink, and there are also a spare new black and color cartridges
for it in the drawer the setup is on. CIO
Tuesday, 06/19/06, 6:35 A.M.: I was awake at 4:30 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with
honey and sliced banana, a chocolate chip muffin, orange juice with vitamins and
supplements and coffee. I put away some laundry. I emptied the dishwasher. I reattached a
face plate on the bunk room bathroom sink cabinet. One of my relatives is now awake. I
will now go through my email. My relatives need to get a mattress and box spring for
another relative's apartment in Boston, and it so happens www.sears.com has box springs
and mattresses on sale. CIO
Monday, 06/18/06, 8:25 P.M.: We sat out on the deck for a while and ate cheese dip and
crackers, and I also drank lemonade. For dinner, we had baked scrod with egg white and
mayonnaise topping, rice pilaf, baked yam, and toss green salad, and I also had lemonade.
We cleaned up the kitchen. I sat out on the deck for a while some more. My relatives are
going to watch "Memoirs of a Geisha" . I am a bit tired, so I will go to bed early. CIO
Monday, 06/18/06, 6:35 P.M.: I used the gasoline weed whacker along side of the north side
of the driveway for about three hours cleaning out the tall grass and tall weeds and brush. I
had never used one before. My left arm felt a bit tingly after using it. I ate lunch of a
turkey, ham, and cheese sandwich with potato chips and lemonade. I did a load of laundry.
I took a nap from 1 P.M. to 3 P.M.. I then went over to Kennebunk with a relative. We
stopped by a nursery and got some flowers. We then went by the new Super Stop and Shop
in Kennebunk, and we bought another large load of groceries. We returned back to the
house about 5:30 P.M., and I unloaded the groceries. I started another load of laundry. My
relative is going to have some trees trimmed. The tree people were here today. CIO
Monday, 06/18/06, 9:00 A.M.: I ate breakfast of oatmeal, a chocolate chip muffin, and
coffee. I chatted with my relatives. The mouse trap caught the mouse, and we are not sure
if it is alive or dead. We will toss it into the woods. I went out for a walk to the Breakwater
and back. I took 165 pictures with my 3 meg. www.polaroid.com camera. I posted seven of
them here.
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0701.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0702.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0703.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0704.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0705.JPG
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0706.JPG
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http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott2007/kpt0707.JPG
CIO
Monday, 06/18/06, 6:00 A.M.: I was awake at 4 A.M.. I had a glass of orange juice with
vitamins. I am working on the www.ibm.com Netvista in the downstairs guest room. It is
faster than the Toshiba laptop. Dutch coming to Connecticut 'Go Easy' Bradley
International set to challenge major airports - Greenwich Time . CIO
Sunday, 06/17/06, 11:25 P.M.: The movie had a lot of computer special effects. We took a
break from the movie to look for a small mouse that a relative had jump on her in the
master bedroom. We could not catch it, so we set out stickem mouse traps with baits. I will
now shut down the Toshiba laptop computer, and I will go to bed soon. The weather is very
nice here. CIO
Sunday, 06/17/06, 8:40 P.M.: I was awake at 4:30 A.M. this morning. I had a glass of
orange juice with vitamins and supplements. I setup the IBM Netvista computer with the
broken Netgear wireless USB device, but it works online just fine. I went out with a
relative, and we went to the Port Bakery, and I got a blueberry muffin. We stopped by
Meserves, and I got a tube of Crest toothpaste for $2.45. I returned home, and I went back
to bed until 10 A.M.. I ate a bowl of oatmeal, a toasted English muffin with raspberry jelly,
and a cup of coffee. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out with a relative, and we went to
Biddeford, and we went by Wal-Mart. We got a 100 pound pale of Peat Moss from Canada
there by mistake that we have to return. The 10 quart bags of Miracle Gro potting soil
there are only $1.69. We then went by Wendy's, and I ate friata club sandwich. We then
went to the new Hannaford grocery store in Biddeford, Maine, and my relative stocked up
the house with groceries to open it up with a large order. It is a large spacious store with a
very good fish market. They had snacks outside to celebrate their opening. We then
returned home, and unpacked the groceries. A relative broke the rear window washer on
his Volvo wagon washing it at the Wells, Maine car wash. Another relative left on the
Amtrak back to Boston. I rested until 7 P.M.. We had dinner of sliced turkey, rice-a-roni,
steamed broccoli, and sliced cranberry gel. I ate my meal with a glass of lemonade. We
have some scary occult movie called Ghost Rider that we are just about to watch. CIO
Saturday, 06/16/06, 10:45 P.M.: I woke up at 4 A.M. this morning. I worked on the internet
for a while. I tried resending my email of my notes because they did not show up on my
machine. I ate breakfast of oatmeal, with honey, and sliced bananas, a toasted bagel with
olive oil, orange juice, grape juice with certo, and cransraspberry juice, and a cup of coffee.
I tried resending my note again. It seemed BCC did not work in my Outlook 2007
program. I restored the backup and restored the changed files. After showering and
cleaning up, I brought down my luggage, and I put it in the back of the Buick wagon. I
chatted with a neighbor. I was called by my relative whom was going to pick me up. My
relative arrived at 10 A.M.. We transferred my luggage to his car. We drove east on I-95 to
Old Lyme, Connecticut. We picked up my relative's Audi, and I started driving it after
transferring my luggage to it. We filled up both cars at the Shell station near the I-95
entrance. I followed my relative. We drove east to I-390 north. We got off and went to a
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Dunkin Donuts after ten miles. I went to the bathroom. My relative bought me a corn
muffin. We continued driving north on I-390 to I-290 North to I-495 East to I-95 North to
the New Hampshire turnpike to the Maine turnpike. The Audi has EziPass, so I did not
have to pay tolls. We got off at the Wells, Maine exit, and we went to the Amtrak station,
where we met up with two other relatives. They left me, and I stopped by the Wells car
wash, and for $5 in quarters, I spray washed the car. I then drove into Kennebunkport,
Maine and I met up with my relatives at my relative's house. Thus without the car wash, it
was about a five hour drive all together. I unloaded my luggage and unpacked. I tried to
setup the laptop in the guest bunk room, but I could not get it to go online. I tried the other
USB wireless adapter, I had left here last year. I removed the wireless and the LAN cards. I
met with some other relatives. I changed into some other clothes. My relatives and I drove
along the waterfront to Cape Purpose. We went to the Wayfarer restaurant. I had Prime
rib of beef cooked medium rare with noodles with oil and a glass of water and a roll with
butter. After dinner, we returned back to my relative's house. I worked with the Toshiba
laptop some more. I finally got it to go online by bringing it upstairs where the wireless
USB device has a better or more direct wireless reception. The IBM Netvista computer
seems to work fine downstairs too. On the wireless USB device, I brought up to Maine, I
dropped it, and I broke its antenna, but the wire is still connected, so I scotch taped the
arm back on for now. While doing this now, I am watching the movie "Breach" with the
rest of the relatives. CIO
Saturday, 06/16/06, 11:10 P.M.: I will now shut down the Toshiba laptop, and I will go to
bed soon. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 06/16/07:
Note:<888> 06/16/07 Saturday 12:15 A.M.: I finished packing. I chatted with a relative. It
took me a while to find the Netgear wireless USB adapter, but I found it packed it with the
old Toshiba laptop that also has a wireless card. I chatted with the relative that is picking
me up at 9 A.M. this morning. I microwaved and ate a Stouffer's 21 ounce frozen lasagna,
and I also reheated the left over rice, which I put some soy sauce on. I ate it all with a glass
of iced tea. I am taking a 2/3rds full duffle bag, the small Swiss Army back pack, and the
old Toshiba laptop in a laptop bag with its accessories. The battery on the Toshiba laptop
does not work, so it would have to plugged in. Usually there are several wireless access
points up there from the family house where I will be staying. I will now send out my
weekly notes. I will then shut down the server, and the web site at
http://geocities.com/mikelscott/ will still be working, and if I have wireless access up in
Kennebunkport, Maine http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/137.htm , I will update my
notes at http://geocities.com/mikelscott/nv.htm . This is my last note from Greenwich,
Connecticut until I return around Thursday June 28, 2007 or a day later of so, depending
on the weather. CIO
Note:<888> 06/15/07 Friday 8:50 P.M.: I woke up this morning, at 10 A.M. when
somebody from Chase called me up trying to sell one of their programs. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
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Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I picked up my mail. My Greenwich Housing Authority rent
statement still has not come. I went back to bed. I chatted with the relative that is going
to pick me up tomorrow Saturday morning at 9 A.M.. I went back to bed. I chatted with
another relative. I went back to bed until 7 P.M.. I ate a toasted bagel with olive oil and
grape and cranraspberry juice. I threw out the garbage and the periodical literature. I
chatted with a neighbor. I watered the plants, and I put out a full bowl of white vinegar for
scent control. I put two new AA alkaline batteries in the wireless keyboard. I went outside
briefly, and I chatted again with a neighbor. I now have to pack. I think I will take the old
Toshiba laptop computer with me in case the old IBM Netvista computer in
Kennebunkport, Maine does not work. I will also take a couple of CMOS batteries for it,
and my small computer tool case in case I have to open it up. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 11:15 P.M.: Audubon: Common backyard birds becoming
less common - CNN.com .
Movies and more with Windows Vista
IAVCEI Special Events - Scientific Events
President Bush RNC 61st Birthday Donation
BBC NEWS | Technology | FBI tries to fight zombie hordes
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Computer crash hits space station
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. Have a good
night. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 9:40 P.M.: I made and ate the same burger with onions
and rice and steamed broccoli and baby carrots meal, which I ate with a glass of iced tea. I
chatted with a relative. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 7:25 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I went by the
Valley Road Post Office, and I filled out a stop mail notice from this Saturday June 16,
2007 to Thursday June 28, 2007, or whenever I pick it up again. I then went to my usual 3
P.M. appointment on Thursdays. I then went by the Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop.
Everything is half price. I bought a small 8 ounce white and blue Delft Dutch type mug
with windmill for a dollar, a ten gallon terracotta color plastic plant pot for $10, and a set
of two brown Ford Explorer folding chairs with case for $10 for $21 total. I put the folding
chairs in the rear lower compartment of the Buick station wagon. I then went by the ATM
machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went by CVS, and I bought four 8
quart bags of Miracle Gro potting soil for $4.99 each and a $1.20 tax for $21.16 total. I
then returned home. I brought up the potting soil, the pot, and the mug. I put the small
Delft type mug to the left of the air conditioner on the window ledge. I chatted with a
relative. I put some plastic bags on the floor at the apartment entrance. I moved the new
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pot on top of them, and I moved the 6 foot palm from the living window ledge to along side
the new pot. I put two used half full bags of Miracle Gro potting soil in the bottom of the
pot and another full bag. I then used a large wooden spoon, and I loosen the soil in the
palm tree pot which was curved, and I removed the plam tree, and I centered it in the new
pot, and I pressed it down into the potting soil. I then put two more bags of the Miracle
Gro potting soil in the new pot around the palm tree, and I compressed it down, so the
palm tree was up right. I then move it back on the drainage tray on the lazy Susan on the
window ledge, and I then cleaned the old green painted terracotta pot. I put half of the
remaining bag of potting soil in it, and then I transferred the largest miniature palm tree
into it, and I filled it up with the remaining potting soil. I then put it in the pink Chinese
rice bowl where it had been before on the far end of the brass and glass coffee table. I
watered both plants, and I used some of the Shultz liquid plant food in the water. I threw
out the Miracle Gro bags, and I left the empty terracotta pot by the dumpster. I chatted
with a relative during the transplant process. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 1:10 P.M.: I napped rested and relaxed a bit. I chatted
with a friend. I ate two scoops of coffee ice cream. I picked up my mail. I will now get
ready for my 3 P.M. appointment. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 8:30 A.M.: Well, my computers are running fine for now
Space station oxygen, water computers fail - CNN.com . CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 8:20 A.M.: If you missed it The Tropical Meteorology
Project: [FORECASTS] and EXTENDED RANGE FORECAST OF ATLANTIC
SEASONAL HURRICANE ACTIVITY AND U.S. LANDFALL STRIKE PROBABILITY
FOR 2007 and for your own best guess http://mikelouisscott.com/weather.htm and
http://geocities.com/mikelscott/weather.htm . CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 8:10 A.M.: This does not makes sense TCPalm: Business
Proposals could give West Palm Beach skyline world-class height . CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 7:50 A.M.: I washed the breakfast dishes. I made my
bed. I downloaded www.ubuntu.com , and I burned it to CD, but is also will not install on
the Dell L1000R computer in the bedroom. Since it is an older Dell, I guess Ubuntu is
made for newer computers. I went outside, and I threw out some garbage. I chatted with
a neighbor, who needs to get his car emissions checked and registered. A couple of weeks
ago, I received a beta DVD for this See how great it feels when you're in control , but I am
not sure how to use it. Also I do not have a spare computer to try it on. I have to wait to
receive my rent bill today hopefully. Also I have my usual 3 P.M. appointment today, so
there is no point in making an extra trip downtown today. One of the health care works
this morning arrived in a car that looked like this Lexus - Future/Concept Vehicles - LF-A ,
but I do not think it is commonly available yet. CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 4:50 A.M.: Polish your car . Final Detail Made by Car
Buffs for Car Buffs . Final Detail Made by Car Buffs for Car Buffs Final Detail Instant
Spray Wax with Dupont™ Zonyl® brand fluoroadditive 22oz Bottle . Discount price S/2
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Final Detail(R) SprayWax w/DuPont(TM)Zonyl (R)Fluoroadd. at QVC . Best Price Final
Detail S/2 Top Shelf Series Spray Wax & Towel Kit at QVC . CIO
Note:<888> 06/14/07 Thursday 4:20 A.M.: I was awake at 3:30 A.M.. I installed the latest
Vista updates. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted
English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of
grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half
teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements.
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Huge bird dino unearthed in China
BBC NEWS | Technology | Web inventor gets Queen's honour
BBC NEWS | Technology | Microsoft unveils patch package
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Firm rockets into space tourism
Slickdeals.net Wrought Iron Hanging Pot Rack
I will now make my bed, and I will wash the breakfast dishes. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 10:20 P.M.: I tried to install the Vista updates at the
moment, but they are too slow to install right now. I chatted with a relative twice. I will
now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed soon. I might watch a little bit of
television. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 7:55 P.M.: Weapon dates bowhead whale to 1800s CNN.com . CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 7:45 P.M.: The Youngest Billionaires - Forbes.com .
Most Expensive Homes In The South - Forbes.com
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 7:00 P.M.: I made and ate the same sauteed burger with
onions, but without cheese meal, which I ate with rice and steamed brocolli and baby
carrots. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. National Weather Service Watch Warning
Advisory Summary . I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 5:35 P.M.: 6.8 magnitude earthquake strikes off
Guatemalan coast - CNN.com . CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 5:30 P.M.: I ate the last of the mixed nuts. I picked up
my mail around 11:30 A.M.. I top a nap in the recliner until just now. I will now go
through my email. CIO
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Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 9:20 A.M.: Diana boys: We'll never know truth CNN.com .
Croc hunter girl meets Dalai Lama - CNN.com
CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 9:10 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I went
downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station
area. I sat out at various locations. I wasted a little bit of extra gasoline, and I drove
down by the waterfront on Steamboat Road. I chatted with some morning regulars, and
most of them left, and there was one solitary fisherman left from Tavernier, Florida whom
has been up north for a while. This time of year, the striped bass tend to run, and any
fisherman knows a rainy day is good for fishing, because it drives the bugs to the surface of
the water. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought five 12.5 ounce cans of
Planter's Spanish peanuts for $1.49 a can for $7.45 total. I then returned home, and I
chatted with some neighbors. I watched the end of a vintage Coast Guard movie on the
Turner movie channel. I left a message with a relative. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 4:55 A.M.: Long time family friend from Florida, Henry
Flagler's daughter Greenwich Time Betty M. Matthews . She and her husband Mark
Matthews stopped by to see my mother at Putnam Green back in 1978, when I came out of
Key West, Florida that year, and mother had moved away to Kennebunkport, Maine with
her new husband. I was probably a bit tanned after spending the second winter in
Florida. She and her husband donated the stone facade on the front of the First
Presbyterian Church The First Presbyterian Church of Greenwich, Connecticut ( CT )
which is now undergoing more construction. I think she was also involved with the Flagler
Museum in Palm Beach, Florida Whitehall Flagler Museum . A picture of what Florida
looked like in the old days http://mikelouisscott.com/photo/old-florida-post-card011506.jpg . I ate three scoops of coffee ice cream. I will now shut down the primary
computer, and I will shower and clean up, and I will go out for an early morning walk.
CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 3:25 A.M.: For better air quality, you could order with
this $20 off $60 promo The Sharper Image $20 off $60 , you could order Sharper Image
Outlet : Original Ionic Breeze Quadra Silent Air Purifier - Gray : Air Purifiers and Air
Cleaners and from the $20 off link, you get it for $79.95 and $5.69 tax and $14.95 shipping
for $100.59 total. The unit uses a $100 less electricity a year that a Hepa air purifier.
CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 3:00 A.M.: If you look at www.cars.com , there are quite
a few www.cadillacs.com in this area for under $7,000 with between 40,000 and 60,000
miles, but they are older models up until about 1999. If you do not drive very far, there is
even these bargain Cadillac Limousines if you can afford the gasoline
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp;?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&pageNumb
er=3&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=ascending&sortfi
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eld=MILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K-%7CE%7CM-_8_%7CB-10000%7CN-N%7CR-100%7CI-1%7CPMILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending%7CQ-ascending%7CZ06830&aff=national&paId=223714802&recnum=187&leadExists=true or
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp;?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&pageNumb
er=3&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=ascending&sortfi
eld=MILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K-%7CE%7CM-_8_%7CB-10000%7CN-N%7CR-100%7CI-1%7CPMILES+ascending%2CPRICE+descending%7CQ-ascending%7CZ06830&aff=national&paId=209513524&recnum=190&leadExists=true
if you want to make a big impression. If you only drove a half dozen miles a day or so, it
would not cost too much to run. You could have some friend dress up like a chauffer to
make a better impression. CIO
Note:<888> 06/13/07 Wednesday 2:45 A.M.: I woke up at 5 P.M.. I ate breakfast of two
bowls of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive
oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd
mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee
along with vitamins and supplements. I chatted with two relatives. I picked up my mail,
and I threw out some garbage. I went back to bed, and I chatted with a friend about 9
P.M.. I slept until 1 A.M.. I sleep more on Tuesdays, since I tend to be busy on
weekends. Earlier while I was a awake, I ate half of a 12.5 ounce can of mixed nuts. I
washed the breakfast dishes. I am doing two loads of laundry, and I have 35 minutes on
the dry cycle. I put clean linens on the bed. I will now go through my email. I have
noticed recently that there is a sign at www.mcdonalds.com on West Putnam Avenue that
they are now opened until 2 A.M.. Possibly the one in Riverside is also opened late too. Of
course the ones in Darien at the I-95 rest area are also opened all of the time. Oakbrook,
Illinois is where www.mcdonalds.com is headquartered, and the last I heard McDonalds
University is there, which is for management training, which is different than www.lfc.edu
where I went to college nearby. However, at Lake Forest College I ate at the local
McDonalds on the nearby Eden's Expressway all of the time while at Lake Forest College,
so obviously I have eaten more than my fair share of McDonalds meals in the past, but
recently their meals are two expensive for my budget, so after working in French
restaurants for eight years, I manage to do my own cooking Michael Louis Scott's Recipes
. Although I did not do the cooking in the restaurants, anyone whom has worked in a
professional kitchen would know that a good portion of working in a professional kitchen is
prep work and cleaning up. Of course the chef gets all of the glory. CIO
Note:<888> 06/12/07 Tuesday 6:25 A.M.: In other financial notes, I have $15 due in a
rebate on the computer memory, and $20 in a rebate on the Motorola wireless telephone,
and I got $10 registration bonus in extra minutes on the AT&T wireless phone. I still have
to pay my modest rent, once I receive my rent bill. I have the funds to pay my rent. I am
not sure if my relative's Audi that I am going to drive from Old Lyme, Connecticut up to
Kennebunkport, Maine this Saturday has a full tank of gasoline or not, so I might have to
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pay for some extra gasoline. Also I will have to be on a day schedule to drive up there, so
more than likely in the next day or two, I will have to get back on a day schedule.
Switching back and forth from day to night schedules and back can be very exhausting, but
obviously I have done it many times in my life. Also I have to be rested enough to make the
drive up to Maine safely. The summit between President Bush www.whitehouse.gov and
the Prime Minister of Russia will be two or days after I leave, so I will not be in the way,
but more than likely I will face a lot of the advanced security precautions in my
preparations to help open up a family house there. They tend to be low key, but if one
knows anything about German Sheppard dogs, they are always snooping around. I do not
plan to sublet my apartment to any visiting Russians while I am away. However, we have
enough of them snooping around here all of the time. Also by September 12, 2007, I will
have to make a $100 payment on my General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner
with remote control maintenance contract, which I have never used for the six years that I
have maintained it. The air conditioner is running just fine, but I do not use it as much
with the higher energy costs. My May 2007 bill at www.cl-p.com was $191.24 slightly more
than the monthly budget average amount of $187. For 32 days, I used 1059 KWH which I
think is Kilowatt Hours or 33 per day compared to 878 for the month of May 2006 a year
ago at 29 per day, so obviously it is warmer here this year, but I have gotten use to warmer
temperatures in the apartment, but the warmer temperatures can also cause more wear
and tear on the computer equipment. I will not be running my home server
http://mikelouisscott.com/ while I am in Maine, but there is an old IBM computer up there
that I might be able to use again to post notes at http://geocities.com/mikelscott/ like I did
last year. I actually enjoy the drive up there and back, since I do not get much of a chance
to travel long distance anymore. I have done it regularly many times since 1978, when my
mother married my step father now diseased a long term summer resident of the Maine
coast. However, my paternal grandmother's family were one of the original European
founders the George's plantation in York, Maine, so more than likely I have some distant
relatives in that area on the Gard side of the family whom were from Devonshire, England.
However, I am so busy up there, usually when I am there, I do not get much of a chance to
meet any people, and I am so computer tech orientated, I tend not to make sense to some of
the locals whom are more interested in the waterfront activities. I will now shut down the
primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. My old Kennebunkport, Maine pages are at
Kennebunkport, Maine, Scott's Internet Hotlist and
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/137.htm , but I have not had time to check them out
since last year. CIO
Note:<888> 06/12/07 Tuesday 5:15 A.M.: A Suitor for U.S. Steel? Not Yet. - Forbes.com .
Microsoft Connections Event in Manhattan June 21, 2007
Video: Inside the semantic Web with Sir Tim Berners-Lee | Webware : Cool Web apps for
everyone
Geniune Window Vista: Software Protection Platform
BBC NEWS | Technology | Apple announces Windows browser
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Apple - Safari 3 Public Beta
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Nasa astronauts begin spacewalk
I paid off $401.20 on my Chase Visa Credit Card debt. I thus have $305.53 in debt on the
Chase Visa Credit Card and the Newegg Account Total. I basically still owe $16.54 to
Kohl's for two pairs of the large boxer shorts, $141.26 to Good Year in Port Chester, New
York for replacing the oxygen sensor on the Buick wagon, $26.50 for the $25 in AT&T
wireless minutes for the next three months at 25 cents a minute, $57.35 to New Egg for the
1 gigabyte of computer memory, $24.81 for three more pairs of the large boxer shorts at
Kohl's, $28.48 to Jembro for the two three packs of boxer shorts, the six pack of white
socks, the wireless telephone headset, the shower curtain, and wallet, and $10.59 to CVS for
the Philips MP3 case that I use to carry the wireless telephone in during bad weather or
depending on what I am wearing. CIO
Note:<888> 06/12/07 Tuesday 3:30 A.M.: I have been relaxing a bit. I tried to see if one
could install Kubantu on the Dell L1000R in the bedroom, but I could not figure it out. I
ate the rest of the can of Spanish peanuts. My order from www.surpluscomputer.com for
the order for $8.99 with free shipping Surplus Computers CES11495 - 2-Pack LED
Keychain Flashlight Anodized Aluminum $8.99 free shipping and the Surplus Computers
CES11251 - Kaser Mambo 2 2GB MP4/MP3/WMA/WMV Audio Video Player LCD for
$54.99 with free shipping and Surplus Computers ACC11075 - Logitech Premium Stereo
Headset and Microphone 980185-1403 for $8.99 with free shipping and Surplus Computers
CES11149 - 2GB USB + Kaser MP3 Player Adapter & Auto FM Transmitter for $44.95
with free shipping and Surplus Computers CES11121 - 2 Pack Ultra Bright 9 LED
Compact Flashlight (titanium) for $8.99 with free shipping, and as you see come with free
shipping for $126.95 total has been cancelled. Thus I still owe on my Chase Visa card
$649.38, and I owe on my www.newegg.com account $57.35 for $706.73 total. I will pay off
$400 on the debt in a day or two, so I will be about $306.73 in debt after I make the
payment. $69.75 was for clothing in the debt, $123.98 was for payments on the wireless
telephone and its account and its accessories, $303.67 was for the Buick oxygen sensor
replacement, the air conditioning recharge kit and parts, car mats, car test code analyzer,
and Buick repair manual; $140.11 for computer parts, $38.16 for coffee beans, and $30.98
for the suspenders that I ordered for a neighbor, but I was paid for, but I have not yet paid
for. I am not spending money on my Chase Visa Credit Card like a drunken sailor, it is
just with the additional expenses of $1420 on the car after the $1000 purchase payment and
the additional gasoline last month of $142 testing and getting the car in good working
order, I had to use my credit card for some of the other normal activity that I might
normally do as part of my normal routine. Most of the car expenses are coming out of the
insurance settlement on the Volvo that was flooded out. CIO
Note:<888> 06/12/07 Tuesday 12:40 A.M.: I made and ate the same burger with sauteed
onions and cheese dinner, which I ate with rice and steamed baby carrots and broccoli
crowns. When one is Dog Ass poor in America, beggars can not be chosers. Obviously
not many people know anything about computers around here, since there is not much
money in the local computer business around here. It is sort of queer that www.ibm.com
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managed to make money off the computer business in nearby Armonk, New York, but
since it is near an airport, maybe they fly around to areas where people do not know much
about computers, and they charge a lot for their services. I have heard rumors, they
charge $400 an hour for tech support on computers, but that is probably on bigger main
frame computers, and not simple home computers. I can not even afford to bird watch
around the waterfront anymore down on Steamboat Road near by the Watson family
Indian Harbor Yacht club, because all of their Spanish gardeners try to run me off all the
time, as if anything high tech was going on down there. They just don't want you to
observe www.ibm.com entertaining their many guests in this area. Old Man Watson use
to ride a Harley Davidson motor cycle to work in his later years, so I guess IBM had their
own motor cycle gang in case people tried to encroach on their turf. However, my
grandma Scott's grandma was a Davidson, so more than likely I have a little bit of the
Davidson family look, and not the Watson family look. However, I am so near sighted
from working on computers and reading all of these years, I do not think I would have the
capability of ever riding a motor cycle. I road an Indian motor cycle around Hurley
Haywood's grandma Hurley's farm in Oakbrook, Illinois once for about an hour in 1972.
I also road a moped in Bermuda back in 1968, and that is about the extent of my
experience on motorized bikes. However, in the old days, when gasoline was cheaper, I use
to drive a car quite a bit, but I have not had much experience recently, since gasoline has
been too expensive over the last decade or more. I basically have a limited driving
experience of one round trip out of town to Kennebunkport, Maine a year, and that is
about it. Since the local Jewish population seems to think I am Nazi spy, it is obvious they
have never ventured west of the Hudson River and seen the open spaces of America, which
I have had the opportunity to do a number of times. However, it would be a lot more
expensive anymore. Since my mother was from a Dutch family in Michigan, more than
likely there are other people out there that look like me not to mention in Illinois. From
what I can tell, we do not get many visitors here anymore, with the higher prices of fuel, so
one tends to see more local people in the area instead of the larger influx of people coming
and going. With the higher prices of fuel around here, they are really rolling up the streets
at night around here, and they no longer even bother having the lights on at the veterans
monument across the street from the senior citizen to save money. From what I can tell,
the trains are still running, but there do not seem to be as many passengers coming and
going off the trains as in past years. Recently, when I have gone into CVS during the
evening hours on weekdays, I have been the only customer. At night there are not that
many people in the grocery stores anymore too. Since I grew up in this town when it was
a relatively slow town, it is sort of quaint to see the town returning to a more peaceful
atmosphere. However, we are suppose to be a wealthy town, so there tends to be someone
moving around all of the time, if only to go back and forth to Manhattan, where people also
have homes. There is not as much air traffic anymore from what I can tell too. I would
imagine with the higher prices of heating homes up north in the winter with the higher
prices of fuel, more people are moving to warmer climates by choice, and not necessarily
for retirement options. Bad news for Bagdad on the Hudson FOXNews.com - Chertoff:
NYC, Get Ready for Hurricane - Local News | News Articles | National News | US News .
CIO
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Note:<888> 06/11/07 Monday 9:55 P.M.: I woke up at noon, and I chatted with a friend
who was putting his small boat in the water for the season. I checked the mail, but it had
not arrived. The computers broke down at the Greenwich Housing Authority, so they
have not yet sent out the rent statements. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana
and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with
a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry
juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I
made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I showered, and I cleaned up. I picked
up the mail. I went out, and I went to my usual 4 P.M. appointment occasionally on
Mondays. I arrived early. I then went by www.cvs.com , and I picked up a prescription.
I then went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train
station area. I sat out at various locations. I stopped by the Greenwich Cigar store, and I
bought a Cash Flurries scratch card, but I lost. I stopped by CVS again on my walk, and I
bought a Gourmet Times 100 piece kitchen container set for $7.99 and .48 tax for $8.47
total. I completed my walk. I used the bathroom at the senior and the arts center. I
chatted with a visitor from Capetown, South Africa. I chatted with a couple from
Germany about cooking in America. I then returned home. I chatted with one relative
once and anther relative twice. I left the box of storage containers in front of the
www.harvard.edu chair in the kitchen, since there is no place else to store it. I was told not
to bring my large duffle bag up to Maine, and just to bring a couple of small bags, since
there will not be much room in the car. The weather in Kennebunkport, Maine is suppose
to be pretty much the same as here. CIO
Note:<888> 06/11/07 Monday 5:00 A.M.: I will now shut down the primary computer, and
I will go to bed soon. I have a 4 P.M. appointment today. CIO
Note:<888> 06/11/07 Monday 4:05 A.M.: I am making up a batch of Formula Two
http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm .
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Shuttle docks with space station
BBC NEWS | Programmes | Click | Getting the most from open source
Bill Gates Wealth Index
Bill Gates Net Worth Page
#1 William Gates III - Forbes.com
$19 billion difference between the two links, he also has a third child, since I last looked.
How much is the Aga Khan's fortune? - Ask.com Web Search
Aga Khan's Dealings Stir Questions | despardes.com
Aga Khan's museum
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Aga Khan's divorce to cost him a billion dollars
Well, maybe Bill Gates should become a tax free religious type of person. CIO
Note:<888> 06/11/07 Monday 1:55 A.M.: I posted the recipe here Michael Louis Scott's
Chinese pork and vegetable meal on rice . CIO
Note:<888> 06/10/07 Sunday 11:35 P.M.: I woke up at 4 P.M. today. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I called up
a few friends and family, and I gave them my wireless telephone number in case they need
to get hold of my in an emergency. I have to renew the $25 payment every three months,
but they will roll over any unused minutes worth 25 cents a minute, so over time I might
have more minutes. I activated the Voice Mail on my wireless telephone which would be
expensive to pick up. I showered, and I cleaned up, and I went out. I chatted with some
neighbors. There is a year older car like mine down in New Jersey for $999
http://www.cars.com/go/search/detail.jsp;?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&pageNumb
er=0&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder=ascending&sortfi
eld=PRICE+ascending%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K-%7CE%7CM-_7_%7CD-_61_%7CN-N%7CR-250%7CI-1%7CPPRICE+ascending%2CPRICE+descending%7CQ-ascending%7CZ06830&aff=national&paId=134428707&recnum=0&leadExists=true , but I don't know
anything about its condition, but it has 11,000 less miles than mine, if you can afford the
miles per gallon. I went downtown, and I chatted with a local Chinese resident about the
internet and my web site. He reminded me about the INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE - OLYMPIC GAMES Beijing 2008 , if you can afford to travel to China. I
showed him my car. I chatted briefly with another regular walker. I showed another
downtown observer, my Prepaid Cell Phones/GoPhone® Cell Phone Plans | AT&T,
formerly Cingular Wireless for 25 cents a minute incoming and outgoing, so I will only be
using it for emergencies or when I need to make or receive a call. I ordered the Cell Phone
Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Motorola C139 - GoPhone® (Pay As You Go)
for $139.99 less $100 instant rebate and another $20 mail in rebate for current payment of
$39.99, and a Accessory Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Black Leather Pouch
- Horizontal Universal for $26.99 and a Accessory Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular
Wireless Motorola Travel Charger for $14.99 for $81.97 total with free shipping, and it will
eventually will be $20 cheaper with the mail in rebate for $61.97. Also when one calls up
to register, one gets an additional $10 air time, so the phone along only costs about $10.
Jembro at the Port Chester, New York shopping center has the wireless phone pouches for
$4. The observer that had told me I should get one commented on how my wireless
telephone is much smaller that the other ones he has seen. I then walked the entire length
of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I stopped by www.cvs.com , and I toured
the store. They have mixed nuts and cashew nuts on sale this week for $3.33 a can a 15?
ounce can. I did not walk to the top of Greenwich Avenue, because it started raining
lightly. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought two shoulder London Broil chuck
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steaks for $1.99 a pound for $6.57, a 1.75 ounce container of Turkey Hill lite Moose Tracks
ice cream for $1.99, a 5 ounce bag of Wise Barbeque potato chips for $1 for $9.56 total. I
then returned home. I trimmed the fat off the London Broil steaks, and I cut them into 1.5
inch cubic cubes with a serrated knife, and I ground the beef chunks into hamburger with
my Cuisine Art machine filling it up about 40% of the way each time. I made seven eight
ounce hamburger patties, and I put two of two each in baby carrot bags, and I squeeze out
the air, and I sealed them, and I then put them in Zip Lock bags that I squeeze out the air,
and I sealed them. I put the four hamburgers in the freezer on the door, with the newer
hamburgers on the bottom, and the older ones on top. I put the three remaining
hamburgers in a flat Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I mixed four of the four
different kinds of www.newyorkcoffee.com bags of 16 ounce beans together in a turkey
basting pan, and I filled four and 3/4ths quart mason jars with the mixture to have
available. Thus 16 ounces of coffee beans is more than a quart container. I will now
make the same Chinese style meal as last night. The Stop and Shop has three liter
containers of Capatriti extra virgin olive oil on sale for $15 or $8 off. CIO
Note:<888> 06/10/07 Sunday 4:20 A.M.: I ate a few ounce of Spanish peanuts. There is a
movie on television about a Chinese missionary. Who knows maybe we are in Greenwich,
China. Suddenly, the bees are simply vanishing - Los Angeles Times .
Microsoft Finds Legal Defender in Justice Dept. - New York Times
In a Stirring Belmont, the Filly Beats the Fellas - New York Times
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/10/07 Sunday 3:05 A.M.: I enjoyed dinner, but it seems to take longer to
cook the same ingredients Chinese style. I guess the Chinese have more time on their
hands. After dinner, I ate the last two scoops of Moose Tracks ice cream. If you want to
see how exciting it has been around here in the past, you can always look at these old links
Michael Louis Scott Old Web Pages . Really not much ever happens out here in the boon
docks. I suppose it is even less exciting the further out into New England one goes. For
the bright lights and big city action, we have Manhattan 20 miles west of us, but I heard on
television tonight, it costs $300 a month to park you car there, if you feel like sleeping in
your car in Manhattan. I suppose that might be cheaper than driving around in this neck
of the woods. However, New York City tends to take advantage of people from Out of
Town, so one should beware before adventuring into Manhattan. I see enough New York
City people out here, and they never give me the time of day, so I suppose much would be
the same in their neck of the woods. Basically they expect to be paid all of the time for
whatever it is they do for a living which for many of them does not make much sense. The
only way to boycott New York City in this neck of the woods is not to pay for Cable
Television, and simply read for entertainment. However, the New York people generally
get ahead by knowing someone older with money and influence, and it seems to me that
many of them do not have the educational back ground to be pursuing the careers they
have fallen into by luck or circumstance. CIO
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Note:<888> 06/09/07 Saturday 11:55 P.M.: After the last message, I did a Vista Complete
PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I also made out a
www.chase.com check for $2 to send to the Republican National Committee www.gop.com
to mail with a Birthday Card they sent me to President Bush www.whitehouse.gov to
celebrate his 61st birthday on July 6, 2007. I mailed it in the mail room downstairs. After
cleaning up, I went out after the last message. I went by the Greenwich Automotive
Services Exxon www.exxon.com gasoline station, and I bought $14 of self service premium
unleaded gasoline at $3.699 a gallon for 33.8 miles driving since last Saturday which since I
filled up the gasoline tank to the maximum works out to 8.93 miles per gallons, but I put in
at least a gallon more than last Saturday, so it looks like I am getting close to 13 miles per
gallon in stop and go traffic driving downtown at an average speed of 13 miles per hour.
The odometer is 114295 miles. I washed the car windows. I checked the tires for 35 PSI
rear and 30 PSI front. On a heavier car, one has to check the tire air pressure more
frequently. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a six pack of Stop and Shop
English muffins for .99, two 12.5 ounce cans of Planters Redskin Spanish peanuts for $1.49
each can, a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99, fresh green Chiquita bananas for .54 a
pound for $1.24, and broccoli crowns for $1.99 a pound for $3.08 for $11.28 total. I then
went downtown, and I walked lower Greenwich Avenue, and the train station area. I
chatted with the proprietor of the wine bar beneath the Banker's Trust Building. I then
went back by the Stop and Shop, and I bought the last 12.5 ounce can of Planters Redskin
Spanish peanuts for $1.49, a 5 ounce bottle of House of Tsang hot chili sesame oil for $2.99,
a 10 ounce bottle of Lea and Perrins Worcestershire sauce for $2.89, and two 10 ounce
bottles of Kikkoman naturally brewed soy sauce for $2.19 each for $11.75 total. I then
returned home. I chatted with a relative who was watching the Hallmark special on
television. I will now do this. I took two of the 5/8th inch thick boneless pork tenderloins,
and I cut them across .25 inch thick on an angle into about inch long strips. I put the pork
pieces in a bowl. I peeled and diced a medium large onion, and I put the onion pieces in a
bowl. I took about 25 baby carrots, and I sliced them length wise into 1/4 to 1/6 sections,
and I put them in a bowl. I cut about a cup of broccoli crowns into small cubic inch size
piece, and I put them in a bowl. I took my Chinese wok that I bought from a Japanese
family at a tag sale in Old Greenwich for $2 about 15 years ago, and I put about three
ounces of extra virgin olive oil in it and about three pads of I Can't Believe It's Not Butter,
and I heated it on the large electric burner over medium high electric burner heat. Once
the fat began to bubble, I added the four bowls or raw ingredients, and I mixed them all
together. I season the ingredients with ground black pepper, garlic power, oregano,
Italian spices, Old Bay Seasoning, and Red Cayenne pepper. I kept stirring the
ingredients for about 10 minutes, until most the ingredients were mostly cooked. In a Wok
you spread the ingredients around the sides and bottom, since all of it is hot, and keep
stirring the ingredients to mix in the fat on the bottom of the Wok with the ingredients. I
then added a about a teaspoon of sesame oil, a few tablespoons of lemon juice, about five
tablespoons of Kikkoman soy sauce, and a half dozen shakes of Frank's hot sauce. I kept
stirring the ingredients for about another five minutes. I will make up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm which I will also add a little bit of beef
bullion seasoning and Old Bay seasoning to along with the other regular ingredients. I will
then put half the rice on a large dinner plate spreading it over the plate, and the other half
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I will put in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I then put the Wok ingredients
with its juices spread over the rice on the dinner plate. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea.
End of Scott's Notes week of 06/09/07:
Note:<888> 06/09/07 Saturday 7:25 P.M.: I was awake at 11 A.M.. I checked my mail,
and I went outside briefly. I started a full system scan with Norton Antivirus. I went
back to bed until 4 P.M.. The full Norton Antivirus scan did not detect any problems on
the C: drive, but it froze on the D: drive going through the compressed files from an earlier
backup. I emailed www.surpluscomputer.com to cancel the order for $8.99 with free
shipping Surplus Computers CES11495 - 2-Pack LED Keychain Flashlight Anodized
Aluminum $8.99 free shipping and the Surplus Computers CES11251 - Kaser Mambo 2
2GB MP4/MP3/WMA/WMV Audio Video Player LCD for $54.99 with free shipping and
Surplus Computers ACC11075 - Logitech Premium Stereo Headset and Microphone
980185-1403 for $8.99 with free shipping and Surplus Computers CES11149 - 2GB USB +
Kaser MP3 Player Adapter & Auto FM Transmitter for $44.95 with free shipping and
Surplus Computers CES11121 - 2 Pack Ultra Bright 9 LED Compact Flashlight (titanium)
for $8.99 with free shipping, and as you see come with free shipping for $126.95 total.
However, although I have not received notice that it has shipped, and although I have not
yet been billed for it, in dealing with them in the past, they are slower on their billing
process, so possibly the order has already shipped, in which case I will keep it if I receive
it. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins
with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with
a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and
coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast
dishes. I will now send out my weekly notes. I will then shut down the primary computer,
and I will shower and clean up, and I will go out for a walk. CIO
Note:<888> 06/09/07 Saturday 3:30 A.M.: I tried Ad-aware 2007, but it crashed on my
computer after the scan. I uninstalled it, and I put Ad-aware SE back on the computer. I
ate two scoops of Moose Tracks ice cream. I will now shut down the primary computer,
and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/09/07 Saturday 1:25 A.M.: Ad-Aware 2007 - Reviews and free downloads at
Download.com
Harvard's Famous Dropout Gets The Last Laugh
ECGS
The Sharper Image $20 off $60
I wonder if this would work with my Buick Wagon Hummer Outdoor Awning, Table and
Two Folding Chairs Combo - Save 70% $43.96.
BBC NEWS | Europe | Bush in Italy for talks with Pope
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BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Shuttle heads for space station
BBC NEWS | Asia-Pacific | Harnessing the power of grey Japan
BBC NEWS | Programmes | Click | Getting the most from open source
CIO
Note:<888> 06/09/07 Saturday 12:10 A.M.: I have the primary Vista computer setup to
view in Clone mode with the Sony television monitor or living room Sony television, the
content of the left monitor of the two computer displays. I watched some of the NASA TV
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/nasatv/ which is available to play with the Windows
Media player which works with the remote monitor and in clone mode with the Nvidia
video card. On my computer, one has to jiggle the connector in the video cable running
over on top of the right mouse pad to get a secure fitting, so it comes through in color. I do
not have the sound hooked up to the television, but I can play it through the computer
speakers. When I have the time, I could get the cable and adapter to hook up the sound to
the television speakers. I have it my notes around last February 2007 what parts, I need to
do it. Currently a piece of the heat shield on the shuttle is bent up. I do not know if it is a
major problem. It is called a slight tear in the thermal insulation blanket in the orbital
maneuver pod of the shuttle. I filled out the $15 rebate form, and I included its other
needed material. I mailed it in the mail room downstairs. I went outside briefly. I will
now go through my email. They have 1.5 hours until their sleep shift. I will listen to the
live feed while I go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 10:10 P.M.: I went out after the last message to wait for UPS
to deliver the memory. For some odd reason, the UPS truck was parked out back by the
Little League Baseball field watching the ball game, but I was able to get the memory from
the driver. I tried installing it in the primary Vista computer, but it would not work in the
primary Vista computer, possibly because it is 2.6 volts, and the Gigabyte motherboard is
suppose to take 2.5 volt memory. I tested it with the Memory Diagnostics from the Vista
DVD. I then took out a 512 meg. memory chip from the FIC server, and I put it in the
Vista primary computer, and it worked just fine. Thus the Vista computer now only has
2.5 gigabytes of memory. I enabled Spread Spectrum in the Vista Computer CMOS. I put
the OEM 1 gigabyte of memory from the Vista computer that I had taken out in the first
memory slot of the FIC server, where I took the 512 meg. memory chip out, and the FIC
server now has 2 gigabytes of memory. I put the new 1 gigabyte of memory in the Epox
computer first memory slot, and it tested just fine, so the Epox computer now has 2
gigabytes of memory also. However, with the compatible memory in the Vista primary
computer, it should be more stable. I watched the www.nasa.gov Atlantis Space Shuttle
launch. I chatted with a relative. I will now reheat and eat the other half of the bean and
beef stew that I made the night before last, and I will eat it with steamed broccoli and baby
carrots along with a glass of iced tea. I the will fill out the $15 rebate form on the new
memory. I kept it, since there was nothing wrong with it, and it is a good price, even
though it does not work with the Vista computer. Current systems configurations are
http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm . CIO
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Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 5:20 P.M.: I went outside, and I looked at the new rebuilt
alternator on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster wagon, and I can not find any identifying trade
marks on the unit to identify the manufacturer or rebuilder. There is just a serial
number. I aired out the car to cool it down. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 4:35 P.M.: Aga Khan wife Her Highness the Begum Aga
Khan and his U.S.A. web site His Highness the Aga Khan's 70th Birthday . I still think he
makes all of his money working as the Door Man at the Waldorf Astoria Welcome, you
have arrived at the Waldorf . I am trying to figure out if this picture
http://mikelouisscott.com/agakhan01.jpg is also them, or if it is an older picture, when they
were younger. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 3:55 P.M.: Need we say more A shore thing: Nantucket on a
budget - CNN.com . Of course, when I lived in Nantucket from 1975 to 1983 mostly from
around April to December varying with my ability to afford to make it back there, things
were a lot cheaper. When I left Nantucket, one could still buy a roast beef sandwich with
Swiss cheese on a Kaiser roll with mayo, with potato salad, and a pint of low fat cream at
the A&P for $7 for lunch. I was only 135 pounds at my maximum weight, so I would
occasionally drink low fat cream to try to put on weight. I recall at the liquor store on
Main Street, one could buy a .75 liter of French White table wine for $2, which I did on my
day off, once a week. I only paid $40 a week to rent a bed on India or Hussey street. I
earned up to $8.75 an hour as a dishwasher, when I left the island working up to 80 hours
or more a week. However, when I left the island, I never had much money left to show for
my endeavors. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 3:20 P.M.: I was awake at noon. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture
of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean
Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins
and supplements. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I picked up my mail
downstairs. I threw out the garbage and the old periodical literature. I watered the
plants with 10 drops of Schultz liquid plant food in each quart of water. I put out more
white vinegar in the scent bowl in the living room. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 4:25 A.M.: The Windows Observer--Microsoft Unveils
'Stirling' Security Suite
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Atlantis orbiter set for launch
NASA
NASA - Space Shuttle
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Argos: Keeping track of the planet
NASA - NASA TV Landing Page
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I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 2:35 A.M.: The order for K&N HIGH-FLOW AIR FILTERS
: JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories K&N High Flow Air Filter ZX272848F for $33.99
to increase my fuel efficiency and the Recharge Filter Care Kit ZX811580B K&N
Recharger Filter Care Kit : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for $9.99 and to
improve night time driving vision APC HIGH-INTENSITY XENON WHITE BULBS : JC
Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 9004 replacement ZX505825U for $17.99 a pair, and
Design Tech BACK-UP BULB - 50-WATT : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories to
replace 2057 with ZX814951B for a pair for $14.99 with free shipping on over a $75 order
with promo code "SAVENOW" for $76.96 total DID NOT go through, however I will not
reorder it, since I can not afford it at the moment anyway. I think the air filter was the
wrong size anyway. Since I will be leaving town in eight days, there is no point in ordering
anything else. I currently owe on my Chase Visa Card, $776.33 , and I also owe
www.newegg.com $57.35, so I am in debt $833.68. I will pay off $400 of that next week,
when I have the funds available. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/08/07 Friday 12:05 A.M.: On the order for Newegg.com - Crucial 1GB 184Pin DDR SDRAM DDR 400 (PC 3200) Desktop Memory - OEM for $57.99 with free
shipping less 1.1% discount of .64 less $2.99 rush order fee plus $2.99 rush order fee for
$57.35 and there is a $15 mail in rebate on it
http://images10.newegg.com/uploadfilesfornewegg/rebate/SH/Crucial20-146545May17Jun3007kl09.pdf , so it will eventually cost me $42.35, it is suppose to arrive
tomorrow UPS: Tracking Information .
Note:<888> 06/07/07 Thursday 11:55 P.M.: I took two of the 5/8th inch thick boneless pork
tenderloins, and I cut them across .25 inch thick on an angle into about inch long strips. I
put the pork pieces in a bowl. I peeled and diced a medium large onion, and I put the
onion pieces in a bowl. I took about 25 baby carrots, and I sliced them length wise into 1/4
to 1/6 sections, and I put them in a bowl. I cut about a cup of broccoli crowns into small
cubic inch size piece, and I put them in a bowl. I took my Chinese wok that I bought from
a Japanese family at a tag sale in Old Greenwich for $2 about 15 years ago, and I put about
three ounces of extra virgin olive oil in it and about three pads of I Can't Believe It's Not
Butter, and I heated it on the large electric burner over medium high electric burner heat.
Once the fat began to bubble, I added the four bowls or raw ingredients, and I mixed them
all together. I season the ingredients with ground black pepper, garlic power, oregano,
Italian spices, Old Bay Seasoning, and Red Cayenne pepper. I kept stirring the
ingredients for about 10 minutes, until most the ingredients were mostly cooked. In a Wok
you spread the ingredients around the sides and bottom, since all of it is hot, and keep
stirring the ingredients to mix in the fat on the bottom of the Wok with the ingredients. I
then added a about a teaspoon of sesame oil, a few tablespoons of lemon juice, about five
tablespoons of Kikkoman soy sauce, and a half dozen shakes of Frank's hot sauce. I kept
stirring the ingredients for about another five minutes. While doing that, I reheated the
left over batch of rice in a Rubbermaid container on two vegetable cycles in the microwave
oven. I then put the rice on a large dinner plate spreading it over the plate. I then put the
Wok ingredients with its juices spread over the rice on the dinner plate. I ate it all with a
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glass of iced tea. I don't own a pair of chop sticks, and I have forgotten how to use them,
but they are not too hard to learn to use, since a lot of people seem to manage to know to
use them. CIO
Note:<888> 06/07/07 Thursday 10:10 P.M.: I woke up at 1 P.M. today. I went outside
briefly, and I picked up my mail. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and
honey, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a
1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice
with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I made my
bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I ordered Newegg.com - Crucial 1GB 184-Pin
DDR SDRAM DDR 400 (PC 3200) Desktop Memory - OEM for $57.99 with free shipping
less 1.1% discount of .64 less $2.99 rush order fee plus $2.99 rush order fee for $57.35 and
there is a $15 mail in rebate on it
http://images10.newegg.com/uploadfilesfornewegg/rebate/SH/Crucial20-146545May17Jun3007kl09.pdf , so it will eventually cost me $42.35. I will put it in the
primary Vista computer, and I will move the generic OEM memory strip from it to the FIC
server and I will move one of the 512 meg. memory chips from the FIC server to the Epox
computer. The new configuration is reflected at http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm .
I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I drove over to Kohl's in Port Chester, New
York, and the Port Chester, New York shopping center. I returned the Kitchen Aid
dishwashing wand because it leaks, for $7.99 and the refills for $3.99 plus .88 tax for $12.86
total returned. I then bought three pairs of the Sonoma Life Style Extra large sleep ware
boxer leisure shorts for half price for $8 each, 100% cotton with one in green floral patter,
one in medium blue tropical scene pattern, and one in red plaid pattern for plus .81 tax for
$24.81 total. I then went by Linens and Things, and they had a dishwashing wand for $5,
but they did not have the replacement refills. I then went by Jembro, and a River Ridge
brown leather wallet for $3.99, a six pack of Hanes crew socks for $4.99, and two three
packs of Bertelli boxer shorts in extra large for $4.99 a three pack, a Broder Home Design
deluxe shower curtain liner with metal grommets for $1.99, a Tech Gear wireless telephone
portable hands-free universal ear piece for $3.99, a 13.2 ounce can of Star mixed nuts for
$2.29 and $1.25 tax for $28.48 total. I then returned to a very busy downtown Greenwich
Avenue. I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I
chatted with a regular. I stopped by CVS, and I toured the store. I went by the AT&T
wireless store formerly Cingular store just west of the top of Greenwich Avenue. They told
me they offer a similar deal on a Go Phone. I went by the ATM machine at the Mason
Street branch of the Chase Bank. I returned back to CVS, and I bought a Philips MP3
Gear Universal armband, fistband, waistpack holder to use with my MP3 player when it
arrives, and I also can use it with my wireless telephone on rainy days or at the beach for
protection from the elements, since it is a small sealed case, and I bought it for $9.99 and
.60 tax for $10.59 total. I then completed my walk of Greenwich Avenue. The LaCoste
LACOSTE USA - www.lacoste.com/usa across the street from CVS on Greenwich Avenue
is suppose to open tomorrow. I used the bathroom at the senior and the arts centers. I
then went by the Greenwich Library, and I read the Greenwich Time. I then went by the
Stop and Shop, and I bought a Libman Dish Scrub and Soap dispenser for $2 and a
package of two refills for $2 and a dozen large eggs for $2.39 and .24 tax for $6.63 total. I
then returned home. I put away my purchases. I chatted with a relative. CIO
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Note:<888> 06/07/07 Thursday 3:05 A.M.: I watched some television. I will now shut
down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/07/07 Thursday 1:40 A.M.: I put about an inch of water in a Revere pot
with steamer tray, and I added about 1.5 cups of baby carrots and broccoli spears, and I
put the lid on, and I steamed them over high electric burner heat until the steam rose, and
then medium high electric burner heat all together for 15 minutes. I also made up a batch
of Michael Louis Scott's Bean Stew , and I ate half, and I put half in a Rubbermaid
container in the refrigerator. I put a little bit of olive oil on the steamed vegetables. I ate
it all with a glass of iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 06/07/07 Thursday 12:10 A.M.: I put a 7 ounce Banquet frozen chicken pot
pie in a microwave proof plastic dish with microwave cover, and I microwaved it for four
minutes, and I ate it with a glass of iced tea. I went out after the last message. I chatted
with a neighbor. I went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a six pack of boneless
tenderloins of pork for $1.99 a pound for $4.08, a three pound bag of onions for $2.79, and
a 1.25 liter bottle of Care One Antiseptic mouth wash blue mint flavor for $2.50 and .15 tax
for $9.52 total. I then went by the Greenwich Library video drop, and I returned the DVD
movie "Firewall" that I did not have time to watch. I then went downtown, and I tried
calling a relative on the AT&T wireless, and it cost 50 cents for a no answer telephone
call. I do not think they should charge, until the other end picks up. I walked the entire
length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I viewed the Lexus dealership and
the Carriage House Motors showroom displays. Nobody has bought the Mercedes Gull
Wing Roadster. I sat out at various locations. The sewer department was cleaning out the
storm drain at Railroad Avenue and Greenwich Avenue. It was a pretty quiet downtown
with a few pub crawlers, and that was about it. I returned home without driving the extra
two miles down to the end of Steamboat Road and back. I figure after 20 years of driving
down to the end of Steamboat Road, they should think about paying me for my time and
travel, not to mention all of the time on Greenwich Avenue and to and from downtown
Greenwich for the last 24 years. Of course, Greenwich, Connecticut is suppose to be
mostly volunteers, so nobody gets paid anyway. Maybe, they are trying to get me to pay
back for the 50,000 security police I observed in Paris and Albertville, France during the
Winter Olympics in 1992. Still, Greenwich Avenue is an enjoyable exercise walk. CIO
Note:<888> 06/06/07 Wednesday 8:35 P.M.: The reason I think the Kitchen Aid
dishwashing wand leaked liquid dishwashing soap was that I had the sponge attachment on
backwards. I changed it around so the pointed end was facing out, so hopefully it will not
leak anymore. My appointment this Thursday at 3 P.M. was cancelled, but I have it next
Thursday. However, I will not have it again until July 12, 2007.
For the wharf rats Big Mouth Boat Supply .
Québec
ABC News: Send Emeril Your Best Burger Ever Recipe
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I entered this recipe Michael Louis Scott's Sauteed Hamburger with Onions and Cheese
BBC NEWS | Europe | Battles ahead as G8 summit begins
BBC NEWS | UK | Scotland | South of Scotland | Plover causes stir on the Solway
I went through my email. I chatted with a relative. I will now shut down the computer,
and I will shower and clean up, and I will go out for a walk. CIO
Note:<888> 06/06/07 Wednesday 5:05 P.M.: I woke up at 9:30 A.M., when a friend
called. I woke up again when I received the order from www.ordersmokesdirect.com for 7
cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s. I picked up my mail. I woke up again at
1:30 P.M., when I chatted with a relative. On Saturday June 16, 2007, a relative will pick
me up, and we will drive to Old Lyme, Connecticut where I will pick up one of their cars,
and then I will drive that car to Kennebunkport, Maine in tandem with the other relative.
After about a week and a half stay, I will drive that car back here, and then in a few days, a
relative will pick it up, and drive it back to Kennebunkport, Maine. I went out, and I
drove over to the Chase Bank on West Putnam Avenue. I then returned home. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with
olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a
1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and
coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast
dishes. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/06/07 Wednesday 1:45 A.M.: I finished going through the Motorola
Wireless telephone manual. I registered the wireless telephone at Motorola - Hellomoto US - Support - Registration Selector . BBC NEWS | Europe | US-Russia row looms over
G8 talks . I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/05/07 Tuesday 11:15 P.M.: After dinner, I filled out the television survey
for the rest of the period, it covered. I have not watched much television recently. I
mailed it downstairs in the mail room. I went outside briefly. I will now read more of the
Motorola wireless telephone manual. CIO
Note:<888> 06/05/07 Tuesday 9:10 P.M.: I went outside, and I chatted with a neighbor and
a health care worker and a neighbor walking a dog. I chatted with a relative. I will now
make and eat my usual burger with sauteed onions and steamed vegetables and rice dinner,
which I will eat with a glass of iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 06/05/07 Tuesday 7:50 P.M.: I was awake at 7:30 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, two toasted English muffins with
olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a
1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and
coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I went back to bed until 10 A.M.. I made my
bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I hung the Kitchen Aid dishwashing wand on a
OOK hook above to the left of the kitchen sink. It seems like it leaks the liquid detergent,
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so I may have to return it to Kolhs with the refills for a refund. I will have to check it out
more closely. I went outside, and I chatted with a visiting associate. I chatted with a
neighbor and the building custodian. I picked up my mail. I read part of US News &
World Report - Breaking News, World News, Business News, and America's Best Colleges USNews.com , and it said that one of the ten best retirement areas in the U.S.A. is
Kennebunk, Maine. I chatted with a relative. About noon, the order for Prepaid Cell
Phones/GoPhone® Cell Phone Plans | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless for 25 cents a
minute incoming and outgoing, so I will only be using it for emergencies or when I need to
make or receive a call. I ordered the Cell Phone Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular
Wireless Motorola C139 - GoPhone® (Pay As You Go) for $139.99 less $100 instant rebate
and another $20 mail in rebate for current payment of $39.99, and a Accessory Details |
AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Black Leather Pouch - Horizontal Universal for $26.99
and a Accessory Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Motorola Travel Charger for
$14.99 for $81.97 total with free shipping, and it will eventually will be $20 cheaper with
the mail in rebate for $61.97, and it arrived via FedEx. The extra power supply still has to
ship. With tax, the order total will be $86.99 once the power supply ships. I installed the
battery in the Motorola wireless phone, and I charged it up. I read part of the manual,
and I programmed its telephone directory. I activated the account online at Pay As You
Go Online or https://www.wireless.att.com/olam/loginAction.olamexecute , and I got a $10
activation credit along with the $25 I activated the account with, so I have $35 on the Pay
As You go Account for the next 90 days using it at 25 cents a minute for incoming and
outgoing calls. The $25 amount had a $1.50 tax, so it cost $26.50 total for the minutes. I
will carry it with me, when I go out, but I will only use it for emergency type calls, or as
needed, so I will not be giving out the telephone number to the wireless telephone, because I
can not afford to receive calls at 25 cents a minute. I still have to read more of the
Motorola manual. I filled out the $20 rebate form with the other material, and I have it set
to mail. When I go out in damp or wet or rainy weather, I can carry it in a zip lock bag, or
look for a waterproof case. Its leather holder is not waterproof. I will now mail the rebate
information downstairs in the mail room. I left the cordless telephone on the dining table
by the AT&T telephone connected to Optimum Voice. I plugged its charger into the surge
protector behind and in between the two primary computer monitors, with its plug to the
wireless phone by the wireless phone. Once the phone is charged, you are suppose to
disconnect it from the charger. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 9:55 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. I ate a bowl of chicken
Raman noodles with a glass of iced tea. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 8:45 P.M.: I went outside, and I walked around the
building. It is a bit damp outside. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 7:20 P.M.: I went outside, and I checked out the new
alternator. It looks to be a new one and not a rebuilt one. However, I can not tell the
manufacturer of the alternator. I checked with Exxon, and the alternator is a rebuilt
"Performance Plus" alternator. I can not find any information on it on the internet.
However, it looks to be a well built unit from what I can tell. They told me they had a hard
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time finding a replacement unit on short notice. I chatted with a neighbor. I chatted with
the relative that paid for the repairs earlier, and I faxed the relative a copy of the repair
invoice and receipt. I made a few telephone calls and left messages. I ate two scoops of
Moose Tracks ice cream. I will now go through my email. I need to get back to my
regular computer activities, since that is what I do as volunteer. With about six weeks of
car maintenance tweaking on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon, I have not been as
focused on my computer activities. There is always something to keep busy with on the
computers. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 4:15 P.M.: I went out after the last message without cleaning
up. I caught the 1:43 P.M. bus on West Putnam Avenue and Western Junior High for
$1.25. They dropped me off across the street from the Exxon station. The car was
ready. I paid with the help of a relative to Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon gasoline
station, replace alternator $174.68 part, replace fan or serpentine belt $70.68 for part, load
test battery, alternator, and starter $44.50, labor replace belt and alternator $89, automatic
transmission flush and service $149.95 labor, automatic transmission flush kit $29.95 16
quarts of Automatic Transmission fluid Dextron +3 $53.28, total labor $283.45, total parts
$328.59, Supply Charge $20.92, subtotal $632.96, sales tax $37.98 for total $670.94. I
checked underneath the hood of the Buick Wagon, and it looks just fine, and the car runs
just fine. I went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought two six packs of Stop and Shop
English muffins for .99 each six pack, a half gallon of Florida Natural orange juice with
calcium for $3, a 16 ounce container of Billy Bee honey from Canada for $3.99, a six ounce
box of Certo fruit pectin for $3.79, a 48 ounce container of Quaker Old Fashioned Oats for
$4.49, a 200 count package of Splenda for $9.39, a two pound bag of baby carrots for
$2.99, Chiquita bananas for $1.99 a pound for $1.65, and a head of broccoli for $2.71 for
$33.99 total. I then returned home. I put away my groceries. I used my cordless Black
and Decker Dust Buster, and I vacuumed out the car, and I installed the new front floor
mats. With the lots of free rain that we had the car looks shiny new, just like it did when it
was new 15 years ago. The car has 15 miles on a full tank of gasoline. It you look at
Michael Scott 1992 Buick Roadmaster Station Wagon , I now have $2,497 total invested in
the car. I think the alternator looks new and not a rebuilt one, and more than likely it is
an A.C. Delco one, since Greenwich Exxon uses the manufacture's replacement parts.
CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 12:55 P.M.: I chatted with a friend. I threw out the
shipping box the mats came in. I picked up my mail, and I chatted with the building
custodian and some neighbors. I microwaved and ate a 16 ounce Boston Market pot roast
dinner, which I ate with a glass of iced tea. I will now shower and clean up, and I will walk
downtown, and I guess spend some time at the Greenwich Library, until I pick the Buick
wagon up at 3 P.M.. I will now shut down the primary computer. Actually, I am
probably better at computer maintenance than car maintenance, since computers are what
I have tinkered with for 17 years. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 11:25 A.M.: I was awake at 7 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
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Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I washed the breakfast dishes. I made my bed. I chatted with
Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon garage and a relative and a friend several times.
Basically the Exxon station is going to replace the alternator and the serpentine belt or fan
belt for a $180 cost for the alternator and $50 cost for the belt and 2.5 hours labor at $100
an hour for $250 labor, and they are also going to flush and refill the automatic
transmission for $200, for about $680 total cost. The automatic transmission was replaced
under the Buick warranty at 55,000 miles, so it is 59,000 miles since the automatic
transmission fluid was last installed, when it was new, and it is supposed to be replaced at
50,000 mile intervals, so it is over due. The car should be ready at Exxon about 3 P.M..
That is basically all that needs to be done on the car, and I will have about $2,500 into the
car all together, which is below the book value of the car, which is about $3,000. The
Highland ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for
the front seat in tan for $39.99 for the front floor of the car just arrived. CIO
Note:<888> 06/04/07 Monday 12:15 A.M.: I am tired, I will skip my email, and I will go to
bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 11:50 P.M.: I ordered from www.jcwhitney.com , K&N
HIGH-FLOW AIR FILTERS : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories K&N High Flow
Air Filter ZX272848F for $33.99 to increase my fuel efficiency and the Recharge Filter
Care Kit ZX811580B K&N Recharger Filter Care Kit : JC Whitney: Auto Parts &
Accessories for $9.99 and to improve night time driving vision APC HIGH-INTENSITY
XENON WHITE BULBS : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories 9004 replacement
ZX505825U for $17.99 a pair, and Design Tech BACK-UP BULB - 50-WATT : JC
Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories to replace 2057 with ZX814951B for a pair for $14.99
with free shipping on over a $75 order with promo code "SAVENOW" for $76.96 total. I
will now go through my email. Remember the particular parts that I order are for my
1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon, and if ordering similar parts, one would have to
order the ones for you particular model car or other vehicle. That probably will be the
last of the orders from J.C. Whitney. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 9:30 P.M.: I chatted with two relatives and a friend. Nobody
else seems to be around. I chatted with a local security group and a out of town security
group. I ate two servings of two scoops of Moose Tracks ice cream and a bowl of Ramen
chicken flavored noodles. Not much else seems to be happening. I guess everyone from
the college groups have gone home for the summer. Basically once the local public
Greenwich schools get out a lot of other people go away for the summer to cooler locations,
because we can be quite hot here in the summer. Of course even up north it gets hot in the
summer. I remember one August night in Hanover, New Hampshire, when it was 97
degrees Fahrenheit and no breeze. The Palestinians visitors today were interested in my
web sight, so I gave them the web address. I chatted about volcanology and the weather,
and they seemed to know something about tectonics. They asked me if I knew anyone from
Palestine, and I told them I met a nurse from the Greenwich Hospital from Palestine, and I
forgot to tell them I knew somebody that married the former wife of the Palestinian
spokesman in New York, Dr. Mahady, and his former wife was from Nova Scotia. They
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asked me if I knew anyone from Israel, and I told them I knew Jim Warburg and that he
started Israel with Roosevelt and Churchill. They seemed to have high tech
communications equipment like black berries. They walked north from the Veterans
monument across the street from the senior citizen after I chatted with them. I will now go
through my email, and I will do some bottom fishing on the internet, but there are not
many bargains anymore, since the Chinese seem to have computers that analyze people's
buying patterns and needs. Of course money is not worth as much anymore, so what
seems to be expensive today, might actually be cheap. For the economy minded driver
who does not drive on the highway very much, I noticed this car today, Toyota Echo .
These are all that are available in this area
http://www.cars.com/go/search/search_results.jsp?tracktype=usedcc&searchType=21&sort
=true&pageNumber=0&numResultsPerPage=50&largeNumResultsPerPage=0&sortorder
=ascending&sortfield=MILES%2CPRICE+descending&certifiedOnly=false&criteria=K%7CE-%7CM-_47_%7CD-_5227_%7CN-N%7CR-30%7CI-1%7CPPRICE+descending%7CQ-descending%7CZ-06830&sortId=&aff=national , and they do
not sell them in this country anymore. If one had the money, one could get this basic model
Toyota Configurator Yaris , but it starts at about $13,560, and none of the Yaris models
seem to have air conditioning, unless it is a standard feature, they do not mention. Of
course, one would have to pay taxes, dealer prep, and other expenses, and without
financing charges, one would be over $14,000. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 5:35 P.M.: I went out after the last message. When I started
the 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon, the alternator light came on. I checked
underneath the hood to make sure the fan belt was not slipping, and it looked all right. I
looked in the mechanics manual, and it said that when the alternator light comes on, the
alternator needs to be replaced. At www.jcwhitney.com , they sell replacement ones for
about $90 to $160 JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Auto Accessories for Cars, Trucks,
Motorcycles, Jeep and More 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon Alternator . I drove
the car over to the Greenwich Automotive Exxon service station, and I dropped it off
there. Since the car also has a voltage regular according the J.C. Whitney, which is not
covered in the mechanics manual, it could also be the voltage regulator. I told them if they
have to replace the alternator to also replace the fan belt, which I was told by them needs to
be replaced. I then walked the full length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area.
I stopped by CVS, and I browsed their weekly circular. I chatted with a couple visitors
from Palestine. I stopped by the Greenwich Cigar store, and I bought a Barbeque Bucks
scratch card for a dollar, but I lost. I chatted with the Metro North ticket person
supplying their office. I chatted with someone wearing a Mercedes Benz cap, that caught
the local bus. I walked back up Greenwich Avenue, and I used the bathroom at the senior
and the arts center. I stopped by the Greenwich Hardware store, and at their 50% off
appliance section, they have a 6,000 BTU air conditioner for half price. I stopped by CVS
again, and I bought a 5.5 ounce tube of Pringle Barbeque potato chips for .88. I ate half of
them on the bench across the street from the Ginger Man restaurant. I then stopped by
the Greenwich Library, and I chatted with two of their reference librarians. I then walked
back home on West Putnam Avenue. I sat in the park just west of www.mcdonalds.com .
I noticed the building just west of Delta Auto parts is for rent. I use to go to Delta Auto
Part, but with all of the traffic on West Putnam Avenue, it is too dangerous backing out of
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their front parking places. I think they are owned by the same people that own Gateway
auto supply anyway. I then sat in front of the park in front of the West Putnam Avenue
branch of the Chase Bank www.chase.com . I then returned home. The old Mobil
gasoline station at West Putnam Avenue and Weaver Street is being converted into a mini
mart and gasoline station. I then returned home. I chatted with several neighbors. I
then chatted with a relative, and the relative is going to lend me the funds for my alternator
repairs. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 9:45 A.M.: I chatted with a friend and a relative. I
microwaved a Stouffer's 21 ounce lasagna with meat sauce, and I put some grated
parmesan cheese on it, and I ate it with a glass of iced tea. I will now shut down the
primary computer, and I will shower and clean up, and go out for a cloudy Sunday
morning walk. The Scottish in Nantucket were traditionally very cheap, and they did not
like having to pay for a minister, so they adopted the Quaker religion, which does not have
ministers. The Quakers just have meetings, where they sit around and chat with their
neighbors. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 8:30 A.M.: I installed the updates on the Northgate Syntax
and the Epox computers. I can not get the Northgate Syntax computer when booted in
Vista Longhorn beta 3 to go online in the network with FTP, but I do not at this point need
to use it for a server. It might be because the server files are on the C: drive, but I might
check it out later. I put a new CMOS battery in the Epox computer. I reset its Bios
settings. I put the tea in the refrigerator to become iced tea. I went outside, and I chatted
with a neighbor. CIO
Note:<888> 06/03/07 Sunday 4:25 A.M.: Before going to bed after the last message, I ate
three scoops of Fudge tracks ice cream. I also did a Vista Complete PC backup from the
first hard drive to the second hard drive. I woke up at 1:30 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd
mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of
Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with
vitamins and supplements. I washed the breakfast dishes. I made my bed. I am installing
the updates on the Epox and the Northgate Syntax computers. I had to reenter the BIOS
settings on the Epox computer, so possibly its CMOS battery needs to be replaced. I got a
registered letter from Microsoft yesterday about the new product activation features in
Vista to protect against software piracy. I am not sure why they had to send it in a
registered letter. I am in total software compliance. I am making up a batch of Formula
Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm . CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 06/02/07:
Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 2:55 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I got on Exit
2 of I-95 East, and I got off at Exit 3 in central Greenwich. I drove through the center of
town, and I went by the Shell Station at East Putnam Avenue and Sherwood Place. I
asked them about emissions testing on the Buick, since I already have the waiver through
June 8, 2008. They explained to me that if I had it tested and failed, I would lose my
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exemption. They had finished testing for the day anyway. I then went by the Greenwich
Library, and I chatted with a Nordic chauffeur and some staff. I checked out the DVD
movie "Firewall". I then returned home. I microwaved and ate a Boston Market 16
ounce pot roast dinner. I have been awake since 8 P.M. last night, so after I send out my
weekly notes, I will shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 12:45 A.M.: I went out after the last message, and I drove
as far as the Greenwich Library to warm up the car. I then returned home. I used my
funnel and hose assembly to slowly pour in the 16 ounce can of Welcome to Solder-It, Inc.
Catalytic Converter Cleaner and Deodorizer into the carburetor after removing the air
filter, and I also increased the idle speed slightly with my Club-It steering wheel lock. The
car seemed to be running more smoothly. I cleared the error codes. I took the car for a
test drive, but the "Check Engine Soon" light still came on. I went by the Chase Bank on
Mason Street, and then I drove down Greenwich Avenue to Arch street to exit 3 and East
on I-95 to Exit 5 driving up to 75 miles per hour. I then pulled over in the Riverside
Shopping Center, and I checked the error codes, and I still got error 44, and I then cleared
them. I then return back to Exit 3 at the regular speed limit. I drove through downtown
and up Mason Street, and I went back by the West Putnam Avenue Shell station, and I
filled up the tank to the second shut off point for $6.02 at $3.659 a gallon for premium self
service gasoline or 1.646 gallons for 19.7 miles driving since earlier this morning, for 11.97
miles per gallon since I fixed the MAP sensor vacuum leak and used the Solder-It. That is
$.3056 or 30.5 cents a mile. The odometer was at 114,248.8 miles. I then returned home,
and I chatted with a friend. I then drove over to Hank May's Goodyear service and tire
center in Port Chester, New York, and I arrived at their opening time at 7 A.M.. They
gave me an estimate of about $140 to replace the manifold oxygen sensor, and I had them
go to work on the car. They said it would be ready about 9:30 A.M.. I took a walk over
and around the Port Chester, New York shopping center, and I went to www.kohls.com ,
which is opened early, and I bought two pairs of Sonoma Life Style Extra large sleep ware
boxer leisure shorts for half price for $8 each, 100% cotton with one in blue plaid, and one
in blue floral patter, and I also bought a Kitchen Aid Soft handle Soap Dispensing Sponge
Brush for $7.99 and a package of two refills for $3.99 and $1.42 tax for $29.40 total. I then
walked back to Hank May Good Years, and about 9 A.M. the car was finished. I paid
$47.56 for the Oxygen Sensor part and $84 for the labor and $9.70 tax for $141.26 total.
They showed me the old part, and it had a large amount of carbon built up upon it, and
they told me there was a large amount of carbon buildup in the manifold. Still the "Check
Engine Soon" light no longer comes on. The old part did not look like it had been replaced
in quite a long time, and it is suppose to be replaced every 25,000 miles. I did not keep the
old part. I then returned home. I cleared the error codes again. I chatted with a
relative. I then went for another test drive. I drove downtown to the senior and arts
center, and I checked the error codes, and I still get a 44 error code, but the "Check Engine
Soon" light no longer comes on. The car is running at top performance, but I am more
worried about the miles per gallon. I met up with a morning regular, and I gave him a
ride to the drive up teller at the Wachovia Bank on Lafayette Place, and then we drove
down Greenwich Avenue to the bottom of Steamboat Road and then I dropped the
morning walker off at his residence. I then went by the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I
clear the error codes again. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon
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gasoline station, and I bought $7 of self service premium unleaded gasoline at $3.699 a
gallon for $1.893 gallons or 11.6 miles since the Shell Station, but at the Exxon station
where I fill up, it is slopped down hill slightly, so the car takes more gas, and I filled it up to
the third shut off. The odometer reads 114,261.2 miles. Now I have a full tank with the
repairs made, so after another week of local driving where I generally average only 13
miles an hour in town in stop and go traffic, I should know what sort of improved local
mileage per gallon I am getting with the most recent repairs. The car is running just fine.
I cleaned the outside car windows at the Exxon station. I returned home, and I checked the
codes again, and there is still an error 44 code that I can live with. I chatted with a
neighbor, and I told the neighbor what I had done in the past day. I chatted with a
relative twice. I put on one of the pair of leisure shorts. I filled up the Kitchen Aid
dishwashing scrubber with liquid detergent. It is much more usable than the ones from
the Stop and Shop, who head occasionally falls off. CIO
Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 5:05 A.M.: I put away my laundry.
Bullish Bets On Big Oil - Forbes.com
CNET | Download Dispatch, Weekend Edition Hurricane Season
FloridaDisaster.org - Florida Division of Emergency Management
Volunteer Florida
Vacancies Observatorio Vulcanológico y Sismológico de Costa Rica
VII2 online abstracts
VII2 conference Canada
Cities On Volcanoes 5
The Richest People You've Never Heard Of - Forbes.com
Glenlivet Father's Day Label
Sharper Image for Ionic Breeze air purifiers, air cleaners, stereos, massage chairs and gifts.
20% off Linens-N-Things this weekend
I went through my email. I will now go back out to warm up the car and put in the Solderit cleaner. CIO
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Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 3:40 A.M.: I have a six inch long hose connected to a
medium size funnel, which should work for feeding the Welcome to Solder-It, Inc.
Catalytic Converter Cleaner and Deodorizer into the carburetor. It will also supposedly
clean the Oxygen sensor, if it still works. I will try it after sunrise, but I will have to drive
the car a short way to warm it up. Sunrise today is 5:24 A.M. Tides.INFO: Tide
predictions from around the globe: Greenwich, Connecticut . High today of 84 degrees
Fahrenheit Greenwich, Connecticut (06830) Conditions & Forecast : Weather
Underground . CIO
Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 3:20 A.M.: I have 35 minutes to go on the dry cycle.
Earlier this week, I moved my summer shirts to the center left of the bedroom closet, and I
moved the winter shirts to the far left of the bedroom closet. I got two cans of Soldier It in
the order. On the 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon, its air cleaner opens up from the
front not the top, but I could use a medium size funnel with tube with the air filter removed
to pour the other can of Solderit through the carburetor which is an even better emissions
system and fuel injection cleaning procedure. I would have to do it in the daytime, when I
could see what I was doing, and see if I have a funnel and tube or hose that match up.
CIO
Note:<888> 06/02/07 Saturday 2:45 A.M.: I went out after the last message. The "Check
Engine Soon" light came on a bit after driving. I stopped by the West Putnam Avenue
Shell Station, and I put $5.02 of Self Service Premium Unleaded gasoline in at $3.659 a
gallon for 1.373 gallons , and I filled it up a little bit fuller after the second automatic cut
off, and I had only driven 7 miles since last night. I now have a full tank to measure if I
am getting better gasoline mileage after repairing the "MAP" vacuum line. I am suppose
to use up most of the tank of gasoline with the Soldier It Catalytic Converter cleaner in the
tank. My odometer read 114,229 miles. I next drove downtown, and I walked the entire
length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. CONTACT CARRIAGE HOUSE
MOTORS Greenwich Ct. has a vintage grey with red leather interior Gull Wing Mercedes
in their showroom. Greenwich Concours d ' Elegance is this weekend. They are also
having a memorial today at the Greenwich Post Office to Colonel David Hackworth. I
was told this week, the new store going in at the old Pier One Imports store location just
south of Saks Fifth Avenue is Zara - Spring Summer 2007 , so there will be another upscale
clothing store. After I completed my walk, I returned home. The "Check Engine Soon"
light came on and went off on the way home, so maybe it is gradually fixing itself with the
"MAP" sensor vacuum line repair and the Solderit Catalytic Converter Cleaner. I am
doing two loads of laundry, and I am just about ready to start the dry cycle. I put clean
linens on the bed. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 10:45 P.M.: I went outside after the last message, and I used
a light to look at the engine compartment of the Buick wagon. According to Error Code 33
and 34, I needed to check the vacuum line to the (MAP). I checked the plastic vacuum line
from the (MAP) to the carburetor. Sure enough, behind the carburetor it was broken, but
still connected. The plastic vacuum line was about 3/16th inch in diameter, so I cut it in
half at the break, and I spliced it together with a piece of rubber hose 2.5 inches long with
the same inside diameter as the plastic vacuum line. The engine dies with the line opened.
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The engine runs even more smoothly. I pulled the ECM fuse for 10 seconds to erase the
Engine errors codes, and then I ran the engine, and the Check Engine light did not come on
again. I then checked for any error codes, and I now only get,
Error Code 44 Lean exhaust Check the wiring and connectors from the oxygen sensor to
the PCM. Check the PCM ground terminal, Check the fuel pressure (Chapter 4). Replace
the oxygen sensor.
More than likely that means I need to replace the Oxygen Sensor, which I have mentioned
earlier. Thus the Buick wagon should be running even better, and in a few days, I will
know if I am getting better gasoline mileage with the "MAP" vacuum line repaired.
I chatted with a relative twice. I will water the plants and empty the garbage and throw
out the old periodical literature. I will then eat the same dinner as the last five nights. I
will then shut down the primary Vista Computer, and I will shower and clean up, and I will
go out for a test drive and a walk. A relative is going to lend me the money to pay off my
current Chase Visa Credit Card debt. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 8:40 P.M.: I woke up at 2 P.M., when a friend called whom is
recovering from hernia surgery two days ago. The friend is doing just fine. The order for
COMPUTER CODE READER : JC Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for 1982 to 1993
GM and Saturn Models #ZX503795A for $25.99 shown my the manufacturer here Actron®
GM Code Scanner CP9001, and Highland ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS : JC
Whitney: Auto Parts & Accessories for the front seat in tan for $39.99 and to clean out the
Catalytic Converter Solder-It Catalytic Converter Cleaner & Deodorizer : JC Whitney:
Auto Parts & Accessories for $10.49 and with promo code good through May 31, 2007
"SAVENOW" , I got free $15.99 shipping for $76.47 total arrived, but without the floor
mats, which still have to arrive. Also the order www.jab-tech.com for YATE LOON
120mm Case Fan - D12SL-124B - UV Blue Frame with 4 Blue leds for $5.95, 8
Coolermaster Case Fan SAF-B83 for $3.99 each, and 10 OKGEAR 18" Dual IDE Rounded
Cable - UV GREEN for $3.49 each for $72.77 subtotal and $9.99 FedEx ground shipping of
$9.99 for $82.76 total is FedEx | Track arrived. I put the computer parts in their box on
the white bureau in the bedroom with the other computer parts. I put a can of Solder-It
Catalytic Converter Cleaner in the Buick Wagon gasoline tank. I used Actron GM code
scanner on the Buick, and I got Error Codes:
13 Oxygen Sensor Circuit, Check the wiring and connectors from the oxygen sensor,
replace the oxygen sensor
33 Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) signal voltage high, Check Vacuum hose(s) from
(MAP) sensor, Check the electrical sensor or circuit connections at the PCM, Replace MAP
sensor
34 Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) signal voltage low, Check the Vaccum hose(s) from
MAP sensor, Check electrical electrical sensor or circuit connections at the PCM, Replace
MAP sensor
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43 Electronic Spark Control (ESC) system (1991 through 1993) ESC module is not
receiving a knock signal from the knock sensor. Check the knock sensor (see Section 4) or
the ESC module. Have the module checked by a dealer service department
44 Lean exhaust Check the wiring and connectors from the oxygen sensor to the PCM.
Check the PCM ground terminal, Check the fuel pressure (Chapter 4). Replace the oxygen
sensor.
The Haynes Mechanics manual says that Excessive Fuel Consumption is caused by:
1. Dirty or clogged air filter element, the air filter is fairly new
2. Incorrect ignition timing, the car was tuned up 1300 miles ago
3. Incorrect idle speed, the car was tuned up 1300 miles ago
4. Low tire pressure or incorrect tire size
5. Fuel leakage, Check all connections, lines, and components in the fuel system
6. Dirty or clogged fuel injectors
7. Malfunction in the emissions or engine control systems
I examined the Oxygen sensor, and its electrical connections needs to be disconnected from
underneath the car, so I can not replace it myself. Also since it is installed in the exhaust
manifold, it might be hard to remove except for by an experience mechanic.
I chatted with a relative. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana and honey, a
toasted English muffins with olive oil, a 1/3rd mixture of orange juice with a 1/3rd mixture
of grape juice and with a 1/3rd mixture of Ocean Spray cranraspberry juice with a half
teaspoon of Certo, and coffee along with vitamins and supplements. I washed the breakfast
dishes. I went back to bed from about 5 P.M. to 8 P.M.. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 7:50 A.M.: I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will mail the Microsoft Money 2006 report for May 2007 to a relative. I will go to bed
soon. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 7:05 A.M.: I paid online my bills for www.cl-p.com,
www.geico.com , www.verizon.com , www.cablevision.com , and I ordered from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com seven cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box
for $12.49 a carton and $14.46 shipping for $101.89 total. I also paid my www.newegg.com
account for $59.58 paying for the tower fan. On my Chase Visa Card, I paid $110.78
paying for the $36.94 for the RNA/DNA vitamins from www.vitaminshoppe.com and
paying for $73.84 for the corduroy pants and Honda black shoes from
www.sierratradingpost.com . I still owe on my Chase Visa Card $523.23, which I guess I
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will have to pay off over the next few months with high interest. I will now print out my
past month's Microsoft Money 2006 report. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 3:50 A.M.: Motorola C139 Budget Phone on Cingular : Specs,
reviews, prices and more.. .
New Zealand GNS Science
Ford Denies Volvo Sale Rumors - Forbes.com
Slate Magazine Hurricane Cartoon
BES Express
I checked out various parts at www.jcwhitney.com , but at the moment, there are not that I
need. With the higher price of fuel, it would be nice to get better gasoline economy at an
average driving around speed around town 13 miles per hours, but I think from a realistic
point of view, since the car was tuned up 1300 miles ago two years ago, and since it seems to
be running all right at this point, there is not much more that I can do. The exhaust seems
to be very rich, so possibly once I get the error codes, I will be able to check an item like the
Oxygen sensor which runs from about $18 to $55. I could also by a timing light for $45,
but at this point, I would imagine the timing would be all right, since the car runs fine, and
since the tune up would have checked the timing and would have installed new spark
plugs. From what I know, it could have a faulty oxygen sensor, but the car starts up right
away and runs smoothly. After I am able to check for any error codes, I will look into
other options. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 2:50 A.M.: I was advised by another regular down observer
that I should really carry a wireless telephone particularly at nights for emergency. I have
never bothered with one before, but as I get older, I decided to get one. I ordered Prepaid
Cell Phones/GoPhone® Cell Phone Plans | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless for 25 cents
a minute incoming and outgoing, so I will only be using it for emergencies or when I need
to make or receive a call. I ordered the Cell Phone Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular
Wireless Motorola C139 - GoPhone® (Pay As You Go) for $139.99 less $100 instant rebate
and another $20 mail in rebate for current payment of $39.99, and a Accessory Details |
AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Black Leather Pouch - Horizontal Universal for $26.99
and a Accessory Details | AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Motorola Travel Charger for
$14.99 for $81.97 total with free shipping, and it will eventually will be $20 cheaper with
the mail in rebate for $61.97. However, I will have to pay 25 cents a minute, whenever I
use it, and I will not receive calls with it at 25 cents a minutes, so I will not give out its
number. CIO
Note:<888> 06/01/07 Friday 12:55 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I sat out at various
locations. I noticed on my way downtown, the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon
station was closed, and they had cones in front of their gasoline pumps, so that tends to
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mean they're out of gasoline. On my way out of town, the situation was still the same, so I
stopped by the West Putnam Avenue Shell station, and I filled up the tank with $18 of
premium unleaded self service gasoline at $3.659 a gallon or 4.919 gallons for 36.7 miles
driving locally since last Saturday for 7.46 miles per gallon costing 49 cents per mile. The
odometer was 114,222.1 miles adding the last reading with the miles driven. At the West
Putnam Avenue Shell station, they give you free air for the tires for customers, so I checked
them for 30 PSI front and 35 PSI rear. I also cleaned the windows. I then gave one of
their employees getting off duty a ride back home downtown. I then walked lower
Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I then returned home, and I chatted with a
neighbor. I will now eat the last piece of French crumb cake. CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 10:45 P.M.. Volcano shoots ash up to three miles away CNN.com . I guess it is all right to smoke a cigarette in the area. CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 10:35 P.M.. I tried some system tweaks. The copy of
Microsoft Office 2007 Contact Manager installed the SQL server which automatically
starts up with Vista, so from System Management, I disabled it automatically starting up.
Also with System Mechanic 7 installed, one has to close it out to open the Manage item
from Computer. I also disabled the Norton Internet Security 7.0 firewall, and I enabled the
Vista Firewall with Inbound traffic blocked, and no exceptions. Possibly that might make
my Vista computer more secure from hacking. Who knows, I a'int the Microsoft Wiz kid
down the street. To see how much energy we still use at night, be sure to look at NexSat,
NRL/NPOESS Next-Generation Weather Satellite Demonstration Project . I hope it is all
not used for watching Simpson cartoons at night. I don't think Crate Lake looks like this
now http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/CRATER1.gif or
http://mikelouisscott.com/CRATER1.gif . Maybe it would be a good place to get bottled
water from. Well, not much happening in this neck of the woods. At midnight here on
August 1, 2007, all of the so called big shots get their vacations through labor day, so the
town pretty much is left to a group of local gypsies who can not afford to get away. Of
course some people work during the summer, so they can vacation during the colder period
of the year, but because of school, the family types usually vacation in the summer.
Without the SQL server running, the Vista computer is a bit faster. I was asked by my
appointment today, where I would like to live if I could afford to live anywhere I could
chose, I told them Marbella, Spain Marbella.com or Maui ALOHA FROM MAUI.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 8:35 P.M.. I microwaved and ate a 10 ounce Boston Market
Chicken with mesquite sauce dinner, which I ate with a glass of iced tea. I chatted with two
relatives. At this point, it does not look like I will be going back up to Maine this summer.
I will thus pay my bills tomorrow morning when funds are available. The computer
rebooted from a hacker again. There is not much I can do about it. Of course I have a
wide network of computer friends and associates, so maybe one of them will do something
about it. You can not be involved in computers for over 40 years without knowing one or
two people. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 7:15 P.M.. I rested until noon, when I had a telephone call
from a relative. I got a telephone call from the New Haven, Connecticut branch of the
www.fbi.gov branch of government, and I told them about the hacking problems I have
been having with my computer systems. They told me there was nothing they could do
unless I had specific proof, and I filed charges with the Connecticut State Attorney
General. Since I now use Norton Internet Security 7, I can not get the IP addresses of
hackers unlike in earlier versions. Even if I had an IP address most long time users on the
internet know IP addresses can be faked or hidden. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced
banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of
grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes. I
showered, and I cleaned up, and I went out. I went to the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I
then went to my usual appointment which is now every two weeks at 3 P.M. on Tuesdays. I
then sat out for while in front of the senior center. At Zen stationary, I bought a Super
Match 3 scratch card for a dollar, but I lost. I then went by the Greenwich Library, and I
read Popular Mechanics and P.C. Magazine. I then returned home. I called up about a
TV Guide sweepstakes promotion, but I declined to buy anything. I had a call from a
relative in Maine that my other relative in Maine is doing just fine. I installed a couple of
Vista updates. CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 4:45 A.M.. I will now shut down the primary Vista
computer, and I will rest a while. CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 4:30 A.M.. I subscribed to the Wall Street & Technology,
Free Wall Street & Technology Magazine Subscription
I ate the last two scoops of Duetto ice cream. CIO
Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 3:30 A.M.. On the order ShopNBC.com - Invicta Men's
Swiss Gold 10 Collection Bracelet Watch in silvertone for $59.98 less $30 coupon using the
$30 off coupon "W89089103" linked from www.slickdeals.net for $29.98 with free
shipping tracking is FedEx | Track .
New bill backs prison time for piracy 'attempts' | Tech news blog - CNET News.com
10,000 Books on CDROM
British Prime Minister Holds Talks With Bush - New York Times
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Giant truck set for sky-high task
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Hurricane boost 'due to warm sea'
CIO
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Note:<888> 07/31/07 Tuesday 2:50 A.M.. After the last note, I installed the Encyclopaedia
Britannica 2007 Ready Reference discount software on the primary Vista and Epox
computers. I also installed the QuickTime updates. Three of the other disks play off the
CD, and the fourth DK Encyclopedia of Space and the Universe does not install or work
properly. I left the three CD programs on the wicker rack in between the two coffee table
computer monitors. I put the other two in on the CD shelf in the white bookcase in the
bedroom. I then made and ate the same meal as the last three nights. I then took a nap
until a short time ago. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/30/07 Monday 9:20 P.M.. I woke up this morning at 2:30 A.M.. I watched
some of Frank Nicholson's documentary about Greenwich and the fourth ward on
television. I then ate a toasted bagel with olive oil and grape and cranberry juice. I then
went out, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I
sat out at various locations. I also toured the office park plaza at the Greenwich train
station, and I sat out at their outdoor tables. I chatted with a Metro North Railroad
inspector inspecting the tracks. He is said it was not safe to wait for a bus at the Stamford
train station in the early morning hours. I noticed during my walk, they still have a PortO-Potty at the top of Greenwich Avenue left over from the repointing of the brick on the
top of Greenwich Avenue on the west side. The headlines today are about the proposed
development at Vinci Drive where I live Open space challenged in Byram - Greenwich
Time . The Metro North inspector has a new www.gm.com truck, and he told me that
G.M. recommends against using ethanol in it the fuel in its vehicles, but I do not think that
is an option around here. I drove down by the waterfront, and I chatted with one of the
most regular fishermen. He told me the striped bass were still running. I then returned
home. I fell asleep in my recliner with the white poncho over me, and at 9 A.M., I had a
computer magazine telephone call. At noon a friend called and then I completed the same
computer magazine telephone survey when they also called again. At about 3:30 A.M.
another computer magazine survey called up. It is a bit different sleeping in the Ethan
Allen recliner, but some days, one does not feel like opening up the bed. I got up at 4 A.M.,
and I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one
third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk
and sugar. I fell back asleep on the floor with the same poncho over me. I guess I was
tired. I woke up at 7:30 A.M.. I put the Connecticut state title for the 1992 Buick
Roadmaster wagon in the paper holder in the glove box of the Buick to have available in
case I ever travel, and I need it to change ownership in an emergency. I put a new duffle
bag in the rear lower cargo area, in case I need to remove the items stored there if I travel.
I put the Test Code analyzer in the rear driver's compartment to have available in the car.
I put the mechanics manual in the rear passenger's side map holder. I chatted with some
neighbors. I picked up my mail. The $15 Crucial memory rebate check arrived. I also
received the order for the Encyclopaedia Britannica 2007 Ready Reference discount
software for free, DK Encyclopedia of Space and the Universe discount software for free,
Wonders of Science discount software for free, Wonders of the Ancient World discount
software for free, plus for ordering four items, I got Zane's Encyclopedia on the Oceans for
free with $5.99 shipping each on the first four items for $23.96 total. I will put the
Encyclopedia Britannica 2007 on the primary Vista computer, and I will put all of them on
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the Epox computer which has lots or hard drive space available. I do not need the others
on the Vista computer. I chatted with my relative in Maine, and my relative in the hospital
has a small stress fracture from physical therapy, so my relative may be transferring to
another hospital for physical therapy, and my other relative will be staying up there, and
thus I might not be going up to Maine later on this week. I have to wait and hear about
any developments on my relative's health condition. I went back outside, and I chatted
with a neighbor. I washed the breakfast dishes. I will now do some regular computer
work. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 10:10 P.M.. BBC NEWS | Europe | Veteran, 109, revisits
WWI trench .
BBC NEWS | UK | UK Politics | World owes US a debt, says Brown
BBC NEWS | Europe | Medici writers exhumed in Italy
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | 'Space arrow' to map Earth's tug
I am bit tired, so I will now go to bed, and I will get up early tomorrow morning. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 9:00 P.M.. I made and ate the same dinner as last night. I will
now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 8:00 P.M.. I chatted with some friends from Sea Island
Resort Official Site- Luxury Golf and Spa Resort (888) 732-4752 , so my local Branch of the
Bermuda Yacht Club besides being networked with the local Greenwich, Connecticut
waterfront, also has contacts elsewhere. I did use to cover the shore line from Bowdon,
Maine down to Key West Florida and from Sea Diego to Fort Bragg, California, so I have
some contacts along the waterfront still. Also I have experience around the waterfront in
Europe and Lake Michigan, but I can not sail or swim just dog paddle. I've also visited
Lake Geneva in both Illinois and Switzerland. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 7:10 P.M.. My relative in Maine called up that my other
relative in Maine is doing fine and should be out of the local hospital tomorrow. I am going
to drive up to Kennebunkport, Maine in the Buick Wagon on this Friday morning, and I
will stay there at least a week or however long my relative wants me to stay. The Buick
wagon is in very good shape for the trip, but I can not do anything about the price of fuel.
It will be handy to have a car up there, and it is more convenient than taking the train
which is more expensive. I got up at 2:30 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced
banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of
grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I
made my bed. I showered, and I cleaned up, and I went downtown to CVS where I picked
up a prescription. I then walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train
station area. I sat out at various locations. I stopped by CVS again during my walk. I then
returned home, and I chatted with my relative. I ordered from OrderSmokesDirect.com -
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Buy Cheap Cigarettes On-Line four cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box
for $12.49 a carton and $7.99 USPS shipping for $57.95 total. I will now do some regular
computer work. I have to get back on a daytime schedule to go up to Maine. I will pay my
bills after I return from Maine, so I have some spare travel funds in case of emergency. My
www.geico.com automobile insurance policy is paid up in full, and I do not have another
payment until October 2007. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 5:55 A.M.. Using the $30 off coupon "W89089103" linked
from www.slickdeals.net , I bought ShopNBC.com - Invicta Men's Swiss Gold 10 Collection
Bracelet Watch in silvertone for $59.98 less $30 coupon for $29.98 with free shipping. Its
retail value is $275. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 5:20 A.M.. IBM | Yahoo! Widgets .
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 5:20 A.M.. BBC NEWS | UK | Brown and Bush ponder postBlair ties . CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 4:30 A.M.. If you really think we need the 20 inch LCD
monitor http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16824009108 for an
Acer 20 inch LCD monitor $179.99 with free shipping from www.newegg.com , I could
charge it, but I would rather not distress my sick relative whom worries about such things.
North American Aerospace Defense Command Commander expresses concerns,
acknowledges improvements . CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 4:05 A.M.. The reason I know that about the Round Hill
Club is that one of my old girl friend's grandmother owned the Morgan Stanley Investment
Bank Company, and somebody I met here in Greenwich, Connecticut that use to volunteer
at the Merry Go Round Mews Thrift shop had a husband now diseased whom used to be
the President of the Morgan Stanley Investment Bank Company that happened to rent 40
floors of the World Trade Center, before it was terrorized. Thus she told me that Billy
Baldwin did not paint the handsome field stone exterior of the Round Hill Club in pink and
green, he decorated the Club Room at the Round Hill Club in pink and green which were
the traditional colors of Queen's Victoria's tropical room at Osborne House on the Isle of
Wright. CIO
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 3:40 A.M.. Dinner was delicious as usual. When I was a
house guest of http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm for part of the time from the fall of 1973
when Boodles in Greenwich fired me until about the spring of 1975, when I started
camping out at Conyers Farm trying to get use to the country again, Fred Von Mierers had
quite a large collection of friends. Since he had lived with the Krump family of Germany,
the Shah of Iran's family and the Staltonstahl family from Massachusetts when they were
Richard Nixon's ambassador to Spain, he knew quite a few other people from other
countries. With his Iranian connections, he might have known other people in the Middle
East whom today might have oil wealth, but it seems most of that group when they came to
the United States of America found New York City too cold on a Four Seasons basis, so
they settled in the Las Angeles, California area I guess that is where the J. Paul Getty
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Museum The J. Paul Getty Museum is, so there must be some spare change out there in the
wood work, if you get my drift. Since there are other people in this area in the summer
whom can not take the colder weather in the colder months, I try not to monopolize too
much of the downtown area, when they enjoy being here. They are not necessarily rich,
they can simply afford to travel into this area and stay here for the warmer months. Many
families have been coming to this area for the warmer season for generations, so a great
many of them have seen me here many times over the years. I always enjoy seeing new
members of the younger generation when they arrive into this area, because they seem to
enjoy it for more of what it is and than what it is not. Last Wednesday night there were
about 300 youth downtown age 15 to 25, so I guess they are keeping a closer eye on the
downtown area, when the older generation can not afford to travel downtown. Whatever,
the case, more of them seem to be walking recently with the higher prices of fuel. One
should respect bicycle riders, since more of us might be riding them more of the time
sometime in the near future. The Dutch people in the Netherlands have a long tradition of
riding bicycles since their country was very flat unlike the small hills in this area. Since
there is the possibility that I might be traveling back up to Maine in the near future, I can
not afford to make anymore random purchases. I will make my standard bill payments
this Wednesday on the first of the month, and I will also have to order my cigarettes. Since
my monetary activity has been a little higher recently, I have to make sure I do not exceed
its current level. Basically I have certain fixed expenses that I have to meet in maintaining
and running my normal routine around the apartment in my regular lifestyle activity, so I
can not afford to make anymore expenses on the computer operations that I currently run.
Since because of the higher prices of energy for gasoline and for electricity, I will also have
to be able to afford to pay for those higher prices. Thus when the Energy Rebate comes
around mid October, and I pay off my current credit debt, I will have to use any spare
funds and any Christmas gifts to meet the higher energy needs. Since the U.S.
Government does not seem to understand what inflation is in terms of paying individuals
more on the fixed income of Supplemental Security Income, more than likely things will
not get any better, and I will be spending more time around the apartment. That does not
bother me, since I enjoy working on the internet and writing my web log. I think the rich
people use to employ Billy Baldwin because he was very tiny and cleaver, and he gave them
value for their investments Amazon.com: Billy Baldwin Decorates: Books: Billy Baldwin.
I know he decorated the Round Hill Club in pink and green, and that is the most exclusive
club in Greenwich, Connecticut, so obviously the old guard liked his taste in design. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 07/29/07:
Note:<888> 07/29/07 Sunday 1:35 A.M.. I did some bottom fishing on the internet. There
are none that I can afford. This item seems reasonable
http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16824009108 for an Acer 20
inch LCD monitor $179.99 with free shipping. Also there is this available with $20 off
coupon code "46745" at check Cheapstingybargains.com: Dell Coupons, Dell Coupon
Codes, HP Coupons, Deals, Bargains for
http://www.cheapstingybargains.com/jump.php?m=staples&id=183644 for $140 with free
shipping. I will now send out my weekly notes. I will them make the same sautéed burger
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and onions and steamed vegetables meal with flavored rice and iced tea that I have been
eating recently. CIO
Note:<888> 07/28/07 Saturday 11:55 P.M.. After I went to bed after the last message, I was
called up around 6:45 A.M. this past morning that my relative in Maine could not get out
of bed, so my relative called 911 to wake up the other relatives in the house, and my relative
was taken to a local hospital for tests. My other relative then called back at 8 A.M. saying I
should come up to Maine, since my other relative had to return home. I explained that I
was tired after being up all night, so I would not be able to travel right away. I then went
back to bed until 4 P.M.. I was left a message on my answering machine at 11 A.M. that
my relative was all right, and my relative was just having tests, and that my other relative
would be staying up there for another week. I left a message. I chatted with another
relative. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a
one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk
and sugar. I then went back to bed until 8 P.M.. I left another message with my relative. I
chatted with a friend for a while. I chatted with another relative. I then washed the
breakfast dishes, and I made my bed. I finally chatted with another relative in Maine, and
that relative told me that my relative in the hospital would be having tests and probably
returning home tomorrow. My other relative would be staying there for another week, so
they will not need me to come up and visit. Thus I do not know whether I will be returning
to visit up in Maine again this summer or not. It said on my outside weather station at 4
P.M. that it was 110 degrees Fahrenheit in the sun above the black roof outside my
window, so I think it was hot today. I chatted with www.cablevision.com technical support
for Optimum Online, since when I was chatting with Optimum Voice, I could hear a low
beeping sound like a low call waiting sound. I asked them if that signal interference could
be what is causing my internet connections problems that cause my Vista computer to
reboot occasionally. They listened, but they did not tell me anything. They said I should
email mailto:abuse@cv.net , but I have emailed them before, and they never respond. I
then threw out some garbage, and I chatted with a neighbor. I ate the last piece of cheese
cake and a toasted bagel with olive oil. I disabled a few startup programs on the Vista
computer, so it starts faster. CIO
Note:<888> 07/28/07 Saturday 4:55 A.M.. Security News, Product Reviews, Trends and
Analysis - eWEEK.com Security Center
F.B.I. Chief Gives Account at Odds With Gonzales’s - New York Times
I Hate My Website eBook - Web Site Development Tips for successful Ebusinesses
JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - EXTRA 50% OFF- Clearance Dress Pants
Microsoft Financial Analyst Meeting 2007
2007 Fall Meeting: San Francisco, CA - 10–14 December 2007
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Vista "resume" bug plagues laptop users
I went through my email. It seems that I technically could leave earlier, if I went up to
Maine, since I have the funds to make it there on the Bus, but I am currently not on a day
schedule. Plus I am pretty much now caught up with having been away for two weeks, and
if I were to go up there, I would have to catch up again. As far as I know there is not much
happening around here to keep me here. However, I am a bit tired, so I would like to get
some rest before I might possibly travel. Since I only was there three weeks ago, I feel it is
not necessary for me to return so soon. I generally prefer it when it is not too busy up
there, and currently with all of the people on vacation up there, it might be busy, but when
I wake up later today, I will confer with my relative again. At www.greyhound.com , it
says there are three buses this Sunday going from Stamford, Connecticut to Portland,
Maine, with one even leaving at 6:20 A.M., another at 1:20 P.M., and one at 11:20 P.M. all
arriving about 8 hours later, but I would have to arrive at a time that my relative could
pick me up, which would be either at the first or the last. However, my relative is older,
and might want to drive up to Portland, Maine from Kennebunkport, Maine. Of course on
Sunday, www.amtrak.com has a more user friendly schedule, where I could arrive nearby
in Wells, Maine at about $85 one way trip, but there is a late train arriving at 1:08 A.M. for
only $68. However, the return fare is $105. I guess more people want to go south for some
odd reason. On Sunday morning, I could leave the Stamford train station at 4:04 A.M. and
be in Wells, Maine at 11:18 A.M.. I have the $85 fare, but one can not book online, since it
is too close to departure. If I returned on Monday August 6, there is a $68 fare from Wells,
Maine at 8:40 A.M. in the morning. Thus there are options opened, but currently I am a
little to tired to think about it. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to
bed soon. I ate another piece of cheese cake earlier. I just noticed the early bus has only a
15 minute tranfer time in Hartford to get one's bag off the bus and on to the other bus.
The later buses have four hour waits in Boston to transfer, and they take the shore line.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/28/07 Saturday 1:00 A.M.. One month until Jimmy Eldert's birthday. I
think if he was 18 years old in 1973, he was born on August 28, 1955, so he would be on the
way to his 53rd birthday, but knowing something about healthcare and living in warmer
weather, he tends to look younger, unless he has changed his look for one of his many
acting roles. He is basically a B actor, but who knows he might be more popular in other
movie or theatre locations in other parts of the world. I reheated and made the same
dinner as the last five nights. I chatted with a relative, who thinks I could get by with a
pair of khaki pants, but I explained that the wool pants were the same price as khaki
pants. Of course in the British Commonwealth of Nations, they have quite a few sheep
which produce wool besides the warmer countries that produce cotton, so I guess it is six of
one half dozen of another in the Commonwealth. Nobody seems to be interested in
contacting the Bermuda Yacht Club outside of Bermuda, since I do not know how to sail or
swim or drink alcohol. However, I dare say with all of the money piled up in Bermuda that
if there is any tropical storm activity in the future http://mikelouisscott.com/weather.htm
or http://geocities.com/mikelscott/weather.htm , we might see a few of their residents
coming back our way in their private jets to revisit their former hideaways in this area.
Rich people tend to go where their money is safest, and they tend not to lose track of it or
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what they own, so more than likely the can afford accurate weather forecasts also. I
finished installing System Mechanic 7 on the Epox computer, and I ran its programs to
tweak the system. I did a Vista Server 2008 beta 3 Complete PC backup of both the Vista
and XP partitions on the FIC server to the second hard drive. On both the FIC server and
the Epox computers I am doing a Windows XP Professional ASR backup from the first
hard drive to the second hard drive to change any recent system changes. On the Epox
computer, I will then do a Vista Server 2008 Complete PC backup of both the Vista and XP
partitions from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. If I have time and space, I
can also do ASR backups of them to the external hard drives, but is not really necessary,
since the only changes in my current backups are the System Mechanic installations on the
system, and if I needed to restore the systems from the external hard drives, I could always
install System Mechanic on them again. It is basically six of one half dozen of another. At
this point I prefer to keep my two new install and configuration backups of Vista on the
primary computer to the two different external hard drives, since I feel it is more
important to have clean installations instead of ones that might have been tampered with in
the last couple of weeks on the current Vista system. I also did a Vista Complete PC
backup on the primary computer from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. The
first thing they teach people in computers, if you should ever buy one is "GIGO", which is
short for Garbage In, Garbage Out, which means the computer only knows what it is
programmed with. The second thing they teach you is Backup, Backup, Backup. Thus any
computer person worth his salt would know these two primary activities which take quite a
bit of time, and versus someone that can simply afford to buy one. Most computer activity
is a repetitive amount of maintenance tasks, much like one would go through it one drove a
car frequently. CIO
Note:<888> 07/27/07 Friday 10:15 P.M.. I guess my eyes are not too sharp after looking at
personal computers for the last 19 years. I thought the System Mechanic web site was
www.lolo.com , but it is www.iolo.com . I bought the $50 version of System Mechanic 7 for
$9.95 with the PNY promotion that came with the PNY video card. It is good for three
computers. I have installed and run it on the Vista computer and the FIC server. I ran its
programs to tweak my computers. I also have installed it on the Epox computer, but I have
to still run its program on it. I chatted with www.cablevision.com about having my
primary Vista Computer hacked. I gave them a bit of information that will lead to them
catching the individuals. When the computer LAN cable leading from the Cable Modem to
the D-Link router is disconnected the computer does not crash, which is pretty much
comprehensive proof that I am being hacked. I indicated to the Cablevision people that it
is my theory that it could be someone locally in our building or part of our neighborhood
Cablevision network that might be causing the problem. They indicated to me they have
their ways of finding out, so maybe they will take it from there. Since legally I am still
classified as a United States Government Department of Defense contractor after having
worked in research laboratories, more than likely the various powers that be in the United
States Government are also looking into it, but they never give anyone feedback as to what
they find out. From what I know once the government finds out whom they are, they start
to follow their trail of contacts and associates to find out what their motives might be.
Since over 40 million people work for the United States Government in various capacities,
more than likely their is no shortage of personnel, so sooner or later they will sort it all out.
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I ate a piece of cheese cake. Earlier the order from www.macys.com in waist 42 inches and
length 30 inches Macy*s - Men's - Louis Raphael Double Pleated Wool Dress Pant in rope
color for $26.24 and in the same size in sand color Macy*s - Men's - Polo Ralph Lauren
"Prospect" Pant for $24.99 and $9.95 shipping for $61.18 total that contained the Louis
Raphael pants arrived today UPS: Tracking Information . They look and fit just fine. I
cut off the tags, and I hung them on a hanger in the left living room closet with my new suit
jackets. Thus I can also dress a little bit formally if the occasion ever calls for it. Of course
computer people are usually known for looking like slobs, but in my younger years, I knew
some of the top fashion people in Manhattan, so I know a little bit about traditional men's
fashion, unlike the group of local deck hands in this area. I chatted with my relative in
Maine, and I probably will not be going up to visit now, but I might visit later after Labor
Day. Of course the matter is still open for change. I could always park my car at the
Stamford Train station for about $7 a day the last time I use it, and take the bus from
their. CIO
Note:<888> 07/27/07 Friday 4:35 P.M.. I woke up at around 2 P.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast
dishes, and I made my bed. I chatted with a friend and a relative and a local security
organization. I watered the plants. I threw out the garbage along with the recent
periodical literature. I also had a computer magazine telephone call, but they did not call
back. It is hot outside, so I will stay inside by the air conditioner and work on the
computer. I chatted with a neighbor. I installed the recent Vista updates. I was told by a
friend yesterday that the Striped Bass are now running in Long Island sound which would
be about 7 weeks later than normal, so we are definitely having a cooler summer, which
might mean a cooler winter. I was told by a relative on the West Coast of the United States
of America that Monterey Bay is full of Giant Squid eight feet in diameter, and the local
fishermen are having to wrestle with them to bring them in. Apparently the Spanish and
the Mexicans like eating them for Calamaris, which is sliced squid like rubber bands and
fried like onions rings in olive oil. Yesterday I also chatted with the Key West Hotel
Resorts & Florida Keys Beach Accommodations - Casa Marina Resort Key West , and I
told them it is finally warm up here, and more than likely next winter they would make lots
of money with the colder winter weather up north. CIO
Note:<888> 07/27/07 Friday 5:15 A.M.. On the order from www.macys.com in waist 42
inches and length 30 inches Macy*s - Men's - Louis Raphael Double Pleated Wool Dress
Pant in rope color for $26.24 and in the same size in sand color Macy*s - Men's - Polo
Ralph Lauren "Prospect" Pant for $24.99 and $9.95 shipping for $61.18 total. The Louis
Raphael pants have shipped and will arrive later today UPS: Tracking Information . I will
go through my email later on today, when I wake up.
BBC NEWS | Americas | Space computer 'sabotage' probed
I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/27/07 Friday 4:45 A.M.. After the last note, I made and ate the same meal
as the last three nights. I also ate a toasted bagel with olive oil. I chatted with two relatives
during the mid evening. About 8 P.M., my FIC server running XP Professional was
hacked. I tried figuring out the problem. The Vista Server 2008 beta 3 partition still
worked. I complained to a local security organization that I am suppose to call, when I am
hacked, but they don't care anymore in New Haven, Connecticut, because they have bigger
fish to fry. I chatted with the Cablevision Optimum Online tech person for a while, and I
told him what I know, and he just thinks it is another one of those computer spiders out
there. I finally restored the Visa Server 2008 beta 3 backup made on May 1, 2007, and the
XP partition was also in the backup, so after a few minor configuration changes and
updates, the FIC XP Professional Server is up and running again. The two different server
partitions never really change, so it is easier to restore the backups. I tried for a while to
install the old Siemens router as a second router off the D-Link router, so I could have two
different DMZ IP addresses, but I could not get it to go online running it off another
router. It is rather queer that the only thing I had done earlier today was email David
Foster at the Indian Harbor Yacht Club about my web site, and suddenly for the first time
in several months the FIC server is hacked. Of course it might be just circumstance of the
season, when a lot of the regulars are away on vacation, and we seem to get a lot of
strangers in the area visiting the area. Needless to say, the local security people might
know more, but they never give one anyone any feedback to help figure out the problem. I
also ate two pieces of cheese cake. From what I know in the old days, hacking computers
was taken seriously, but today with so many people using them, the various computer
security organizations can not be bothered with home users. Well, it was another lost
work day. I will now go through my email. My relative in Kennebunkport, Maine wants
me to come up and visit this Saturday for 10 days, but I can not afford to go up there until
the following Wednesday August 1, 2007, when I would have funds available, and then I
would only stay a week. It was suggested that I take a bus. I could take a Dog
www.greyhound.com for $85 round trip. There is one a day that leaves Stamford,
Connecticut at 6:20 A.M. on August 1, 2007 arriving in Portland, Maine at 2:15 P.M..
However, according to the mta.info | Metro-North Railroad Schedules , there is only a train
from Greenwich, Connecticut to Stamford at 2:42 A.M. in the morning arriving at 3:11
A.M., and the next train is not until 6:26 A.M. after the bus has left. Thus I would have to
spend three hours at the Stamford, Connecticut train station in the early morning hours.
Also I believe the Greenwich taxi cabs quit running at about 1 A.M., so I would to spend
some time at the Greenwich train station. I would like to go up there, but I will have to
chat some more with my relative about it. I assume my relative would be able to pick me
up in Portland, Maine. CIO
Note:<888> 07/26/07 Thursday 5:05 P.M.. I woke up at 11 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
washed the breakfast dishes, and I made my bed. I went outside briefly, and I picked up
my mail. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I wore one of my new summer
sports jackets. I went by the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went to my usual 3 P.M.
appointment on Thursday. I then went by the Arnold Bread Outlet, and I bought a 24
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ounce Entenmann's pineapple cheese cake for $2.25, two six packs of Thomas' oatmeal and
honey bagels for $1.79 a six pack for $5.83 total. I now have $2.12 left on my Cell Phones
and Cell Phone Plans from AT&T, formerly Cingular Wireless Visa $20 rebate card on the
Motorola Go phone. I then returned home, and I will spend a quiet late afternoon and
evening by the air conditioner on a warm day. CIO
Note:<888> 07/26/07 Thursday 4:35 A.M.. I registered the www.pny.com video card and
the memory I bought this past February 22, 2007, so they will covered under warranty. I
put the receipts for the registration with the other computer information receipts in the
Christmas packing folder in the file holder on the bedroom desk. I downloaded the PNY
video driver from the PNY site to see if it is different than the Nividia driver, but it is the
same. I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. Earlier,
I ate three scoops of Dulche de Leche ice cream. CIO
Note:<888> 07/26/07 Thursday 3:15 A.M.. I reset Internet Explorer to its defaults. I
disabled the ActiveX add ins that looked suspicious from unrecognized vendors. It a'int
that hard to do. This communications war started many years ago in Decatur, Alabama
with the younger brother of a friend and fellow cub scout Billy Ellis. His younger brother
Jimmy Ellis was confused about communications, so I showed him how you could take a
thread about a yard long, and thread it into the center bottom of two Dixie cups on either
end knotting the ends of the thread inside the Dixie cups and holding the tight, and you
could communicate with the thread and the Dixie cups. Dixie cups are made in
Champaign, Illinois, and the Hemminway family sell thread. Of course at that point, I had
already toured the Decatur, Alabama telephone exchange with my local grade school class.
I think Jimmy Ellis went on to run Offut Air Force base Offutt Air Force Base for NORAD
North American Aerospace Defense Command , and he is on the board of directors of
Level 3 communications Level 3 Communications . Having run Offut Air Force base, he
more than likely knows how to fly a plane. Unfortunately a great deal of aviation today is
dependant upon electronics working properly, so more than likely his grease monkey skills
would only work on the older more dependable aircraft which depended on more reliable
hydraulics which are much more expensive and complicated to maintain. If I have
computer problems all of the time with the latest equipment and software, do you really
think I would feel secure "Flying By Wire", or flying in an airplane or jet run by a
computer. My associates have enough spare funds that we have a lot of the old reliable B52s B-52 Stratofortress - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia available which have eight
engines and are more reliable, and it is rather odd that the Old Guard types like Lindbergh
still know how to fly and maintain them. If the United States Government when I visited
Washington D.C. last in 1990 was still using late 1960s Chrysler station wagons for taxis,
because they have distributor points instead of electronic ignition, more than likely they are
still using the B-52s in areas that are not easily observed, if you get my drift. Next time you
see a picture of Charles Lindbergh in an apartment, remember besides crossing the
Atlantic at a young age, by age 40, he was a Four Star Air Force General. I think we
should put Jimmy Ellis back in Young's Bicycle shop up in Nantucket to see if the Wright
Brothers have any better ideas. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/26/07 Thursday 2:25 A.M.. I had a promotion offer from www.pny.com
with the Nvidia video card to download and purchase Registry Mechanic 7 for $9.95
instead of $49.95. However, when I logged onto the offer page, and I was just about ready
to purchase the item, my Vista computer crashed. Then when I rebooted, the Registry
Mechanic web site www.lolo.com was hacked, I placed a copy of the hacked page at
http://mikelouisscott.com/lolo-hack.htm . I chatted with a couple of computer security
organizations. CIO
Note:<888> 07/26/07 Thursday 12:45 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I went by the
Greenwich Library, and I chatted with a couple of staff members about computers, and I
checked on their internet system to make sure my web site worked off of it. I went by the
ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street, but my AT&T Visa $20 rebate card
would not work for a $20 withdrawal, since they charge $1.50 for a $20 withdrawal, which
is more than is on the card. I then went by CVS, and I bought from the 50% clearance
shelf, a 200 foot spool of nylon twine for .99 and .06 tax for $1.05 off the AT&T Visa Rebate
card. I put the spool of Nylon twine in the passenger's side front door pocket to have
available in the car. I then walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train
station. I chatted with a couple of regular Avenue regulars. I sat out at various locations.
Not much going on downtown. I then drove down by the waterfront on Steamboat Road,
and it was a full house of people lingering and fishing down there. I then went by the
Greenwich Automotive Service Center Exxon gasoline station, and I bought $11 of self
service premium unleaded gasoline at $3.699 a gallon for 2.973 gallons driving 32.8 miles
since last Thursday with a current odometer reading of 114,523.5 miles. I averaged
11.0326 miles per gallon driving with the trips to the Hartsdale, New York Best Buy
www.bestbuy.com and a trip to downtown Greenwich this evening. I thus have $7.95 left
on the AT&T Wireless Visa Rebate Card. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought
a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99, broccoli crowns at $1.99 a pound for $2.35, and
Chiquita bananas at .54 a pound for $1.56 for $6.90 total. I then returned home, and I
chatted with a neighbor doing laundry. I put away my purchases. I will now do a little bit
of regular internet work. I saw one yuppie downtown dressed Bermuda Yacht Club style,
but he looked like he had enough. On the northside just off Greenwich Avenue on Lewis
street where the Papery is in the Society building, there is an office chair and a 19 inch
Viewsonic CRT monitor available that someone has disposed of. I don't know if it works,
but they usually do, since people get rid of them for LCD monitors. CIO
Note:<888> 07/25/07 Wednesday 7:15 P.M.. I reheated and ate the same meal as the last
three nights. Basically, I do not know much about the history of Bermuda. It was
discovered by Juan Bermudez a Spanish pirate, and it now part of the Commonwealth of
Nations as a Sovereign Territory, so therefore the Commonwealth of Nations would defend
it, although it is a tiny island nation. It used to belong to the British, so the British
probably still yield a considerable amount of economic influence there. What looks like a
rat on the tiny Bermuda flag
http://www.appliedlanguage.com/flags_of_the_world/large_flag_of_bermuda.gif is actually
a Red Lion on the large Bermuda flag, a sign of British Heraldry of Nobility. Whether
there are actually lions on Bermuda currently or historically is opened to debate, but like
all island nations, it tends to have skinny people, so like in Ethiopia, the lions would not
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bother the skinny people anyway, since there is not much to eat off their bones. Since
Bermuda has Duty Free liquor, the locals and tourists tend to drink quite their fair share of
it. High tea is traditionally thrown at 4 P.M. in Bermuda, since that is when tourists tend
to be ready after having waken up and had breakfast and done their daily routines before
they start their partying festivities like on a cruise ship. Of course possibly in Bermuda, if
you don't pay the help for all of their work, they might feed you to the lions or cast you
adrift. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go out for an evening stroll.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/25/07 Wednesday 6:05 P.M.. I updated my primary Vista computer
pictures on http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm . CIO
Note:<888> 07/25/07 Wednesday 5:30 P.M.. I put the tea in the refrigerator to become iced
tea.
Microsoft And Chinese Authorities Bust $2 Billion Fake Software Ring -- Microsoft
Blackout On The Web - Forbes.com
The New Chicagotribune.com Web Edition
Dubai building to tower over rivals -- chicagotribune.com
Sources: Windows Vista SP1 beta due this week
Dead Men Farming - Forbes.com
Pre-Owned ROLEX Stainless Steel Oyster Perpetual Submariner Watch
Amazon.com: The Fortune Hunters: Dazzling Women and the Men They Married: Books:
Charlotte Hays
Blackstone I.P.O. - Mergers, Acquisitions, Venture Capital, Hedge Funds -- DealBook New York Times
Is G.E. Too Big for Its Own Good? - Mergers, Acquisitions, Venture Capital, Hedge Funds
-- DealBook - New York Times
Alaska Volcano Observatory
Sierra Trading Post DealFlyer Free Shipping on $75 order
Deluxe Leather Massage Chair with Ottoman : Furniture from Overstock.com
Concise Oxford English Dictionary discount software free just pay shipping
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Chinese-Designed Trucks To Be Made In U.S. - Forbes.com
New Zealand Volcano workshop
James D.L. White: Geology Department, University of Otago, New Zealand
I was called back by the Greenwich Hospital Greenwich Hospital outpatient clinic
yesterday, and the biopsy on the mole taken off my back was that it was just a Cyst.
I also called up the www.chase.com Visa Card Credit Card protection plus number
yesterday in Oklahoma, and I chatted with an employee that is relative of Jesse James, and
they told me to use their service, the rate of .88 charge per a $100 per month is on top of the
16.47% annual interest rate. Thus I will not be using them.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/25/07 Wednesday 4:00 P.M.. High Tea in Bermuda time. I did another
Vista Complete P.C. backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive before going
to bed this morning. I woke up at 10 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a
sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third
of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes. I
went outside briefly. I showered, and I cleaned up. I put clean linens on my bed. I did two
loads of laundry. I chatted with neighbors while doing laundry. I finished sewing up the
pink and white bolster that I bought a few years ago at Christmas Time from the Merry Go
Round Mews Thrift shop for $10. They currently are away on their summer vacation.
That reminds me, when I first started using personal computers 19 years ago, Jimmy
Bolster ran a BBS out of Old Greenwich on Astronomy, so a lot of this night time
observation was to do with out local astronomy club. With the higher prices of fuel, the
night sky around here is a lot clearer recently. I recall hearing that Jimmy Bolster ended
up the observatory in Argentina. I have not looked too much at astronomy web sites, since
I have been focused on the systems parts of computers, which takes quite a bit of time. I
am making up a batch of Formula Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm . I put away
my laundry. I chatted with a relative. Since I am a bit in debt, I could pay my Service
Contract for the next year on my General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner with
remote control by September 12, 2007 in three payments of $36.05 over the year, which
might be easier for me to handle. With the higher prices of key commodities going up
without my income going up, I am pretty much tapped out. The good news is I got my $20
rebate on my AT&T wireless telephone on a Visa Card that I have to activate over the
internet. One uses it like a regular Visa of Debit card, but one is limited to $20 in expense
amount. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/25/07 Wednesday 12:50 A.M.. Microsoft releases initial code for IronRuby |
Tech news blog - CNET News.com
TS2 Event Union Square Manhattan August 30, 2007
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Microsoft: Next Version Of Windows Due In 2010 -- Microsoft Windows -InformationWeek
Amazon.com: PC Magazine Windows Vista Solutions (PC Magazine): Books: Mark Justice
Hinton
Xerox Color Lazer Printer free for educational institutions
Santa Claus owns it BBC NEWS | Europe | Russians to dive below North Pole
BBC NEWS | Technology | Factfile: XO laptop
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/24/07 Tuesday 11:55 P.M.. Dinner was enjoyable as usual. I usually do not
eat lunch, because I do not have enough time in my day for lunch. I move the small Swiss,
Swedish, and Bermuda flags from the front dining table Epson printer stand to on top of
the flat surface of the large Dell 20 inch monitor on the Vista computer. I am also using the
flat stand on the Logitech web cam. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/24/07 Tuesday 10:30 P.M.. I woke up at 10 A.M. today. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I made my bed, and I
washed the breakfast dishes. I threw out the garbage, and I chatted with a neighbor. I
started sewing up the bed bolster that is ripped on the end. This will take a bit of time.
About 3 P.M., UPS: Tracking Information on the order for the Nvidia one Newegg.com PNY VCGFX522PPB GeForce FX 5200 256MB 128-bit DDR PCI Video Card - Retail for
$59.99 plus $5.84 UPS 1 day delivery less 1.1% discount of .66 plus $2.99 Rush Order Fee,
less $2.99 Preferred Account fee for $65.17 total arrived. The new video card would not
work with the ATI Radeon 9600 ATX video card in the primary Vista computer, so I
switch the Nvidia Geforce 6200 out of the FIC server, and I put the ATI video card in the
server. The primary Vista computer recognized both Nvidia cards. I installed the drivers
and software on both computers. I also put the Sterling X2 modem in the FIC server. I
connected up the U.S. Robotics external X2 modem to the Vista computer. It is behind the
lower left LCD monitor. For security reasons, I have not connected the telephone line to
either modem. They are just for backup. Since the two Nvidia cards are capable of
powering four monitors all together. I raised the left LCD monitor with four large books
on the left monitor shelf. I moved the center LCD monitor to the table beneath the left
LCD monitor on the shelf. I move the 20 inch Dell CRT monitor to the center of the shelf,
which I did first, so its weight would balance the shelf. The upper left LCD monitor is the
2nd monitor connected to the Nvidia AGP card with the icons and gadgets. The lower left
first monitor is for web publishing or email. The center Dell 20 inch monitor is for web
browsing, and the far right monitor is for web browsing or media playing. Of course one
could vary them depending on their preferences. This all took some time. Thus I would
say, if one is going to try three or four monitors with Vista, one should use the AGP and
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PCI video cards with the same chipset of Nvidia or ATI. I have not tried two ATI video
cards. I moved the Dell Sony 19 inch monitor from the Northgate computer to the Epox
computer. I moved the Dell 19 inch monitor from the bedroom window to the Northgate
Syntax computer. I did a complete P.C. Backup from the first hard drive to the second
hard drive on the four monitor Vista computer. I cleaned up my work area. I still have to
finish sewing up the bolster. I will now make and eat the same dinner as the last two
nights. CIO
Note:<888> 07/24/07 Tuesday 1:55 A.M.. This might explain the cooler weather this
summer up north Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS
Weekly Volcanic Activity Report . I am a bit tired, so I will now shut down the primary
computer, and I will go to bed. Have a good morning. I ate two scoops of Dulche de Leche
ice cream. When I went to the Winter Olympics in Albertville, France, I saw a lot of
Marmot jackets, so I thought they were a French or European jacket. I see them all of the
time in Greenwich, Connecticut, particularly on cold days on weekends. .::outdoortraders:
outdoor sports equipment, gear, clothing and supplies in Greenwich, CT. Outdoor Traders,
outfitters for life sells them, but this time of year, they might have sale prices. The
Greenwich Avenue merchants have not given me any financial assistance for walking
Greenwich Avenue regularly for 24 years, particularly at night. It is just an enjoyable
exercise walk, when I can not afford to drive to Tod's Point for a walk around the Point.
Although I occasionally sit down for a cigarette, I spend most of my time walking
Greenwich Avenue, as one local walker found out to his exhaustion. Of course after
walking a lot more miles per day in Manhattan, Nantucket, and Key West, I consider
Greenwich Avenue a short walk. Of course the golf courses in back country are a bit
longer. Biggest building I was ever in probably was Versailles. I never visited the
Pentagon. When you have spent as much time outside walking as I have, any building
seems small. CIO
Note:<888> 07/24/07 Tuesday 1:35 A.M.. I registered the Needle Jacket Overview |
marmot.com at www.marmot.com . It was Marmot Needle Jacket - Insulated Waterproof
(For Men) - Save 60% or marmot.com or Needle Jacket Overview | marmot.com as a
clearance item for $120 with 20% discount for $96 and $10 UPS ground shipping for $106
total, which is a significant savings. It says in the fine print that to wear www.marmot.com
clothing, one has to climb an ice glacier, which I do not plan to do so anytime in the near
future. However, the Marmot line of clothing was started at the University of California at
Santa Cruz, and I ounce climbed the rock ledge there behind the vegetarian cafe in 1979. I
also climbed a Red Wood tree there. I climbed the back side of a mountain in New
Hampshire in the summer around 1970, and there was a burned out discothèque at the
top. I climbed the back side of Caesar's Head near Greenville, South Carolina without
snow in the winter of 1976. I hiked the Appalachian trail for a few days in late April 1978.
I have also walked regularly most of my life. However, if we get cold weather on
Greenwich Avenue in the upcoming winters, I should be comfortably dressed in the Needle
Jacket. I know what threading the needle is all about in Ice Climbing, and I do not plan to
do it. Jimmy Eldert went to the University of California at Santa Cruz, so maybe he hiked
around Yosemite. I once climbed the water tower in Nantucket with him, and I thought he
was sort of nuts, when he asked me what you happen it we jumped off. I climbed down
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after that, and I did not bother climbing with him again. I moved the Red Marmot jacket
to the left living room closet, so it is not so stuffed in with all of my other winter jackets.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/24/07 Tuesday 12:05 A.M.. President's Radio address tell you some things
that you might not know
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2007/07/20070721.a.mp3 at Welcome to the
White House . The last time I was down in Washington D.C. was around 1990
http://mikelouisscott.com/photo/msdc90.jpg when former President Bush known now as
Prisoner Number 41 was in office, and it was a cold winter's day around zero degrees
Fahrenheit the night before, and as I recall the then President was visiting Argentina, so
they were cleaning the public rooms in the White House, so only about half the rooms were
opened on display and the furniture was removed and the carpets taken up in some of the
larger rooms. It is not really that large of a house compared to other houses that I have
seen. It would look more tropical if painted pink with green trim, but then it would not be
known as the White House. I recall the large gold ornate Steinway piano in the lobby as I
exited. What is strange is that the pictures in the media look different than the place that I
visited. It seemed it was rather dark and dreary like a museum half way through
renovation. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 11:20 P.M.. www.kenradio.com in Korea. He talked about
the next Microsoft operating system "Seven" . He has come a long way, since the days of
www.bestbuy.com in Chicago, Illinois.
» Windows Seven: Think 2010 | All about Microsoft | ZDNet.com
Windows Marketplace: results for 'Live TV'
Download details: Windows® Defender
CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 10:05 P.M.. Tracking is UPS: Tracking Information on the
order for the Nvidia one Newegg.com - PNY VCGFX522PPB GeForce FX 5200 256MB
128-bit DDR PCI Video Card - Retail for $59.99 plus $5.84 UPS 1 day delivery less 1.1%
discount of .66 plus $2.99 Rush Order Fee, less $2.99 Preferred Account fee for $65.17
total. I will thus have to be here tomorrow afternoon to receive it. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 9:55 P.M.. I chatted with a relative who does not like me
going into debt on my Chase Visa Credit card. However, it is the nature of Greenwich,
Connecticut that the locals downtown in the daytime tend to be image conscious. Since I
volunteer in a professional capacity, I guess it does not hurt me to put forth a more
professional appearance, when I am out in the general public. However, it will not effect
my regular spending habits, since my income more than likely will remain the same for the
indefinite future. I currently weigh 191 pounds, so my current wardrobe should last me for
the indefinite future for walking around downtown and stopping by thrift shops and the
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Greenwich Library and the local grocery stores and the www.exxon.com gasoline station
or whatever my simple routines take me. More than likely the rich people whom do not
feel the need to dress up can afford to dress down. For years, I wore a yellow Gortex
windbreaker that I bought for $3 from the First Presbyterian Church tag sale and blue
jeans, and the fashion crowd got tired of looking at me, since I looked like I had just
stepped off of an aircraft carrier flight deck. Now, I will look more like the absent minded
professor. Of course some of the last schools I use to walk around are all the way out west
back in Manhattan, and I have had more time to do my home work out here, instead of just
walking around the academic neighborhoods of Manhattan. I have not bought a new
sports jacket, since I was in college, which was many moons ago, but I have bought sports
jackets in thrift shops, but alas at my current size 46 regular dress jacket, there does not
seem to be much available at reasonable prices in our local thrift shops. Since older
heavier people tend to hang on to their vintage clothing, until the move down south and
retire or head off for the Pearly Gates. Sports jacket are handy, since they tend to have
multiple pockets for sun glasses, eye glasses, car keys, pens, cell phones, or whatever else a
man might need to carry with him. Of course at the high price of dry cleaning around
here, I will not be paying to dry clean my clothes, but I have a steam machine I could steam
them with every year or so. We have a lot of Asian visitors in our downtown area, and they
tend to be very fashion aware of the established Western image that we projected in our
Hollywood Film reels for so many years. However, I can not afford go Pub Crawling or
dining or other leisure activities, so I will just be maintaining my public image which tends
to be very public, since I tend to have the ability to walk a lot, which a few people are
beginning to learn how to do more with the higher prices of fuel. Since I do not live in a
tropical area, I reflect the fashion trends in my Native New York New England area, and
not those of the summer Palm Beach crowd. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 8:55 P.M.. I ordered from www.macys.com in waist 42
inches and length 30 inches Macy*s - Men's - Louis Raphael Double Pleated Wool Dress
Pant in rope color for $26.24 and in the same size in sand color Macy*s - Men's - Polo
Ralph Lauren "Prospect" Pant for $24.99 and $9.95 shipping for $61.18 total. The Polo
pants might take a couple of months to ship. I now have $1,172.16 debt on my Chase Visa
Credit Card, and I owe $1,237.33 credit debt altogether. Hopefully, I will be able to pay it
off by the first of the year. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 7:55 P.M.. The jackets arrived. I use a small pair of scissors
from the medicine cabinet to cut of the labels, tags, and open up the pockets on the two
double breast jackets. I hung the red Marmot jacket in the right living closet. I hung the
three new dress jackets in the left living room closets. They are fit quite well. Alas I don't
need any more pants, but if I could afford them they are on sale here Macy*s - Men's CLEARANCE - Pants . I reheated and ate the same dinner as last night. I watched a little
bit of television. I will now do some regular computer work. Since I am not very much
attuned to U.S.A. politics, I stick to what I know in terms of personal computers and
modest cooking and house keeping expertise and other Mickey Mouse maintenance.
Usually during the warmer weather in New England, it is best to spend a bit of time
depending on what one can afford to get ready for the much longer colder seasons of the
year. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 5:45 P.M.. I did some tweaking around the apartment. I
said hello to a neighbor. BBC NEWS | UK | Residents braced for more floods .
BBC NEWS | Europe | Belgian leader makes anthem gaffe
BBC NEWS | Europe | Austria to end valley's isolation
BBC NEWS | Europe | Fresco fragment revives Papal scandal CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 4:40 P.M.. Lava Flows East Of Pu'u O'o For First Time In
15 Years - News Story - KITV Honolulu . CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 4:10 P.M.. Well George Cary grew up with Bobby
Goodyear, if you ever need better winter tires, since in East Aurora, New York, more than
likely they get some severe winter conditions. Also, George Gordon Cary's grandfather
Jay Coogan looked a little bit like Jay Paul Getty, but he kept his hand cut stone Victorian
manor house in Gladstone, New Jersey in the winter at about 45 degrees Fahrenheit, but he
had a large collection of four in hand carriages, if you know how to take care of carriage
horses. Of course the Budweiser Clysdales, once showed up in Key West, Florida. Yeh, I
think it is going to be a colder winter. Thus we have to keep this place, which I call the
Buffalo Road House in operation. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 3:50 P.M.. During a let up in the rain, I dried off the lower
left and the lower right sides of the rear window of the Buick wagon with paper towels, and
I put the Bermuda oval on the lower left or driver's side and the United Kingdom on the
lower right or passenger's side of the rear window of the Buick wagon, so the diplomatic
symbols of recognition are installed on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster station wagon Michael
Scott 1992 Buick Roadmaster Station Wagon. I could mount the two little Bermuda flags
in the rear side windows, but they might fade in the sun. Of course, I could have bought a
Saudi Arabian oval to help pay for the gasoline, but currently, the North Sea oil will
probably keep the old jalopy going for a while. Of course in Bermuda, they have little golf
cart type cars with pink and white canopies, but they would not be practical around here
during the colder months of the year. I put the two spare oval decals in the drawer in the
Lindbergh radio in the bedroom. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 3:15 P.M.. Since the Bermuda flag seems to have a little bit
of orange in its red color, it matches with the center living room orange curtain, so I moved
it from the left living room closet to hanging from the orange center living room curtain
above the G.E. air conditioner. Thus the left living closet door is more easily opened
without moving the flag, so one can get at colder weather clothing. I also moved the small 3
inch by 5 inch Bermuda flag from on top of the Epox computer monitor to on top of the
Northgate computer monitor, so one is less likely to impale oneself on it, when moving
around the brass and glass coffee table computer work area. Bermuda is a tiny island
nation, which is part of the Commonwealth of Nations, and besides suing the state of Texas
for calling red onions, Bermuda onions, some of its income is derived from the second
largest Reinsurance Business in the world. They also are home to 50,000 off shore tax free
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companies. They also have a tourist industry, which many people enjoy. We have some
expatriate residents from Bermuda in this area, so more than likely they know something
more about it. You can not buy property in Bermuda, but you have to inherit it. Bermuda
became famous when one of Queen Victoria's daughters married a wealthy Canadian, and
the winters were so cold in Canada, she chose to live in Bermuda. When I went to the Taft
School in Watertown, Connecticut, one could buy Bermuda driver's licenses and draft
cards for $5 a pair, which were handy for identification in the New York bars, when one
was under the 18 year old drinking age. When I stayed in Bermuda for three weeks in the
spring of 1968, I stayed at the Glyndon Guest house, with three other Taft classmates and
four prep school students from the Middlesex school in Concorde, Massachusetts for the
first two weeks and the last week we shared the guest house with four students from the
University of North Carolina. We threw a High Tea gathering every day at 4 P.M. with
several hundred guests. We use to go the Rugby matches and drink Heineken beer on the
side lines, and I recall eating a lot of ham and cheese sandwiches. For dinner, the girls who
stayed at the Elbow Beach Club would let us eat their dinners, but you had to wear a sports
jacket and tie. Riding a moped in the evening after high tea was quite risky. We even once
went to a native night club. I brought my golf clubs, but I never got around to playing golf
at the St. George's club, although I was invited by Waddie Watson every day at high tea.
Waddie Watson was a friend of George Cary's, and that is where I first met George Cary,
whom I ended up going to www.lfc.edu with. I flew to Bermuda on that Spring Break on a
British Overseas Aircraft Corporation B.O.A.C. jet out of Kennedy airport, and I recall I
was one of a few passengers on it, and I recall returning on a fuller Pan Am jet. I recall
buying a cranberry red, a yellow, a beige, and a baby blue wool sweaters at Trimingham's
for about $20 apiece. Mopeds were about $5 a day to rent, and I think we paid about $5 a
night for our bunk beds at the Glyndon Guest house. Thus we were on a low budget
holiday. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 2:25 P.M.. Digital 07 Worldwide Partner Conference CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 2:10 P.M.. I picked up my mail. The General Electric
Service contract on the GE Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner with remote control arrived
which would start September 12, 2007. If I chose to continue it for another year, it would
cost $101.95. The order from Buy American and International Flags Flagstore Flagsales
Banners two Bermuda Auto Decals Buy Bermuda flags, Bermuda flags, find Bermuda
flags, Buy Bermuda flag, Bermuda flag, Bermuda shirts, Buy Bermuda banner, Bermuda
banner, find Bermuda banner, Buy Bermuda banners, Bermuda banners, find Bermuda
banners, for $2.25 each and $3 shipping for $7.50 total arrived. On a dry day, I will put on
the Bermuda ovals on the driver's side rear window of the Buick wagon. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 1:45 P.M.. Buy US Flags & Flagpoles at United States Flag
Store and Bermuda Flag two 4 inch by 6 inch Bermuda stick flags Bermuda flag 4 x 6 inch
for $1.60 each, one 3 foot by 5 foot Polyester Bermuda flag for $9.95 Bermuda Flag 3ft x 5ft
Polyester, two United Kingdom Oval Decal for $1.99 each, and two Weighted Hand Flag
base for one 4in x 6in for $1.60 each plus $6.30 United States Priority Mail postage for
$26.63 total arrived. I put the 3 foot by 5 foot Bermuda flag hanging over the left living
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room closet. I put one of the small Bermuda flags on the Epson printer stand at apartment
entrance with its weighted stand. I put the other small Bermuda flag with its weighted
stand on the Epox computer monitor, so it is in the center of living room. I will put the
United Kingdom Oval Decal on the rear passenger side window of the Buick wagon on a
dry day, when it is not raining. Thus the Bermuda Yacht Club is up and running. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 1:35 P.M.. I chatted with a friend. All three sports costs and
the Marmot jacket are scheduled for delivery today. UPS: Tracking Information on the
order for two JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Business Express Double-Breasted Jacket-Navy,
Olive Plaid, Grey Stripe in 46 regular for $49 each, one in grey strip and one in olive plaid
plus $11.95 two day shipping for $109.95 total. UPS: Tracking Information on the order
with the 20% discount coupon 20% off of the SierraTradingPost sale
http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , you have to enter your email address in the URL
that you cut and paste this item Orvis Harris Tweed Hebidean Plaid Jacket (For Men) Save 62% in size 46 for $103.96 with 20% discount coupon plus $12 ground shipping for
$115.96 total a savings of $245.04. UPS: Tracking Information on the order for Marmot
Needle Jacket - Insulated Waterproof (For Men) - Save 60% or marmot.com or Needle
Jacket Overview | marmot.com as a clearence item for $120 with 20% discount for $96 and
$10 UPS ground shipping for $106 total. You can use the same 20% off link from above, if
you want to order it. The mail still has not arrived. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 12:55 P.M.. I did not fall asleep until about 4 A.M.. Before
going to bed, I took the five foot long dining room table wooden leaf, and I removed the
ACER LCD monitors from the primary Vista computer, and I laid the table leaf on top of
the control panels centered, and I put the monitors on top of the table leaf, so they are more
evenly positioned. I have the left and right one turned in slightly against the center one.
Currently, they are bit further away from the computer chair, but I probably will get use
to them at that distance. I brought the control panels forward a few inches, so they seemed
to be positioned about just the right distance away for easy reading. I labeled the monitors,
left, center, and right. I am using the top control panel switch for the computer for the left
monitor. One turns on the power to the computer with the UPS switch underneath the
keyboard and the CPU switch. I woke up at 10 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a
sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third
of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I made my bed, and I washed the
breakfast dishes. I threw out the garbage, and I chatted with the building custodian. I
showered, and I cleaned up. CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 1:35 A.M.. BBC NEWS | Technology | '$100 laptop'
production begins . I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/23/07 Monday 1:20 A.M.. I opened up the package of six boneless chicken
breasts, and I put four of them in a large flat Rubbermaid container. I then rinsed off the
other two in cold water, and I dried them with a paper towel. I then put a thin coat of
olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish, and on a separate plate, I rubbed the bottom side of the
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boneless chicken breasts with olive oil, and then I spread a thick coating of seasoned bread
crumbs on it, and then I did the same with the top side and the other boneless chicken
breasts. I then put them in the Pyrex pie dish, and I baked them in the Farberware
convection oven at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 35 minutes. I also made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm to which I also added two teaspoons of
Kikkoman soy sauce and Italian Seasoning and chicken bullion seasoning. I ate half, and I
put the other half in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I also steamed in a two
quart Revere pot with steamer tray and lid about 1.5 cups of baby carrots and broccoli
crowns for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner heat, and I put some olive oil on the
vegetables. I put the other baked boneless chicken breast in a Rubbermaid container in the
refrigerator. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. To install the PCI video card in the
primary Vista computer, I have taken out the PCI Sterling X2 telephone modem. Current
configuration http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm reflects the way the system will be
setup, once I install the PCI video card. CIO
Note:<888> 07/22/07 Sunday 11:35 P.M.. After the last message, I ordered online for in
store pickup at the Hartsdale, New York www.bestbuy.com store, a Acer - 19" Widescreen
Flat-Panel TFT-LCD Monitor - X191WSD for $129.99 and $9.59 tax for $139.58 total. I
am thus $1,110.98 in debt on my www.chase.com Vista Credit card. I have pretty much
used up my $1,200 credit limit. It will be lean times for the next few months. I drove over
the back way on Anderson Hill Road to White Plains, New York, and I picked up the Acer
19 inch LCD monitor at the Hartsdale, New York Best Buy. I then returned home the
same way. I set it up as the center monitor, since it is silver in between the two new black
Acer 19 inch LCD monitors. I tried running the third LCD monitor off two of my old PCI
video cards, but they were not compatible with the system. It took a while to try to test
them. I chatted with two relatives. I could not find an ATI PCI card that is suppose to
work with Vista, so I ordered this Nvidia one Newegg.com - PNY VCGFX522PPB GeForce
FX 5200 256MB 128-bit DDR PCI Video Card - Retail for $59.99 plus $5.84 UPS 1 day
delivery less 1.1% discount of .66 plus $2.99 Rush Order Fee, less $2.99 Preferred Account
fee for $65.17 total. Thus I now have $1,176.15 debt on my two different credit accounts.
This page says it is suppose to work with Visa PNY FX 5200 256MB PCI . CIO
Note:<888> 07/22/07 Sunday 12:35 P.M.. Back on sale again for two days Acer - 19"
Widescreen Flat-Panel TFT-LCD Monitor - X191WSD for $130. CIO
Note:<888> 07/22/07 Sunday 12:20 P.M.. I was awake at 9 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
went back to bed until noon. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I will now
go through my email. There is not much happening around here with all of the Rich
people away on vacation, but they usually return by the third week of August from their
holidays. I was told by a friend that there was an article in Vanity Fair about a member of
the Bass family having their house broken into in Litchfield County, Connecticut, and they
were tortured and held for ransom. They had forgotten to turn their security system on. I
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recommended to my friend that the best security is to have one or more big dogs, which
tends to be more reliable, as long as one can afford to feed and maintain them. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 11:35 P.M.. I watched part of a movie about Victorian
England, but alas although they seem to be well mannered in the talkies, one has to
remember a couple of million English gentleman lost their lives in the trenches in World
War I, so more than likely they also still pursue their traditional sporting activities in
England. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 07/21/07:
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 10:05 P.M.. I chatted with a friend, and then I made and
ate my dinner. I turned on the Honeywell Hepa air purifier last week with the other
regular apartment lights, so I am using slightly more electricity, but the apartment is more
cheerful, and the air purifier keeps the apartment smelling better. I will now send out my
weekly notes. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 8:20 P.M.. I went out after the last message. I chatted with
a neighbor. I then went downtown, and the sidewalk sales were just ending. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I chatted with a New Yorker
about covering Manhattan in the old days. I stopped by CVS during my walk, and I
bought two 1.16 ounce containers of Gold Emblem oregano for .99 each for $1.98 total. I
completed my walk, and I sat out for a while. CVS has the new Harry Potter book on sale
for $33.98. They have about 75 of them on display at a front table. I next went by the Stop
and Shop, and I bought a six pack of boneless breasts of chicken for $1.79 a pound for
$6.53, two 64 ounce containers of Tropicana with calcium premium orange juice for $2.50
each, a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99, a three pound bag of onions for $2.79,
fresh Chiquita bananas for .54 a pound for $1.58, and broccoli crowns for $1.99 a pound
for $2.61 for $21.50 total. I then returned home. I said hello to some of my neighbors. I
put away the groceries. I will now make and eat the same meal as last night. I chatted with
a relative while downtown, and I also got some text messages in Spanish, and I alas I do not
know Spanish. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 4:35 P.M.. After my nap, I ate most of the rest of the 12.5
ounce can of Spanish Red Skin peanuts. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will shower and clean up, and I will go out for a walk. Traditionally in the Old Country in
France, Italy, Spain, and Greece, they taps a break or a nap or a siesta in the afternoon.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 2:30 P.M.. Earlier, I ate a half of a 12.5 ounce can of
Planter's Spanish peanuts. I just ate two scoops of Dulche de Leche ice cream. I will now
put the primary computer on standby, and I will take a nap. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 2:05 P.M.. Why CDW . CIO
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Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 1:45 P.M.. I ordered Encyclopaedia Britannica 2007 Ready
Reference discount software for free, DK Encyclopedia of Space and the Universe discount
software for free, Wonders of Science discount software for free, Wonders of the Ancient
World discount software for free, plus for ordering four items, I got Zane's Encyclopedia
on the Oceans for free with $5.99 shipping each on the first four items for $23.96 total.
Now I will have some reference material available to study on the computers. I thus owe
$971.40 on my www.chase.com Visa credit card. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 12:30 P.M.. Build a $250 PC That Doesn't Suck - Computer
Shopper . CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 12:10 P.M.. I went outside, and I picked up my mail. Bush
back in power, 'in good humor,' after colonoscopy - CNN.com . CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 11:20 A.M.. You can use this rebate form for a $100 off
http://forums.slickdeals.net/showpost.php?p=7298901&postcount=35 to order this desktop
computer with Vista basic FRYS.com | GQ GQ 5140 ( Vista Basic Celeron D 352, 512mb,
80gb $150 after $100 rebate with $12 shipping for $162. The rebate form only works from
this link http://forums.slickdeals.net/showpost.php?p=7298901&postcount=35 not the
Fry's computer page. CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 11:05 A.M.. Well, we could reopen Triminghams in
Berumda and get business going again Triminghams Bermuda . I will now go through my
email. Bermuda National Trust . CIO
Note:<888> 07/21/07 Saturday 10:20 A.M.. I woke up at 9 A.M.. Things are just going fine
at the Greenwich Branch of the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club. I suppose we could start
shopping around for our own yacht, but we would have to register it in Bermuda to avoid
taxes. Grant Simmons Yacht at the Indian Harbor Yacht Club Indian Harbor Yacht Club
Real-Time Weather and Indian Harbor Yacht Club use to fly the Bermuda flag, so you
could chat with him if you see it. It was a raising sailboat, so it would not need fuel except
for the generator. It is not that I am boycotting the pier on Steamboat Road, but from here
it is about 7 miles round trip and with a car that gets about 11 miles per gallon at $3.70 a
gallon, it would cost me over $2 for the round trip down there. I may go out tomorrow
morning to visit with my friend if he stops by downtown in the morning. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I will now make my
bed, and I will wash the breakfast dinners. I will then water the plants and put out more
white vinegar in the scent bowl. CIO
Note:<888> 07/20/07 Friday 9:30 P.M.. I chatted with a friend whom I might meet up with
on Sunday downtown. I will now go through my email. Tracking is iShip Track It - Track
Packages on the order for Buy US Flags & Flagpoles at United States Flag Store and
Bermuda Flag two 4 inch by 6 inch Bermuda stick flags Bermuda flag 4 x 6 inch for $1.60
each, one 3 foot by 5 foot Polyester Bermuda flag for $9.95 Bermuda Flag 3ft x 5ft
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Polyester, two United Kingdom Oval Decal for $1.99 each, and two Weighted Hand Flag
base for one 4in x 6in for $1.60 each plus $6.30 United States Priority Mail postage for
$26.63 total . Well, he could get this done at the West Putnam Avenue Chase Bank
building BBC NEWS | Americas | Bush to undergo medical procedure . I will now shut
down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/20/07 Friday 8:00 P.M.. I went outside after the last message. I chatted
with some neighbors. I then made and ate my usual burger with onions and cheese meal
with steamed flavored rice and steamed broccoli and carrots, which I ate with a glass of
iced tea. I chatted with a neighbor who delivered a piece of misplaced mail. Georgetown
Inn | Hotel Review | Washington, D.C. | Frommers.com is still opened, and I worked the
grape vine with them. I suggested to them that there might be an undeclared candidate
that still might think about running for www.whitehouse.gov . He currently is a software
engineer with www.microsoft.com , but who knows. Maybe his father won't give him the
key to the jet. CIO
Note:<888> 07/20/07 Friday 4:45 P.M.. I ate the last two pieces of chocolate filled crumb
cake before going to bed last night. I was awake at 6 P.M. this morning. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I made my bed, and I
washed the breakfast dinners. I chatted with two friends and a relative. I chatted with a
computer security official, and I also chatted with the same official about two former
classmates of mine from Greenwich whom were visiting Bermuda on Spring break back in
1968, when I was there with some other classmates. Who knows I never see them here in
Greenwich, so maybe they do not live here, but they live in Bermuda. I picked up my mail,
and I chatted with some neighbors. The AMI fire protection person was inspecting his
equipment. I chatted with him briefly about the technical problems that I have been
having. The PQI i810 mini I-Stick 2GB USB 2.0 Flash Drive with ReadyBoost, Pink for
$19.99 with free shipping arrived. It is quite tiny, about the size of a man's thumb nail and
about 1/8th inch thick. I copied files that I thought worth backing up to it, which took
some time. I have 353 megabytes of disk space left on it. My three new suit jackets and my
red winter Marmot jacket are suppose to arrive this coming Monday. The way I figure it, I
have about three months until my Renter's Rebate arrives, so I will be paying high interest
on my Chase Visa Credit card debt, but I will be better dressed, whenever I can afford to
make it downtown. I ate a toasted bagel with two 1 inch by .25 inch by 3.5 inch slices of
American cheddar cheese along with some iced tea. Basically although we are the low
income side of town, we tend to lead a quieter life here than the high powered big bucks
people whom seem to monopolize the downtown, whether they live here or not. The
Bermuda stuff probably will not be here for a week or so, so we will have time to get use to
blending in like we are from Bermuda. I have a relative whom lived in Bermuda for a
couple of winters back in the early 1980s. We also have a family friend that was the United
States Consulate to Bermuda for a few decades. They were from Muskegon, Michigan and
belonged to the Muskegon Yacht Club. I guess nobody else was interested in living in
Bermuda full time, since the conditions in the winter there can be quite Spartan. When I
first moved into this building about 18 or 19 years ago, the Grandisons lived here, and they
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were from Bermuda having settled here after World War II, so there is president of other
residents living here being from Bermuda. The nice thing about being from Bermuda is
that there can be certain tax advantages that other people might not enjoy. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 11:00 P.M.. I chatted with a friend and a relative. I
chatted with a few computer security people. Basically every Thursday, when I go to my
regular 3 P.M. appointment, somebody some how messes up my primary Vista computer
setup. I generally restore the Vista backup and any changes. Whether it happens through
the internet or through access to my apartment is opened to question, but today when the
computer was messed up, I had it in Sleep mode, which would lead me to believe, it
happens by access to the computer. This has been happening since Vista was first released
to me late last November 2006. I will now shut down and go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 7:50 P.M.. I made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm which I used a 16 ounce can of B&M maple
flavor baked beans and a two Oscan Meyer lean beef hotdogs along with all of the other
usual ingredients and the left over rice from two night ago and some bacon bits. I ate it all
with a glass of iced tea. I chatted with a friend. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 5:55 P.M.. I called up Minchin Buick parts department
after the last note. I had ordered the front license plate frame from Minchin Buick
Minchin Buick-Pontiac-GMC, Inc. - Pre-Owned Used And New Car Sales - Leasing,
Financing - Trade-Ins Welcome for $32.86 with tax, and it had arrived. I had been billed
$5 more for shipping, but since I decided to pick it up, it was $5 less or $32.86. I drove
over there on I-95 East from exit 2 to exit 8 in Stamford, and I went by the Minchin Buick
garage, and I picked it up. I toured their new car lot, and they sell a sporty Pontiac that
gets about 30 miles per gallon local with a cost of about $20,000. Of course, they are also a
GMC dealer, so they have the big ones too. I returned back from Greenwich from exit 7
west on I-95 west to exit 5. I went by the Greenwich Hospital Thrift shop, and I bought a
medium size white silk shade for $15 and another one slightly darker and smaller for $10
for $25 total. I then went to my usual 3 P.M. appointment. I then went by the Greenwich
Automotive Service Exxon gasoline station, and I bought $19 of self service premium
unleaded gasoline for $3.699 a gallon for 5.137 gallons for 73.45 miles driving since last
Saturday about half of which was highway mileage with current odometer reading of
114,489.25 miles. Thus with mixed highway and very slow local driving with the air
conditioner on, I got 14.2982 miles per gallon, which I think is acceptable. By a rough
calculation, I would get about 17 to 18 miles per gallon with just highway driving with the
air conditioner on, but that is at about 65 miles per hour or less with half of the highway
driving stop and go traffic going up to Norwalk, so I think it is safe to assume without the
air conditioner at an average steady speed of say 55 miles per hour, I might possibly get 21
miles per gallon or better, but since the Buick wagon has a Corvette V8 engine in it, one
tends to go faster. It probably needs new shock absorbers, but with the kind of driving I do
around town, it does not really matter. I then returned home. I installed the new front
license plate bracket frame. I had to use a hex drive bit with a screw driver bit assembly
to remove the three hex screws, and I installed the new bracket frame, and used the
existing two screws to install the front license plate. Thus hopefully with the loose strip of
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plastic gone from the front bracket frame, there should not be a vibration noise anymore. I
put the old bracket frame in the driver's side rear compartment. It might have been
replaced before, since there was a white marking pen number "2" written on the inside of
the old frame, which I do not think a factory installed frame would have. I threw out the
shipping box. I chatted with a neighbor. I put the $15 white silk shade on the pineapple
lamp on the bedroom desk. I put the $10 medium white silk shade on the telephone table
lamp in the living room, and I moved its shade to on top of the similar lamp shade by the
antique French reproduction chair. I threw out the old bedroom lamp shade that had a
cracked plastic liner. Thus I now owe $947.44 on my Chase Visa Credit Card. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 12:55 P.M.. Good Price Expensive Toner Newegg.com XEROX Phaser series 6110/B Up to 17 ppm Up to 2400 x 600 Image Laser Personal Color
Printer - Retail $249 with free shipping.
Newegg.com - Oster 6793 blender (Light Blue) - Retail $33 free shipping.
Newegg.com - SHARP AF-S85MX 8000 BTU Window Air Conditioner - Retail $220 with
free shipping.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 12:25 P.M.. I went downstairs, and I picked up my mail,
and I chatted with some neighbors. Earlier, I ate a 1/6th piece of chocolate filled crumb
cake. When I worked in Manhattan for many years, I covered the waterfront for a good
deal of the time. One of the warehouse operations was the Bermuda Motor Car Company.
Whenever VIPs showed up in Manhattan, dozens of long stretch Cadillac Cadillac: Luxury
Automobiles: 2007 New Cars, New Trucks and SUVs stretch limousines would be deployed
out of their warehouse in the Chelsea district of Manhattan, and they all had New York
State license plates, "BERMUDA1", "BERMUDA2", etc.. However with the higher prices
of fuel today, more than likely the VIPs are wearing Reebok shoes with the British flag on
it, if you get my drift. I was told the Governor of Connecticut The Office of Governor M.
Jodi Rell keeps her Horse Guards at the old state psychiatric hospital in Newtown,
Connecticut, so I guess there are a lot of equestrian types in Connecticut looking for a tax
write off. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 11:25 A.M.. I found this
http://www.appliedlanguage.com/flags_of_the_world/large_flag_of_bermuda.gif . I saved
it, and I printed it out in color on 4 inch by 6 inch photo paper with the HP Photosmart
1000 printer, and then I laminated it with a 4inch by 6 inch 3M Scotch Photo Laminating
sheet which they sell at CVS, and then I hung it on the outside of my apartment door at a
lower level beneath U.S.A. flag, so it is eye level for a person about 5 feet tall. Thus we are
now the Greenwich, Connecticut headquarters for the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club Royal
Bermuda Yacht Club . CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 10:05 A.M.. I ordered from Buy American and
International Flags Flagstore Flagsales Banners two Bermuda Auto Decals Buy Bermuda
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flags, Bermuda flags, find Bermuda flags, Buy Bermuda flag, Bermuda flag, Bermuda
shirts, Buy Bermuda banner, Bermuda banner, find Bermuda banner, Buy Bermuda
banners, Bermuda banners, find Bermuda banners, for $2.25 each and $3 shipping for
$7.50 total. I will put the Bermuda decal on the driver's side rear window and the U.K.
decal on the passenger side rear window of the Buick wagon, since the British drive on the
left side of the road. I can not recall what side of the road they drive on in Bermuda,
because I used a Moped, when I was there for Spring Break in 1968. I now owe $916.24 on
my Chase Visa Credit Card. Since http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm was suppose to be
working on Nelson Rockefeller's beach cabana in Bermuda, more than likely I will come up
with the money to pay it off sooner or later from my Renter's rebate. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 9:25 A.M.. Well, I was able to get the band aid and
ointment on my back after I showered. I went out, and I walked the entire length of
Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. The Greenwich Avenue Sidewalk Sales
begin today through Saturday. I sat out at various locations. I chatted with a local town
employee. I then walked back to the Greenwich Hardware store, and I looked for a small
Bermuda flag, but they did not have one. I chatted with another town employee. I noticed
the truck carrying steel for the construction of the new Greenwich Public Safety Center is
coming down from Quebec. That is 139 Canadian license plates, I have seen in Greenwich,
Connecticut in 24 years, since I moved off of Nantucket. Since one of my well known
relatives was a member of the Bermuda Yacht Club, I decided to make my apartment the
local office for the Bermuda Yacht Club not that anyone ever visits anyway. I returned
home. I chatted with a neighbor.
I ordered from Buy US Flags & Flagpoles at United States Flag Store and Bermuda Flag
two 4 inch by 6 inch Bermuda stick flags Bermuda flag 4 x 6 inch for $1.60 each, one 3 foot
by 5 foot Polyester Bermuda flag for $9.95 Bermuda Flag 3ft x 5ft Polyester, two United
Kingdom Oval Decal for $1.99 each, and two Weighted Hand Flag base for one 4in x 6in
for $1.60 each plus $6.30 United States Priority Mail postage for $26.63 total. I thus owe
$908.74 on my Chase Visa Credit Card. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 5:50 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana,
a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice,
and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a
cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dinners.
The problem with being a conservative republican in Greenwich, Connecticut is that there
is not much chance to make money, since the republicans do not spend much money, and
they seem mostly do nothing else but clip coupons. The founder of this bank Bank of
Greenwich hopes to fit in - Greenwich Time was at the Microsoft conference in
Hauppauge, Long Island this past February 2007. He use to work at the Bank of New
York. We have lots of different banks in Greenwich, so there is plenty of places for people
to put their money in. The Bank of New York Mellon The Bank of New York Mellon only
does private banking at their Mason Street offices, so if you can afford to have an account
there, you have to go up to the second floor to use their retail banking facilities. Billy
Baldwin worked for both the Mellons and the Rockefellers.
http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm use to Bank at the Chemical Bank on Third Avenue in
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Manhattan across the street from the British consulate. However, he knew Herb Patterson
personally who was the head of J.P. Morgan www.chase.com , and he helped decorate his
office. Well when John Reed ran Welcome to Citibank he use to drive to the Greenwich
train station in a Volkswagen Get a VW Quote to commute into Manhattan. Thus
Greenwich has a long history of established people watching every penny to make ends
meet. I will now shower and clean up, and I will go out for an early morning walk. I
might have a hard time putting the ointment and Band-Aid on my back where I had the
mole removed yesterday, since it is hard to reach. I have a 3 P.M. appointment today. I
figure in having no big flags around my apartment, it is more user friendly to the
international business community, since countries like Japan and China have invested a lot
of money in the United States of America. Alas other than one family member and the
disability income that I receive, I am not receiving any financial support in my internet and
apartment activities, which do seem to cost me a bit of wampum to run. CIO
Note:<888> 07/19/07 Thursday 4:25 A.M.. I was awake at 3:30 A.M.. I took down the flags
off the hallway bookcases, the left living room closet door and from above the air
conditioner in the living room. I folded them up, and I put the ones that have boxes in their
boxes, and I put them all in the lower bedroom clothes hamper. Thus the apartment looks
less ceremonial, and more like a private residence. I still have the small flags displayed
around the apartment. CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 7:05 P.M.. BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Gulf dead zone
to be biggest ever .
I made up a batch of http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm which I used a 16 ounce
can of B&M maple flavor baked beans and a two Oscan Meyer lean beef hotdogs along
with all of the other usual ingredients. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea.
Microsoft Unleashes Windows Home Server - Digital Home Integration - IT Channel News
by CRN and VARBusiness
» Microsoft offering Office 2007 for rent on a monthly basis | All about Microsoft |
ZDNet.com
edgeio: Computer Shopper Listings
I went through my email.
JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Signature Gold 2-Button Super 120s Wool Suit , if you ordered it,
you would need to know your Outseam length.
JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Clearance Center
I ordered two JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Business Express Double-Breasted Jacket-Navy,
Olive Plaid, Grey Stripe in 46 regular for $49 each, one in grey strip and one in olive plaid
plus $11.95 two day shipping for $109.95 total.
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I am now in debt on my Chase Visa Credit Card $882.11. I chatted with a relative
earlier. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 4:20 P.M.. I told you something happened to Flanders
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Megaflood 'made Island Britain' . CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 4:10 P.M.. BestDealMagazines.com - Deal of the Day
Forbes Magazine $5.29 for one year . CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 4:00 P.M.. The Vista Media Center works fine on the
living room Sony Television. To use it, one has to use the Sony remote control on the right
side of the Northgate monitor, and set the television at AV1 with the TV/Video button.
Then on the Vista Computer, one sets the ATI Catalyst Control Center to clone mode for
the TV monitor. One has to figure this out, but it is not to hard to figure out from the
interface. When in clone mode the left primary Vista monitor lowers it resolution so the
display is the same on the Sony television. One can use the Hauppauge 1600 remote control
to control the Vista Media Center on the Sony television. On can also use the wireless
remote mouse control on the left side of the Northgate monitor to control the Vista Desktop
on the Sony television. Thus it is working just fine. CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 2:45 P.M.. I went to the Greenwich Hospital outpatient
clinic, and they examined the new mole on my back, and they gave me the name for the
type of it, and then they quickly removed it. The doctor that removed it was from
Belgium. They are going to do a biopsy on it to see if it is malignant. They gave me some
band aids and antibacterial ointment to use on it for the next few days. While I was out, I
did a Complete PC backup of the primary Vista computer from the first hard drive to the
second hard drive. I got my copy of www.usnews.com and they have this article about the
Best Hospitals 2007 Best Hospitals – US News Best Hospitals . The Greenwich Hospital
Greenwich Hospital is affiliated with Yale-New Haven Hospital Hospital Directory: Detail
View - U.S. News & World Report Yale-New Haven and Yale New Haven Hospital .
My Windows Experience Index on my primary Vista Computer is now:
Calculations per second: 3.4
Memory (RAM) 4.0
Graphics: 5.9
Gaming Graphics: 4.5
Primary Hard Disk: 5.4
This morning I ate a piece of chocolate filled cake, and I just ate another piece with a glass
of iced tea.
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CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 12:10 P.M.. I chatted with a relative. I changed the ATI
video card out of the FIC server, and I put it in the primary Vista computer, and its is
much faster with the Vista rating going from 2.4 to 3.6 which is the slower system. The
ATI video card is rated 5.9 instead of 2.4, so the Vista system is quite a bit faster now, once
it starts up. I put the Nvidia video card in the FIC server. I installed the drivers and
software for both cards. The ATI card does support Clone mode, which I found out in the
help file, so I will be able to use it with the Vista Media Center and in clone mode show it
all on the Sony television in the living room. Current configuration
http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm or http://geocities.com/mikelscott/computer.htm .
I will now get cleaned up, and ready to go out for my 1:30 dermatology appointment. CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 8:15 A.M.. I chatted with a friend. Download details:
Windows AIK Longhorn Beta 3 documentation . I went through my email. There seems
to be a bit of rain and thunder out this morning. CIO
Note:<888> 07/18/07 Wednesday 7:05 A.M.. I was awake at 6 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dinners. According to Almost 200 Feared Dead
in Air Crash - Greenwich Time , my friend Tony Pigatto who knew the Agah Khan
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/agakhan01.jpg was a flight attendant for Trans
Brazilian Airlines working out of Sao Paulo, so his flight days might have ended. I have his
old email address, and he knew Bill Lawrence up in Danbury, Connecticut. This is the last
picture I have of him in front of the World Trade Center which is not there either
http://www.geocities.com/mike2scott20061/mike-scott-and-friend-new-york-1987.jpg . I
have his old email address, but he was not interested in the internet, so he let his email
address lapse I think. His grandfather owned a million acres of coffee plantation, so all of
these coffee shops showed up in this area after he was here. Of course the picture is 20
years old, so Tony might look a little bit different and living in Brazil he might be more
darkly tanned. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 7:40 P.M.. I ate two scoops of Dulche de Leche Italian ice. I
have a feeling tomorrow might be a busy day. I have a 1:30 P.M. appointment tomorrow
with the dermatologist to check out the new large mole on my back that has developed over
the last few years. It is at the Greenwich Hospital Outpatient Clinic. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 6:55 P.M.. While making dinner, I spilt the microwave
container with rice and water, so I had to vacuum it up, so I wasted about 2/3rds of a cup
of rice. This pictures shows that the eastern half of the country is lush and green and the
western half of the country is very dry NexSat, NRL/NPOESS Next-Generation Weather
Satellite Demonstration Project . If you think about it, some of that green stuff in the
picture might be food. Basically since the Unites States of America is pretty much isolated
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by two large oceans and two isolated neighbors, we pretty much create our own separate
reality here, which does not have much to do with the rest of the world. Hate to tell you,
the Booze Boat is back in town tomorrow QM2 - Itinerary - 2007 , so we have to be on our
best Anglophile behavior in case any visitors from the Eastern Hemisphere show up, so any
people familiar with the way the real British do things as opposed to how the theatre group
portray them in this hemisphere should try to put on a good impression. I know the
Rockefellers have been to England, and there use to be somebody that looked like Nelson
Rockefeller that sat in the Greenwich Library on hot days in his white silk underwear
picking his nose, but he used a different name. Of course a lot of older people look the
same, so it is hard to tell one from all of their other cousins. I chatted with a relative.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 5:00 P.M.. I went out after the last message. I went by the
Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop, but there was nothing there that I need or can afford. I
then went to my 3 P.M. appointment. I provided the information for my Renter's Rebate.
I then went by the Arnold Bread outlet, and I told them about the serial killer being from
nearby Decatur, Illinois where the ADM trucks deliver the grain from. I bought two six
packs of Thomas' New York Everything bagels for $1.79 each six pack and a Entenmann's
chocolate filled crumb cake 26 ounces for $2.25 for $5.83 total. I then returned home. I
faxed my SSI 2006 income grant statement to the Renter's rebate person, since I had
brought the 2007 SSI grant letter. One has to bring the 2006 information. I got my
electricity usage information from the www.cl-p.com web site while there, and they will get
a rent statement for 2006 from the Greenwich Housing Authority, so everything is done for
the Renter's Rebate. I will now make and eat the same meal as the last two nights. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 1:30 P.M.. After I cleaned up, I chatted with a neighbor
outside. The state of Connecticut has increased my food stamps from $113 to $115 a
month, so they think there has only been about a 2% cost of living increase this year. Of
course up in Hartford, they probably all shop at Wal-Mart or where ever it is cheaper.
More than likely they all got their educations at the John Harvard pub east of Hartford. I
will now go out a little bit earlier for my 3 P.M. appointment. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 11:45 A.M.. I filled the dining table salt shaker with low
sodium salt, and I filled the pepper mill with pepper corns. I refilled the Glade Plug-in
refill air deodorizer in the kitchen with 40% mixture of English leather cologne, and a 60%
mixture of 80% isopropyl alcohol. I will now shower and clean up, since sometimes the
locals expect the embassy staff to look presentable. After that I can check out to see if
anything exciting arrived in the mail. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 11:15 A.M.. I refilled the freezer ice trays. I put a new
opened box of baking sofa on the inside shelf of the refrigerator door and the freezer door.
I dumped the old boxes of baking soda down the kitchen and bathroom drains to freshen
the drains. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 10:50 A.M.. Coke reports higher 2Q earnings .
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Good Place to read a book
http://images.businessweek.com/ss/07/05/0524_afflusub_south/index_01.htm?chan=rss_top
SlideShows_ssi_5 . CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 10:45 A.M.. I microwaved and ate a Boston Market 9.5
ounce sirloin and mashed potatoes dinner, which I ate with a glass of water. Basically,
Greenwich, Connecticut has a conservative group of people, but we get tens of thousands of
people coming to work every day and visit whom have different viewpoints, so the local
small business community makes their money off the traffic in town due to its location 20
miles east of Manhattan. The biggest business is expensive real estate
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/gwreal.htm which is convenient to the Manhattan
business community. The second biggest business is selling and servicing automobiles
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/greenw.htm . I would imagine the large financial
community is also on a par with the other two business communities. A lot of companies
maintain boutique offices for the traveling business community, which they seem to be able
to afford to maintain. Of course nearby Stamford, Connecticut and White Plains, New
York are much larger business communities, but for smaller profitable operations, many
people are satisfied with the suburban atmosphere of our local community. The town
offers many conveniences for those whom can afford it, since as a wealthy community,
there is a large service community available at high prices to maintain the conveniences
that the wealthy people find so necessary. Of course most of the younger generation do not
share my view point, since they are networked around the Greenwich schools which are
suppose to have a good reputation for having an international atmosphere. Whatever, the
case since the Scottish and Dutch have been here for close to 400 years, more than likely
there a few families locally whom helped build and develop the community and if not those
families some of their representatives from neighboring communities try to keep an eye on
local activities. From what I know it is an expensive town to live in and to run, so more
than likely any local experts might have some insights into local activities that some of the
newcomers do not. Thus since I have lived here since 1961,and I am Scottish and Dutch, I
do things MY WAY based on experience as opposed the local Chamber of Commerce's way
of doing things which tends to be much more expensive. When we first moved here in
1961, a five bedroom house with two acres on Round Hill Road cost about $50,000, so
obviously there has been some price appreciation in the area. The Corporate Bond
membership for a Club Member at the Greenwich Country Club back then was $5,000,
which because of tax laws back then, one could write off against corporate expenses. Back
then one could write off against taxes nautical activity, so there was a large cottage industry
in those fields. Since wealthy people obviously can afford the internet, most of them do
their own type of Bottom Fishing on the internet in terms of high priced merchandise, but
since in the high priced range, many of those items are already here at competitive prices,
many people tend to shop locally, particularly if they do not want to expose their financial
transactions to the internet. Whatever the case, I find it hard to believe more people do not
have anything better to do than to sit in the Greenwich Avenue Starbucks all day, since it
would seem if they had some sort of financial reserve, they would be pursuing other more
productive activities. Thus I guess the Starbucks crowd is the modern version of Lounge
Lizards. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 9:40 A.M.. I chatted with a friend. I went outside, and I
chatted with some neighbors. I checked underneath the hood of the Buick. It looks all
right. I checked the oil, and it is topped off, but it is black, so I guess when it was running
richer, the oil got a little bit dirty, but it is still good until next year at the rate I am
driving. I have noticed that not much is happening around here, which is the way it
should be in a retirement home. Of course the residents occasionally have to do errands. I
have a 3 P.M. appointment today. I guess since I can no longer afford to do any bottom
fishing on the internet, I will look at some of my other web sites in my directory
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/scotlist.htm or Scott's Internet Hotlist. Alas, nobody
ever wanted a downloadable directory on the internet, so my web enterprise never took off,
but having been on the internet for 14 years, and having used personal computers for 18
years Michael Louis Scott's Resumee , I obviously know a little bit more than the new kid
on the block. From what I can figure out, there are probably over 10 billion pages or more
of material on the internet, so basically anyone can find what they are looking for if you
know where to look. I have focused mostly on technical information as it relates to
personal computers, so the big boys at big blue do not bother me, since I am not infringing
on their turf, if you get my drift. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 7:40 A.M.. Well, I am now $772.16 in debt on my Chase
Visa Credit Card. However, last year I got about $850 in October for my Renter's Rebate,
so hopefully when I receive it again this year, I will be able to pay off my debt. I also will
have to pay about a $100 for my G.E. air conditioner service contract by September 12,
2007. Thus I will not have any extra spending money for the next few months. However,
the reason I bought the sale items now is that they were on sale now, and I have found in
past years when I get my renter's rebate in the late fall, there is not much on sale, since it
close to Christmas Time. Thus I think I have gotten some bargains now, although it has
put me into debt. However, over the last 24 years besides watching the Bank of New York
branches in Greenwich and recently watching the Chase bank branches, I have also kept
an eye on the Greenwich Capital Markets Bank owned by the Royal Bank of Scotland and
other financial institutions around town, I do not get any credit for it. 24 years walking
Greenwich Avenue regularly is a large chunk of one's free time. So as far as I am
concerned, I do not need to waste my time and money going downtown, until I need to do
something, and I am comfortable in my apartment. I will now put the tea in the
refrigerator to become iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 6:45 A.M.. BBC NEWS | Europe | Vatican Library closure
irks scholars .
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | UK 'needs clear space strategy'
BBC NEWS | Technology | Intel and $100 laptop join forces
Michael Louis Scott Tropical Weather
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/weather.htm
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Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 6:20 A.M.. I installed the updates on the three backup
computers. Their monitors are configured properly from the old settings. I put in two new
alkaline AAA batteries in the Kensington wireless mouse on the Northgate Syntax
computer. I am making up a batch of Formula Two
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/icetea.htm . Yesterday for security purposes, I put a
new 9 volt battery in the Defcon computer case lock. I took the chain and master lock off
the bicycle seat, and I put the chain and lock around the left LCD monitor base and I
strung the Defcon lock around the right LCD monitor base and through the chain links,
and I attached it to the CPU case, so I have adequate security on my primary Vista
computer setup. CIO
Note:<888> 07/17/07 Tuesday 4:55 A.M.. I was awake at 3:20 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dinners. I put another 40 watt Philips tube bulb
in the antique desk lamp that I have for lighting up my computer work area. I have it
placed on the Visioneer 4400 scanner which is connected up to the FIC server, and I do not
use that scanner very much. Since I lived in Italy in the winter of 1972, I know something
about Italy in particularly Florence, Italy. When I returned to the New York area, I spent
time around Greenwich Village which is just north of the area in Manhattan they call Little
Italy. I am currently living in the Italian neighborhood in Greenwich, Connecticut, but
since I am not Italian, they do not really trust me. Even the Winfield Scott town house in
Manhattan is currently the Italian Studies Institute for New York University, so the Scotts
have no place to live in Manhattan. Even when I came off Nantucket back in the December
1983, I went into Manhattan for a cocktail on Christmas Eve, and I ran into a medical
doctor named Joel who looked like Nelson Rockefeller, and he was with Sophia Laurens
two twin sons. He told me he was going to spend Christmas Day with Happy Rockefeller.
His job at the United Nations was to try to keep people from drinking alcohol, and he only
drank www.perrier.com , and thus I am now living in the Italian neighborhood across the
street from the Perrier offices in Greenwich, Connecticut. Apparently John F. Kennedy
and Nelson Rockefeller never carried any cash or money, so they would just talk about
stuff and not pay for anything themselves, but they would have other people pay their
bills. I was called up last evening for fund raising for the Special Olympics, but I explained
to them, since I am disabled, I have no money to give them. I will now start up the three
backup computers to make sure their changed monitors are configured properly. Since the
last time I lived in Manhattan, I lived near the Natural History Museum, and since when I
lived in Italy, I visited the volcanic island of Lanzarote, I took an interest in volcano activity
when I got on the internet, but alas since I smoke cigarettes, people think I stink, and they
do not want to deal with me, but if you were ever around a volcano, it stinks a lot more
than me, so there. Also my friend Tony, although he is from Brazil, his mother is Italian
from Milan, Italy, and since he knew the Aga Khan, more than likely his friend can afford
a cup of coffee. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 6:10 P.M.. I chatted with a relative. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. Have a good evening. I am not missing
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much downtown at night, because with the higher prices of fuel, few people chose to do
downtown in the evening anymore. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 5:20 P.M.. Tracking is UPS: Tracking Information on the
order with the 20% discount coupon 20% off of the SierraTradingPost sale
http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , you have to enter your email address in the URL
that you cut and paste this item Orvis Harris Tweed Hebidean Plaid Jacket (For Men) Save 62% in size 46 for $103.96 with 20% discount coupon plus $12 ground shipping for
$115.96 total a savings of $245.04.
ESC WG: SEISMIC PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
Workshop 2007 in Iceland
Microsoft Connections for Small Business Union Square August 30, 2007
Tracking is UPS: Tracking Information on the order for Marmot Needle Jacket - Insulated
Waterproof (For Men) - Save 60% or marmot.com or Needle Jacket Overview |
marmot.com as a clearence item for $120 with 20% discount for $96 and $10 UPS ground
shipping for $106 total. You can use the same 20% off link from above, if you want to
order it.
BBC NEWS | In Pictures | In pictures: Japan earthquake
BBC NEWS | Technology | Global broadband prices revealed
CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 4:45 P.M.. After dinner, I got the information together for
filing for my Renter's Rebate tomorrow. I then went outside, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I then took a walk around the building. Some of my neighbors have a garden.
This is the specific web page for the two Acer 19 inch LCD monitors that I got Acer Products AL1916WABD . I set the monitor settings to Auto. I wonder if this will effect
Japan's industrial economy Japanese nuke plant leaked after earthquake - CNN.com . I
will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 2:25 P.M.. I put the Dell Sony 17 inch monitor on the floor
of the bedroom closet. I went outside, and I threw out some garbage, and I chatted with a
neighbor. I picked up my mail. I will now cook the same meal as yesterday. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 12:45 P.M.. I move the monitor around, but I put the 19 inch
Dell monitor on the right side of the bedroom window shelf, and I moved the 19 inch
CompUSA monitor to the Dell L1000R computer. The other monitors are as described. I
guess I could donate the 17 inch Dell Sony monitor to the Greenwich Hospital Thrift Shop.
I received the email notification from www.bestbuy.com , and I went up there in a lot of
traffic. I picked up the Acer LCD monitors at the Customer Service counter, and I drove
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back down in a lot of traffic. Each type of monitor cable comes with each monitor. I took
the VGA adapter off my DSUB on the video card, so each monitor is connected with one
each of the two different type cables. I put a couple more Encyclopedia Britannicas
underneath the left monitor, so they are at the same level. I used the other mounting
support for my Logitech web cam, and it is all setup just fine. I first had to do a Safe Boot
to get my Vista computer to recognize the monitors. When I enabled 1440 X 900 resolution
it automatically enabled dual display. I set the resolution at 75 MHz. I did not have to
install any other software with Vista, since the monitor are Vista ready plug and play.
They look and work just fine. I now have to straighten up the apartment, and I will save
the monitor boxes for a year or so. They have 3 year warranties from Acer. I chatted
with a relative who was upset at me spending money, but the relative always complained
about how my eyes looking so bad, so hopefully with the new Acer 19 inch LCD monitors,
they should be easier on my eyes. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 7:40 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I went
downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station
area. I sat out at various locations. After my walk, I drove down by the waterfront, and
some of the usual fishermen were there. I then returned home, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I ordered two Acer - 19" Widescreen Flat-Panel LCD Monitor - AL1916WABD
at www.bestbuy.com for $139.99 each with in store pickup and $16.80 for $296.78 total. I
have to wait until the store opens at 10 A.M. to receive in store pickup confirmation email.
Once I receive it, I will drive up there and pick them up. I will move the old 20 inch Dell
monitor from the primary computer to the Epox computer system, and I will put the 19
inch Dell with the Northgate System. I will move the 19 inch Dell from the Epox to the
Dell L1000R computer in the bedroom. I guess I will either save for backup the Dell 17
Sony monitor from the bedroom and the old CompUSA 19 inch monitor, or I could get rid
of one or both of them. I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will start
moving the monitors. All in a day's volunteer work. I can pay off my Chase Visa Credit
card debt when I get my renter's rebate in the fall. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 4:40 A.M.. I will now go out for an early morning walk.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 4:10 A.M.. Acer - 19" Widescreen Flat-Panel LCD Monitor AL1916WABD at www.bestbuy.com for $139.99. CIO
Note:<888> 07/16/07 Monday 3:50 A.M.. I was awake at 1:30 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dinners. My family does have other distant
connections with the Rockefellers. Grandma Scott's grandmother was a Davidson. Tom
Scott whom might have been my grandfather's grandfather was president of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and he organized the Standard Oil Trust for John D. Rockefeller
giving them a monopoly in hauling oil on the railroads. Tom Scott's telegraph operator
was Andrew Carnegie whom he leant books to. My father Louis Dale Scott once was
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received by David Rockefeller at the Chase Plaza, when he was trying to sell him Acrilan
carpet. Stillman Rockefeller was on the board of directors of Monsanto that owned
Chemstrand that produced Acrilan yarn for carpet. Fred Von Mierers once showed up in
the New York Post shaking hands with Nelson Rockefeller. Fred supposedly was
decorating a beach cabana for Nelson's house in Bermuda. Taylor Sterling Fred's partner
was the architect for the Rockefeller Ranch in Venezuela. Of course Billy Baldwin might
have done other things for them. I might have met Barbara Rockefeller one of the few
times I was at her town house in Manhattan, but most of the people there were foreigners
and did not speak English too well, so it was hard to tell what was going on there. A
Rockefeller daughter supposedly owned a small dress shop on Strait Wharf in Nantucket,
when I was there. Rockefellers are suppose to live in this area, but about 15 years ago, the
Greenwich Times printed the William Rockefeller family had moved away to Lakeville,
Connecticut. Stillman Rockefeller supposedly passed away a couple of years ago, and his
house if for sale for $25 million. I think Mary Rockefeller married an Italian and lives in
New Canaan, Connecticut. Of course some times the Rockefellers use alias names, so
people do not kidnap them, so it is hard to tell if I have had anymore dealings with any of
them. There is also a Rue Du Rockefeller in Paris, France, so maybe some of them live
over there. I also knew Scott Nelson who was a waiter at the Chart House in Irvington,
New York, and he use to be part of their catering team at Pocantico Hills, in North
Tarrytown, New York. I know one of our former neighbors Dorothy Bush had a son that
and grandson that became Presidents of the U.S.A., and I think her son knows Happy
Rockefeller, since she was sitting behind him at his President Inaugural Ceremony, when
he became President. I have met a number of people that looked like Nelson Rockefeller
over the years, but none of them used the Rockefeller name. I also used to walk by Abby
Rockefeller's house in Manhattan when I stayed at Fred Von Mierers, and I also use to
park outside John D. Rockefeller's apartment in Manhattan, when I stayed in Manhattan,
so I may have passed them on street. George Cary supposedly had lunch with Rodman
Rockefeller a couple of years ago. Back in 1967 we lived next to another Rockefeller family
up on North Street on Alpine Road, but they probably don't live there anymore. When we
were Dorthy Bush's neighbors, Avery Rockefeller was also another neighbor too. I see
somebody that looks like Godfrey Rockefeller all of the time at Starbucks on Greenwich
Avenue, but it might be just a look alike. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 5:00 P.M.. I chatted with a relative. Basically from what I
know about economics which is quite a bit can be explained simply. Basically all of the rich
people in America were able to barrow money from the Rothchilds to make money, and all
the Rothchilds were able to do was barrow money at a 1/4th of a percent interest from the
Kaiser of Germany. Thus if you owe money in America, you owe it to the Kaiser of
Germany. However, I already have credit with the Kaiser's accounts, since I have already
worked for virtually free for some of the Kaiser's staff personnel in America. It is sort of
hard to tell what the Kaiser of Germany looks like anymore, since he has leant out so much
money, he does not have any money to advertise himself in the penny press anymore. Of
course the Kaiser was just the German that was able to unite all of the various feudal
princes of the various German states, so in effect, the Kaiser is responsible to all of those
various feudal princes whom are still established in the areas he supervises. I am a bit
tired, so I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 3:55 P.M.. I am now in debt to the www.chase.com bank on
my Chase Visa Credit card for a total of $475.38, but I will look more presentable on
Greenwich Avenue. I hope David Rockefeller does not mind me going into debt, but pretty
much everyone else in America seems to be in debt to him. Even Lord Astor
granddaughter is leaving him a Buddha in her will. I have never met any Rockefellers
personally, except going to Greenwich Country Day, Mary Rockefeller was in my class, but
she was from the poorer side of their family. On my internet activity, I had a hit from
Ashville, North Carolina, so maybe some distant Dutch cousin at www.biltmore.com is
trying to get some attention. The last time I recall being there was when I traveled up
from Key West, Florida in 1978 towards the end of April, and I viewed the entrance
driveway of Biltmore, as I was looking for the Appalachian trial which I hiked for a few
days, before it began to snow, and I hitchhiked back with the same friend down to Key
West, Florida to wait until it warmed up a little bit more up north. I suppose there are still
some old timers trying to work their way north from south Florida with their thinned out
blood, and they are probably having a hard time adjusting to our cooler temperatures in
the north country compared to down south. There are Canadians whom make the trip
north to Canada from the Caribbean, so they have to get use to bigger temperature
changes. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 3:25 P.M.. Dinner was enjoyable. To complete my colder
weather wardrobe, I ordered with the 20% discount coupon 20% off of the
SierraTradingPost sale http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , you have to enter your
email address in the URL that you cut and paste this item Orvis Harris Tweed Hebidean
Plaid Jacket (For Men) - Save 62% in size 46 for $103.96 with 20% discount coupon plus
$12 ground shipping for $115.96 total a savings of $245.04. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 1:55 P.M.. For a small equestrian Barbour Riding Mac Long
Jacket - Waterproof (For Men) - Save 76% or chopper dude Motophoria Meridian
Motorcycle Jacket - Waterproof Isulated (For Men) - Save 60% , don't forget to use 20%
off of the SierraTradingPost sale http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , you have to enter
your email address in the URL that you cut and paste. I will now make my greasy spoon
special of burger with sauteed onions with melted cheese flavored with soy sauce with
flavored rice with steamed baby carrots and brocolli crowns, which I will eat with a glass of
iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 1:30 P.M.. Gourmet treat for the connaisseurs Smoked
Salmon Fillets - Save 35-70% on Famous Name Brands. I went outside, and I chatted with
some neighbors. I walked around the building. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 12:45 P.M.. On this page is how to get the extra 20% off of
the SierraTradingPost sale http://www.fatwallet.com/t/18/243140 , you have to enter your
email address in the URL that you cut and paste. I chatted with a relative. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 12:10 P.M.. I finished the house cleaning. I also took the
dead palm leaves off the palm tree. I threw out the garbage and old periodical literature.
I also pumped up the air in the bicycle tires to 65 Pounds Per Square Inch with the
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Slaymaker jump start system that has a air pump. I also straightened up the brown
entrance hallway carpet, so it is once again aligned. Thus the apartment is once again in
its more presentable state for diplomatic receptions of the diplomatic corps. Alas the
diplomatic corps do not have any fuel to come visit in this neck of the woods, since they
prefer the security of Starbucks next to the Greenwich Police station. I also ate a half can
of Spanish peanuts. I will not be going out today, since I am trying to have relaxing
Sunday after doing my house keeping chores. A lot of people in America do house keeping
on weekends, since they work during week days. There is not much on the tely, but old
Archie Leech movies. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 7:35 A.M.. BBC NEWS | Technology | The past is the future
at Bletchley Park .
Well its Sunday, and in the Dutch Church cleanliness is next to godliness, so since I have
not done apartment cleaning in a month, I think I will do my apartment cleaning today. I
will now put the computer on standby. CIO
Note:<888> 07/15/07 Sunday 5:20 A.M.. I woke up at 4 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I will make my bed and
wash the breakfast dishes shortly. In terms of my primary web site advertiser
www.ibm.com , one has to remember I.B.M. stands for International Business Machines.
One has to remember in International Business to think globally and not what is just on
local television. For example although it is summer here, and people whom can afford the
gasoline might be going to shore, in the southern hemisphere, where Australia, New
Zealand, Chile, Argentina, and South Africa are they are in the middle of winter. With the
higher prices of fuel, they probably can not escape their winter environments. There are
suppose to be a lot of exiled Germans in Bariloche, Argentina: San Carlos de Bariloche
City for the winter sports activities, if you do not feel like sitting around your air
conditioner here all summer here up north. In government research it is the coldest time in
Antarctica :: NASA Quest > Archives :: .
U.S. Antarctic Program: Welcome to the USAP Portal .
Current temperature there U.S. Antarctic Program: South Pole Webcam , so you should be
happy enjoying the moderate summer temperature here. At this time of the year, they are
iced in, and they can not get out of the place, so they have a bit of Cabin Fever.
nsf.gov Office of Polar Programs - PRSS - Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station .
South Pole Station - Antarctica Research Stations- Antarctic Connection .
Antarctica - The Antarctic Connection - South Pole
Global Monitoring Division
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Thus currently, I would say we have it pretty good around here in terms of weather here in
Greenwich, Connecticut U.S.A. However, generally during the warmer weather, we spend
our time getting ready for another longer colder winter. I am worried with the cooler
weather here this summer, we might have a longer colder winter this coming winter, which
would be more expensive for individuals to heat their homes and stay warm. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 07/14/07:
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 5:00 P.M.. BBC NEWS | Americas | US farewell to former
first lady .
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | 'Jules Verne' set for sea voyage
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | London's small but relentless dip
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Tests begin on Canaries telescope
http://newsimg.bbc.co.uk/media/images/42494000/jpg/_42494246_dolphinreveal.jpg
I will now send out my weekly notes. I will then shut down the primary computer, and I
will go to bed soon. Enjoy the evening. I ate two scoops of Dueto Italian ice a little while
ago. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 4:20 P.M.. From www.sierratradingpost.com I received
email for a 20% discount on a $100 order, so I ordered Marmot Needle Jacket - Insulated
Waterproof (For Men) - Save 60% or marmot.com or Needle Jacket Overview |
marmot.com as a clearence item for $120 with 20% discount for $96 and $10 UPS ground
shipping for $106 total. I ordered it in dark red extra large size, and I think it is suppose to
be a good casual jacket for colder weather. I know quite a few Europeans skiers wear
Marmot. I will now go back to my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 2:25 P.M.. I went outside, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I picked up my mail. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 12:15 P.M.. I went out after the last message. I went
downtown, and I chatted with a local. I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue,
and the train station area. I sat out at various locations. During my walk, I stopped by the
Greenwich Cigar store, and I played a Money Flurries scratch card for a dollar, and I won
$2 for a net dollar profit. I stopped by the Greenwich Hardware store, and I told them
about the Wright Brother Hardware store out in Manhasset, Long Island that has vintage
hardware items for older houses. I stopped by CVS, and their small garden supply shelf is
75% off, so I bought four 5 quart bags of Miracle Gro potting soil for $1.25 each and a
Scott's Scotts three pound bag of Classic Grass Seed Semilla De Gramma Quick Fix for
$1.25 plus .38 tax for $6.63 total. Thus I have some lawn care products in reserve. I am
not sure what I will do with the Grass seed, but I could pass it on to a relative if they ever
come through on a pit stop. I also can top up my house hold plants with more potting soil,
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when I have the time. I put it all in the left living room closet floor. After my walk, I went
by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon gasoline station, and I bought $14 of
premium self service gasoline at $3.699 a gallon for 3.785 gallons usage this week for 42.2
miles driving with two trips to Tod's Point in Old Greenwich for mileage odometer reading
of 114,415.7 miles for 11.14927 miles per gallon driving at local speeds mostly in town in
stop and go driving averaging my usual 13 miles per hour with the air conditioner going. I
then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a 1.75 quart container of Turkey Hill Dueto
Italian ice for $2.99, two Ocean Spray cranberry grape juice 64 ounce containers for $2
each, a top round London broil for $1.79 a pound for $7.77, a two pound bag of baby
carrots for $2.99, broccoli crowns at $1.99 a pound for $2.57, and organic green bananas at
.99 a pound for $2.33 for $22.65 total. I then returned home, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I chatted on the telephone with a friend. I then cut the London Broil into 1 to
1.5 inch chunks with my serrated knife that is also good for cutting home made bread, and
I filled my Cuisine Art up about half way with the chunks grinding the meat with a few
pulses, and then forming it into hand shaped hamburgers about 1.25 inches thick weighing
8 ounces that I weigh with my kitchen scale. I made nine all together, and I frozen six in
double plastic bags of two which I put in the freezer, and I have three fresh ones in the
refrigerator in a Rubbermaid container. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 5:50 A.M.. I ate the same meal as the last five out of six
days. As a minor editorial note, one can not really write much in web logs, other than
repeat public information, since the basic price of lawyers in this area start at $200 and go
up to several thousand or more dollars an hour depending on the expertise of one's lawyer.
In Washington D.C. where the Federal Government lawyers hold court, most of their
lawyers are middle grade lawyers, and the higher level lawyers seem to be in private
practice some of them after many years of government experience. From what I know Big
Time Corporate lawyers can even be more expensive than private litigation lawyers. Thus
basically in my web log, all I do is summarize what is general public knowledge from the
public relations departments of various news services. Most high level individuals do not
show up in uncontrolled public places, so they do not take the risk of litigation from
individuals trying to generate revenue from nuisance law suits with no merit. I will now
shut down the primary computer, and I will go out shortly, for one of my usual walks
downtown. I will try out my new Reeboks Reebok T0035 CL Riano in 6-10 Width:
Medium at Sears.com. I also received my Sears vacuum bags, and I put them with the
other set of them on the shelf in my bedroom closet. If I did not have so many recent
computer problems, I would have more time for a more thorough house cleaning and other
daily routines which are part of a normal suburban lifestyle. I currently can not afford to
order three bottles of this for $8.95 each to get a fourth bottle free which with shipping
would be about $38 Final Detail Made by Car Buffs for Car Buffs . CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 4:05 A.M.. What has me disturbed that I have not
mentioned in my notes is that this past Thursday, after I spent 25 hours restoring my
primary Vista computer operation, I went out at noon, and I returned at 4 P.M., and when
I returned my computer configuration was tampered with, as if someone had gained access
to my apartment and tampered with the equipment. I was able to quickly restore the
backup, but I still do not know if it is someone through the internet or actually gaining
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access to my apartment that tampers with my computer equipment wasting my time. I
obviously can not spend all of my time here watching my computer equipment, but what
has be disturbed is why anyone would waste their time and my time bothering me. I
chatted with a local security group about it. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 3:35 A.M.. I ordered PQI i810 mini I-Stick 2GB USB 2.0
Flash Drive with ReadyBoost, Pink for $19.99 with free shipping. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 2:55 A.M.. This item on getting Ready Boost pen drives to
work Enable Vista Readyboost For Any Pendrive « Geeks Bearing Gifts . However, this
one Newegg.com - Crucial Gizmo! 2GB Flash Drive (USB2.0 Portable) Model
CT2GBUFDBLKHA0 - Retail that I own does work. PQI i810 mini I-Stick 2GB USB 2.0
Flash Drive with ReadyBoost, Pink for $20 with free shipping. Or these Search Result . Of
course you don't know if they work in your own particular system, until you try them.
These search results list the Sandisk pen drive that did not work on my computer
Newegg.com - Buy Computer Parts, PC Components, Laptop Computers, Digital Cameras
and more! . CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 2:30 A.M.. City of Albion, Illinois : Information Resources
for Albion Residents and Visitors. is where this trucker was from Serial killer may be
Tennessee trucker, police say - CNN.com and Alleged serial killer acted odd, hometown
says - CNN.com . My paternal grandmother's family had relatives further south in
Robinson, Illinois. From what I can tell on the news story, there is no feed back as to
weather the trucker made deliveries to the Arnold Bread factory nearby in Byram,
Connecticut supplying them with flour from Archer Daniel Midland Company in Decatur,
Illinois. Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) probably has money, since I think their
produce a lot of Ethanol also, and I think John Andreas its founder also lives in this area,
and many years ago, Happy Rockefeller was on the board of directors of ADM. Whether
anyone was done in in this area by this trucker, there is no feed back from the local media
or law enforcement. However, we get so many people coming through this area, it is
frequently had for the locals to sort it all out. I hope the trucker is not a relative, but he
has my paternal grandfather Scott's look, which tends not to make me feel too secure about
myself. CIO
Note:<888> 07/14/07 Saturday 1:45 A.M.. I slept away Friday the 13th. I ate about a
fourth of a can of Spanish peanuts. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 6:50 P.M.. I chatted with a relative who is having a cocktail. I
showered, and I cleaned up. Well today is Friday the 13th, I am not sure if it is safe to go
out or not. I will have to think about it. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 4:20 P.M.. I woke up at noon, when a relative called from
www.homedepot.com in Biddeford, Maine. I made a few telephone calls concerning the
earlier report. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with
olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third
mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee
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with milk and sugar. About 3 P.M. the order for two pairs of Reebok T0035 CL Riano in
6-10 Width: Medium at Sears.com in size 9.5 medium for $29.99 each and a package of 8
upright vacuum bags Ultracare 609757 Kenmore U Upright Allergen Filtration Vacuum
Bags at Sears.com for $10.99 plus .77 sales tax and $7.11 ground shipping for $78.85 total is
UPS: Tracking Information arrived. The shoes fit just fine. I put one pair out to wear, and
the other pair and the empty shoe box, I stored in the left living room closet. I chatted with
a relative about the story. I threw out the garbage, and I chatted with a neighbor. There
was a young fawn out on the lawn exploring its turf. I will now make my bed and wash the
breakfast dishes. I will also water the plants. There is no need to do house cleaning today,
since the apartment is not yet that dirty. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 4:40 A.M.. I ate two toasted English muffins with olive oil. I
made a couple of telephone calls. I will now go to bed shortly. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 3:40 A.M.. Well, there might be a Greenwich, Connecticut
connection, since Albion, Illinois is near Decatur, Illinois, and Decatur, Illinois is where all
the grain trucks for the George Weston Arnold Bakery come from Archer Daniel Midland
Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) .
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 3:20 A.M.. As I have written before according to www.fbi.gov
statistics, at any given time, there are 250 serial killers lose in the United States of America,
a serial killer being someone that has killed two or more people. It is rather strange, this is
what James Edward Eldert from Syracuse, New York might look like today Serial killer
may be Tennessee trucker, police say - CNN.com . When I first got on the internet, it said
the Eldert family were from Decatur, Illinois nearby where this trucker is from.
Whatever, the case if I were local Greenwich, Connecticut law enforcement, I would try to
find out that if in his truck driving activities, he ever visited this area. Jimmy Eldert
looked a little bit like the actor Kurt Russell from what I can tell. Helen Kress Williams
the head trustee of Vassar College told me we should keep an eye on him, but she never
told me for what reason. Of course it all might be coincidence. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 2:25 A.M.. I also ate the last four scoops of Maple Walnut ice
cream. Although I should eat low cholesterol food at my age, all of the high cholesterol
food is cheaper. About the only cheap low cholesterol food is Carolina rice. It seems
unusual around here for this time of year that a lot of people seem to be low on food with
the higher prices of fuel, but also with the lost of European Honey Bee population in North
America, the plants that provide our food were not pollinated, so less of the food will be
available this coming winter. I saw a very large person at my 3 P.M. appointment today,
so he must be from somewhere else. He is about half the size of what Roger Schultz was
when I met him 17 years ago, whom I have not seen in about 16 years. However, more than
likely living in this area with the higher prices recently, Roger has thinned down unless he
knows someone that owns a grocery store or turkey farm. CIO
Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 2:10 A.M.. I went through my email. Not much happening,
everyone is on vacation. During the last two days, I also ate a 5.5 ounce tube of Pringle
Sour Cream and Onion potato chips. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/13/07 Friday 1:15 A.M.. Note to wcbstv.com - CBS 2 Investigates .
Dear Sirs:
I worked briefly at C.B.S. news as a clerk typist in the summer of 1973 during Watergate.
Some people seem to think I still work for you.
John Phillips who got me the job at C.B.S. still lives in Riverside, Connecticut.
Since I came off Nantucket in December 1983, and retired on disability in Greenwich,
Connecticut, I have noticed in my
Normal routine there are a high number of Italians whom seem to constantly observe me
for no unusual reason like they
Are curious as to what I am up to. Since I lived in Manhattan and Italy too, I am use to
seeing Italians.
Whatever the case in Key West, Florida, James Edward Eldert from Syracuse, New York
looked like me back in the mid 1970s, and he had worked
As a secretary for Jacob Javitts, and he carried C.B.S. stationary with him. He was E.
Howard Hunt’s godson of the Bay of Pigs, and his grandfather was
Richard Nixon’s neighbor in Key Biscayne, Florida, and he was my neighbor on India
Street in Nantucket. His last known address that I had was
The Malibu Colony out in California. He knew the Kennedy group in Nantucket, since
they were more his age. My roommate in college at
www.lfc.edu was a next door neighbor of the Bobby Kennedy’s in Hyannisport. Since I
looked a bit like Jimmy, people would mistake us occasionally.
I was told here in Greenwich at the Stop and Shop at Thanksgiving that Ted Kennedy
keeps his money in Tahiti.
Since the local news story her for many years was the Moxley murder, possibly people
thought I was looking into it.
I was a back country person in those days and not a waterfront person. I knew Paul
White from the Budweiser beer
Fortune and Gregg Burns from the Burns security family in the Moxley neighborhood, and
after the event, they would
No longer chat with me. From what I can tell, if the Italians keep constant surveillance on
me, there must be a reason.
Possibly the New York mafia set up Skakel. Also the Moxleys lived near a highway ramp,
so anyone could have come off the
Highway. What got me to thinking about it away from computers today is too veterans
whom are Italian and were stationed
In Key West during World War II told me at the Tod’s Point beach today, I could be killed
there for $10, which seem like rather
Odd conversation, but I was shot at the same location in the southwest parking area about
six years ago in May when current President Bush was on a campaign
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Swing in the area. It would seem to me that since Jimmy Eldert probably knew the
Skakels in Nantucket, since he dated Ted
Kennedy’s doctor’s daughter that more than likely, he might have noticed something out
there that I did not notice, since I was
Busy working all of the time.
I do know in Greenwich before the Moxley murder, I had tried to quit smoking by camping
out at the lake at Conyers Farm with a few
Of the local Greenwich high school kids. One person that showed up was a dishwasher
from the Bum Steer a nearby youth bar, and the
Dishwasher told us he was from Michigan. In later years when the I saw the dishwasher’s
picture in the news at an older age, it possibly
Was Mark Furman, if it were he could have been in Greenwich at the time of the Moxley
murder.
That summer after leaving Greenwich, I continued to camp out in Nantucket, where I
might have gotten the unknown disease
Called Lyme Disease then called Rocky Mountain spotted fever. Anyway, at the time of
the Moxley murder, I was institutionalized
For Nicotine withdrawal, and that New Years, I took a six month job next to the C.B.S.
affiliate in Greenville, South Carolina, the first
C.N.N. or Cable outlet out of Atlanta. When I returned back to this area in the summer
and eventually started going north and south
With the seasons, I did not follow the Moxley news stories. From what I know, the Italians
do not like the Irish, so possibly they set
Up Skakel. For years there was a Polish fisherman around the waterfront whom claimed
to be Meyer Lansky’s nephew, so from what I
Can tell including seeing Gotti family members out here that more than likely, there could
have been a setup in the Moxley murder.
Whatever, the case why do the Italians seem to keep such a close eye on me with all of the
millions of people whom travel
Through this town every week. It would seem that something is Rotten in Denmark. I do
not watch C.B.S, since it is too liberal,
And I actually read more news off the internet particularly the B.B.C.
Think About It.
Michael Louis Scott
71 Vinci Drive
Apt. # 206
Greenwich, Connecticut
06830-2902
U.S.A.
203-531-6754
203-532-5475
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Web Activity Below.
Yours Truly,
Mike Scott

CIO
Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 9:25 P.M.. I went outside, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I made a few routine telephone calls. I was told that the Sheriffs Department
in Key West, Florida is now answering the telephone at the Casa Marina, but they have a
full house down there as if anyone really cares up here in the summer. I was told by my
friends in Sea Island, Georgia, there is now a Trident Submarine base down there, so
possibly some people from New London, Connecticut are learning about Southern
Hospitality. I think they think I am Tom Sawyer from Key West, Florida, which is a role
that I played down there when I was in my mid 20's since I had not read much Hemingway,
and I never read Billy Budd, but I saw the movie, and I recall in the paperback book I had
in Nantucket on Billy Budd, he wore a red flannel shirt, like I use to wear when I did not
bother bringing my wardrobe along with me from Greenwich, Connecticut. I was told
today by the two veterans at Tod's Point from Byram, that you can get killed at Tod's Point
for $10, and I reminded them that one supposedly could get killed in Key West, Florida for
$5. I currently have enough influence, I could arrange a local Federal Marshall's
Convention to see what these characters are up to, if you get my drift. CIO
Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 7:15 P.M.. I went out after the last message. I chatted
with some neighbors. I went out in my car, and I took Interstate I-95 East from Exit 2 to
Exit 5, and I went by Staples in Old Greenwich, and I returned the Sandisk USB pen drive
that did not work with Vista for $21.18 total cash refund. I formatted it before returning
it. I bought a spare set of Maxell stereo lifetime warrantyear buds to go with my Sandisk
MP3 player to have in reserver. They are white. I then went by the www.mobil.com
Express Car Wash, and I got the basic car wash for $5.99. I then drove out to Tod's
Point. They are having the Sidewalk Sales going on in Old Greenwich, so lots of people are
in downtown Old Greenwich. It is hard to get through town. I chatted with some retired
Italian Fisherman at the Southwest parking area whom were stationed in Key West,
Florida during World War II, and I told them what was happening when I was down there
many years ago. I then sat out briefly at the southeast picnic area. I then went to my
regular Thursday 3 P.M. appointment. I then returned home the long way around, since
there was a wreck at West Putnam Avenue and Western Junior High. I missed the UPS
delivery for my Reebok shoes from Sears and the vacuum bags, but they will try
tomorrow. I did not see a UPS delivery slip when I came in, but the internet said they
tried to make a delivery at 3:33 P.M., when I was out. I then made and ate the same meal
as two night ago. I will now go through my email. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 11:50 A.M.. A good place to cool off Balmoral Castle and
Estate, online shop, gift shop, holiday cottages, fishing, scotland . I backed up the new
Vista setup to 9 DVDs this morning. I threw out the garbage. I chatted with a tech
magazine. I was bothered by a neighbor that I asked not to bother me. CIO
Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 8:40 A.M.. Royal Insight > Out and About > Holyrood
Week, 27 June to 6 July 2007 . BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Astronomers claim galaxy
record . I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive
oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk
and sugar. I will now make my bed, and I will wash the breakfast dishes. I will then
shower and clean up. One feels better through out the day, if one showers and cleans up at
the beginning of the day. CIO
Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 7:50 A.M.. BBC NEWS | Entertainment | BBC apologises
over Queen clips . I woke up at 6:30 A.M.. It takes 12.5 minutes to boot up the new Vista
installation down from 15 minutes. I have about 17 years of files stored on the computer,
and Vista indexes them every time it boots up to have them indexed in its search engine.
Before I installed Office 2007 Professional it took three minutes to fully boot up, but
installing Office 2007 Professional caused it to take longer and transferring the files back
from the second hard drive to the first hard drive. I installed the Vista updates available
today. I will now eat my regular breakfast. I have a 3 P.M. appointment this afternoon.
CIO
Note:<888> 07/12/07 Thursday 12:15 A.M.. TS2 Event Manhattan August 30, 2007
BBC NEWS | Americas | Obituary: Lady Bird Johnson
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/11/07 Wednesday 11:30 P.M.. I was awake yesterday at 8 P.M.. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive oil, a one third
mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranraspberry
juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I
chatted with a relative. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I picked up my
mail. On the Vista primary computer, I copied the files that I needed to save from the first
hard drive to the second hard drive. I then did a quick low level format of the C: drive,
and I reinstalled Vista X86, and then I installed the updates and configured the computer.
I finished configuring the computer and restoring the backup files at 3 P.M. this afternoon.
My order four cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com arrived. I threw out the garbage, and I picked up my mail.
I backed up the new Vista configuration from the first hard drive to the Bytecc external
hard drive and also to Maxtor external hard drive. I also backed it up from the first hard
drive to the second hard drive. I chatted with a friend. I took a three hour nap earlier this
evening. At 6 P.M. the order for 46 regular size from JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Clearance
Center a JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 3-Button Wool Blazer-Internet Style Only in
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cream for $49 and a JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 2-Button Sueded Microfiber
Sportcoat-Colors Light Sand & Light Green - WHILE SUPPLIES LAST in LT Green and
LT Sand for $19.99 each and $11.95 two day UPS shipping for $100.93 total, UPS tracking
is UPS: Tracking Information arrived. They are really very nice warm weather sports
coats and they look and fit quite well. I hung them in my left living room closet. I threw
out the box. After my nap, I finished backing up the computer, and I am watching a bit of
the Philadelphia Story while doing it. The Philadelphia story is about a member of the
Scott family who once danced with the Prince of Wales, and in her older days, she died in
her mid 90s, when she was cleaning out her mule's staple, and the mule kicked her. She
was the heir to Scott Paper. After configuring the new Vista setup which is pretty much
the same as the old one, but with the new installation, new drivers, and same programs,
except I did not install the World Book Encyclopedia, Microsoft Encarta 2003, and Mavis
Bacon Teaches typing. When I first configured the Vista computer after copying the files
back to it, it still took 15 minutes to boot up, but the last boot up only took five minutes. I
will now go through my email. Last night I ate a half can of Spanish peanuts. Today I ate
a Boston Market 9.5 sirloin tips dinner and later on a 10 ounce Boston Market chicken
mesquite dinner. I also ate two scoops of Maple Walnut ice cream. CIO
Note:<888> 07/10/07 Tuesday 9:30 A.M.. I chatted with a relative. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/10/07 Tuesday 9:00 A.M.. I tried to find out about my extra Motorola
wireless telephone charges, but AT&T keeps bouncing me around their computers, and it
is hard to get a human with the answer. I ate three scoops of Maple Walnut ice cream.
» Vista SP1 beta 1 to launch in mid-July | All about Microsoft | ZDNet.com
The http://connect.microsoft.com/ web site says that I was sent an invitation to beta test
Vista SP1 beta 1, but I have not yet received it in my email. I emailed them that I am
interested in beta testing it. I noticed this evening on the south side of the Greenwich Train
station that Renaissance Capital has offices located in that building. I don't know anything
about them, other than it says Renaissance Capital - Profile they are connected with
Cyprus according to the fine print at the bottom of the page. CIO
Note:<888> 07/10/07 Tuesday 5:30 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I went
downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station
area. I sat out at various locations. After my walk, I drove down by the waterfront, and
then I returned home. I ate the same meal as the last few days. I also eat two ears of
steamed corn on the cob. On the FIC server, I installed some of the free U3 programs to
have available. Not much happening on a quiet warm night. CIO
Note:<888> 07/10/07 Tuesday 1:10 A.M.. If you have the gasoline to go to Elmsford, New
York Sam's Club - One Day Pass to use www.samsclub.com . I ate 40% of a can of
Planter's Spanish peanuts. Not much happening in this neck of the woods. I will now go
out for walk on Greenwich Avenue, since it is cooler out, and not much really is happening
here for the low budget crowd. It will take a few minutes to get ready to venture out into
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the early morning ambience of downtown Greenwich, Connecticut on early Tuesday
morning. CIO
Note:<888> 07/10/07 Tuesday 12:30 A.M.. Inside the Mind of a Hacker
Someone seems to be hacking my computer tonight, so I chatted with one of the usual
security groups around here.
Tracking on the Sears upright vacuum bags is UPS: Tracking Information .
» Are Microsoft’s patent lawyers really this dumb? | All about Microsoft | ZDNet.com
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 11:25 P.M.. Shipping on the two pairs of Reebok T0035 CL
Riano in 6-10 Width: Medium at Sears.com in size 9.5 medium for $29.99 each and a
package of 8 upright vacuum bags Ultracare 609757 Kenmore U Upright Allergen
Filtration Vacuum Bags at Sears.com for $10.99 plus .77 sales tax and $7.11 ground
shipping for $78.85 total is UPS: Tracking Information . The Vacuum bags have not yet
shipped. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 11:15 P.M.. After the last message, I went outside, and I
chatted with some neighbors, and then I picked up the mail. I went to bed. A relative left
a message on the answering machine about The Genographic Project - Human Migration,
Population Genetics, Maps, DNA and How to Participate - The Genographic Project . I
went to bed until about 7 P.M.. I chatted with the relative. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with
a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice,
one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranraspberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I chatted with my
relative in Maine. Another relative had their house burn down on the beach in Holland,
Michigan. Apparently some kids set a bomb fire on the beach, and it spread to the
adjacent land. The house of a United States senator also burned down. The houses were
near the Castle Park complex. I made my bed, and I showered, and I cleaned up. I
shucked the six ears of corn outside at the dumpster. I saw someone that looked like Steve
Ballmer going into Starbucks this morning, but it could have just as easily been Wayne
Huizenga. Older bald men tend to look the same. I have noticed recently downtown on my
evening walks that a lot of the local female population is upset that the local male
population around town pub crawling at night are overly aggressive. I heard one female
patron of the wine bar beneath the Banker's Trust Building complain about being felt up at
the bar. Greenwich tends to have a professional group of business people, so any visitors
or locals should conduct themselves accordingly. We obviously also have a Vice Squad in
a town like Greenwich, Connecticut. In Italy when the local men tend to get overly
aggressive, they usually use 400 to 500 pound women to toss the bums out of the place they
happen to frequent. Much could happen to be the same here, since we have the
capability. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 11:50 A.M.. I need to fix the front license plate frame on my
Buick wagon which has a broken plastic frame. I could use this Devcon Plastic Welder for
Plastics and Composites-10% off For Full Case Orders , but a minimal order would cost
me $21.25. They have it in cream color for about $6 at the Greenwich Hardware store, so I
might get it there. However, it also comes in clear and black, and the web page looks like
theirs is black. Six of one half dozen of another, but the license plate frame is black. I
went ahead and ordered the front license plate frame from Minchin Buick Minchin BuickPontiac-GMC, Inc. - Pre-Owned Used And New Car Sales - Leasing, Financing - Trade-Ins
Welcome for $32.86 with tax. I have already tried to glue the current frame with CVS
Super Glue gel, and it did not hold. The current frame with the broken plastic frame on it
has the plastic piece vibrate in the wind making an odd noise. I will now go to bed. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 10:30 A.M.. It will be hot the next couple of days. I ate a 5
ounce bag of Wise Barbeque potato chips with some iced tea. If the heat is too much for
you, you can try using about an eighth of a teaspoon of India hot curry in a glass of
vegetable juice, and the curry is suppose to help you not feel the heat, and the vegetable
juice helps you not taste the curry. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will
go to bed soon. Nothing going around here, but a bunch of Old Guard types clipping
coupons, and their wives trying to save a little money. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 9:30 A.M..
Test Your Firewall
eMachines W3609 Refurbished Intel Desktop Computer - Intel Celeron D 3.33GHz,
512MB DDR2, 120GB SATA II, DVD±RW DL, Flash Media Reader, 10100 LAN,
Windows Vista Home Basic RB-W3609 at TigerDirect.com $240.
Office Depot - Office Supplies, Furniture, Technology $10 off $25 coupon
Steak for two $100
http://www.mortons.com/website/images/welcome/steak_and_seafood2.jpg .
Tech school attracts Greenwich students - Greenwich Time
BBC NEWS | UK | UK Politics | Blair 'rescued Brown from toilet'
Polar bear keeper 'burned out' - CNN.com
Boeing Rolls Out the Dreamliner
Greenwich Concours d'Elegance - The Parking Lot - Autoblog
CIO
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Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 8:55 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I chatted with
a neighbor. I went by the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then
mailed the two letters at the central Greenwich post office. I then walked the entire length
of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I stopped by the Greenwich Cigar store,
and I bought a dollar scratch card #31 EA$Y 10's, but I lost. I then chatted with a few
morning people. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Service Exxon gasoline station,
and I told them about Ron's Antique Cars just east of the new Super Stop and Shop in
Kennebunk, Maine, and his telephone number is 1-207-967-4703. He might still have the
1994 Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon with 70,000 original miles in very good condition
with like new Michelin tires for $4,500. However, the rich types around here do not seem
interested in saving money, so I guess he did not take the hint. Of course only Exxon could
afford to keep a car like that going at today's current gasoline prices. Maybe I should tell
www.shell.com . I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought two Boston Market
Chicken Mesquite 10 ounce dinners for $2 each, three Boston Market Sirloin beef tips 9.5
ounce dinners for $2 each, a 16 ounce container of Billy Bee Pure Clover Canadian Honey
for $3.59, and six ears of Sweet corn on the cob for $1 for $14.59 total. I then returned
home. I chatted with some neighbors. I put away my purchases. I ate two scoops of
Maple Walnut ice cream. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 5:45 A.M.. One of these days, I might be able to afford this
Final Detail S/2 Top Shelf Series Spray Wax & Towel Kit at QVC $16 and $4.97 shipping.
It is suppose to be easy to apply and polish unlike other car waxes. Boeing unveils first
assembled 787 Dreamliner - CNN.com . After dinner, I filled out the annual State of
Connecticut Department of Social Services annual review, and I made copies of the
documents to go with it, and I have it ready to mail. I also made out a check to mail with
my annual property tax bill on the car which is higher than it should be since it is for the
Volvo, but they told me they would refund the difference sometime in the future. I will
now go out an mail the two letters, and I will probably sit out briefly downtown. CIO
Note:<888> 07/09/07 Monday 3:10 A.M.. I woke up at 5 P.M. today. I went out without
cleaning up, and I chatted briefly with a neighbor. I then went by the ATM machine at the
Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went by Staples in Old Greenwich, and I bought
Staples Circular Savings SanDisk® 2GB Readyboost® USB flash drive for $19.98 and a
$1.20 tax for $21.18 total. However, when I got home, it did not work with Vista. It has
the U3 brings the power of portable software to your USB flash drive - make it a smart
drive! feature, and it works just fine with the FIC server running XP Professional. It is
suppose to be updated with its U3 software, so it will eventually work with Vista according
to the note at the bottom of this page SanDisk | Products | Driver Downloads | USB Flash
Drives | <p>U3 LaunchPad Installer</p> . I tried formatting it with the US Launchpad
removal tool SanDisk | Products | Driver Downloads | USB Flash Drives | U3 Launchpad
Removal Tool , but it still would not work with Vista. I reinstall the LaunchPad tool from
the download. After Staples, I went by the Mobil Express Car wash, but they were closed.
I then went out to the southwest parking area at Tod's Point, and I chatted with a
fisherman with a Buick Roadmaster sedan similar to my Buick wagon. I then went by the
southeast beach area. I then tried to go by CVS in Old Greenwich, but they were closed. I
then went by CVS at the Riverside Shopping Plaza. I bought three 5 ounce bars of CVS
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beauty soap for .69 each and two 1.09 ounce containers of Italian seasoning for .99 each
plus .12 tax for $4.17. I got $2 in bonus buck, so I bought three more 5 ounce bars of CVS
beauty soap for .69 each for $2.07 less the $2 coupon for 7 cents total. I then went by the
Food Emporium at the Riverside shopping plaza. I bought two boxes of 10 quart packages
of dried milk for $6.99 for each box, and four 64 ounce containers of Adam and Eve light
cranberry juice for $2 each for $21.98 total. I then went by CVS on Greenwich Avenue
and both store are sold out of Oregano, so I bought two more 1.09 ounce containers of
Italian spices for .99 each and two 2.82 ounce containers of imitation bacon bits for .50 each
for $2.98 total. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Service Exxon gasoline station,
and I put 35 PSI rear and 32 PSI front air pressure in the car. I then filled up the Buick
wagon with $15 of premium self service gasoline at $3.699 a gallon for 4.054 gallons for
46.7 miles driving in the last eight day at a current odometer setting of 114372 miles. That
means I am getting 11.52 miles per gallon in local stop and go driving averaging 13 miles
per hour with the air conditioner going. I then returned home. I put away my purchases.
I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive oil, a one
third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranraspberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
milk and sugar. I chatted with a relative. I worked with the SanDisk 2 gigabyte USB pen
drive SanDisk | Products | USB Flash Drives | New Cruzer Micro . I transferred the files
that I want to backup to it from the Vista computer to the FIC server, and then I
transferred them to the USB pen drive. I still have about a gigabyte space left on the USB
pen drive. I installed it on upper rear of the FIC server in a USB 2.0 port. It works quite
fast. One the order for 46 regular size from JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Clearance Center a
JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 3-Button Wool Blazer-Internet Style Only in cream for
$49 and a JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 2-Button Sueded Microfiber Sportcoat-Colors
Light Sand & Light Green - WHILE SUPPLIES LAST in LT Green and LT Sand for
$19.99 each and $11.95 two day UPS shipping for $100.93 total, UPS tracking is UPS:
Tracking Information . I took the 32 meg. USB 1.0 pen drive out of the car, since it does
not work with the FM radio signal sender. I also took out the PNY 512 meg. USB 2.0
drive, and I erased its songs, and I am using it for backup on the Vista computer. I will
now make and eat the same meal as the last two nights. CIO
Note:<888> 07/08/07 Sunday 6:10 A.M.. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I
will go to bed soon. Have a good day. CIO
Note:<888> 07/08/07 Sunday 5:40 A.M.. I will now eat a few scoops of Maple Walnut ice
cream. I did not eat any yesterday morning like I said I was going to do. CIO
Note:<888> 07/08/07 Sunday 5:25 A.M.. I did a little bit of bottom fishing on the internet
for some new walking shoes. At www.sears.com , I bought two pairs of Reebok T0035 CL
Riano in 6-10 Width: Medium at Sears.com in size 9.5 medium for $29.99 each and a
package of 8 upright vacuum bags Ultracare 609757 Kenmore U Upright Allergen
Filtration Vacuum Bags at Sears.com for $10.99 plus .77 sales tax and $7.11 ground
shipping for $78.85 total. With my previous shoe orders and what I already have, I should
have enough walking shoes for the next few years. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/08/07 Sunday 2:40 A.M.. I put away the laundry after the last message. I
went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station
area. There were a few pub crawlers out. I sat out at various locations. I drove down by
the waterfront, and there were a half dozen fishermen on the pier on Steamboat Road
fishing. I then returned home. Not much happening on a quiet summer's night. I guess
not too many people go pub crawling anymore with the higher prices of alcohol and the
stricter enforcement of DWI Driving While Intoxicated laws. For anyone whom needs to
get away from it all. You could trying going to Lanzarote Lanzarote.com, Offers on Hotels
Reservation the Northeast Canary Island about a couple hundred miles off the coast of the
west African Sahara desert. Then when one is there with all of the tourists in Lanzarote,
one could go to the less deserted west side of the island where there is a small sandy cove
surrounded by cliffs where on a clear night, one can see million of stars without the aid of a
telescope, and see how bright the heavens really are on a clear night away from the Big
City Lights. Iberia L.A.E. can get you there. However, you might need to watch out for
any sea creatures. Before going out, I did a Complete PC backup from the first hard drive
to the second hard drive. CIO
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 11:25 P.M.. I reheated and ate the same dinner as last
night, which I ate with a glass of iced tea. I have 45 minutes to go on the dry cycle of the
laundry. I will now shower and clean up. After I put away the laundry, I will go out for a
walk. CIO
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 10:20 P.M.. You can get it here for $50 Amazon.com: Used
and New: SanDisk Sansa C150 2GB Black MP3 Player - SDMX5-2048-A18 /
SDMX52048A18 .
Or Amazon.com: Used and New: SanDisk SDMX7-2048 Sansa c250 2 GB MP3 Player .
Amazon.com: SanDisk SDMX7-2048 Sansa c250 2 GB MP3 Player: Electronics for $59.99
plus shipping, only two left. They are about the size of two Bic Lighters side by side.
I started two loads of laundry in the washer machine, and I have about 15 minutes to go on
the wash cycle. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 07/07/07:
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 9:20 P.M.. Prepaid Cell Phones/GoPhone - AT&T,
formerly Cingular Wireless and Prepaid cell phone, GoPhone - AT&T, formerly Cingular
Wireless. I am still waiting for the laundry room to be freed up. I went through my
email. I will now send out my weekly email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 7:45 P.M.. I woke up at 9 A.M. when a relative called. I
woke up again at 2 P.M., and I chatted with a relative. I woke up at 4 P.M., when a
relative called. I ordered a relative two books of the internet. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana, a toasted square bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranraspberry juice with certo
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and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I configured
Ubuntu on the Northgate Syntax computer. I installed the XP home updates on it. I can
not back it up, since the second hard drive is locked in XP with Ubuntu on it. I guess it is
partitioned differently. I installed the XP Professional updates on the Epox computer. I
did an XP Professional ASR backup on the Epox computer from the first hard drive to a
second hard drive. I chatted with a neighbor. I put clean linens on my bed. I will do
laundry in a little while when the laundry room is free. I picked up my mail. I threw out
some garbage. I chatted with some neighbors. CIO
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 6:30 A.M.: I paid my monthly electric bill at www.cl-p.com
of $187 monthly average. From www.ordersmokesdirect.com I bought 4 cartons of New
York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box for $12.49 a carton plus $9.49 shipping for $59.45
total. I went through my email. I took the Vista Beta 3 Longhorn server off the Northgate
Syntax computer, and I put Ubuntu on the second hard drive, so it can boot either Ubuntu
of XP Home. I watched part of a movie.
BBC NEWS | Business | Boeing prepares for 787 premiere
Old Europe's Realty Riches - Forbes.com
Microsoft Apologizes for Lack of Vista Ultimate Extras - News and Analysis by PC
Magazine
Newegg.com - Panasonic NNSD967S Luxury Full-Size Stainless Microwave Oven - Retail
$160 plus $24 shipping for $184.
PANASONIC - NNSD967S - 2.2cf Microwave- SS $160 plus $10 shipping for $170 or $14
less than above.
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I will eat a few
scoops of Maple Walnut ice cream. CIO
Note:<888> 07/07/07 Saturday 1:00 A.M.: Dinner was delicious. I will try installing
www.ubuntu.com on the Northgate Syntax computer on its second hard drive along with
XP home. Free shipping on this if you have a small apartment Target : Danby Countertop
Dishwasher - DDW496W $179.99, but I would also get the three year service contract at
the bottom of the page for another $19. I do not think it would work with my kitchen
faucet, since the aerator tends to fall off, since its threads are a bit sheared. However, as a
professional dishwasher without that many dishes to wash, I do not mind washing my own
dishes anyway. CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 10:55 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I sat out at various
locations. I used the bathroom at the Senior and the Arts Center. I then tried going by
the Food Emporium at 9:30 P.M., but they looked like they were closed. I returned home,
and I the MP3 Player was fully loaded. On its 2 gigabyte hard drive, it has about 333 megs
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of free space and about 350 songs. One can select songs by artists, and it plays quite well
with the ear buds that came with it. I checked out its features, and it is quite a handy
device. I have three pairs of Metal Hydride AAA rechargeable batteries that I got at CVS
as a clearance item about a year ago, and I am charging up 4 of them, and I will use them
for the MP3 player. I think you are suppose to get 13 hours for a regular AAA alkaline
battery, so it might be slightly less for the rechargeable metal hydride batteries. They will
be fully charged at 3 A.M.. I have the Radio Shack battery recharger underneath the
living room Sony television. I set the volume for the loud setting, so one might have to
lower it, and it will would work with the Sony headset with the high setting. It has a very
good FM radio too, and one can put pictures or audio books or make recording with it. It
is about the size of two BIC lighters. I put it in my AT&T wireless headset belt clip. I do
not listen to music when I am outside the apartment, since I like to keep my ears opened. I
could use it with the FM radio device in the car, but most of the same music is on it, but I
would be able to more easily select the music, if I were going on a long trip. One can get
similar belt clips at Jembro in Port Chester, New York for $4. I will now do this.
I opened up the package of six boneless chicken breasts, and I put four of them in a large
flat Rubbermaid container. I then rinsed off the other two in cold water, and I dried them
with a paper towel. I then put a thin coat of olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish, and on a separate
plate, I rubbed the bottom side of the boneless chicken breasts with olive oil, and then I
spread a thick coating of seasoned bread crumbs on it, and then I did the same with the top
side and the other boneless chicken breasts. I then put them in the Pyrex pie dish, and I
baked them in the Farberware convection oven at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 35 minutes. I
also made up a batch of http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm to which I also
added one teaspoons of Kikkoman soy sauce and Old Bay Seasoning and chicken bullion
seasoning. I ate half, and I put the other half in a Rubbermaid container in the
refrigerator. I also steamed in a two quart Revere pot with steamer tray and lid about 1.5
cups of baby carrots and broccoli crowns for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner
heat, and I put some olive oil on the vegetables, I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 7:45 P.M.: I am synchronizing my MP3 files using the
Windows Media Player with the SanDisk Sansa C150 MP3 Player. I am half way through
importing them. I have a better Sony headset to use with it that the ear buds that came
with it. I threw out my old periodical literature and the garbage. I watered the plants,
and I put more white vinegar out in the scent bowl. Local weather hazard through 8:15
P.M. National Weather Service Watch Warning Advisory Summary . I will now shower
and clean up, and I will go out. CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 4:25 P.M.: I had a telephone call from an associate about 10
A.M. this morning. I was awake at 2 P.M.. I went out, and I checked the mail, but it had
not arrived yet. A little while ago http://www.upsmi.net/packageID/PackageIDPresearch.asp?strPackageID=02799453170502931001 for
Buy.com - SanDisk Sansa c150 2GB MP3 Player SDMX5-2048-A18 - SDMX5-2048-A18 for
$49.97 with free shipping arrived. I ordered in 46 regular from JoS. A. Bank Clothiers Clearance Center a JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 3-Button Wool Blazer-Internet
Style Only in cream for $49 and a JoS. A. Bank Clothiers - Executive 2-Button Sueded
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Microfiber Sportcoat-Colors Light Sand & Light Green - WHILE SUPPLIES LAST in LT
Green and LT Sand for $19.99 each and $11.95 two day UPS shipping for $100.93 total. I
do not wear sports jackets that much of the time, but they will be handy for casual wear
during the warmer weather. CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 6:05 A.M.: Newegg.com - Fujitronic FR-EH 10 MicroComputerized Rice Cooker & Warmer(10 cups) - Retail .
The Apple Store (U.S.) - Refurbished iPod
Earlier, I ate the last scoop of coffee ice cream and two scoops of maple walnut ice cream.
I will now go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 4:25 A.M.: Earlier I ate a bowl of Lay's Sour Cream and
Onion potato chips. I just finished making up a batch of Formula Two
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/icetea.htm , and I put it in the refrigerator.
http://www.volume-project.net/ VOLcanoes: Understanding subsurface mass moveMEnt
http://www.visitbritain.org/Newsletter/view.asp?nl=62264&ci=9B55BCF2-2B1E-4F6082A2-C02F6FAA4D9E&si=3560
EETimes.com - Gates passed as world's richest man
PC Pitstop: Free PC Diagnostics, computer help and Tuneups
Chocolate Leather Recliner Chair : Furniture from Overstock.com $419.99 and $2.95
shipping
6 Hidden Vista Tips for Laptops - Computer Shopper
CIO
Note:<888> 07/06/07 Friday 2:55 A.M.: I went out after the last message. I went by the
Stop and Shop, and I bought two six packs of Stop and Shop English muffins for .67 each
six pack, a 48 ounce container of Quaker Old Fashioned Oatmeal for $4.49, two 1.25 liter
container of CareOne antiseptic mouth rinse citrus flavor for $2.50 each, a package of six
boneless breasts of chicken for $5.26, a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99, a three
pound bag of onions for $2.79, fresh Chiquita bananas for .54 a pound for $1.48, broccoli
crowns at $1.99 a pound for $3.70 for $27.35 total. I then went downtown, and I walked
the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I sat out at various
locations. There were a few pub crawlers. The fellow from India that is always at
MacDuffs is now wearing a Brazil shirt instead of a Norway shirt. He is the one that knew
the Aga Khan has a palace in New Delhi, India. He also said that
http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm probably lives in the hill country of northern India. I
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think Fred might be Fred Friendly from C.B.S. www.cbs.com in the old days, and his
family might own the Friendly restaurant and ice cream chain, and Jim Eldert is really
Danny Bickford whose family own the International House of Pancake chain, which is why
they were both in the food business up in Nantucket www.nantucket.net , however that is
just opened to speculation. It is suppose to be very hot out west Records melt in West CNN.com . After my walk, I drove down by the waterfront, and then I returned home. I
tried out my www.ge.com Super Blue bulbs, but light is relative at night, so it is hard to tell
whether they are much brighter, but they do seem to be clearer. I listened to my MP3
music while driving, and it is a much more enjoyable listening experience than the local
radio stations. Alas, we can not drive far with the price of fuel. If you figure about 550
tracks at about 3.5 minutes a track, 550 X 3.5 = 1925 minutes divided by 60 = 32 hours of
music about on a 1 gigabyte SD card. Of course 32 hours of driving in my car at 55 miles
and hour would cost about $8 an hour times 32 would cost $256 to listen to all of the music
in my car over a trip of about 1760 miles, and at that rate it would cost me about $500 to
drive across country if everything went well, and of course I have no inclination to drive
anywhere anyway on my budget. You would think with all of my insight, somebody would
contact me for some sort of wisdom based on experience, but if I were in California and
hot out west, you could try Squaw Valley or some other mountain area. When I returned
home, I put away my groceries. I took the Albertville, France winter Olympics framed
stamps, and I put them where the Baltimore and Ohio Ashtray was underneath the picture
of Abraham Lincoln. I took the St. Paul's Church in Manhattan plate off the back side of
the entrance door, and I hung it in the kitchen where the Bermuda Onion Soup trivet was
above the Harvard Chair. I put the small picture of Prince William and Princess Maxima
on the rear side of the entrance door where the plate was. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/05/07 Thursday 9:35 P.M.: I then made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm which I used a 16 ounce can of B&M maple
flavor baked beans and a two Oscan Meyer lean beef hotdogs along with all of the other
usual ingredients, and I also ate two ears of steamed corn on the cob with a little bit of olive
oil. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I took the Hauppauge TV card out of the Epox
computer, and I put it back in the Northgate Syntax server. I took the LeadTek TV card
that did not work in the FIC server, and I put it in the Epox computer, and I installed its
program and drivers, and it works just fine. I chatted with a relative. I will now shower
and clean up, and I will go out. I found the battery cover for the Panasonic television in
the kitchen on the floor in the bathroom behinds its old position on the bookcase. CIO
Note:<888> 07/05/07 Thursday 7:10 P.M.: I put the Hauppauge TV card from the
Northgate Syntax computer in the FIC computer, and it works just fine including the
sound. I will now see if I have a warranty on the Leadtek card, or if I can try it in the
Northgate Syntax computer. It seems like its audio is buggy. CIO
Note:<888> 07/05/07 Thursday 5:05 P.M.: I woke up at 9 A.M. this morning. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a one
third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranraspberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
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milk and sugar. I went back to bed until 2 P.M.. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I
made my bed. For some reason the Audio on the Leadtek TV card in the FIC server has a
lot of static. I could try one of the other Hauppauge TV cars from the two coffee table
computers when I have the time. I threw out some garbage, and I chatted with some
neighbors. Better stay inside National Weather Service Watch Warning Advisory
Summary . For some reason the battery cover on the remote control for the Panasonic
television in the kitchen has disappeared. CIO
Note:<888> 07/05/07 Thursday 1:10 A.M.: I watched some television. There is not much
going on. I will now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 11:25 P.M.: Fiat.com - Starting Page new Fiat500 .
Maybe the Italian Mafia will start giving them away after all of the money they have tried
to barrow from us. Trust me the non Italian big people in America have a way of
collecting their debts. Of course if you were driving a Fiat 500, one of those Italian
garbage men might run you down, but of course a railroad train could accidentally run
down a garbage truck, if you get my drift. I chatted with a neighbor who does not like the
local treatment in our local social services and medical community. From what I can tell, I
do know too much about either. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 10:25 P.M.: I booted the FIC server into XP, and I
installed the updates. To change the Optimum Boost Dynamic DNS, you have to go to
Optimum Online - Optimum Services Advanced Config and sign in the upper right corner
of the page. I am now running the footer http://mikelouisscott.com/stat.htm on the XP
Professional IIS server, since www.ibm.com is a local business venture in the area, not that
anyone pays much attention to it anymore. I was told by a neighbor whose son is on
vacation in Puerto Rico that everywhere he went they have hard security guards armed
with machine guns and bullet proof vests, so they much have security problems down
there. I went outside, and during a break in the rain, I watched from the back yard, the
end of the fireworks viewed from over the trees from Port Chester, New York and Rye
Playland. I chatted with a relative. It now seems to be raining heavily again, so I will not
be going downtown in the rain. I will now take a 6 ounce can of tuna fish, and I will open
its lid, and I will rinse if off underneath cold water, and I will flake in a large metal bowl,
and I will mix in a couple of large tablespoons of Hellmann's fat free mayonnaise and a
dash of Old Bay Seasoning, and I will put it one square Thomas's bagel cut in half, and I
will eat it all with some Lay's sour cream and onion potato chips and a dill pickle, and a
glass of iced tea. I also put four old Beach Boy songs and a few other songs on my 32 meg.
USB 1.0 pen drive to have available to use with the FM car radio MP3 player. I will put it
in the tape holder in between the front seats the next time I go outside. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 5:15 P.M.: Picture of Prince Charles with grey hair BBC
NEWS | In Pictures | Day in pictures Prince Charles . I put the new two old halogen
headlight bulbs in the GE Super Blue containers, and I put them in the driver's side rear
storage area in the Buick wagon, when I changed the bulbs last night. Traditionally on
Holidays in Greenwich, Connecticut, since we have a large population of people whom
work for a living, they tend to stay home on holidays and get a little bit of rest. Since most
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of them it would seem can afford the internet, they do not always have to do shopping
errands on holidays, and they can use the internet for their holiday shopping. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 4:55 P.M.: I was awake at 1 P.M.. I chatted with my
relatives in Maine, and they arrived safely, and the all the items I sent up were well
received. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with
olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third
mixture of cranraspberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of
coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I made my bed. I chatted
with a friend. These holiday bargains are available.
Staples Circular Savings PNY Attaché™ 2GB USB flash drive for $24.98 plus another $5
off with Staples easy rebate at Old Greenwich, Ct. store
The Dell Online Store: Build Your System Ispiron 1501 laptop with Vista home for $449
Sears.com | Shop Online at Sears for Craftsman Tools, Kenmore Appliances, Electronics &
Computers, Sporting Goods and Much More
Carlos Slim's Fat Fortune
It is suppose to rain for the next few days Greenwich, Connecticut (06830) Conditions &
Forecast : Weather Underground .
I finished off eating the can of Spanish peanuts. CIO
I chatted with my relatives some more. I threw out some garbage. I checked my new
www.ge.com Super Blue headlamps on high beam in the Buick wagon, and they seem to
work just fine.
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 5:20 A.M.: eBay Seller: retail-recyclers: Gadgets Other
Electronics, Printers items on eBay.com
BBC NEWS | Americas | 'Slave' labourers freed in Brazil
State Dinner Photoessay Queen Elizabeth visit back in April
Contact Us
Blackwater USA
Tough Duck Closeouts & Overstocks at Sierra Trading Post
King Ranch Saddle Shop
King Ranch Saddle Shop MEN'S CASUAL BLAZER
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King Ranch Saddle Shop Brush Jacket
L.L.Bean: Search Results Field Coat
Shakespeare troupe sets up shop in town - Greenwich Time
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I ate two pieces of
banana split cake. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 2:35 A.M.: Dell Sale
Cities On Volcanoes 5
Sharper Image : Quiet Quiet Place Noise-Cancellation Headphones with SRS WOW
Technology : Noise Cancelling Headphones
Surplus Computers Xerox XG-91D 19" LCD Monitor refurbished 90 day warranty $119
plus shipping
I went through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/04/07 Wednesday 1:05 A.M.: Happy Decoration Day or Fourth of July. Bill
Baldwin was born on the Fourth of July Amazon.com: Billy Baldwin Decorates: Books:
Billy Baldwin and one can still buy it new from here Amazon.com: Billy Baldwin
Decorates: Books: Billy Baldwin . On the 10 million watt rechargeable lantern that I sent
up to Maine, I do not recall if I sent the instructions with it or not, but as I recall one
recharges it for 14 hours. I will have to tell my relatives that. Also I have the instructions
for the Schumacher jump start system, which I can fax to my relatives in Maine. I did not
send up the two U.S. Army www.army.mil extreme cold weather sleeping bags good to
minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit, since it can get cold here, and since I have electric heat, if I
ever lost the electric heat in the winter, I might need them. I think they are better
prepared for extreme cold weather in Maine than we are down here. As you recall after
living in south Florida from 1976 on and off until 1980 during the winter, when I returned
the New York City area after Mount St. Helens erupted on May 8, 1980, I had to face two
or three very extreme cold winters in this area where the temperature was down to minus
26 degrees Fahrenheit, so I hope some of the people whom enjoyed the more deluxe resorts
we developed down in Key West, Florida back in the last 1970s enjoyed them while I was
freezing up north. I did make it back down there in February 1982 when nothing was on
television in Manhattan but Dr. Zhivago, but as I recall nobody seemed to know whom I
was, or what my earlier level of involvement had been in the development of the area.
Since I had established relatives in Florida, the local people in Connecticut did not seem to
know about, they sent me back up here to regain my former status in this area for what its
worth. I am comfortable enough here, but in the time I have learned computers and
developed my apartment living area, there are quite a few other things I could have done
elsewhere in the world, but I guess I am most comfortable in this area, since I tend to know
something about business as opposed to retirement. Knowing something about the
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situation in December 1980 after Ronald Reagan was elected, I flew over to Frankfort,
Germany to get some additional help from Europe, since I knew a lot of our summer
neighbors would not be in this area during the colder winters. I could not afford to get
some additional help from Russia where they are use to colder weather, but the Germans
seemed to have accessed the situation the way I did, and we seem to have a lot more
residents in this area from the Eastern Hemisphere. We are managing to survive, since a
lot of them are use to dealing with much harsher colder temperature extremes. There are a
lot of cold weather people in this country, but not that many of them want to live in the
more congested parts of our northeastern seaboard. Bill Baldwin knew the Duke of
Windsor, so with his network of 2.5 billion people in the Commonwealth of Nations, we
have had a lot of help from all around the world which some of the local summer people
whom return annually each summer do not seem to appreciate. When the wealthy
established people in this area take off traveling around the world, frequently we get a lot
of visitors on the return from the other direction. As I understood it from
http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm we were suppose to be working for established people in
this area, whom most everyone knows about. The fact that Fred had me visit Barbara
Rockefeller's town house in Manhattan a number of times seem to legitimize the fact that
we were trying to improve the area for those whom could afford it. It is warmer here than
in the Midwest where it was even colder than it was here during those colder winters. I will
now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 07/03/07 Wednesday 11:45 P.M.: I was awake until about 6 A.M. this morning
trying to fall asleep. I woke up about noon. I checked the mail, and the USPS - Track &
Confirm "9102127391790322154880" on Amazon.com: Virtual Reality Sound Labs
MP3/WMA FM Modulator with SD Card, USB Port, and Audio Input: Automotive for
$44.99 with free shipping with a $10 promotional credit on it, so the final cost is $34.99
arrived. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with
olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third
mixture of cranraspberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of
coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I made my bed. I copied
about 550 music tracks to my 1 gigabyte SD card getting rid of the backup files that I do
not need. I also copied half of the more modern music to my 512 megabyte USB 2.0 pen
drive. I then installed the FM Modulator in the cigarette lighter in the Buick wagon, and I
set it to the only unused frequency of 107.3 FM. I tuned the FM stereo radio system to the
fourth preset for the 107.3 FM. The FM Modulator stays on all the time it is plugged in,
since the cigarette lighter does not go off, when the car is turned off. It plays just fine, but
some times it freezes, if you change the tracks too much, and from what I can tell, one can
reset it by inserting a different media device into it, to get it to recognize a different media
device, and it resets itself. I left the 1 gigabyte SD card in it, and I put the 512 megabyte
USB 2.0 device in the tape holder between the seats along with the instructions and the
Ipod or other MP3 device cable which is the third option for a media device. It sounds just
fine, but with all of the songs on the drives, but it is hard finding a particular song. One
can set it to random play or sequential and adjust the quality with the sound buttons. On
the Buick radio it sounds just fine. It is a lot of music available from such a tiny
inexpensive device. Of course gasoline to drive to listen to music would be very expensive.
One stops it by pressing the Pause button, and when not using it, one just leaves it on
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Pause. I received two different telephone calls from two different relatives that my relative
would be out here at 6:35 P.M. to pick up the Audi. I called back one of the relatives to
confirm it. I showered, and I cleaned up. I drove over to pick up my relative and his
friend, and they arrived on time. We had to drive around to the other side of the station to
pick up their luggage, when they had deposited it. Instead of letting them use up too much
time, I advised them to go ahead and get on the I-95 East for their trip to Kennebunkport,
Maine. I then walked back home. I stopped by and chatted with two locals at the
veterans monument. I stopped by CVS. I stopped by the Greenwich Library, and I
chatted with some staff. I then walked back home, which on a pleasant evening is
enjoyable, and I got to see close up all of the latest exotic European sports cars, which I see
all of the time on West Putnam Avenue. While I was out the JC Whitney: Auto Parts &
Auto Accessories for Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles, Jeep and More for a two pack of G.E.
Super Blue Halogen Dual Beam for $35.99 had arrived via FedEx. I was able to quickly
install them in the Buick wagon. One does not touch the glass when installing them, since
the oil on one's fingers can damage the bulbs. I have small hands, and the area to install it
on the passenger side front is a little bit cramped in front of the battery, but I was able to
do it. The new www.ge.com Super Blue Halogen Dual Beam bulbs work just fine. I forgot
to test the high beam, which I think is the brighter feature. I then made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm which I used a 16 ounce can of B&M maple
flavor baked beans and a two Oscan Meyer lean beef hotdogs along with all of the other
usual ingredients. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I will now do some regular computer
work. My relative should be back up in Kennebunkport, Maine by now. CIO
Note:<888> 07/03/07 Tuesday 3:30 A.M.: I put a package of 40 AA alkaline batteries and
10 AAA alkaline batteries in the rear of the Audi. Last fall, I ordered two www.army.mil
extreme cold weather sleeping bags for $85 with shipping last fall good to minus thirty
degrees Fahrenheit, and they are not really necessary for me in this area, if we ever lost our
electric heat. However, they might be practical to have in reserve up in Maine, so I also
put them in the rear of the Audi in the trunk or the boot at they call it somewhere else. I
also put in a straw hat for a woman or person with smaller head and a old Greenwich
Country Club golf hat for someone with a smaller
head http://www.greenwichcountryclub.org/ . Speaking of my old friend Jim Eldert that
sometimes looks like me, he might have once lived in Greenwich, which is why he knows a
bit about it, masquerading as one of the Bickford boys that most everyone knows in town.
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. I have been
experiencing hacking problems where the primary computer reboots. More than likely it is
the local youth in this area. It has become the standard policy with such hackers recently
in this area to get rid of them by turning off their electricity. The Vista Longhorn Server
Beta 3 seems to be more hacker resistant, and it is seems to be running fine for now. Good
Night. CIO
Note:<888> 07/03/07 Tuesday 2:00 A.M.: I found the cordless telephone directions, which I
put with the cordless telephones going up to Maine. When one has large families, it pays
to be frugal. CIO
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Note:<888> 07/03/07 Tuesday 1:50 A.M.: I put three 3 packs of Perrier www.perrier.com
2000 on the floor on the passenger rear side of the Volvo. Perrier sparkling water does not
get old, since it is already a billion years old. The Duke of Windsor whose former girl
friend once lived in Kennebunkport, Maine made Perrier famous by drinking it worldwide
with Bell's whisky, which one can not buy in the States. I surrounded them with bubble
wrap, so they would not break. My relative can not get film for her camera, so I gave her
back the 35 mm Ashi Pentax camera with the zoom lens that she had give me with a couple
of rolls of two year old film, and it has new batteries in it, with a roll of film with eight
pictures on it. It has a piece off the rear back that I covered with electrical tape, and the
spare piece is in a labeled film canister. I put it all in the small blue Uncle Scrooge Disney
bag that I use to keep my camera supplies in. My relative is not interested in digital
cameras, since she does not have time for computers. I also put in six Electrolux vacuum
bags, which are not as easy to find cheaply in Maine. Yes, we still use old Electrolux
vacuum cleaners up there. Since my relative is a legal resident of Florida, I put in small
Florida flag with its stand. I also put in the four Currier and Ives 4 inch square trivets
which I wrapped up in plastic bags, and the Baltimore and Ohio vintage ashtray, since my
relatives diseased husband's family use to own the Baltimore and Ohio railroad. I also put
in the small Dutch delft type mug, and I also put the Bermuda onion cutting wall hanger,
since my relative use to live in Bermuda. I also put in a new used once white Black and
Decker iron that I got from the 70% off rack at the Greenwich Hardware store for about
$14. I never iron my clothes, and I have a used iron. I also put in two Nescafe Tasters
Choice one decaf and one regular instant coffee 7 ounce containers, since I do not use
instant coffee. I also put in the large 34.5 ounce container of Folger's ground Columbian
coffee. My relatives seem to be forced to drink to much expensive coffee that high prices
from the local coffee vendors in Kennebunkport, Maine. Also Nestle owns Perrier, and I
once worked at Benjamin Franklin's mother's family's hotel on Nantucket called the
Gordon Folger Hotel for two summers. I also put in the 10 million watt rechargeable
lantern which I bought last Christmas time for about $20 with free shipping as a clearance
item with its charger and automobile cigarette adapter, since spot lanterns are useful
around the waterfront. I also put in the small Schumacher jump start system with its
power cord, which I got last fall for about $40, since jump start systems are useful in
Maine, particularly, when it gets cold. I have two spare full size jump start systems. It is
suppose to be left charging all of the time, or it will run down. Except the Perrier, all of the
items are in the trunk of the Audi. Thus it will be Christmas in July for my relatives, since
it is too costly to send gifts down to Florida, which are more practical in Maine. No liquor
this year guys, and everyone knows it is cheaper to buy at the New Hampshire liquor store
on the way up north, just off I-95. It is about the only stop in New Hampshire. CIO
Note:<888> 07/02/07 Monday 11:15 P.M.: I have two calendars in the apartment that say
today is Canada day, and I have an English calendar that says yesterday was Canada Day.
I have a neighbor from Nova Scotia that thinks July 5 is Canada Day, and Canada Day Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia says yesterday was Canada day, so we are not really sure.
Canada is such a big country, maybe they have to celebrate it on two different days or
three. I ate the same deluxe meal as last night. I also ate two ears of sweet corn on the cob
with a little bit of olive oil on them. I chatted with two relatives and a friend and another
relative three times. I am going to meet my relative at the Greenwich train station
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tomorrow evening at around 7 P.M. for him to pick up the Audi to drive up to Maine with
a friend. I took the 15 year old Thomson Electronics RCA Proscan 20 inch television out of
the kitchen that has not been used very much in the last 10 years that I bought as a
clearance item from County Appliance for about $359 and tax down from $559. It did not
have a remote control, so I use a RCA and a Radio Shack universal remote control with it.
I put the proscan on the passenger side rear seat of the Audi. I put the remotes in a bag
with their instructions along with a recent copy of the American Heritage Family medical
reference, since my relative in Maine is a registered nurse, and I put that in the trunk of the
Audi with the other items. I also put in the trunk in another bag, the Columbia 2.4
gigahertz cordless telephone that has a new rechargeable battery in it. I also put in the
bag, the Northwestern Bell 2.4 cordless telephone which has its original battery from about
2.5 years ago. I could not find the cordless telephone instructions, but they might be
underneath the living room Sony television in the cabinet where I store various electronic
items. I do not have the time to look for the cordless telephone instructions at the moment.
The Northwestern Telephone cost me $20 on sale with a $20 rebate, so it was free, and the
same with the Columbia, but their original retail prices were about $50. I also put in the
bag, the Krumps coffee bean grinder. I also put in the Boboli 8 small party pizza pack and
two 12.5 ounce cans of Planter's Spanish peanuts, and four 16 ounce bags of the different
types of www.newyorkcoffee.com beans for them all to enjoy up in Maine. I move the
Panasonic 14 inch television into the kitchen where the Proscan was, so there more room on
the right side of the kitchen counter, which I first cleaned. I have it hooked up to the living
room Sony television cable box, so whatever channel it plays, will come in on the kitchen
Panasonic television, which is only one and a half years old, and hardly used. Thus the
bathroom no longer has a television in it. I put the lamp from the table opposite the bath
tub on the bookcase where the Panasonic television was. CIO
Note:<888> 07/02/07 Monday 6:20 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. Apparently Putkin has
left Kennebunkport, Maine. He is now going to Guatemala. I took the two 3 foot by 5
foot flag sets that I had store in my bedroom, and I put them in the trunk of the Audi, so
there will be new flags up in Maine, or they can hang them with the staffs off the side of the
house. I got them for about a dollar each a few years ago at the Greenwich Hospital Thrift
shop, but their retail prices marked on each of the two packages were $12.95. They are
like the sets they use to sell at tire dealers. I chatted with some neighbors about the price
of lobsters up north. I told them about the Graham lobster company up in New
Brunswick, Maine or Prince Edward Island, but although they are a large seafood
company that used to supply the New England seafood companies, when they ran out of
seafood, I can not find them mentioned anymore on the internet. I checked the oil on the
Audi, and it is still down one third of a quart, and it has not changed, since I checked it in
Maine. CIO
Note:<888> 07/02/07 Monday 5:20 P.M.: I went out after the last message. I chatted with
some neighbors. Before leaving I chatted with a relative in Kennebunkport, Maine. A
neighbor from Kennebunkport, Maine whom I had dinner with last Wednesday night at
the Wayfarer in Cape Purpose, Maine is apparently today on the front page of the Boston
Globe waving the U.S.A. nylon flag that I had folded up in traditional military style which
my relative gave to the neighbor, and she was waving it at the protestors in
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Kennebunkport, Maine yesterday. I still have two big ones at home, but the biggest one is
still missing a star and is only a 49 star flag in case anyone wants to sell Hawaii for a short
term profit gain. I went by the Chase Bank at Mason street. I chatted with some staff
there. I then went by the Wachovia Bank on Benedict Place, and I paid my June and July
2007 rent payments to the Greenwich Housing Authority. One can listen to local
Greenwich, Connecticut radio on News Talk AM 1490 WGCH - Greenwich Connecticut .
I then walked over downtown, and I walked up Greenwich Avenue with another regular
walker and east on East Putnam Avenue as far a Milbank Avenue and then back west, and
we took a break at Garrelick and Herbs where the old Greenwich movie theatre and
bowling alley used to be. They have a lot of alfresco items there to eat. We then walked
back down a back alley and down Greenwich Avenue to where the fellow walker lives. I
then walked across Grigg Street, and I walked lower Greenwich Avenue and the train
station and back up Greenwich Avenue. I use the bathroom at the senior and the arts
center. I then drove down by the waterfront on Steamboat Road, and I then went by the
Arnold Bread outlet, and I bought a six pack of Arnold square bagels for $1.85 and about a
two pound banana split Entenmann's cake for $2.25 for $4.10 total. I then went by the
Valley Road post office, and I mailed my Microsoft Money financial report for June 2007
to an interested relative. I then returned home, and I put $10 on my MacGray laundry
card for $17.85 total on the laundry card. CIO
Note:<888> 07/02/07 Monday 11:15 A.M.: I woke up at 9 A.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal
with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a one third mixture or
orange, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranraspberry juice with certo
and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the
breakfast dishes, and I will make my bed shortly. I paid off another payment on my Chase
Visa credit card of $124.44. Thus the recent order from www.jcwhitney.com is paid off,
along with the MP3 player, and the car radio FM radio MP3 player. I scheduled the
payment for July 6, 2007, since it has to be three days after my scheduled payment for
today. Thus the entire Chase Visa Credit card debt is paid off, and I do not owe David
Rockefeller anymore money. However, on my books, I show that I still owe $15.49 which
is from the fact on my order from AT&T wireless, I ordered a spare transformer for that
amount, but it has not yet shipped, so it has not yet shown up on the Chase Visa Credit
card account. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will shower and clean up,
and I will go out, and I will pay my rent for June 2007. CIO
Note:<888> 07/02/07 Monday 12:55 A.M.: I watched some television. Well, yesterday was
Canada Day Canada Day - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia in case anyone forgot. I will
now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. Have a good night. CIO
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 11:35 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. The relative in
Kennebunkport, Maine told me that the President Bush www.whitehouse.gov and the
President of Russia Президент России or President of Russia landed at the
Kennebunkport high school at about 5 P.M. today with three helicopters and drove to
Walker's Point. Other relatives saw them arrive. Living around the Vanderbilt and
Rockefeller families all of these year, I feel more like the Czar of Russia watching it all
come and go. I have seen plenty of Russians in this neck of the woods over the years.
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http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm and Helen Kress Williams both of Oyster Bay, Long
Island next to the Sagamore Hill National Historic Site - Sagamore Hill NHS (U.S. National
Park Service) use to always keep a bottle of Stoli.com Age Verification in the freezer in case
any Russian visitors ever showed up. We even had the Stoli Windsurfing contest at Tod's
Point about 20 years ago during on interesting summer's day. Thus although they are now
probably relaxing up on the Maine Coast Kennebunkport, Maine, Scott's Internet Hotlist ,
we still get visitors in this area. I remember chatting with somebody one quiet Sunday
evening a year ago last June 2006 downtown across the street from Starbucks whom told
me they lived by a volcano in Chile, and the individual had the same look as the King of
Spain Juan Carlos I of Spain - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia . Well, anyway I was
reminded of Chile this evening when opening up one of the two packages of filet of salmon
that I purchased for $5.99 a pound yesterday at the Stop and Shop, and it said it was from
Chile. I took the one pound filet of salmon, and I rinsed it off underneath cold water. I
then put a couple of tablespoons of extra virgin olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish and I rubbed it
around the dish with the skin side down of the salmon. I then poured about a 3.5 ounces of
lemon juice over the salmon and I sprinkled it generously with dried dill. I then put it in
the Farberware convection oven at 325 degrees Fahrenheit for 25 minutes. While doing
that I also took two five ounce bags of America's Choice Saffron rice, and I emptied them
in my microwave rice cooker, and I added 18 ounces of water and a tablespoon of extra
virgin olive oil, and I microwaved it for 13 minutes, and I let if stand afterwards for six
minutes. I also put an inch of water in a Revere pot with steamer tray and lid, and I added
1.5 cups of baby carrots and broccoli crowns, and I steamed them first on high electric
burner heat and then medium high for a total of 15 minutes. I put half of the rice in a
Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator, and I put the other half on a dinner plate with
the salmon, and I spread the fish cooking juices on both the salmon and the rice. I put the
steamed vegetables in a bowl with a little bit of extra virgin olive oil on them, and I ate it all
with a glass of iced tea. I washed the dinner dishes, and I threw out the garbage. There
seems to be a full moon tonight, which is usually good for fishing down by the waterfront.
That was a very enjoyable deluxe meal for someone on my meager budget. I use to eat like
that all of the time, before I started investing in computer equipment 17 years ago, so I was
probably much healthier back then on a more luxurious budget. Of course back then filet
of salmon was only $2.99 a pound. Considering back in the period from 1968 to 1972 oil
was only 12 cent a gallon which is a leading economic indicator, and I earned about $200 a
week working various jobs while in college, it would seem to me after all of these years that
12 cents divided in $3.70 is about 31, that I should be earning at least $200 times 31 or
$6200 a week or about $325,000 a year to keep up with the inflation over all of these years,
but alas the government does not seem to know anything about economics or inflation. In
other words, they do what is to their advantage, and thus since I have a very good
education and experience, people do not seem to be willing to pay me what I am worth by
today's values. I will now look for some bargains on the internet. CIO
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 9:20 P.M.: BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Europe prepares
huge space truck .
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 8:55 P.M.: After the last message, I tried installing the Vista
updates this morning, but they would not install. I finally shut down the computer at 7
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A.M., and I went to bed. I had a telephone call from a friend at noon. I got up at 2 P.M..
I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a
one third mixture or orange, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of
cranraspberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
milk and sugar. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I went through more
of my mail. I received the title for my 1992 Buick Roadmaster Estate wagon. I made
copies of it. I finally was able to get the six Vista update to install by installing them one at
a time and rebooting, however two of the most current ones would not install. I ate a 5
ounce bag of Snyders of Hanover garlic snacks. I ran some maintenance utilities. I threw
out the old periodical literature and the bathroom garbage. I chatted with a neighbor. I
chatted with another relative twice today, and I just chatted with another relative. I also
diabled the Vista Sidebar Gadgets, so the Vista computer runs faster. I did a Vista
Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I will now be
doing some regular computer work. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 07/01/07:
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 4:50 A.M.: I ate three scoops of coffee ice cream.
IPhone Under The Knife - Forbes.com
Apple iPhone (8GB) Reviews. Smart phones Reviews by CNET.
No ID: Jeep sought in investigation of burned body - Greenwich Time
Glasgow Attack Seen Tied to London Bombs - Greenwich Time
Lines form for new phone/Internet gadget - Greenwich Time
Queen Elizabeth 2 Sails To A New Home - Forbes.com
Tracking is USPS - Track & Confirm "9102127391790322154880" on Amazon.com:
Virtual Reality Sound Labs MP3/WMA FM Modulator with SD Card, USB Port, and
Audio Input: Automotive for $44.99 with free shipping. There will be a slight wait in the
shipping until after August 1, 2007, but there was a $10 promotional credit on it, so the
final cost is $34.99.
Alaska Volcano Observatory - Current AVO Reports Kamchatkan and Northern Kuriles
Volcanic Activity
Halogens in Volcanic Systems and Their Environmental Impacts
Microsoft offers $500 Vista PC in India - USATODAY.com
Biltmore Newsletter
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visiteurope.com newsletter
Tracking is http://www.upsmi.net/packageID/PackageIDPresearch.asp?strPackageID=02799453170502931001 for
Buy.com - SanDisk Sansa c150 2GB MP3 Player SDMX5-2048-A18 - SDMX5-2048-A18 for
$49.97 with free shipping.
I went through my email. I am copying my 613 digital pictures from my Kennebunkport,
Maine visit to my hard drive to save. I will now send out my weekly notes for the first time
in two weeks. CIO
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 2:35 A.M.: After I watered the plants, I used some rubbing
alcohol to dry to clean some of the grass stains off my white Reebok walking shoes that I
got when I was using the weed wacker up in Maine. I printed out my June 2007 Microsoft
Money report, and I will send a copy to a relative that is interested in it. When my other
relative drives the Audi back up to Maine on Tuesday July 3, 2007, I put in the white
Braun coffee maker that I had as spare in the kitchen along with an extra water filter for it
in a bag in the back seat of the Audi. In the trunk of the Audi, I put the HP LaserJet 4L
laser printer and parallel LPT cable to take up to Kennebunkport, Maine to use with the
IBM Netvista computer, since the ink ran out on the Epson C60 inkjet printer or possibly
dried up, since it is used so little. There are spare ink cartridges for it in its desk drawer,
but it gets so little use, there is no point using them at this point. The HP LaserJet 4L has
an undetermined amount of toner in it, but it does work. CIO
Note:<888> 07/01/07 Sunday 1:20 A.M.: I paid my final payment on my www.geico.com
bill for my six month policy which is in four payments. I paid my www.cablevision.com
bill for Optimum Voice, Optimum Online Cable Modem, and Optimum Digital
Television. I paid my www.verizon.com bill. I paid all of the amount that currently
shows on my www.chase.com Visa Card so far, which includes all charges made before I
left for Maine, which included the Hank May charge of $141.26 for the new oxygen sensor
on the Buick wagon, charges for clothes at Kohl's, and at various items at Jembro, CVS,
AT&T wireless, and www.newyorkcoffee.com for a total payment on my Chase Visa card
of $247.78. I still have not been billed yet on the Visa card for my recent car parts order
from www.jcwhitney.com of $54.99, and the MP3 player of $49.97 and it might be another
month before shipping on the MP3 FM adapter for the car which is $34.99, so in the next
couple of weeks to a month, I will have another $139.95 worth of charges to show up on the
Chase Visa card. I do not plan to use it anymore, except in emergencies. I also paid the
$57.35 to www.newegg.com for the one gigabyte of memory that I put in the Epox
computer, so I do not owe them anymore. I do not yet have the funds available for another
week to pay for my www.cl-p.com bill which will be the monthly recurring $187. I have
six cartons of cigarettes left, so I will only need to order 3 cartons this month, which will be
about $50. I also have to pay last month's June's and this month's July's rent bills. I will
now water my plants. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 11:55 P.M..: I opened up the Vista computer, and I change
the two DVD drives to cable select, and the two IDE hard drives were already cable select.
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I took out the two shorter IDE cables, and the two new 36 inch IDE cables Yellow
Modware Round ATA133 IDE Cable 36" 2 Device Mesh PVC Covered Modware
2A36YEL-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com
for $2.99 each were just long enough to go from the bottom of the case to the upper DVD
drives as secondary drives and then to the lower IDE drives as primary drives, so each
hard drive and DVD drive is now on a separate IDE channel, so they will work faster in
copying Hard Drive to Hard Drive or backing up or copying DVD drive to DVD drive. I
put the flower badges in their packaging on the bedroom desk. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 9:40 P.M..: I rested after the last message. At 4 P.M.,
www.ups.com delivered
10 Yellow Modware Round ATA133 IDE Cable 36" 2 Device Mesh PVC Covered
Modware 2A36YEL-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices TexasDirectron.com for $2.99 each
Vantec Notebook Security Lock NBL-S200 Cable Locking System 6.5 ft of 3/8 inch Coated
Steel Cable-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices TexasDirectron.com for $16.99
2 CPU Security Lock, works like a case screw but requires a key to open, -cg-Best
Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for $2.99 each
Free DVD Software Free DVD Playing Software Free DVD Player Software CD-Best
Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for free
Red Rose Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers), #F09-Best Computer Online Store Houston
Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Yellow Sun Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F11-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels, tags), #F18-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels, tags), #F02-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Red & Yellow Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers), #F07-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers, tags), #F08-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
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Red Rose Bouquet Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F10-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Two-Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F13-Best Computer Online Store Houston
Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
White Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers) #14-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
A White Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels) #F15-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Two Yellow Roses, Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels) #F17-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Three Yellow Roses, Flower Case Badge #F01-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Less $1 on $50 order with coupon "SUPER50"
for $52.47 subtotal
plus $14.81 UPS ground shipping
for $67.28 total UPS: Tracking Information
The Vantec Notebook Security lock will ship September 5, 2007.
My relative called at 5:45 P.M., and I got ready, and I drove over to the Greenwich Train
station, and I picked up my relative at 6:30 P.M. with his rider. We then returned back to
my building, and we picked up my relative's Audi, and my relative and his rider followed
me over to Lake Avenue and up to Round Hill Road, where they got on the Merritt
Parkway to go to Kennebunkport, Maine. I then returned back to central Greenwich, and
I used the ATM machine at the Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then returned home, and I
chatted with a neighbor. I chatted with a relative. I ate a ham and cheese sandwich with
Lays sour cream and onion potato chips and a sliced dill pickle and a glass of iced tea. I
printed out my Microsoft Money 2006 August 2007 report, one copy of which I will mail to
an interested relative. I will put the two computer case locks on the Northgate and the
Epox computers to secure them. I already have them on the FIC and the primary
computers. I will put the copy of PowerDVD 5 on the primary computer shortly. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 11:35 A.M..: I chatted with a relative. I ate the same dinner
as the last five out of six days. I went outside, and I checked on the Audi, and it starts up
just fine. When my relative comes out here this evening, I am going to pick him and his
rider up at the Greenwich Train station in my Buick wagon, and I will drive them back
here to pick up his Audi. I will then let them follow me to the Merritt Parkway on North
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Street, so they know how to find it. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will
shower, and I will clean up, and I then will go back to bed until, I hear from my relative.
There are about a half dozen trains that arrive in that time frame, when they will be
arriving, so I will wait until I hear from them. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 10:10 A.M..: BBC NEWS | UK | Prince Harry leads Diana
tributes
Princess Diana
CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 9:50 A.M..: I finished the house cleaning. I threw out the
garbage and old periodical literature, and I chatted with some neighbors. I heard and saw
a small rocket launch in the back yard baseball field, and I saw its capsule successfully land
via parachute. I did not see whom the rocket launchers were, but possibly we have some
aeronautical engineers in the area. I have a leather sewing awe with my Norwegian back
pack that I sewed up in Nantucket back around 1977, and I can use it to repair my
moccasins. It seems like it might be a warm today, so I will stick around the air
conditioner. I have to pick up a relative with the Audi later on this afternoon or early this
evening, so the relative can depart for Kennebunkport, Maine, so I might try to get a nap in
since I have been up since midnight. It sounds like there is a bit more traffic, so possibly
this area is getting back to its normal level of activity, but more than likely it is just people
leaving early for the Labor Day weekend. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 6:35 A.M..: SlipperStore.Com - Men's Slippers, Women's
Slippers, Sheepskin Slippers . This like my old pair I have worn around the building for
years Amazon.com: Slippers International Men's Suede Moccasin Slipper: Apparel . I ate
a couple of handfuls of dry roasted peanuts. I ate two scoops of maple walnut ice cream. I
have not done my regular house cleaning in over a month, since before I went up to
Kennebunkport, Maine for the first two weeks of August 2007, so in the long tradition of
Dutch cleanliness, I will now start my house cleaning chores. Since the Dutch have been
around New Amsterdam for close to 400 years, they know to clean up this area. There are
plenty of Dutch people over seven feet tall whom seem to get their way when it comes up to
cleaning up New Amsterdam. CIO
Note: <888> 08/31/07 Friday 5:05 A.M..: I woke up at 8 P.M. yesterday. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, two toasted English muffins with olive oil, a mixture of
orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a
cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I chatted with a relative. I went back to bed until
midnight. I ate a ham and cheese sandwich with potato chips and a sliced dill pickle with
iced tea. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I put a new sponge on the
dishwashing wand. I watered the plants, and I put out some white vinegar in the scent
bowl. I chatted with somebody in Manhattan about a crime that happened 16 years or
more ago. The Queen Mary II QM2 - Itinerary - 2007 is back in Manhattan today on its
way to Halifax, Nova Scotia. I think the Russian KGB has its Super Computer
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headquarters for North America in Nova Scotia, so possibly some of them travel on the
Queen Mary II. I paid my bills on line to www.cablevision.com for Digital Cable TV,
Optimum Voice, and Optimum Online Cable Modem, www.cl-p.com for electricity, and
www.verizon.com for local telephone service. I also paid www.newegg.com for the High
Definition TV antenna connected to my computer TV card. I ordered from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com four cartons of Native Ultra Lights 100s in a box for $12.99 a
carton and $7.99 USPS Priority Mail shipping for $59.95 total. The order for a relative for
free Overstock.com, save up to 80% every day! Free Cultured Freshwater Pearl Necklace
worth $19.99 for free with $2.95 shipping shipped on August 29, 2007 to my relative at
their home address and not their post office box, so I hope they receive it, depending on the
postal service. The order for the cables from www.directron.com is suppose to arrive today
UPS: Tracking Information . Since they are longer cables, I might be able to install each of
my two different hard drives on a separate cable with each cable also having a DVD drive,
and since they are on separate IDE buses, they would work a lot faster when backing up
hard drive to hard drive or copying DVDs to DVDs, which I do not do frequently. Thus
the only bill I still owe for this coming month of September is my rent bill to the Greenwich
Housing Authority which has not arrived yet. Usually once my bills are paid, it is usually
Greenwich, Connecticut on $10 a day or less depending on what else I buy. I chatted with
a local security group, and from what I can tell not much is happening around here.
Maybe when people get back from vacation after Labor Day, the level activity might pick
up, but with the higher prices of fuel, I do not think it will be all that busy. CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 11:40 A.M..: According to News 12, the crane story is an
old story, and it should have been fixed by this past Wednesday morning. Last night like
many other nights when I have returned from downtown, there were several police
department cars returning from my area, when I returned. Obviously somebody from the
local Greenwich Police department knows whom is using my computer equipment. Since it
is government housing I do not apparently have the right to prevent local government
officials from using and messing up my computer equipment. Representative Chris Shays
visited the Senior Center yesterday according to News 12, so possibly he paid another visit
here. He should try visiting here in February, when people are dying instead of sun
bathing. From my viewpoint, if they dealed with me directly based on what I know instead
of dealing with computer technology like it was television, they would learn that from what
I know the news is only public relations, and from what I know some older people prefer
not to be bothered by the younger generation whom are too adventuresome. It is my
professional viewpoint that when key computer setting change when the computer is
turned off, that more than likely somebody has tampered with the computer for ulterior
motives. Having such skills with a relatively secure setup using a stealth mode of operation
with out my permission would lead me to believe that the parties involved have some sort of
separate agenda from the general welfare of the community at large. Whatever the case if
they have bothered me at my rather low obscure position of internet activity and computer
usage, it is more than likely they have bothered people at a higher level of professional
usage for whatever purposes that they might have. The only reason my computer systems
seem to work with out much problem is that I work at it all the time, and the fact that
somebody tried to disable keyboard encryption would lead me to believe that somebody has
installed a keyboard Trojan logger program on my computer. A U.S. government official
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would not be able to legally do that, so more than likely it is somebody working for some
other group with diverse interests. I am tired, and it is hot outside, so I will now go to bed,
and I will skip my 3 P.M. appointment today. I do better with rest than tea and sympathy.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 10:10 A.M..: I chatted with a relative and a friend and a
local security group. I also chatted with two other government security groups. From
what I can tell not much is happening in Greenwich locally. Possibly after Labor Day
when some people might come back, it might get a bit busier. I need to take a couple of
hours nap, and I have a 3 P.M. appointment. I do not like stressful activity during my
normal computer activity at night, but I felt some people might be interested in this story
which does not seem to have generally covered by the media The Advocate - Experts work
to disassemble crane . From my professional point of view most of our home computer
problems in my neck of the woods are caused by Scientology - Church of Scientology
Official Site and their German engineering associates whom seem to enjoy reverse
engineering and causing problems. I will now put the computer in sleep mode and take a
two hour nap. I munched on a couple of pieces of cheese, and I finished off the potato
chips. CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 8:00 A.M..:
I installed the most recent Vista updates.
Volcanism on Io - Cambridge University Press
Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS Weekly Volcanic
Activity Report
NMSU Human Resources
» The shroud of secrecy is lifted: Vista SP1 beta due in two weeks | All about Microsoft |
ZDNet.com
Globe7 (3), from Globe7 - Free Downloads on ZDNet | Shareware, Trialware, Evaluation
Software
ASPnews.com -- News : Microsoft Readies First Vista Service Pack Beta
Newegg.com - EVEREX XT5000T NoteBook AMD Turion 64 X2 TL-50(1.60GHz) 17.0"
Wide XGA+ 1GB DDR2 533 100GB 5400rpm Dual layer DVD Burner NVIDIA GeForce
Go 7600 - Retail
Microsoft Unleashes Vista Service Pack Details - News and Analysis by PC Magazine
I chatted with a number of security people in the area and around the country. I finally
figured out the computer security problems that I have been having and possible intrusions
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into my apartment to cause computer problems is probably being caused by agents of the
Syrian government probably working with agents of the Russian government and other
unknown parties they are able to bribe or buy off. It does not make sense to me unless they
are interested in stealing my Microsoft betas or other information off my computers which
are basically generic setups. One of the first people to have keys to my apartment 18 years
was a jogger who still jogs this area and he is an associate of a well known Syrian in this
area, and I once saw somebody about five years ago come out of my next door neighbors
apartment who looked like the former president of Syria the father of the current president
of Syria. Thus it would seem to me by conjecture that more than likely the computer
system problems that I have been having are caused by agents of the Syrian government.
When I go for a walk or an errand in downtown Greenwich, it is not to hard for somebody
to spot me at one of my usual locations and with a cell phone call their contact to check out
my apartment and cause computer mischief. Since they are very cleaver at over riding the
motion detection on the server and gaining access through the CMOS password, it would
lead me to believe the only other person who knows the password told somebody which
includes amongst his associates the President of IBM, and they do not consider my work
important, so they tell other people and word gets around. They are all Westport,
Connecticut liberal who work in this area probably robbing us blind. CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 4:05 A.M..: This is the local news stories that some of my
neighbors are concerned about and other people do not know about The Advocate Experts work to disassemble crane . CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 3:40 A.M..: I chatted with an out of town security agency.
There is a big buck deal if you have got $500 you can get this for $500 after $300 instant
rebate and $200 mail in rebate and $70 shipping, so at first it would cost you $770 and after
the $200 mail in rebate it would be $570, but in this neck of the woods with the internet, I
do not have time to watch television Newegg.com - ASTAR Silver 37" 16:9 12ms LCD
HDTV w/ Built in ATSC Tuner Model LTV-37LS - Retail , but they will only get cheaper
in the future. If that out of town security agency does not start looking into some sort of
social security benefits, I could always stay here until the town gets so expensive that only
people from Saudi Arabia can afford to live here and their help, in which case I would be
stuck volunteering for Saudi Arabia in a Jewish community which is much their attitude
anyway around here as far as they think about me. I still have my old copy of "Lawrence
of Arabia" , but I am not big on Muslim religious law. CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 1:15 A.M..: From the lower right bookcase shelf on the
bedroom side board, I took out the computer parts plastic wrapping holders, and I put
them in a grocery bag in the false ceiling above the bed in the bedroom. I think I need
them in case of any warranty claims. I put the small books from the floor behind the
bedroom door on that book shelf with some odd electronic components. I moved my balsa
wood air plane to on top of the Lindbergh radio, so I have repositioned my Air Force. You
can buy one up at the Ridgefield, Connecticut hardware store for a couple of dollars.
Ridgefield, Connecticut is where Queen Beatrice of the Netherlands's nephew Eric use to
live when he was not flying flowers around the world for www.klm.com . He did not like
Greenwich, Connecticut, since he thought the people were too uppity. His family has lived
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in the same Schloss in Inchgiday in the Netherlands since the 14th century, so I guess you
could say he is an Old Guard pilot. I earlier had taken down the mahogany display stand
from the wall to the right of the Orion television in the bedroom next to the bedroom
thermostat, and I just put it on the left side above the bedroom closet. It has room to
display a few small items way up high. I will now make my same baked breaded boneless
breast of chicken dinner with vegetables and rice that I have been eating recently, which I
will eat with a glass of iced tea. I stock up on tea too when it is on sale. A lot of old women
in the New York area supposedly live on tea and toast, so we do a bit better out here, since
we have a bread factory, and tea tends to be on sale a lot, and we have a nuclear power
plant about 20 miles away to keep the tea warm and the toast toasted. CIO
Note: <888> 08/30/07 Thursday 12:20 A.M.. I was awake today about noon. I ate
breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of
orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a
cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I slept some more until 4 P.M.. I made my bed, and I
washed the breakfast dishes. I went outside, and I chatted with some neighbors. I picked
up my mail. I chatted with a relative. I ate a ham and cheese sandwich with potato chips
and sliced dill pickle with iced tea. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I chatted
with some neighbors. I then went by the Greenwich Library, and I read the Greenwich
Time. I then went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the
train station area. I stopped by Zen stationary, and I played a #26 Super Match 3 scratch
card for a dollar, but I lost. I stopped by CVS during my walk. I then went by the Food
Emporium, and I bought six 20 packs of Twinings www.twinings.com for $2.50 each for
$15 total. I got one box each of Earl Grey, Prince of Wales, Darjeeling, China Oolong,
Indian Spiced Chai tea, and Ceylon tea. The Food Emporium told me they might be
installing a coffee roaster. I then returned home. I chatted with a relative. In the small
white bookcase at my bedroom entrance, I arranged the top two shelves of Software CDs
and DVDs. The second shelf is mostly old betas and old backups. The first shelf is device
drivers, software, and current operating systems and betas and other current programs.
The small books that were on the second shelf, I put on the floor behind the bedroom door.
Thus it will be easier to find computer CDs and DVDs in the future, when I need them.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/29/07 Wednesday 3:20 A.M.. I ate some more goldfish crackers. I watched
some television. I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go back to
bed. Have a good morning. I think the Greenwich, Connecticut schools go back in session
today. CIO
Note: <888> 08/29/07 Wednesday 2:15 A.M.. I ate the last of the Moose Tracks ice cream.
The Arkansas solution to high energy prices and cold weather Everest Mummy 0 to 5Degree Sleeping Bag - Wal-Mart .
BBC NEWS | Health | Smokers to face picture warnings
BBC NEWS | Special Reports | Smoking curbs: The global picture
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Well not much going on in the world. It is not all right to smoke cigarettes, but it is all
right to fight massive wars, which I suppose are more expensive and do cause other people
problems. CIO
Note: <888> 08/29/07 Wednesday 1:25 A.M.. I ate some goldfish crackers.
Chinese Seek to Buy a U.S. Maker of Disk Drives - New York Times
http://www.otago.ac.nz/geology/news/Surtseyan_workshop_2nd_circular.pdf
Maybe when www.ibm.com sold their personal computer business to the Chinese computer
company Lenovo select a country, they also sold me, so I am now a prisoner in a Chinese
skunk works project. There are other interesting things in the neighborhood besides
computers. I noticed today that where the www.porsche.com dealership use to be before
moving into a larger Infiniti dealership, there is now a New Country Motor Car Group :
Greenwich, Hartford CT : Mechanicville, Spring Valley, Latham, Saratoga Springs,
Clifton Park, New York Lamborghini dealership, so if you got the bucks, Greenwich,
Connecticut seems to have the wheels. Usually if you have the bucks for high ticket cars,
you can afford the fuel. CIO
Note: <888> 08/28/07 Tuesday 11:45 P.M.. I rested after the last message. I chatted with a
friend who was kayaking today. I woke up at 9:30 P.M.. I put the tea in the refrigerator to
become iced tea. I checked out the Leadtek TV card in the Epox computer, and it does not
work any better in that, when it use to work fine in it. All I can think of is that
www.cablevision.com changed its cable TV signal recently. The Hauppauge 1600 HVR TV
card I got last January 2007 works just fine in the Vista computer. I reconnected the Epox
computer speakers to its sound card instead of the onboard sound, so the sound now works
on it. I am installing the XP updates on the Epox computer. I ate a ham and cheese
sandwich with potato chips and sliced dill pickle with iced tea. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/28/07 Tuesday 5:25 P.M.: Superferry Plans Kauai Trip Despite Protester
Blockade - News Story - KITV Honolulu
I think I will rest some more. CIO
Note: <888> 08/28/07 Tuesday 5:05 P.M.: This morning, I ate a bowl of goldfish crackers
before going to bed. I was awake at 11 P.M., when I had a telephone call from a relative. I
ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of
orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a
cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes.
I showered, and I cleaned up. I went to my 3 P.M. appointment early. I returned from my
3 P.M. appointment, and I chatted with a neighbor. I am making up a batch of Formula
Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm . I ate two bowls of goldfish crackers. I will now
go through my email. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/28/07 Tuesday 6:55 A.M.: I took out the Leadtek TV card from the FIC
server, and I put it back in the Epox computer. I did not bother trying to put in the
Hauppauge TV card in the FIC server, so it will now not have one. I restored the Vista
Server beta 3 backup to the FIC server, which also includes the XP Professional partition.
I installed the Microsoft drivers for the recently changed keyboard and mouse, and I am
not installing the XP updates on the server. I will then start the server running again. I
have straightened up my work area in the apartment, so it is a little bit neater. I will now
finally shut down the Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/28/07 Tuesday 3:25 A.M.: I had a call yesterday morning at 11 A.M., but I
did not answer it properly, so I missed the call. I chatted with a relative. I went back to
bed until 4 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive
oil, a mixture of orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I made my bed, and I washed the
breakfast dishes. I went outside, and I chatted with a neighbor. I checked the oil on the
Audi and the Buick. I picked up my mail. On the FIC server, neither the LeadTek or the
Hauppauge TV card work in it properly. I exchanged the LeadTek card into it, and I tried
changing its software and troubleshooting the cables. I finally tried restoring my backup
from last December 2006, but the FIC server seems to have some sort of static problem
with the TV cards. I can always restore a more current backup once I have finished
troubleshooting the problem. I reheated and ate the same dinner as last night. On my
order from www.directron.com , tracking is UPS: Tracking Information . I will now shut
down the Vista computer, and I will not run the FIC server for now, until I finish trouble
shooting it. It might be the video on the motherboard, but the problem appears on two
different installations. It does not happen with either card in the Epox computer. From
the splitter going to either primary Vista or FIC server computer, I tried a different cable
to the FIC computer, and it did not work. I will have to try to trouble shoot it later on
today. I will now shut down the Vista computer. I have a 3 P.M. appointment today.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/27/07 Monday 2:45 A.M.: This looks like Jimmy Eldert T-Mobile Hot Spot
@ Home , so he must still be in the communications business. When I lived down in Key
West, Florida, he was the only person who could afford a telephone, so he managed to stay
in the communications business. I thought he was Elizabeth Taylor's hair dresser. Come
to think of it Franklin Roosevelt always said he was an Apple farmer, so I guess since the
Roosevelts started the Bank of New York The Bank of New York Mellon Mellon way back
when, there was not much money in this country, they must have had other profitable side
lines besides Apple farming. Maybe Rope, Hemp, Cannibis, Marijuna in North America
Expose was the second thing the American Indians gave to the Europeans after introducing
them to tobacco. Basically thinking like a reference librarian on the internet, my resources
are only as good a published material. It says here that Walter Chrysler Walter Chrysler Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia had a relationship with Alfred Vanderbilt II Alfred G.
Vanderbilt II - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia and his father was torpedoed by the
Germans Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia , so beware of
Greeks Baring Gifts. I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to
bed soon. I ate a couple of bowls of Goldfish crackers. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/27/07 Monday 1:20 A.M.: The www.adobe.com flash plug-in was causing
problems with Internet Explorer and causing it to crash. I reinstalled it, so possibly it is
fixed now. When I chatted with www.cablevision.com tech support the last time, they told
me that the Internet Explorer Active X add ins usually cause problems, which is why he
uses other web browsers that do not support them. The Greenwich Water Company which
has offices nearby on Holly Hill Lane gives away water restrictor kits which have a mister
shower head, but since I did not use it, I think I gave it to the Greenwich Hospital Thrift
Shop. I could always get another one if I feel I need to install it to conserve on funds. I still
have the large Admiral's shower head that has two broken spouts, and the original shower
head that has about the same flow as my present generic Pollenex shower head that seems
to do a better job. When washing one's hair, one has to have enough water to rinse off the
soap. On the In re Epson Ink Cartridge Cases, I never received the $40 discount code to
use at Buy Epson Printers, Scanners, All-In-Ones from the Official Epson Store - Epson
America, Inc. which was suppose to be active June 20, 2007. Since in that same period I
had the email from Microsoft about beta testing SP1 for Vista disappear while I was up in
Kennebunkport, Maine in June, possibly also the Epson Settlement email was also stolen. I
will contact them at In re Epson Ink Cartridge Cases Contact . It sort of makes me think
what other email or communications or ideas that might have been stolen from me during
my many years on the internet. I once received two emails from Bill Gates many years ago,
but they were in PGP encryption which I did not know how to use in an older email
program that no longer works, but I might still have copies of them. Basically since Home
Computers and Internet Technology is what I deal with in my spare time which I have
quite a bit of, it is what I deal with, just like if you drove a car, you would have to deal with
its expenses, maintenance, and hazards. CIO
Note: <888> 08/27/07 Monday 12:20 A.M.: Well, when I lived at the Pensione Adria on the
Santa Trinita bridge in Florence, Italy back in the winter of 1972, they had a hot water
meter on the bath tub, where one had to put in a 100 lire coin every couple of minutes,
about 18 cents. I suppose the company might be more advanced, so they would have
machines to monitor hot water usage, as one uses it in a public or private facility, thus
when one takes a shower, it might shout out $1 every two minutes or so, or keep a running
count, $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, etc. with advertising such as "for that price you could have bought
a drink at the bar" and charge customers for hot water usage or even water usage in
locations where water is less plentiful. Who knows, maybe if your spouse or guest takes
long showers or baths, it would automatically give them a warning and cut off the water.
With today's technology it is possible. Maybe, they could just come up with a clever
shower head flow control attachment, and one could use some sort of clamp to make the
shower feature active all of the time, and the bath tub dispenser not work. Of course, if I
thought some clever intruder was using my hot water, I could always turn off the hot water
at the fuse box, but then I would not have hot water for my personal use. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 11:20 P.M.: For a change of pace in my laid back lifestyle in
America, I decided to take a bath instead of a shower for a change, which I think is a lot
more expensive. We have small bath tubs in our public housing project or council housing
as one calls it back in the Old Country. I put in a my www.lnt.com deluxe bath mat Linens
'n Things - Bath: Accessories: Bath Mats/Pillows: Deluxe Bath Mat which is probably the
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most practical thing available in America, if you ever have time to take a bath or a shower.
I then filled the bath tub half way up with hot water, which in my case with the low
temperature hot water setting on my hot water tank is at the maximum faucet
temperature, and I then soak in the hot water filling up the bath tub most of the way with
my body. When one sinks their head under water, one has to remember to hold one's nose,
so as not to breath in the water and choke to death. Yes, people do die in bath tubs which
is probably the most dangerous thing in America. I then washed my hair with shampoo
and rinsed it off the same way. I then used hair conditioner on my scalp, and then I
lathered by body with soap, and then I rinsed off the same way. I then soaked in the bath
tub enjoying a hot muscle relaxing soak in a hot tub, and I then stepped out of the bath tub,
and I towel dried myself and my hair. I then cleaned the bath tub with Comet scouring
cleaner and I let the water run out of the tub. I do not leave the shower curtain in the bath
tub when taking a bath. Thus I feel a bit cleaner and refreshed. I am not going out
tonight, since I was up at 1:30 P.M. this afternoon, and I am just beginning to end my day.
Even if we had bigger bath tubs here, we would not be able to afford the extra expense of
more hot water to clean up. The way I figure it a bath in a shallow bath tub uses five times
as much water as a hot two minute shower that I usually take which costs about 50 cents, so
a bath costs me about $2.50 with the bath tub half filled plus the cost of shampoo,
conditioner, and soap, so from the cheap way of doing it, a bath costs about $3 in the
United States of America. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 9:50 P.M.: After dinner, I went out and checked the motor
pool. One white Army jeep dropped off two residents. When I knew Wiley Middleton, he
claimed that Walter Chrysler was homosexual, so I guess since Chrysler makes jeeps there
must be a connection between them and the Army. Wiley is still known down south as the
Swamp Fox, but somebody told me the Swamp Fox's real name was Frances Marion.
Whatever the case, I have a feeling that some of these Liberal Democrats who are apple
farmers are growing a product that is more profitable than apples as a side line, which is
why they can afford to go into politics. It could be much the same with other farmers. I
know Caroline Kennedy lives on a farm in North Salem, New York near the Haight Apple
orchards, and her family has already established a reputation of dealing in contraband
over many years. Whatever, the case it is the nature of people around the railroad, they
pretty much see everything around the tracks, so they generally wait to see what comes
next. Obviously all the various schools in the area will be going back to classes soon, so
possibly we have some families in the area dropping off their children at the local boarding
schools in the area. I generally having been on a night time schedule for so many years, I
do not get involved in local town politics, since the day time people always seem to run
everything, since they sit in comfortable offices in the day time, and they are paid well by
national standards, however if every one whom is not paid decided to go back on a daytime
schedule, some of the night people with far more experience are better qualified than some
of the younger daytime people whom are looking to get ahead too easily in terms of
networking with individuals whom they think can advance them on their career paths as
they decide whether they want to continue residence in this area or move on to greener
pastures. Frequently some of the summer people prosper in this area around the sports
activities, but we all know they also work the winter resort activities down south, so sooner
or later they fold their tents like Ahab the Arab and head back down south for the Winter
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Season. The expense of going back and forth plus living in resorts in the high season
around wealthy people frequently leaves them in less than profitable circumstances when
they can not keep up with the younger generation that always comes along, thus they end
up doing more full time maintenance in the areas they chose to settle in. I don't know
much about the military, but I do know around Army bases, a lot of people spend a lot of
time cutting the grass and maintaining the facilities, so they are somewhat expert in it.
Whether they actually have any combat capabilities is opened to debate. A lot of our
political military heroes seem to have been limited to clerical duties in the military, so since
they know how to type, you hear more about them. Basically although the military has a
budget, there are so many individuals involved that the funding does not go very far for the
mass of the personnel, and from what I know War is suppose to be organized chaos, so
unless one is used to dealing with the front line troops, I would advise any civilians whom
have more peaceful back grounds to think twice before they start touring the front lines of
any sensitive areas. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 8:35 P.M.: I did a Vista Complete PC backup from first
hard drive to the second hard drive. I am making, and I will eat the same dinner as the last
two nights. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 7:15 P.M.: Skype – download latest version with all new
features
Saint Joan of Arc -- Encyclopaedia Britannica
Sierra Trading Post DealFlyer 20% discount through August 28, 2007
Jimmy Eldert's 52nd birthday is August 28, 2007, so maybe he will show up some day with
his old group of 200 cousins that look him and me.
Geeks.com - New Arrivals for the week of 25.AUG.07 $1.99 shipping on over $49.99
purchase, you could order a heavy UPS Computer Surge Protectors, Surge Protectors,
Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Geeks.com or heavy heavy item such as a large screen
LCD. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 6:50 P.M.: My Microsoft Wireless 6000 mouse has been
terribly slow in Vista, since Vista was released. For the Logitech LX 500 keyboard and
mouse system on the FIC server, the Vista drivers were not released. They are now, so I
switched the Logitech LX 500 mouse and keyboard to my primary Vista system, and I put
the Microsoft Wireless 6000 mouse and Comfort Keyboard on the FIC XP server. I
uninstalled their drivers before switching them around, and after switching them around, I
installed their drivers. The Logitech LX 500 wireless keyboard has keyboard encryption so
it is probably better security. The Microsoft system has 64,000 frequencies, but it was not
as responsive as it should have been in Vista. I thus now have a more responsive Vista
system. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 5:25 P.M.: When I last lived in New Canaan, Connecticut, I
knew Roy Scott was the chief of police, and there was another Michael Scott in town whom
was in the local newspaper for setting off fireworks in the downtown area. When I
returned from Ronald Reagan's inaugural in 1980 on the Time Magazine private jet into
Westchester County airport, I gave my name to a young fellow on the train from
Greenwich to New Canaan, and he told me he was from Brazil and lived in New Canaan,
Connecticut. What is strange he was pale and blond haired and blue eyed. Even J.F.K. Jr.
was building a house in New Canaan, Connecticut before his plane did a belly flop off of
Martha's Vineyard. Whomever still lives up in New Canaan, more than likely still has
contacts with Manhattan. I once saw Alexander Haig in New Canaan, Connecticut, and I
use to see him all of the time around the Franklin Delano Roosevelt post office building on
Third Avenue where he parked his black U.S. Army www.army.mil Nash Rambler on the
North Side of the Post Office building where it said "RESERVED FOR FEDERAL
PARKING". He also wore an Army General's Uniform coming and going to work, so
more than likely he was not alone. That was in the Good Old Days when Military
Intelligence had it headquarters for the Northeast in Manhattan before moving to Fort
Devens, and there was a large group of friendly fellows that worked for the "Anti
Terrorism Task Force" that was assigned to Manhattan until about 1982. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 4:45 P.M.: I woke up at 1:30 P.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with
certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
milk and splenda. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I chatted with two
relatives. As it stands now, this Friday a relative will pick up his Audi and drive it up to
Kennebunkport, Maine for the Labor Day weekend. Then he will return it here Labor Day
or the Tuesday after Labor Day to return the Audi. Then on Friday September 14, 2007, I
will drive it back up to Kennebunkport, Maine for a week's stay in Maine, and I will help
my relative close up the house. The following Friday on September 21, 2007, I will drive
my relative down in the Audi, and two other relatives will pick up my relative here at my
apartment along with the Audi and take it further south to where they live. I am beginning
to feel like Scott's Pit Stop headquarters. If one has gasoline to waste, it is always a nice
drive up the Merritt Parkway to New Canaan, Connecticut. New Canaan, Connecticut has
the Waverly Nature Center for outdoor walks across from its Y.M.C.A., and it also has two
www.cvs.com stores in downtown New Canaan, Connecticut along with a Starbucks. On
week days, I used to shop there at the Visiting Nurse thrift shop across the street from the
New Canaan fire house. There are quite a few antique shops in New Canaan, Connecticut
with a wide variety of items such as New Yorker look for on weekends. Karl Chevrolet has
a dealership there. There is a Food Emporium and Stewart's Market. Also there are a
number of Christian Churches around the Town Green, which they call "God's Little
Acre". The President of Mobil oil used to live in New Canaan, Connecticut, so people
could afford to drive around. Maple Lamb real estate seems to know the local market
there. There are inexpensive apartment buildings and houses in the downtown area of New
Canaan, Connecticut. It has a very good school system. Alas a lot of old time Yankee types
still live there, so they try to get younger people to do house painting for less than the
established wage rates. New Canaan, Connecticut is about a hour and a half commute out
of New York City each way, and one has to change for the New Canaan branch line at the
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Stamford, Connecticut train station. A lot of people in New Canaan, Connecticut use to
read a lot with the hour and a half commute each way into Manhattan, unlike the
Greenwich people who only have time for a 40 minute drink in the bar car on the way out
from Manhattan. However, it is colder there in the winter and hotter in the summer, since
it is not on Long Island Sound. There was a popular movie made there about Wife
Swapping that took place during an Ice Storm in the winter around 1980. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 6:30 A.M.: Of course every one in this area knows "Money
Follows Money". From this maybe I should try living in Monaco World's Most Overpriced
Real Estate Markets - Forbes.com , and since I know a little bit of French, I would more
than likely survive. However, I do not approve of gambling, but realistically Greenwich,
Connecticut has more gamblers with all of the Wall Street people around. Bon Soir, Mes
Amis. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 6:15 A.M.: I cut a Kaiser or Bulky roll in half, and I put a
generous portion of Hellmann's low fat mayonnaise on both sides, and then I put two
1/16th inch thick slices of Wilson's Virginia ham and four 1/16th of an inch thick slices of
Stop and Shop white American cheese on it, and I cut it in half. I put it on a dinner plate
with a Lay's sour cream and onion potato chips and a sliced dill pickle, and I ate it with a
glass of iced tea. When I chatted with AT&T wireless up in Toronto, Canada the other
day, I told them I thought they should make it a nickel a minute outgoing and free
incoming, but AT&T has always been one of the greediest American companies, so they
were polite, but I do not think they will change their rates. A lot of the former wealthier
residents of Greenwich, Connecticut now live in New Canaan, Connecticut where they now
have more privacy, and many of them no longer need to commute into Manhattan having
established themselves a long time ago. However, as one gets older New Canaan does not
have a hospital, and since it is away from Long Island Sound, it is hotter in the summer
and colder in the winter. More than likely they can still afford to pay their utility bills.
Since the last place I lived in New Canaan, Connecticut was nearby the New Canaan,
Connecticut police department, I did not worry too much about security, but when driving
back and forth into Manhattan during the early morning hours, I worried about any wild
animals that might be along the Merritt Parkway, if one ever broke down there in the back
woods of Connecticut in the middle of the night. Basically, I no longer cover Manhattan
anymore, since it costs too much to cover Manhattan, and since I am more interested in
computer technology than the news, I do not pay much attention to the local news
anymore, since with 40 million people in the New York City area, there is always news, but
more than likely not many people have time to pay much attention to it, except the retired
community and the younger generation. Many people travel through this area, so I enjoy
seeing the diverse cross section of individuals from around the world as opposed to the
local Village Idiots that every town seems to have. If anyone is starving in this area, across
the street from the new Mobil www.exxon.com gasoline station that they are rebuilding on
West Putnam Avenue, there is an apple tree that is dropping its apples, and apples are not
cheap anymore. Since it is on a public roadway by a public sidewalk, I assume they are
public property until the worms get them. Just east of that apple tree is where the orange
sign on metal stake use to be that said, "Do Not Dig Trans Atlantic Cable". However, it
was probably not removed for security purposes, if you know the area, more than likely it
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was knocked down by a snow plow pushing snow and ice in the winter. It is just on the
north side of the United Jewish Appeal, so more than likely other people over the years
noticed it was there. Whatever, the real cost of communications in this area, it seems sort
of strange when visitors show up here, there are not that many visitor activities except for
the sports activities at the private clubs which cost money. They town is like any other
upscale suburb catering to family life and women's shopping habits. From a maintenance
stand point the town is well maintained, but since the town is quite large, one never knows
the over all picture. It is the responsibility of the public servants to look after the town, and
not the free press. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 5:05 A.M.: About the only thing else besides the internet that
people in Connecticut are good at is raking leaves. Here is a handy item I just saw on
television The Cyclone Rake leaf and lawn vacuum . Basically the people in Connecticut
are the landed gentry of New York State whom moved out here to our agricultural
environment to escape the high taxes of New York State. However, since Connecticut is
mostly rocks, there is not much use to try farming. We use to make a bit of money off the
Insurance Industry in Hartford, Connecticut, but there are so many Insurance Companies,
anymore it is not a very profitable business. Basically the well to do people in Connecticut
were so comfortable for so long of a period of time that once they had to learn how to make
a living, they out sourced the jobs, and they continue to wait for the profits to be returned,
which does not make much sense in a real economic world, where the world markets tend
to dictate the price of goods and services. Sure you think you know it all because you
watch California television in Connecticut, but California television is not really relevant to
day to day living in Connecticut. About all California knows about Connecticut is
"Christmas in Connecticut" which had Bing Crosby in it, whom was from Coure De Laine,
Idaho, and he actually invested his money in the orange juice business in southern
California and Spain, so I am not sure how much he really knew about real life in
Connecticut. The television personalities of New York television are frequently from
California where they make the "Talkies", since there are more sunny days in California,
unlike the New England area. Since I had my high school education in Connecticut which
is a colder climate, and since I had my college education in Illinois which is an even colder
climate, I tend to think in terms of Yankee fundamentalism, and not in terms of the Robert
E. Lee school of public journalism or where ever the old southern families finally decided
to settle in after they figured out that they could not live off Government contracts forever.
Yankees whom actually live in this area are not easily intimidated by physically large
people, since there are quite a few large people in this area, whom do not bother to exercise
walk downtown observing the General Public. We still can arrange for Walter Hudson to
steal a bag of potato chips, if you know anything about Hudson Valley Armor Car
Company. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 08/26/07:
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 4:05 A.M.: I ate a few handfuls of Pepperidge Farm goldfish
crackers, which are about the only product produced in Connecticut that I can afford to
buy. Connecticut has another group of people, and those are the people who network in
New York City around social functions, and then because they met somebody at a social
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function, they think they know as much as that person when they go elsewhere. Whatever,
the case hacking capabilities are not a very useful job function in the Real World, so more
than likely most hackers end up becoming homeless and sooner or later their laptop
batteries run out. I will now send out my weekly notes. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 3:15 A.M.: BBC NEWS | Technology | The Tech Lab: Vint
Cerf
http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/
NCSA, FBI launch National Center for Digital Intrusion Response
National Center for Digital Intrusion Response (NCDIR)
Well, as I was reading these latest links, somebody crashed my computer. I chatted with a
few different security groups. I have a theory the hackers are monitoring my computer
activity, and they randomly crash my computer when they do not like the content that I am
working on. It is the nature of the internet that it could be coming from anywhere in the
world, but why would somebody from half way around the world bother me. More than
likely it could be someone in this area whom has the capability of monitoring internet
activity. To have that capability they would have to have assets, and thus if one found
whom it was, they could be prosecuted and sued in a court of law. CIO
Note: <888> 08/26/07 Sunday 12:35 A.M.: I woke up at 2 P.M., when a relative called
today. I then went back to bed until 4 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced
banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with certo, and
cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and
splenda. I chatted with two relatives and two friends. I went back to bed until 8 P.M.. I
made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went
out, and I went by the Stop and Shop. I bought a 10 pound bag of Carolina enriched rice
for $5.69, two 12 ounce containers of Stop and Shop honey bear U.S.A. clover honey for
$1.50 each, two 15 ounce bottles of Kikkoman soy sauce for $2.19 each, a 2 pound bag of
baby carrots for $2.99, broccoli crowns at $1.29 a pound for $2.35 for $18.41 total. I then
went by the Greenwich Automotive Service Exxon gasoline station, and I bought $28 of self
service premium unleaded gasoline at $3.529 a gallon for 7.935 gallons for 106.4 miles
driving since I returned from Kennebunkport, Maine a week ago this past Thursday for
13.409 miles per gallon at current odometer reading of 115,260 miles. I checked the air on
the front tires at 30 PSI and the air on the rear tires at 35 PSI. I washed the windows with
the window cleaner. I then went downtown, and I walked the entire length of Greenwich
Avenue and the train station area. It was not too busy, but it was later in the evening. I
chatted with one stroller that had lived in Milan, Italy. I then drove down by the
waterfront on Steamboat Road. There were about a half dozen fishermen on the
waterfront. The modest size yacht the Utopia III was moored at the The Delamar on
Greenwich Harbor . Their restaurant The Delamar on Greenwich Harbor - L Escale
Restaurant and Bar was quite busy. I then returned home, and I put away my groceries. I
will now reheat and eat the same meal as last night. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/25/07 Saturday 7:15 A.M.: BBC NEWS | Programmes | Click | Under the
hood of the $100 laptop
I posted it at http://mikelouisscott.com/bbc-cheap-laptop.rm .
I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/25/07 Saturday 6:20 A.M.: I ordered from www.directron.com
10 Yellow Modware Round ATA133 IDE Cable 36" 2 Device Mesh PVC Covered
Modware 2A36YEL-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices TexasDirectron.com for $2.99 each
Vantec Notebook Security Lock NBL-S200 Cable Locking System 6.5 ft of 3/8 inch Coated
Steel Cable-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices TexasDirectron.com for $16.99
2 CPU Security Lock, works like a case screw but requires a key to open, -cg-Best
Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for $2.99 each
Free DVD Software Free DVD Playing Software Free DVD Player Software CD-Best
Computer Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for free
Red Rose Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers), #F09-Best Computer Online Store Houston
Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Yellow Sun Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F11-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels, tags), #F18-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels, tags), #F02-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Red & Yellow Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers), #F07-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Flower Case Badge (labels, stickers, tags), #F08-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Red Rose Bouquet Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F10-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Two-Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels), #F13-Best Computer Online Store Houston
Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
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White Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers) #14-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
A White Rose Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels) #F15-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Two Yellow Roses, Flower Case Badge (stickers, labels) #F17-Best Computer Online Store
Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Three Yellow Roses, Flower Case Badge #F01-Best Computer Online Store Houston Buy
Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com for .05
Less $1 on $50 order with coupon "SUPER50"
for $52.47 subtotal
plus $14.81 UPS ground shipping
for $67.28 total
The Cable Lock is back ordered until September 5, 2007, so I do not know if the order will
ship right away or not.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/25/07 Saturday 4:00 A.M.: Remote Sensing for Hazard Mitigation and
Resource Protection in Pacific Latin America
Italy Unità funzionale Sala Operativa
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia - Sezione di Catania report
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia - Sezione di Catania homepage
Amazon.com: PC Magazine Windows Vista Solutions (PC Magazine): Books: Mark Justice
Hinton
Where Are They Now: 10 IT Execs You Only Thought Retired - Where Are They Now
Slide 1
Using Windows Vista as a home theater hub | ZDNet Photo Gallery
» Vista Media Center takes over the living room | Ed Bott’s Microsoft Report | ZDNet.com
Smokin' Hot Deal on a 500GB Hard Drive @ Geeks.com!
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Vesuvius -- Encyclopaedia Britannica
So Much for the Spaghetti Version of the Internet. CIO
Note: <888> 08/25/07 Saturday 2:50 A.M.: Where to find the bargains Slickdeals.net and
xpdig.com- dig + share hot deals & coupons . I finished my chores. I am now in low light
conditions, and I will now go through my email. I downloaded the beta of Vista Server
2008 June release last night, but I did not bother to install it on my FIC server, since I have
the previous release installed on it, and I am currently running the XP IIS server, since it
has footers, so I can display my footer Mike Scott's Stats and Ads . However, since I chat
to much www.ibm.com is not user friendly to me in the area, since I told Michael Dell
www.dell.com about 15 years ago at the Knights of Columbus flea market how
www.ibm.com made money off Personal Computer by buy less expensive parts in Asia. Of
course what www.ibm.com ignores like www.microsoft.com is enough to keep me busy in
my spare time. I guess after going to the Watson debutant ball at the St. Regis hotel in
Manhattan back around 1970, I forgot to throw them a party in return. However, I had
other friends throw parties that I showed up at there were equally well attended. There
was the Tall Ships in New York Harbor back in 1976 and there was the Winter Olympics
in Albertville, France back around 1992, so possibly I rubbed shoulders with them
elsewhere in the world. Who knows Bill Gates originally worked on developing Windows
into OS/2 in Boca Raton, Florida where I worked at the Le Vielle Maison restaurant until
New Years 1978, and I lived out in Long Island for a while near where the IBM country
club was located in Sands Point, Long Island, and I had a roommate in Manhattan who
was the head of word processing in Cyrus Vance's law firm across the street from IBM's
Manhattan headquarters, so possibly besides the Greenwich, Connecticut area, I have
bumped into IBM people elsewhere in the world. Alas if they never bothered hiring me
after all of these years, I guess I do not have any of the skills they need in their work
around Super Computers compared to the at Home Personal Computer user. I will now go
through my email. Well, at least I can type. It comes in handy for writing a web log. It
does not look like the heavy rain in the Midwest is coming our way Greenwich, Connecticut
(06830) Conditions & Forecast : Weather Underground . I also opened up a new ten pound
bag of Carolina Enriched rice. CIO
Note: <888> 08/25/07 Saturday 1:40 A.M.: I opened up the package of six boneless chicken
breasts, and I put four of them in a large flat Rubbermaid container. I then rinsed off the
other two in cold water, and I dried them with a paper towel. I then put a thin coat of
olive oil in a Pyrex pie dish, and on a separate plate, I rubbed the bottom side of the
boneless chicken breasts with olive oil, and then I spread a thick coating of seasoned bread
crumbs on it, and then I did the same with the top side and the other boneless chicken
breasts. I then seasoned the top side generously with garlic powder, ground black pepper,
Old Bay Seasoning, and Italian spices. I then put them in the Pyrex pie dish, and I baked
them in the Farberware convection oven at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 35 minutes. I also
made up a batch of http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/mlsrice.htm to which I also added
two teaspoons of Kikkoman soy sauce and Italian Seasoning and chicken bullion
seasoning. I ate half, and I put the other half in a Rubbermaid container in the
refrigerator. I also steamed in a two quart Revere pot with steamer tray and lid about 1.5
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cups of baby carrots and broccoli crowns for 15 minutes on medium high electric burner
heat, and I put some olive oil on the vegetables. I put the other baked boneless chicken
breast in a Rubbermaid container in the refrigerator. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. I
will now water the plants, and I will throw out the garbage and the old periodical
literature. I will also put out more white vinegar in the scent bowl underneath the Sony
television. The apartment is not really too dirty, so I did not bother doing house cleaning
today. While using the Farberware convection oven to cook the chicken, its power went
off. The power strip behind the Panasonic television in the kitchen malfunctioned, so I
disconnected it from behind the refrigerator, and since I could not reach the wall socket
behind the refrigerator and since the spare power strip had a shorter cable, I strung it
from the center of the kitchen wall plug along the wooden shelf above the kitchen sink with
the same electrical cords plugged into it for the Farberware convection oven, the clock
radio, and the Panasonic television. Some times the www.ibm.com six socket electrical
adapter on the center kitchen walk becomes disconnected, so one has to make sure it is
pushed in all of the way for it to work properly. CIO
Note: <888> 08/24/07 Friday 11:30 P.M.: I went out on a Top Secret Mission after the last
message. I went west on West Putnam Avenue, and I noticed some young fellow on a
motorcycle doing a wheely up the hill riding east. The Port Chester beer distributor had
already closed at 10 P.M., so I drove through the center of downtown Port Chester over to
the A&P grocery store in the Port Chester shopping center near I-287. They are opened
24 hours except weekends, and they can sell beer until 4 A.M.. They have lots of beer on
sale including the Heineken DRAUGHTKEG at room temperature for $19.99. They have
12 packs of 12 ounce bottles of Heineken regular and light on sale for $3 off for $13.99 a
twelve pack, so I bought a 12 pack of refrigerated cold regular Heineken for $13.99 and .60
bottle deposit and a 33.5 ounce box of Pepperidge Farm Goldfish crackers for $6.99 for
$22.61 total. I then returned home. I put the sealed 12 pack in the refrigerator on the top
shelf behind the Brita water holder. I do not drink alcohol myself, but I keep it around for
guests should the occassion ever arrive. The current beer in my refrigerator and stored
elsewhere around the apartment is two to five years old, so it might not be good, but it is
still good for cooking hot dogs. Obviously the large A&P has a lot other food, but I can not
use my Connecticut Food Stamps in New York, and they are not good for alcohol anyway.
Possibly http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm 's real name was Freddie Heineken Junior,
which might be why he never ran out of money, and is also why he knew out to speak
Dutch along with about a dozen other languages. Since Freddie Heineken Senior was
retired in Jamaica, they might have gotten darkly tanned down there. CIO
Note: <888> 08/24/07 Friday 9:50 P.M.: I had a buzz on my phone at 10 A.M. this morning
for another neighbor. I got back up at noon. My order for 4 cartons of New York Seneca
Ultra Lights 100s from www.ordersmokesdirect.com had arrived. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with
certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
milk and splenda. I went back to bed until 4 P.M.. I made my bed, and I washed the
breakfast dishes. I ordered for a relative a free Overstock.com, save up to 80% every day!
Free Cultured Freshwater Pearl Necklace worth $19.99 for free with $2.95 shipping . I
then showered, and I cleaned up. I went outside, and I chatted with some neighbors. I
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went downtown, and I went by the Chase Bank on Mason street. I then chatted with the
Bank of New York security guard at the same location. The security guard thinks I look
like Prince Charles The Prince of Wales , but he is from Haiti, so he probably thinks all
northern European males look the same. I then chatted with a relative on my wireless
telephone downtown. I might be going back up to Kennebunkport, Maine for another two
weeks after labor day and driving my relative down after that period, where they would
transfer my relative to another's relative's car to go further south. During my walk, I
stopped by CVS, and I bought a five pack of www.bic.com lighters for $2.99 and .18 tax for
$3.17. I noticed somebody having dinner at the Gingerman restaurant up at the top of
Greenwich Avenue, and they were driving a Range Rover that said the The Barclay
InterContinental NEW YORK CITY Hotels | THE BARCLAY NEW YORK | Welcome .
The Barclay is were airline flight crews use to stay just behind the Waldorf Astoria. I
completed my walk. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a six pack of White
Gem boneless breasts of chicken for $1.79 a pound for $6, buy one get one free of six packs
of Thomas' English muffins for $2.99 both six packs, a 12.5 ounce bag of Lays sour cream
and onion potato chips for $2.50, two 64 ounce Kedem grape juices for $2.50 each, fresh
Chiquita bananas for .54 a pound $18.01 total. I then bought a two pack of 1.7 ounce Stop
and Shop Pure Power Blue Automatic Toilet Bowl Cleaner tablets for $2.69 and .16 tax for
$2.85 total. I noticed at the Stop and Shop they sell what looks to be 5 liter kegs of
Heineken draft beer Heineken DRAUGHTKEG in small draft containers that are at room
temperature that are suppose to last 30 days for $19.99. There is no deposit on the
container, so they are not returned to the Netherlands. Whenever, I can afford to drive
down to the waterfront on Steamboat Road, I will have to see if any of the local wharf rat
are discarding them around the waterfront. However, you can not buy beer from the store
after 8 P.M. in Connecticut, but more than likely they have it at the nearby Port Chester,
New York Beer distributor, which as I recall stays open until 11 P.M.. I was told there is a
Brazilian grocery store on Main street in Port Chester, New York that sells fresh coffee
beans. I was told they are near the Cuban meat market across the street from Radio Shack
in downtown Port Chester, New York. I chatted with a relative. I picked up my mail,
when I returned home, and I received the www.ge.com Service Contract that I have paid
one third of for the next year through September 12, 2008 on my General Electric Profile
15,500 BTU air conditioner with remote control. I made two copies of it, and I put the
copies and the original in the front of my metal file holder on the right side of my bedroom
desk. CIO
Note: <888> 08/24/07 Friday 1:40 A.M.: I did some regular internet work, and I watched
some television. I ate three scoops of Moose Tracks ice cream. I will now shut down the
primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 11:00 P.M.: 3 foot IDE cables Yellow Modware Round
ATA133 IDE Cable 36" 2 Device Mesh PVC Covered Modware 2A36YEL-Best Computer
Online Store Houston Buy Discount Prices Texas-Directron.com $3 . CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 10:35 P.M.: Optimize your computer for peak
performance
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Newegg.com - Western Digital Caviar SE16 WD4000KD 400GB 7200 RPM 16MB Cache
Serial ATA150 Hard Drive - OEM $80 with shipping
I watched a television program about young royals around the world, alas the new rich in
America seem to be richer. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 8:10 P.M.: I chatted with four relatives and a friend. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 7:10 P.M.: I cancelled the AT&T Motorola travel charger
for $15.89 more available on my debit account. I made and ate the same ham and cheese
sandwich, which I ate with a sliced dill pickle, potato chips, and ice tea. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 4:30 P.M.: I ate a sliced bulky roll with margarine before
going to bed. I woke up at noon. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted
bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I went back to bed
until 4 P.M.. I made my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. I went out, and I chatted
with a neighbor. I went to my usual 3 P.M. appointment. I returned home, and I picked
up my mail. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 3:30 A.M.: The best multivitamin for you -- and 11 to steer
clear of - CNN.com
I will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go to bed soon. I have a 3
P.M. appointment today.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 3:10 A.M.: By switching the Radio Shack Cable Switch to
the right switch for the Digital Cable Box, one can disable the cable input the Cable input
into the computer, if the Digital Cable box is turned off. I did that. I then moved the Terk
antenna on to a small flat place mat situated between on the rear sides of the two Dell
monitors of the FIC server. I then provided extra stability to it by using to metal book ends
to stabilize the Terk antenna. I did a WinTV channel manager scan of it, and with the
Terk antenna pointed out the left living room window to the west, I found one analog
channel, and eight HDTV digital channels. They come in well including two www.abc.com
channels. Once can use Antennaweb Address to locate the orientation of the antenna, and
in my case I have it pointed west towards New York City where the most High Definition
Digital Channels would come from.
The Channels are:
Analog:
3, Ant-3
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Digital:
1091, WWOR DT
1092, WNYW DT
1411, WXTV DT
1051, WNYW-DT
1052, WWOR-DT
1071, WABC-HD
1072, WABC+
1073, WABCnow
I have the WinTV2000 TV view program setup to view all of the Digital Cable Channels
available without the Digital Cable Box along with the Terk antenna channels. Of course
one can view a lot more channels from Channel 3 when the Digital Cable Box is turned on
and the Radio Shack cable switch is switch to the right for the Digital Cable Box. CIO
Note: <888> 08/23/07 Thursday 12:50 A.M.: I have ordered with the AT&T Motorola Go
Phone that I have received a $14.99 plus tax Motorola travel charger, which I have not
received or been billed for. I need to contact them at Contact AT&T | Wireless from
AT&T, formerly Cingular , so either they send it or I cancel it, so I can free up the money
in my debit account. You can buy them cheaper elsewhere on the internet. I need one of
these Motorola C139 Protector Case HoneyNavyBlue (TF) . This is suppose to work with
the non blue Motorola C139 tooth phone JABRA FREESPEAK BT200 CORDLESS
HEADSET NON BLUETOOTH - (eBay item 170129931398 end time Sep-08-07 12:20:20
PDT) , but I would not use it much at 25 cents a minute. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 11:50 P.M.: I think this is the specific car Porsche 2007
Transsyberia. parked in front of the Porsche dealership on West Putnam Avenue in
Greenwich, Connecticut New Country Porsche of Greenwich . CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 11:25 P.M.: There was an orange and black Porsche like
the one in this picture Home - Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG parked in front of our local
Porsche dealership on West Putnam Avenue this evening without the racing logos. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 11:15 P.M.: I ate the same dinner as last night. I chatted
with a relative and a friend.
Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS Weekly Volcanic
Activity Report
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Possibly the Chikurachki Kuril Islands, Russia volcano activity has caused our more recent
cooler weather.
Or Pavlof in Alaska Alaska Volcano Observatory
I finished the XP Professional ASR backup from the first hard drive to the second hard
drive on the FIC server.
Where you fall in poll of U.S. reading habits - CNN.com
Volcanoes 2008 Wall Calendar
BrownTrout Calendars | Volcanoes 2008 Wall Calendar <b class="orange">2008</b>
Calendar
CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 8:45 P.M.: I chatted with my relative in Kennebunkport,
Maine. My relative reported on their news, there was a report of a unknown submarine off
the coast, but it did not say where or what type or whose. Maybe we have finally been
invaded. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 8:25 P.M.: 15 Ways to Reinvent Your PC - Review by
PC Magazine
» Can Vista SP1 help polish Vista’s tarnished image? | All about Microsoft | ZDNet.com
Perfect Places To Dine Solo - Forbes.com
Amazon.com: Classic Greenwich Style: Books: Cindy Rinfret
http://view.ed4.net/v/27N6/40KLW/5PNM5C/6MNDOE/MAILACTION=1&FORMAT=H
Totalidea TweakVI - Review by PC Magazine
Vista Test Drive
Microsoft TS2 Event Rocky Hill, Connecticut, October 23, 2007
» Building an energy efficient home computer | Storage Bits | ZDNet.com
Mendenhall Postdoctoral Research Fellowship Program
Windows Home Server
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rename music – RenaMusic: Take the Hassle Out of Renaming Your Music Files Downloads by PC Magazine
PC Troubleshooter Resource Guide, Fifth Edition, from TechRepublic Pro - Downloads TechRepublic
Me.dium for Internet Explorer - Reviews and free downloads at Download.com
backup utility – InstaBack 2: Instantly and Automatically Back Up Your Data - Downloads
by PC Magazine
I Hate My Website eBook - Web Site Development Tips for successful Ebusinesses
I went through my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 6:50 P.M.: Google Sky explore the Stars Google Earth
Sky . CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 6:45 P.M.: I was awake at 10 A.M., when somebody
called me up that I can not remember. I then went back to bed until noon. I ate breakfast
of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape
with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee
with milk and splenda. I went back to bed until 4 P.M.. I made my bed, and I washed the
breakfast dishes. I chatted with www.ordersmokesdirect.com , and they told me my order
for 4 cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box are shipping today. I might
order the Natives in the future, since possibly they would not have the same smell as the
Senecas. I showered, and I cleaned up. I went out, and I went by the Greenwich Library,
and I read P.C. Magazine and P.C. World magazine. I then returned home. I ate the rest
of the can of Planter's Spanish peanuts about one fourth of a can. I am doing a XP
Professional ASR backup of the FIC server, so it is currently not running. I will now go
through my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 2:45 A.M.: Photovolcanica: Volcano Penguin Moai
Photos
I am tired, and I will now go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 1:55 A.M.: I have two of these I got last December 2006
US Military Cold Weather Mummy Sleeping Bag. N/R - (eBay item 270157387910 end time
Aug-24-07 14:00:00 PDT) and they have a couple here Premium Genuine Issue U. S.
Military Surplus. Including, United States Army, U.S. Navy and U.S.M.C. New Old Stock,
Current Issue And Also Some Used. . Let's hope we don't need to use them this winter. I
did not need them last winter, but I figured if we lost our electric heat, they might come in
handy. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/22/07 Wednesday 1:40 A.M.: I finished the laundry, and I put it away. I
made ate my greasy spoon special of a sautéed hamburger with onions and Swiss cheese
with steamed broccoli crowns and baby carrots and flavored rice, all of which I ate with a
glass of iced tea. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 11:45 P.M.: BBC NEWS | Middle East | Egypt footprint
'could be oldest'
BBC NEWS | Europe | Denmark eyes North Pole riches
CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 11:35 P.M.: I went outside, and I threw out the delivery
box, and the garbage. It has quit raining for now. It is like a fall or spring evening. It is
about 55 degrees Fahrenheit outside, so I hope it will not be a colder winter. If there is any
volcano that erupted worldwide to cause the cooler weather for this time of year, I am
unaware of it. I started two loads of laundry, and I have ten minutes to go on the wash
cycle. I put clean linens on the bed. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 10:35 P.M.: This morning before going to bed, I ate a
toasted bagel with olive oil. Earlier today, I ran the maintenance utilities on the FIC
server. New book Amazon.com: The Fortune Hunters: Dazzling Women and the Men
They Married: Books: Charlotte Hays . I chatted with a relative. I will now throw out the
shipping box and the garbage. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 10:00 P.M.: About 7 P.M., the Terk HDTV amplified
antenna arrived. It is made for a HDTV, and I connected it up to my dual HDTV and
Analog Hauppauge 1600 TV card in my Vista computer. It seems to only recognize the
lower 13 HDTV channels, but they come in clear as a bell. I guess I could use it if the
Cablevision System failed. Obviously my TVs are not HDTV. I have it set up behind the
right Vista monitor. Its power comes on with the control panel switch to the power strip
that turns on the lights, and there is a small switch on its control to turn it on and off.
Basically, it seems to be an alternative to Cablevision if the Cablevision system fails,
providing there is electricity for the computer, I would have HDTV on its lower 13
channels. I put the Terk shipping box to the right of the Orion television in the bedroom. I
lefts its instructions on the dining table. I tried it with the Sony analog television, and only
a few channels come in. I chatted with a relative. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 6:10 P.M.: Norwegian Princess Talks To Angels | The
Onion - America's Finest News Source
Hard of hearing Buy.com - GN Netcom GN-5150 Professional Headset System - GN5150
$35
i-CAUGHT :: Hurricane DEAN Waves August 20th 2007 CIO
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I ate the same ham and cheese sandwich as usual with one half of a 5.5 ounce tube of
Pringle sour cream and onion potato chips and a sliced dill pickle and a glass of iced tea.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 5:05 P.M.: Rainy Day Blues. I woke up at 10:45 A.M. I
had a telephone call, and my appointment for today was rescheduled for next week at the
same time. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a
mixture of orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I watched the space shuttle
www.nasa.gov land. I went back to bed until 3 P.M.. I watched some television. I made
my bed, and I washed the breakfast dishes. On the order for Newegg.com - TERK HDTVa
Amplified Directional Indoor HDTV Antenna - Retail for $39.99 plus $7.14 UPS ground
three day shipping less $2.99 Rush Ordering plus $2.99 preferred account Rush ordering
for $47.13 total, it is out for delivery UPS: Tracking Information . I ran and am still
running maintenance utilities on the FIC server. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 4:35 A.M.: BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Rare dead star
found near Earth
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Shuttle undocks for early return
http://www.coffeefool.com/?Click=11749&gclid=CJGfqdaUho4CFQILPwodzGauCg
Locally in the good old days, when Port Chester, New York was less prosperous and more
ethnic, for some reason, one use to find some interesting blends of fresh Latino coffee at
some of the local neighborhood grocery stores. Yes, I have had fresh coffee before. I am a
bit worn out, so I will now shut down the inferno bogging machine and try to figure out a
ways to save more money and get back to what the back country rich people consider a
more normal lifestyle for poor people. However, sooner or later, I probably will be back on
a night schedule. That should happen a week from this Wednesday, when the local
younger generation have to return to their educational duties as opposed to protecting the
town from summer invaders. Bon Soir. I suppose one could take a modern laptop
computer, and put an Etch A Sketch Program on it, and tell some older non tech type
person, it is a Etch A Sketch, but then they would probably throw it away. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 3:15 A.M.: Earlier I ate three scoops of Moose Tracks ice
cream, and the rest of one fourth of a 5.5 ounce tube of Pringle Sour Cream and Onion
potato chips. The reason for using the LCD monitors, is that it is easier on my eyes, which
after 20 years of the older CRT type monitors were much harder on my eyes. My mother
who is nurse, whenever she sees me is upset at the way my eyes look from all of my
computer work. Usually after a couple of weeks around her house with less computer
activity, my eyes are back to looking normal. I recall this past Sunday while waiting for my
relative at the Greenwich Train Station, I saw somebody arrive out the station entrance
that looked like http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm . He was moderately darkly tanned by
Caribbean standards, and he looked more like an African American in this area. He was
wearing a orange pull over shirt with big black letters on the front that read "PANTHER"
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and on the back was a big Panther Paw Print. Thus I guess my old friend the "Pink
Panther" finally got him back up north again. Possibly he came out of Jamaica where his
family of Meyers Rum fame are supposed to have substantial assets. He possibly has
departed the area, but since the J.P. Morgan bank www.chase.com bank has private
banking in this area, he might be paling out some more, before he goes further north into
northern Europe. I once saw him in New York in February 1975, and he had a pale
European look, and I had given him a grey sweater for Christmas on his birthday to thank
him for his hospitality, and when I saw him that following July in Nantucket after spending
most of the spring swimming in this area in the sun, he was so darkly tanned he looked like
he was an African America, which tends to lead me to believe he might visit some area
nearer the Equator, where one can get darkly tanned. Since when I first got on the internet
about 15 years ago, I searched out his family name, "Von Mierers", and there were two
references, one said it was the name of a Dutch Prime Minister that was assassinated in a
Greta Garbo movie made around 1938, and Fred knew Greta that had a house in Tobago,
and the other reference was that it was the name of a Dutch family in Dutch intelligence
that moved to Tahiti after World War II. Of course there was not much tropical in Fred's
apartment at 420 East 49th street except Bird of Paradise plants come from Tobago and
sometimes orchids, but he usually kept the Frederick air conditioner going in the winter
with the apartment at between 60 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit to reduce the overbearing
steam heat in the building. He also had a big screen of a Tiger, so since Tigers generally
come from India, he might travel to other warmer areas. Generally in the resort
businesses, people tend to travel to warmer areas, but Manhattan use to get people
traveling there during the colder months, for the other activities that New York City has to
offer. Possibly Fred and Helen Kress Williams were involved with Russian diplomats,
since they both kept bottles of STOLICHNAYA in the freezer, but I never saw either of
them drink any of it. Helen drank hot A&P tea, and she made the tea bags last at least a
week, and Fred tended to drink ordinary white French table wine such as Valbon or Rene
Junot, but he kept about 50 different bottles of liquors on his Pullman Pantry bar for
guests. CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 2:30 A.M.: I put more white vinegar in the scent bowl that I
keep by the Sony television in the living room. I turned off the living room light system,
and there is now plenty of light to work in the computer work area. I leave the light on in
the kitchen since I take cigarette breaks there. I also have a number of low light fixtures
going in the apartment all of the time, so a person with good low light vision can easily
navigate around the apartment. I thus reduced the amount of wattage being currently
used by the amount of wattage the four Acer LCD monitors are currently using. I am still
running the General Electric air conditioner since I function better in cool temperatures,
and I am also running the Honeywell Hepa air purifier for scent control. I think it was on
Saturday, that I received a 110,000 mile scheduled maintenance reminder from Stamford
Volvo is a New, Pre-owned and used Volvo dealer serving Fairfield county Connecticut and
Westchester county New York, volvo parts and service , but alas after the flood this past
April, the 1995 Volvo 850 Turbo station wagon is no longer in my ownership, it was totaled
by the insurance company when it had its engine flooded by the Presbyterian Church in
Old Greenwich, Connecticut. They recently repaved the road there, but it was not raised
any higher, which probably would cost too much money. There are Swedish families that
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live in the area, and I use to occasionally try to keep an eye out for members of the Swedish
Royal family Kungahuset - Kungahuset in the area, but alas they do not give away free
Volvos or even free trips to Sweden. Last time I tried to visit Sweden back in February
1983, I was blocked by the Norwegian military, and our SAS Scandinavian Airlines - fly
SAS! Book your low fare SAS tickets online! Fly to Scandinavia! flysas.com - SAS
International flight was terminated at a Norwegian military base, and my round trip ticket
to Stockholm, Sweden with a weeks stay at the S.A.S. hotel there which I paid $695 for
according to the New York Times advertised price at the time was only good for a one way
trip to Stockholm, so we did not even make it to Sweden, and my family had to pay for my
stay in Oslo, Norway, and my return back to the United States of America via Copenhagen,
Denmark. Well, the good news while in Oslo, Norway, I saw about 5,000 Ford Escorts on
the waterfront that they had imported, but the 1984 Ford Escort that I once owned never
started in the winter, and my joke was, "What Type of Cars to Norwegians Drive?,
"Fiords". Of course on a minor diplomatic note, the Nobel Peace Price is not presented in
Stockholm, Sweden like the other Nobel Nobelprize.org prizes, but at the Peace Hall in
Oslo, Norway The Norwegian Nobel Institute , where I attended an enjoyable piano concert
with a dignified group of citizens. I saw members of the Norwegian Royal family
kongehuset.no - Forsiden walking around the nearby palace area, and I even saw an older
man frequently in a black rain coat that looked like King Olav V of Norway Olav V of
Norway - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia who was enjoying the early spring weather after
the six feet of snow that was on the ground that quickly disappeared after I arrived. I even
remember seeing 10 cruise ships heading south towards warmer climates, and I recall at
the Atlantic Shores Beach Club in Key West, Florida, they use to fly the Norwegian flag.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/21/07 Tuesday 1:40 A.M.: There is an old expression in the English
speaking world that goes, "There Will Always Be An England." In keeping with the
English Country Style of decorating of my apartment as the cooler weather has started to
approach this area earlier than normal, I took down the Bermuda flag from in front of the
center living room windows, and I hung it over the left hallway bookcase over the United
States Air Force flag, and the Saudi Arabian flag underneath that. I then hung the 3 foot
by 5 Swedish flag with bobby pins over the left living room window, and I then hung the 3
foot by 5 foot British Union Jack with bobby pins over the center living room window with
bobby pins, and I moved from the left living room closet the 3 foot by 5 foot Dutch tricolor
flag, and I hung it over the right living room window with bobby pins. I am still agile
enough to do stuff like that, and I do not have any eight foot tall friends that I know about.
I then got out a black metal spot light fixture with electrical cord, and I secured its base
into the false ceiling rails above my primary Vista computer keyboard work area, and I
also used a brass metal screw with nylon license plate nut as washer to further secure its
mounting hold into the false ceiling. Thus it should not fall down on one's head when
working on the computer. I attached a three prong socket two prong adapter to it, and I
then attached a 15 white extension cord to its electrical cord, and I lead it around the metal
fixture, so the cord does not touch it, and I draped it off the false ceiling hanging about a
foot beneath it, and down off the right sconce on the wall behind the Vista computer setup
and down in the computer cord area attached to the power strip that turns on from the
desktop control panel labeled "power strip", so when one turns it on, the antique brass
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light on the right corner speaker and the ceiling light turns on shining on the Vista
computer keyboard work area. Since it is a metal fixture, I did not want it to overheat, so I
put in one of the 15 watt energy saving curving tube bulbs that produce 70 watts of light.
The fixture is barely warm to the touch. Thus I have a lot more light on the desktop work
area, and technically one could work in that location very easily with the primary living
room light system turned off, if one needed to conserve more electricity or work in a darker
environment. I also replaced one of the far living room left scones bulbs by the Abraham
Lincoln picture with another clear bent tip bulb of about 25 watts. The apartment is well
lighted, but since I use energy saving bulbs, I do not use as much electricity as it appears.
On the primary Vista computer each of the three 19 inch monitors uses 55 watts of
electricity, and so does the 22 inch Acer LCD monitor. I think the old CRT monitors use
considerably more electricity. All of the four Acer LCD monitors have 3 year limited
warranties on parts and labor which are suppose to completely cover them. They usually
last a long longer according to what a relative has told me. I move the items from in front
of the side chair in the bedroom adjacent to the desk to other locations, so it is easier to
access the bedroom desk. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 11:00 P.M.: I showered, and I cleaned up after the last
message. I went out, and I went downtown. I went by www.radioshack.com in Cos Cob,
Connecticut, and I bought a RadioShack.com - Cables, Parts & Connectors: Connectors &
connectivity: A/V connectors & adapters: RadioShack Gold Series F-Connector Coupler
for $2.29 and .14 tax for $2.43 total. I then walked lower Greenwich Avenue and the train
station area. I stopped by the Greenwich Cigar store, and I bought a "Deal Me In" scratch
card for a dollar, but I lost. I used the bathroom at the senior and the arts center. I
chatted with a local. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a 24 ounce bar of New
York extra sharp cheddar cheese for $4.99, two 59 ounce containers of Tropicana orange
juice for $2.50 each, sliced Wilson Virginia ham for $5.99 a pound for $6.40, sliced Stop
and Shop White American cheese for $4.99 a pound for $4.99, a six pack of KAS bulkie
Kaiser rolls for $2.69, a quart jar of B&G Kosher Dill pickles for $2.99, two 48 ounce
containers of Quaker Old Fashioned oatmeal for $4.49 each, two 64 ounce containers of
Stop and Shop grape juice $2.99 each, a 20 bag four variety pack of Twinings tea for $3.69,
a top round London Broil 2 pieces for $1.79 a pound for $6.30, a two pound bag of baby
carrots for $2.99 a pound, a three pound bag of onions for $2.79, fresh Chiquita bananas at
.54 for .73, broccoli crowns at $1.49 a pound for $1.76 for $59.48 total. I then returned
home, and I put away my groceries. I made eight 8 ounce hamburgers out of the London
broil. To make the hamburgers, I cut the London broil into about 1.5 square cubes with a
serrated knife on a cutting board, and I fill my Cuisine Art about 1/3rd full, and I grind the
beef into chopped meat with about five pulses. I then weigh out the chopped meat with my
kitchen scale into 8 ounce amounts, and then I hand form each burger about 1.25 inches
thick and about 5 inches diameter. I put two each in old baby carrot bags and then large
Zip Lock bags, so they are double bagged squeezing the air out, and I froze six of the new
burgers, and I put two in a flat Rubbermaid container for future use soon. I ate the last
piece of Cheese cake. I chatted with a relative who bought a new La-Z-Boy Furniture Sofas, Chairs, Recliners and More - Find Stores - Offical La-Z-Boy Website sofa. I guess I
will now do some regular computer work. I chatted with Microsoft on their hotline. Not
much seems to be happening around here. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 2:55 P.M.: Government Health IT
Sony VAIO Ultra-Portable, Ultra-Cool Notebook Only $499.99 @ Geeks.com
I finished going through my email. I need a two splitter coaxial connector to hook up the
Terk HDTV antenna when it arrives. I will get one when I go out. I will now eat the same
ham and cheese sandwich as the last few days. I will then shower and clean up, and I will
go out to do some errands. I will now shut down the primary Vista computer. To clarify a
point on finances, I paid for the Acer 22 inch LCD monitor, I did not charge it, so I am a
bit low on the end of the month finances, but I will survive. When we are low on money, we
get more work done around the apartment. One of these blue moons, I might think about
doing my usual apartment cleaning, since I have not cleaned the apartment in over a
month. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 1:30 P.M.: I went outside, and I chatted with the building
custodian. I will now do some regular computer work. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 12:30 P.M.: I chatted with a local security official, and I
faxed them the information on my purchase of the Acer 22 inch LCD monitor, and they
checked with www.officedepot.com in Nanuet, New York, and Office Depot said it was just
a clerical error. I chatted with a relative a few times. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a
sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with certo, and
cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and
splenda. Greenwich, Connecticut resident dies Leona Helmsley, 'queen of mean,' dies at 87
- CNN.com , she and Harry bought their house the same day, I moved back to Greenwich
in December 1983. They also donated the Helmsley wing at the Greenwich Hospital .
Besides her real estate holding in New York, she also had homes in Miami, Florida and
somewhere in New Mexico. The first Christmas Eve back in Greenwich, Connecticut, I
went bar hopping in Greenwich Village with a Danish fellow, who kept calling up Harry
every 15 minutes. There is no mention on the internet about the Warehouse Outlet store in
Nanuet, New York next to Office Depot, but on Sunday afternoon, the Warehouse Outlet
store was quite busy there. I did not tour the store to see what sort of merchandise they
carry. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 10:40 A.M.: I was awake at 10 A.M.. Before going to bed, I
started defragmenting the C: drive. I was complete, when I woke up. I then did another
Vista Complete P.C. backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. The Vista
system seems to be running fine. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 2:00 A.M.: I ran a number of system maintenance utilities,
and then I did a Vista Complete PC backup of the first hard drive to the second hard
drive. I will now go to bed shortly. Have a good morning. CIO
Note: <888> 08/20/07 Monday 12:30 A.M.: I finished going through my email. I updated
the pictures in http://mikelouisscott.com/computer.htm . CIO
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Note: <888> 08/19/07 Sunday 11:55 P.M.: ivhhn.org
Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS Weekly Volcanic
Activity Report
Positions Vacant - University of Tasmania
AGU Abstract Submission
Microsoft TS2 Event Ronkonkoma, New York, September 27, 2007
McGill University Halogens in Volcanic Systems
AGU 2007 Fall Meeting: San Francisco, CA - 10–14 December 2007
CIO
Note: <888> 08/19/07 Sunday 11:25 P.M.: I ate a piece of cheese cake. Today is Bill
Clinton's 61st birthday Bill Clinton -- Encyclopaedia Britannica . CIO
Note: <888> 08/19/07 Sunday 10:40 P.M.: After dinner, I chatted with a relative. I
registered all four new Acer LCD monitors at www.acerpanam.com . I printed out two
copies of each registration, and I made three copies of the sales receipt from today, and I
put them all in the red Christmas folder that holds computer receipts on the right side of
the bedroom desk in the metal file holder. I interlaced two purple broccoli rubber bands
together, and I strung them across the top of the new Acer 22 inch LCD monitor to hold
the Logitech 4000 web cam securely in position. The other bracket it came with tends to be
need to balanced on the monitor instead of securely resting on it. I put the small Swiss,
Swedish, and Bermuda flags on top of the Northgate computer monitor. I will now do
some regular computer work. A relative mentioned to me when I was up in
Kennebunkport, Maine that he wanted to visit the Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts antique
auto museum. I mentioned that I had toured it around 1969, and as I recall back then in
their collection, they had Adolph Hitler's touring Mercedes limousine and one of Franklin
Roosevelt's bullet proof Packards. I am not sure if they are still in the collection today or
not. Boston has a lot of collectors, so you never know what they manager to pick up in
their travels. CIO
Note: <888> 08/19/07 Sunday 8:00 P.M.: I was awake at 10 A.M. this morning. I checked
with www.officedepot.com over in Nanuet, New York, and they told me that somebody had
picked up my order earlier, but they still had another 22 inch Acer LCD monitor. I had
not yet paid for it, so I told them I would be over in a while to pick it up. I chatted with a
local security official. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with
olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and splenda. I showered, and I cleaned up. I
chatted with a neighbor. I drove over to Office Depot in Nanuet, New York. I had not
been over that way in quite a long time. They have a large Warehouse Outlet store next to
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Office Depot in Nanuet that looks quite busy. I bought the Acer 22 inch LCD monitor for
$179.03 plus $14.99 tax for $194.02 total. I then returned back the same route, and I had to
pay a $4 toll on the Tapan Zee bridge. The traffic was normal for this time of year. I
chatted with a neighbor. I moved the 19 inch Dell monitor off the Northgate computer
system, and I put it on the right side of the bedroom window. I put moved the 20 inch Dell
monitor from the primary Vista computer to the Epox computer. I moved the 19 inch Dell
Sony Trinitron from the Epox computer to the Northgate Computer. I installed the new
Acer 22 inch LCD monitor as the primary centered monitor or third monitor on the
primary Vista Computer, and I have one Acer 19 inch LCD on the right, and two on the
left mounted above and below each other. The new Acer 22 inch LCD monitor was
recognized by Plug and Play. I set it to its default resolution and Auto configure. I put the
monitor box in the false ceiling above the bed, and I left the spare cable with the other
spare cables in the bag in the bedroom to the right of the Orion television. I put the other
mount on the Logitech 4000 web cam, so it hangs off the top of the new monitor. I moved
the desk lamp to back on top of the corner computer speaker. I might want to put the
HDTV antenna there later. I chatted with two relatives. One of my relatives was driving
down from Maine, so a neighbor gave me a ride to the top of Greenwich Avenue, and I
walked down Greenwich Avenue, and I waited at the Greenwich train station for three
hours until the relative arrived. The relative and his two friends caught the 7:12 P.M. into
Manhattan, and I will keep the relative's 10 year old silver Audi in my parking lot until he
picks it up in 12 days to go back up to Maine. I returned home, and I chatted with some
neighbors. I chatted with a relative. I will now reheat and eat the same meal as last night.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/19/07 Sunday 2:50 A.M.: From www.slickdeals.net , I found this bargain
Acer® AL2216Wbd 22" Widescreen Digital/Analog LCD Monitor, Black at Office Depot.
which with in store pickup is $179.03 and $14.99 tax for $194.02 total over in Nanuet, New
York 20 miles away across the Hudson River. I have ordered one. I guess I have to get to
bed to pick it up later on today. I will pay for it, so I will be low on funds until next month.
However, it will work well with my computer setup. You have to follow the directions for
ordering it for $179.03 listed in the comments at www.slickdeals.net . It is $40 cheaper
than ordering it here Newegg.com - Acer AL2216Wbd Black 22" 5ms DVI Widescreen
LCD Monitor with HDCP support 300 cd/m2 700:1 - Retail . However, one the order, I
reserved it is a cash payment, so if I should decide not to get it in 48 hours, they would
automatically cancel it. This is a map on how to get there
http://www.officedepot.com/stores/directions/find.do?toLine1=135+E.+ROUTE+59&toLin
e2=ROCKLAND+CENTER&toCity=NANUET&toState=NY&toZip=10954&toPhone=%2
8845%29+627-2123&toLatitude=41.09476721&toLongitude=74.00574681&fromLine1=71+Vinci+Drive&fromCity=Greenwich&fromState=CT&fromZi
p=06830&x=68&y=15 . I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to bed
soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 11:35 P.M.: To use with my high definition TV connection
on my Hauppauge 1600 TV card besides the Cable Digital analog connection, I ordered
Newegg.com - TERK HDTVa Amplified Directional Indoor HDTV Antenna - Retail for
$39.99 plus $7.14 UPS ground three day shipping less $2.99 Rush Ordering plus $2.99
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preferrred account Rush ordering for $47.13 total. I technically could use it if it works well
enough instead of paying for Digital Cable television, but I will have to wait to see how well
it works. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 11:10 P.M.: I ate a piece of cheese cake. I chatted with an
out of town security official about the weather. I checked in with
http://www.casamarinaresort.com/ which is slow online at the moment. Nobody seems to
be interested in my reference books in the bookcases in the hallway, so for decorative
purposes, on the left book case, I put up the Saudi Arabian flag, the U.S. Air Force flag
over that, and the Swedish flag over that, and the British Union Jack over that. One the
right bookcase, I put up the U.S.A. stars and stripes flag, the British Union Jack over that,
and the large Scottish Cross of St. Andrews flag over that. On the left living closet I rehung
the Netherlands tricolor flag. Thus the apartment is back up to its former diplomatic
glory. We do not fly the Saudi Arabian flag usually, because the large Hebrew Medical
community would object to it. I fly the U.S.A. and the U.S. Air Force flags, when I leave
town. I normally fly the Swedish flag in the winter where the British Union Jack is
displayed currently. However, I am not now flying the British Union Jack flag over the
center living room window above the air conditioner, since I now have the Bermuda Lion
flag on display at that location. I also have the smaller flags still flying around the
apartment. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 10:10 P.M.: It says here Jamaica under hurricane
warning; Haiti braces for Dean - CNN.com that the average Jamaican earns about a dollar
a day. I think Colin Powell's family were from Jamaica, so they seem to be doing a little bit
better. On my Tropical Weather pages http://geocities.com/mikelscott/weather.htm and
http://mikelouisscott.com/weather.htm , one can look at the latest hurricane information
available, and make one's own best guess. This shows the current tracking of Hurricane
Dean Hurricane DEAN Coastal Watches/Warnings and 5-Day Track Forecast Cone . In
U.S. Politics, former politician W. Averell Harriman - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia use
to own property in Barbados and Jamaica, so possibly some of their family members visit
either location occasionally. As I recall a member of the Getty family The Getty was in
Jamaica for a hurricane about 15 years ago, and was one of the cast members in the movie
remake of "Lord of the Flies" Lord of the Flies - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia . In
local travel television here in Greenwich, Connecticut, members of the Rockefeller
www.rockefeller.edu and www.exxon.com families advertise themselves as vacationing in
Jamaica in the summer, so they might be there. Also as I recall, many hippies think
Jamaica's only export product is hemp, but possibly http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm ,
always has money because he might be really Fred Meyers of Meyer's Rum Myers's Rum Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia which is heavily consumed in the Commonwealth of
Nations Commonwealth Secretariat . Also Bill Gate's www.microsoft.com has a father who
was the head attorney for www.boeing.com , so possibly since Jamaica is the largest source
of Bauxite - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia use in making some jets, and possibly since
www.alcoa.com probably has operations there, more than likely members of the Mellon
The Bank of New York Mellon family also have interests there. The Scott family interests
in Jamaica go back as far as I know to around 1700, when Captain Scott after discovering
Long Island at South Hampton, Long Island owned all of Long Island, but it was not
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profitable, and after declaring himself King of Long Island, he changed his investment
strategies and moved to Jamaica around 1700, where it was apparently more profitable. I
have a copy of his book "Tom Cringles Log" written by Michael Scott some time after
that. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 9:25 P.M.: Well not many people seem to be interested in
contacting the Bermuda Yacht Club in Greenwich, Connecticut. The British Army British
Army started the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club Royal Bermuda Yacht Club , so they could
have a place for High Tea in the afternoon in Bermuda, where it probably gets a bit hot.
Alas the Greenwich, Connecticut branch of the Bermuda Yacht Club is still functioning,
and we still have good relations with the River Club Yacht Club in Kennebunkport, Maine,
which is one of the oldest Yacht Clubs on the East Coast of America. I filled a four quart
Revere pot about 3/4th full with water, and I put a pinch of salt and a teaspoon of olive oil
in it, and I brought it to a boil over high heat. Before doing that, I used the defrost cycle on
the General Electric microwave oven, and I defrosted a pound of ground London Broil top
round of prime beef. I then peeled and diced a large onion, and I put the onion bits in a
bowl, and then I put about four tablespoons of olive oil in a large 10 inch diameter stick
proof frying pan, and I heated it over medium high electric burner heat. I then cut the
defrosted ground beef into about half inch cubic chunks or slightly larger. Once the olive
oil in the frying pan was hot, I put in the onions and the ground beef, and I seasoned them
with Old Bay Seasoning, ground black pepper, red cayenne pepper, garlic powder, Italian,
seasoning, and oregano. I kept mixing it together until the beef was browned and the
onions were blanched. Once the water was boiling in the Revere pot, I put in a 16 ounce
package of Ronzoni vermicelli, which I boiled for eight minutes. Earlier about 10 minutes
before I put in a 26 ounce jar of Tuttorosso Marinara tomato sauce in the beef and onion
mixture, and I mixed it together with more of the same spices. Once it was bubbling, I
simmered on medium to medium high electric burner heat for about 15 minutes stirring it
frequently. Once the vermicelli was cooked 8 minutes, I drain it in a colander in another
large pot, and I dumped out the hot water into the bathroom sink to clean out the shaving
soap scum. I then put half the noodles on a dinner plate with half of the tomato meat
sauce, and I put the other half in two Rubbermaid containers. I seasoned the spaghetti
dinner with a few tablespoons of Kraft grated parmesan cheese, and I ate it all with a glass
of iced tea. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 7:40 P.M.: I napped until 4:30 P.M.. This morning when it
was 54 degrees Fahrenheit outside, it was warmer in the apartment, so I set the General
Electric air conditioner at 64 degrees Fahrenheit. However, it was too cold for the air
conditioner, so its front cooling grill froze over. Thus when it was trying to cool later on
during the warmer part of the day, it was not working effectively. I removed the Frost
King filter, and I cleaned it in soapy water. I ran the air conditioner fan, until the frozen
ice had melted and dripped away, and I reinstalled the filter, and it is now working just
fine. I have it set at 68 degrees Fahrenheit, and the apartment is cooling down again. Once
it has cooled down to about 74 degrees Fahrenheit, I will set it on 72 degrees Fahrenheit,
Energy Saver, low fan. I went outside, and I chatted with some neighbors. I picked up my
mail. The 7-Port USB 2.0 HUB, Indicator Lights, AC Power Adapter Included - Free
Ground Shipping for $11.99 with free shipping using coupon "ACC104" arrived. I
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removed the USB 1.0 D-Link hub with its LAN connection from the primary Vista
computer, and I installed the new USB 2.0 hub, and I have it powered on with the control
panel USB switch. I have three USB devices connected to it and two USB pen drives. It
seems to work just fine. I took the old USB 2.0 non powered device off the Vista computer,
and I connected it to the FIC server. I removed the USB 1.0 hub device from the FIC
server, and I have both USB 1.0 devices in the shipping envelope stored underneath the
side board in the bedroom. I installed the XP updates on the FIC server. I chatted with
two friend and two relatives. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 2:10 P.M.: I ate a piece of cheese cake. I will now shut
down the primary Vista computer, and I will take a nap. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 1:15 P.M.: I did a Vista Complete Backup or the primary
computer from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. I ate the same ham and
cheese sandwich as the last couple of day. I also had a half of a 5.5 ounce tube of Pringle
Sour Cream and Onion potato chips with it and a sliced dill pickle with a glass of iced tea.
I am worried that it might be a colder winter, because when I was up in Kennebunkport,
Maine the last two weeks, the acorns on the oak trees were already falling, so possibly we
could be in for a colder winter. CIO
End of Scott's Notes week of 08/18/07:
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 11:45 A.M.: I will now send out my weekly notes for the
last three weeks. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 11:25 A.M.: I posted my last 10 years of notes in *.pdf
format at Michael Scott's Notes in *.pdf format from June 1997 to Date . One might the
*.pdf viewer from www.nuance.com to view them in *.pdf format, but possibly they will
work with the Adobe *.pdf reader. CIO
Note: <888> 08/18/07 Saturday 10:15 A.M.: I woke up at 6 A.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape with
certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with
milk and splenda. I installed the most recent Vista Updates. Last night, I also installed the
ScanSoft PDF converter 4 software on my computer. Once I convert them, I will also post
my old notes in *.pdf format for easier viewing. I made my bed, and I washed the
breakfast dishes. I straightened up the brown carpet runner along the apartment entry
wall through area. I also moved the antique bronze lamp from the corner on top of the
speakers to the large flat surface on the Dell 20 inch monitor centered over the keyboard
work area. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 11:00 P.M.: I ate a toasted bagel with olive oil. I will shut
down the primary computer shortly, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 9:25 P.M.: ASPnews.com -- News : IBM Ships Lotus Notes,
Domino 8
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UNIGE - CERG - CERG - Certificat de formation approfondie en Etude et management
des Risques Géologiques
2007 Fall Meeting: San Francisco, CA - 10–14 December 2007 CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 8:40 P.M.: I chatted with two relatives. I did some bottom
fishing on the internet, but with the kids going back to school soon, there do not seem to be
many specials. Of course I am always looking for bargain basement specials, which
recently seem to be fewer and further between. I replaced the two AA alkaline batteries on
my Microsoft Optical 6000 mouse, and it seems to be a bit more responsive. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 6:35 P.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M. this morning. I ate breakfast
of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a mixture of orange, grape
with certo, and cranraspberry juice with vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee
with milk and splenda. I showered, and I cleaned up. I threw out the garbage. I went by
the Valley Road Post office, and I picked up my last two weeks of mail. My order for 4
cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s still has not shipped yet from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com . They are suppose to ship early next week. I went by the
Chase Bank on Mason Street. I then went by the Wachovia Bank on Benedict Place, and I
paid my rent to the Greenwich Housing Authority. I then went by CVS at the Riverside
Shopping Plaza. CVS vitamins and supplements are on sale through this Saturday for buy
one get one free, and the larger CVS at the Riverside shopping center generally has them
stocked up. I bought a 16 ounce bottle of Gold Emblem dry roasted lightly salted peanuts
for $2, a 15 ounce bottle of VO5 Kiwi shampoo for .77 and a 15 ounce bottle of Kiwi
conditioner for .77, a 10 pack of CVS disposable razors for $4.49, two 260 count CVS
Spectravite Senior vitamins and supplements for seniors for $13.99 both, two 100 count
flush free Niacin 500 mg for $6.49 both, two MSM 60 count capsules 1000 mg.$6.79 both,
two B-150 50 capsules $9.99 both, two CVS B-12 2000mcg. 60 capsule $6.99 both, two 100
softgels garlic oil $4.59 both, two 3.53 ounce black pepper corns .99 each, and one 1.09
ounce Italian seasoning plus .36 tax for $60.20. I then went by the :::: The Haircut Place
:::: in Old Greenwich, and I got my hair cut for $22 and $5 tip for $27 total. I then went
CVS in Old Greenwich briefly. I then went out to the Southwest parking area at Tod's
Point, and I chatted with an old timer smoking a cigar. I then stood out briefly at the
southeast beach area. I then returned to central Greenwich, and I went by the Greenwich
Hospital Thrift shop. Some of their variety of items are on sale. I then drove by the
Greenwich Railroad station, and I chatted with a relative. Another relative was in town
wandering around waiting for his ride, but later on while I was walking upper Greenwich
Avenue, apparently the relative was sitting on a bench on lower Greenwich Avenue. I then
walked upper Greenwich Avenue with a regular walker and as far east at Christ Church.
We then sat out at Garlicke and Herbs on West Putnam Avenue while the other walker had
a cup of coffee. We then walked back down Greenwich Avenue and parted company. I
then went by the Arnold Bread outlet, and I bought two six packs of New York Everything
Bagels for $1.79 each six pack, and a Entenmann's 23 ounce French Cheese cake for $2.25
for $5.83 total. I then returned home. I put away my purchases. I sorted through the
mail. I chatted with a relative. I ate the same ham and cheese sandwich as last night along
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with a slice of cheese cake with iced tea. I chatted with another relative. I will now do
some regular computer work. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 1:55 A.M.: I went through my email. I will now shut down
the primary computer, and I will go to bed soon. Have a good morning. I have to pay my
rent later on today. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 12:35 A.M.: At www.geappliances.com/spp , I made the first
of three payments of $36.02 for a total of $108.07 on the purchase of the new maintenance
contract at on my General Electric Profile 15,500 BTU air conditioner with remote control
which new contract starts on September 12, 2007. Thus I will be covered on the G.E. air
conditioner for another year. CIO
Note: <888> 08/17/07 Friday 12:15 A.M.: I paid off my www.newegg.com of $79.11 for the
HP LaserJet 1018 laser printer I bought. I still have to wait a couple of months for the $65
mail in rebate. I put the tea in the refrigerator to become iced tea. I will now go through
my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/16/07 Thursday 10:25 P.M.: Last night after the last message, I watched
the evening news with my relative, and I ate some cheese and crackers with a 50% mixture
of cold filtered water and 50% orange juice. We stopped by a relative's house to drop off a
glass vase. We then went to the Wayfarer in Cape Purpose, Maine, and I ordered the
turkey dinner, with mashed potatoes, gravy, green peas, mixed salad with blue cheese
dressing, cranberry sauce, and rolls with butter, which I ate with a glass of water. We then
returned back to my relative's house, and I packed my luggage. I went to bed about 10
P.M., and I was awake at 8:30 A.M. this morning. I ate my usual breakfast with sliced
peaches on the oatmeal instead of sliced bananas. I watered some of the plants in front of
the house. I showered, and I cleaned up. I put my luggage in the car. I said goodbye to my
relative, and I left my relative's house at 10 A.M.. I stopped by the Big Apple Mobil station
in Kennebunkport, Maine, and I spent 75 cents to check the air in my tires to 30 PSI front
and 35 PSI rear. I then drove out of town. I took a break at the Amtrak station in Wells,
Maine. I headed south on the Maine turnpike or I-95 South, and I paid a $1.75 toll. I paid
a $1 toll on the New Hampshire turnpike. I took a break at the Massachusetts welcome
area. I then took I-495 West, and I took a break at the Lowell rest area. I then got on I290 West, and then I got on the Massachusetts turnpike. I took a break at the Charlton
rest area. I bought $34 of full service premium unleaded gasoline at $3.249 a gallon for
10.466 gallons. My odometer reading was 115,020 miles, and I had driven 159 miles since I
last filled up, for 15.192 miles per gallon. I had a lot of stop and go driving in two
construction areas which were backed up, so my gasoline mileage was not as good, plus
there was a lot of traffic for irregular driving. I paid a 50 cent toll, and I got on I-84 West.
I stopped at the Connecticut welcome center. I then got off at the Charter Bridge I-91
South. I then got on I-15 West or the Wilbur Cross Parkway. I stopped at the East Haven
rest area. I then drove into Greenwich, and I arrived at the Chase Bank on Mason Street
at 4:45 P.M. after 6 hours and 45 minutes driving. I chatted with an officer of the Chase
Bank about a member of the Ford family that we both know in Vail, Colorado. The officer
attended www.lfc.edu also. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought a pound of
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Wilson Virginia sliced ham for $5.99 a pound for $5.99, a pound of Boars Head Provolone
Cheese for $6.99 a pound for $7.29, a six pack of Bulky rolls for $2.79, fresh Chiquita
bananas at .54 a pound for $1.46, two red onions for $1.99 a pound $2.35, a 16 ounce
container of Gumout concentrated fuel system cleaner for $3.99 plus .24 tax for $24.11
total. I then went by the Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon gasoline station, and I
bought $19 of self service premium gasoline at $3.599 a gallon for 5.278 gallons purchased.
The odometer was at 115,152.5 miles for 133.5 miles driving since the Massachusetts
turnpike rest area, for 25.294 miles per gallon driving with the air conditioner going all the
time. The highway EPA on the 1992 Buick Roadmaster wagon when it was new was 26
miles per gallon, so I would say the car is running just fine in terms of miles per gallon. I
put the Gumout Fuel Injector cleaner in the tank, before I filled it up. I then returned
home. I brought up my luggage. I also brought down from Maine, the HP 4L laser
printer, which did not work with the IBM Netvista computer, since it did not have a
parallel port. I put it back on the dark mahogany bedroom dresser. I turned on the air
conditioner and the toilet water. I unpacked my belongings. I chatted with a relative and a
friend. I cut a Kaiser roll in half, and I spread Hellmann's low fat mayonnaise on it, and I
put five slices of Wilson Virginia ham on it, and four slices of Boars Head Provolone cheese,
and a few thin slices of red onion, and I ate it with a mixture of grape, cranraspberry juice,
and cold fresh water. I watered my plants in the apartment. I chatted with a relative. I
cleaned the frozen ice out of my Brita water filter container. I put fresh water in it. I am
making up a batch of Formula Two http://mikelouisscott.com/icetea.htm . I started up the
computer server. I will now do some regular computer work. CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 6:15 P.M.: I will now shut down the computer, and the
next time I update the notes, I will be back at my apartment in Greenwich, Connecticut
tomorrow. CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 6:00 P.M.: I picked up my relative. I called "611" on my
AT&T Go Phone, and I was able to finally charge it up with another $25 at $26.50 cost, so I
now have $28.46 on it. I am now charging up the wireless telephone. The original charge
did not go through, since I had additional number on my zip code entry. We are going out
to dinner at the Wayfarer tonight at 7:30 P.M.. I will shut down the computer, and get
ready to pack before I go out to dinner. CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 4:10 P.M.: I ordered 7-Port USB 2.0 HUB, Indicator
Lights, AC Power Adapter Included - Free Ground Shipping for $11.99 with free shipping
using coupon "ACC104" . CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 3:55 P.M.: After the last message, I took the outside
garage door off of its hinges. I went downtown, and I bought another Frost King U-Shape
bottom of the door weather stripping and a can of 3 in 1 oil. I then put the piece of wood
that had fallen out of the bottom of the outside garage door back in place removing its old
weather stripping. I cut the new Frost King U-Shaped weather striping to 31 5/8 inches
with the drill holes centered on the door. I installed it on the bottom of the door, and I put
five screws on both sides of the door into the U-shaped weather striping also holding in the
piece of wood that had fallen out of the door. I oiled the hinges and hinge bolts, and I
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rehung the door, and it works just fine, so now it has a bottom piece of weather stripping. I
adjusted the spring mechanism on the screen door latching mechanism on the door jam
leading into the house, so it catches when the door closes. I took my relative to an
appointment. I ate the same lunch that I have been eating regularly. I oiled the chain, and
wheels, and other moving parts on the electric garage door, so it moves more freely. I
replaced one of the garage ceiling light by the steps. CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 11:40 A.M.: The oil delivery truck filled up the oil tank. I
used the leaf blower to clean off the front sidewalk, the garage, and the driveway. I swept
off the rear deck. I moved the two white plants from the front porch into the boy and girl
plant stands, and I put them out on the deck on the north side by the rail next to the library
entrance. I showered, and I cleaned up. I am doing a load of laundry with the dry cycle
about ready to begin. I ran the dishwasher, and I emptied it. I filled the bird feeder from
the front tree. It now is two thirds full, and we are out of more bird seed. I used the Black
and Decker dust buster, and I picked up bits of stray debris off the carpets. I cleaned the
black and decker dust buster. I emptied the humidifier in the basement this morning. I
started the humidifier in the downstairs guest room. CIO
Note: <888> 08/15/07 Wednesday 9:50 A.M.: I woke up at 8 A.M.. I ate my usual breakfast.
I will shower and clean up shortly. CIO
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 9:40 P.M.: I chatted with two relatives. My relative returned
home and went to bed. I will now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed. CIO
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 7:55 P.M.: I chatted with a relative. British Airways:
London fares - dealnews.com $159 one way, of course you might look into the cost of a
return ticket in case you might need to return. CIO
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 7:45 P.M.: I watered the plants front, rear, and on the deck
after the last note. I dropped my relative off at a dinner party. I barbequed on the gas grill
for 6 minutes a side on medium high a thick piece of marinated one pound filet of Atlantic
wild salmon. The skin came off on the grill, since I started it skin side down. I ate it with
steam broccoli crowns, baby carrots, and three small red potatoes with olive oil on them,
along with reheated herbal rice, and a tossed mixed green salad with blue cheese on it, and
a glass of 50% orange juice and 50% cold filtered water on ice. I cleaned up the kitchen. I
am waiting for my relative to call for me to come pick her up. I chatted with another
relative, and the relative is going to pick up my other relative and give them their second
car at the Greenwich train station on Friday, so I do not necessarily need to be there on
Friday, but I probably will go down on Thursday, unless the plans are changed. My
relative after this weekend will leave their Audi at my apartment for two weeks, until they
use it again to go up to Kennebunkport, Maine. CIO
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 5:10 P.M.: Since it is still pending on my Chase Visa Credit
card until it ships, I cancelled the order for $24.99 and $4.99 shipping for Macy*s - Men's Polo Ralph Lauren \Prospect\ Pant which were on sale when I ordered them. I could have
ordered them on my Chase Visa Debit card for the same lower price, but they would not
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have shipped until November 2007, so I cancelled them. I could always stop by the Ralph
Lauren outlet store in Kittery, Maine on the way down to Greenwich, Connecticut this
Thursday, but I really do not need another pair of cotton pants at this time. CIO
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 4:25 P.M.: I put another $25 for $26.50 charge on my AT&T
wireless Go Phone account AT&T GoPhone, so I have $7.21 on it that expires September 3,
2007, and another $25 that expires in 90 days. When I am traveling back down to
Greenwich in two days, I do not want to risk running out of minutes should I need to talk. I
thus have $32.21 on it, but I might get another $5 bonus on refilling it.
Note: <888> 08/14/07 Tuesday 4:10 P.M.: Happy Birthday to a relative. I was awake at
8:30 A.M. this morning. I ate my usual breakfast, but instead of sliced peaches with the
oatmeal, I ate a half of a sliced banana with it. I took the screen door off the garage door
entrance to the house. I removed the hardware. I taped the edges of the new screens on
both sides with one inch diameter masking tape on both sides. I spread an old sheet on the
floor with newspapers around the sheet. I laid the screen door flat on the sheet with the
trim side up with four paint sticks keeping the screen door off the newspaper. I painted the
trim pieces with a small 1 inch brush, and I painted the rest of the door and edges with a
2.5 inch brush. I put a second coat of paint on the new wood trim pieces. I washed the
brushes in the downstairs basement sink with hot water. I let the screen door dry for about
two hours. While doing that I showered and cleaned up. I then flipped the screen door
over, and I painted the other side the same way. I ate my usual lunch. I went out with my
relative, and we went to Kennebunk, and my relative went to a nail salon. I went by
Deering lumber nearby, and I got a four foot piece of half inch diameter dowel, which I had
cut into two 18 inch pieces and a foot long piece for $1.35 all together. The 18 inch dowels
are used to keep Anderson windows opened where their faulty nylon sash cords have
broken. I then walked over to the Hanneford Market, and I got some groceries, and then I
walked back to the car to wait for my relative to be ready. My relative and I then filled up
the gasoline tank at Irving gasoline at the Blue Canoe service center for $2.929 a gallon for
premium. My relative then got the basic car wash for $7. We then went by the
Kennebunkport post office, and then we went by the Kennebunkport municipal building to
get five free hour parking stickers, they give out to local residents. We then returned home.
The screen door was dry, so I put the hardware back on it. I then removed the masking
tape from both sides, and I rehung the screen door. It looks quite nice, and it works quite
well. I guess using masking tape is the way to paint a screen door with screen with wood
around it. I put the remaining 3/4th of a gallon of California white satin latex paint in the
basement on the metal shelf to the left of the laundry machines with the cleaned brushes
and spare brushes and sand paper and the remaining white satin Rustoleum. I put the
remaining masking tape in the tool cupboard as one comes into the house from the garage.
I will now do some regular computer work. I chatted with my relative who had tibia left leg
surgery yesterday, and my relative is staying in bed doing cross word puzzles. My relative
will have to go through rehab for a while. I also use some of the white satin spray
Rustoleum to touch up the metal base of the flag pole side bars that still showed black
instead of white. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/13/07 Monday 10:10 P.M.: Iconic philanthropist Brooke Astor dies at 105 CNN.com . I will now shut down the computer, and I will watch television with my relative
before going to bed. CIO
Note: <888> 08/13/07 Monday 10:05 P.M.: I took a nap after the last message until 5:30
P.M.. I watched the evening news along with eating some cheese and crackers and a
mixture of orange juice and cold filtered water. I ate dinner of the left over cold tid bits of
grilled skirt steak with Lea and Perrins Worcestershire sauce, two steamed ears of corn on
the cob with butter, two tiny red potatoes with butter, tossed salad with blue cheese and
dressing, and a slice of cantaloupe and cold filtered water and orange juice. I went for a
drive with my relative over to the Beach Club and along the Kennebunk beach. I stopped
by the Colonial Pharmacy, and I got two rolls of white masking tape for $1.79 a roll. I will
use the masking tape on the new screens on the screen door from the garage when I paint
it, so I do not get paint on the new screens. We returned home. I cleaned up the kitchen. I
put out the garbage and the recycle materials. I chatted with my relative. I chatted with my
relative whom had surgery on her left leg broken tibia, and she is out of surgery, but she
has not chatted with the surgeon yet. CIO
Note: <888> 08/13/07 Monday 3:25 P.M.: Outlook still murky for $150 Medison laptop |
Crave : The gadget blog
It rained a bit. I closed the house windows before it rained. I ate a oatmeal cookie. CIO
Note: <888> 08/13/07 Monday 2:00 P.M.: After the last message, I printed out instructions
for our guest to get to Manchester Boston Regional Airport: Manchester, NH USA: A
Boston Area Airport & The Convenient Alternative to Logan International Airport . I went
to bed at 11:30 P.M.. I was awake at 7:30 A.M.. I ate my usual breakfast. I showered, and I
cleaned up. I packed our guest's car. The guest, and I drove over to the Kennebunk
shopping plaza at 45 Portland Road on U.S. 1, and the guest packed and mailed three boxes
of the display items used for the coral jewelry promotion display. The guest paid me $100
for my help over the last couple of days, which will come in handy for paying my bills,
when I get home. The guest departed from the shopping plaza for the airport at 11:30
A.M.. I then went by the Super Stop and Shop, and I got some items. I then returned home.
I broke down the old shipping boxes in the rear of the Buick wagon, and I put them out by
the street to be hauled away by the garbage collection tomorrow. I went back downtown to
the Kennebunkport post office. I then returned home. I ate a ham, turkey, Swiss cheese,
and mayonnaise sandwich with potato chips and a mixture of cold filter water and orange
juice. When we drove by Walker's Point last evening, it looked like the Presidential
entourage was all gone. I will now do some regular internet work. I have the computer
available again, since the guest room is vacated. I am washing and drying the guest room
linens and towels. I need to get some masking tape, so I can paint the garage screen door.
Our relative is having left leg tibia surgery today, but we have not heard if the relative is
out of surgery. I will now do regular internet work. CIO
Note: <888> 08/12/07 Sunday 10:00 P.M.: After the last note, I sat outside for a while. I
went to the River Club Art show with a relative. My relative bought a painting of Goat
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Island off Cape Purpose, Maine for $39. Our guest was able to sell quite a bit of Coral
Necklace Jewelry. We sat out at the River Club for a while. I then drove my relative home.
I then returned, and I waited for the art show to end about 5:30 P.M., and I helped my
relative and guest pack up their coral jewelry show. We then returned to my relative's
house. We then drove one of my relative's to the Amtrak train station in Wells, Maine, and
then we went by a clam restaurant south of the fire house in Wells, Maine, but it was too
busy. We then went by Federal Jacks in Kennebunkport, Maine, but it was too busy. We
then went by the Ramp restaurant in Cape Purpose, and it was too busy. We finally found
a table at the Captain's restaurant, and we had hamburgers with French fries and Heinz
ketchup and water and cold slaw for about $6 apiece. We just now returned home. I am
probably going to drive back down to Greenwich, Connecticut this Thursday depending on
the weather. I have to go out tomorrow morning to help our guest ship some boxes before
she leaves. I will go to bed shortly. CIO
Note: <888> 08/12/07 Sunday 2:00 P.M.: After the last message, I sat outside for a while. I
watered the plants front and rear and on the deck. I dropped my relatives and guest off at
a Art show at the River Club, and I picked them up an hour later. For dinner, we had
barbequed marinated chicken, steamed broccoli and carrots, and flavored rice along with
cold filtered water. I went to bed after cleaning up the kitchen about 9 P.M.. I was up at 8
A.M. this morning. I ate my usual breakfast. I showered and cleaned up. I helped our guest
set up for the art show at the River Club. There is a large collection of local artists there.
Our guest sells jewelry made from ocean coral at various art shows. I had lunch of a crab
meat roll with potato chips and a mixture of orange juice and cold filtered water.
Apparently the President of the United States www.whitehouse.gov and the President of
France were at church early this morning. They are suppose to be out fishing now. There is
a noticeable larger security presence. Ocean Avenue in front of Walker's Point is closed. I
dropped my relative and guest off at the Art Show at the River Club. We chatted with
another relative who drives a 1999 Buick Roadmaster Wagon Collectors Edition in Bronze
with 92,000 miles on it with Maryland license plates. I also helped a neighbor set up her art
show. We might go over there shortly before it closes, since my other relative is a patron,
and I have to help our guest close up her stall at the show. It like the art shows they have at
the Bruce Museum in the Spring and Fall. CIO
Note: <888> 08/11/07 Saturday 3:05 P.M.: I had a telephone call from Foreign Pharmacy
Discount Drug Prescriptions -Save 80-90% on Health Bills , and they ship from India, and
they have free shipping on over $100 orders. Their toll free number is 1-866-419-7475.
They told me a hundred 20 mg. Lipitor pills are about $140. You do the math. CIO
Note: <888> 08/11/07 Saturday 2:25 P.M.: I ate the same lunch as yesterday. I cleaned up
the kitchen. I went downtown in Kennebunkport, Maine, and I went by the
Kennebunkport post office. I walked around the downtown area, and I saw another Buick
Roadmaster wagon like mine with a lot of Bush "W04" stickers on it from Maryland. I
noticed the best fed college student around town was wearing a tee shirt that said "Gibson
Steak House, Rosemont, Illinois". I think the www.hyatt.com hotel chain is also
headquartered in Rosemont, Illinois. It is near O'Hare airport and near Oakbrook, Illinois
where www.mcdonalds.com is headquartered. It is the nature of www.mcdonalds.com ,
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they are such a large beef business, they have large ranches out west, where they have the
whole steer and not just the burger meat, so they obviously produce the prime cuts of meat
also. When I worked at the house of the Kaiser's consular staff out in Plandome Manor,
Long Island, they had a picture of the Von Trapp family lodge in Austria up on their
second floor landing, and locally here in America, they have another Von Trapp family
lodge up in Stowe, Vermont, which is opened for year round vacationing. They never made
any money off the "Sound of Music", so they went into the hospitality business.
Note: <888> 08/11/07 Saturday 11:45 A.M.: After the last note, on Thursday evening, I
cooked marinated skirt steaks on the outdoor gas grill, which we ate with corn on the cob
and salad and cold filtered water. I went to bed at 9:30 P.M. after cleaning up the kitchen
and watching television. On Friday, I was awake at 5:30 A.M.. I ate my usual breakfast,
but instead of bananas on the oatmeal, I had sliced fresh peaches. I watered the plants
front and rear and on the deck. I transplanted one of the new plants into the square front
planter, and I moved the plant there to the far corner of the driveway. I took out a dead
plant from the planter box in back, and I put in a new plant there. I covered the planter
box in back with a bag of Scott's brown mulch. Earlier on Thursday evening, I also
installed the 9 inch safety bar in the master bathroom. The house keeper cleaned the house,
and the yard man cut the lawn. I ate lunch of pieces of cooked skirt steak on a bagel with
mayonnaise and tomato along with cold filtered water. On Friday morning, we had a
telephone call from a relative out west on the Coast, and the relative and fell broke her left
tibia beneath the left knee and it was shattered and was not a clean break. The relative is at
a good bone hospital, and the surgeon will operate on the relative's knee this coming
Monday. Thus the relative will probably take a while to recover. I went by the Port
Hardware store, and I picked up the garage to house screen door with the new metal
screens in it, a Frost King U-shape five strip seal bottom of the door weather stripping for
the same door, and a household Kidd fire extinguisher. I went by the Kennebunkport post
office. I took the old weather stripping off the bottom of the garage to house door, and I cut
the new piece to size, and I installed it. It has four or five pieces of weather stripping on it,
so it should be a good weather seal in the winter. I put the screen door back on. I hung the
fire extinguisher on the side of the kitchen wall as one enters the kitchen from the garage
door area. We had a new sofa and chair from Hickory, North Caroline delivered for the
library. I cooked fresh swordfish and salmon on the grill for dinner, which we ate with
steamed asparagus and steamed red potatoes and mixed salad and cold filtered water. My
relative and guest picked up another relative, and I cleaned up the kitchen. I went to bed at
9:30 P.M., and I was awake this morning at 6:30 A.M.. My relative said the plants only
need to be watered every two days, so I had the same breakfast. I chatted with them. I am
finishing doing a load of laundry. Supposedly President Bush caught Lyme Disease
sometime recently. The President of France had to go back to France for a funeral, and he
will be back later on today to fish with the President. I also put the cleat on the flag pole, so
its rope hangs properly. We have a new flag, but the old U.S.A. flag is just fine. CIO
Note: <888> 08/09/07 Thursday 5:00 P.M.: After the last message yesterday, I ate a ham,
turkey, and cheese sandwich on a bagel with mayonnaise with potato chips and cold
filtered water. I emptied the humidifier in the basement. We went by the Kennebunkport
post office, and I mailed a package for my relative. We then drove along the Kennebunk
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shore line, and I stood out briefly. We then returned back to my relative's house, and I took
a nap until 5 P.M.. We watched some television. At 7:15 P.M., I picked up an order at the
Wayfarer in Cape Purpose of two turkey dinners with dressing, mashed potatoes, peas,
cranberry and salad, which we ate them for dinner with cold filtered water. We watched
the Maine Public Broadcasting documentary of Edgar R. Murrow who also once worked
for www.cbs.com . I went to bed at 9:30 P.M., and I was awake at 7 A.M.. I ate the same
breakfast as usual. I took down the 24 foot flag pole, and I sanded it with rough sand
paper, and I painted it with satin white latex paint. I painted its metal base with satin white
Rutoleum. I then painted the back wall of the guest wood bathroom downstairs behind the
toilet with satin white latex paint. I then showered, and I cleaned up. I emptied the
basement humidifier. I went out with my relative, and my relative went by the hair dresser.
I walked around the downtown area. I bought a copy of the York County Star newspaper
for a dollar. They said the President of the United States of America www.whitehouse.gov
would be arriving by helicopter today. I chatted with a friend on my wireless telephone. I
picked up the mail at the post office. I picked up my relative at the hair dresser. We then
went back by the post office to mail a letter. We returned to my relative's house. I ate the
same lunch as the last couple of days. I put the 2.5 inch diameter hose clamp around the
top of the flag pole, where the wood was split a little bit from the large screw that holds the
top pulley on the top, so it is more secure. I put the flag pole back up. I strung up the U.S.A.
flag which is a bit faded. I need to still reattached the rope clamp. It looks quite nice. I took
up the paint papers in the downstairs guest bedroom bathroom. I put in the window fan.
We have a guest for the guest room arriving this afternoon for a stay. We then went to a
medical appointment for my relative. We then went by Home Depot, and my relative got
another 9 inch safety bar for the Master Bathroom toilet area. My relative also got a
annual lily plant. We then went by Wal-Mart, but they do not have a wide selection of
canes for women. We then went by Wendy's and my relative got a chocolate frosty to go.
We then went by the Kennebunk Super Stop and Shop. We then went by the
Kennebunkport farm stand, and we got two Jersey tomatoes for $2.99 a pound. I have seen
a Buick Roadmaster wagon like mine from Georgia and Virginia. We then returned home.
We put away the groceries, and my relative is taking a nap. CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 11:35 A.M.: I shared a bowl of Sunshine white cheddar
cheese its with my relative. The rain has let up a bit. I watered the new plants on the porch.
CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 11:05 A.M.: I chatted with my relative. I was told about
this newly refurbished Inn on the waterfront just south of Portland, Maine about 30 miles
north of Kennebunkport, Maine http://www.blackpointinn.com/inn/ . CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 10:50 A.M.: Midwest Farmers survive Making Money
the Warren Buffett Way - US News Money and Business . CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 10:40 A.M.: I chatted with my relative. I cancelled my
August 13, 2007 appointment in Greenwich, Connecticut, and I asked them to reschedule it
for August 20, 2007 at 3 P.M.. Traditionally on rainy days in New England, people read
books, which is why there are so many good writers in New England. I guess there is not
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too much to report on Kennebunkport, Maine
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/137.htm . I have been visiting up here for 29 years in
the summer, except for when I lived out in Nantucket, where it also rains quite a bit. I
think I first visited here around 1969 with my Taft School classmates Myles McGough and
Tommy Cookman, but all I can recall is visiting some Maine resort close to Boston, so I am
not sure if it was Kennebunkport, Maine or not. It was one of those lost weekends, where
we did not keep track of what was going on. They use to have a Kennebunkport, Maine to
Nantucket sailboat race according the Nantucket Inquirer Mirror newspaper, which was
my main source of information, when I lived out in Nantucket. Of course on rainy days in
Nantucket, I was usually working, but if not I could always visit the local library, which I
guess one could do here also. The Kennebunkport, Maine library is not too big compared
to the Greenwich, Connecticut library, but they might have some interesting reading
material, which the tourists probably do not have much time to pay attention to. Where we
went yesterday on the road north of U.S. 1 in Biddeford, Maine near the Wal-Mart
shopping area south of Biddeford, there is a large new collection of stores in shopping
malls, so one does not have to drive all the way to Portland, Maine on rainy days for outlet
shopping. Of course www.llbean.com never closes their doors, and they are opened all the
time in Freeport, Maine, and they have these field coats on sale L.L.Bean: Search Results .
Of course about 20 miles south of us is Kittery, Maine with pretty much the same collection
of outlet clothes stores. Thus the locals like rainy days, since they tend to make a little bit of
wampum off the tourists. CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 9:50 A.M.: I chatted with a relative. I am charging up my
AT&T wireless telephone. Hampton Bay Outdoor Portable Post Lantern - Y7012P-209 at
The Home Depot for $55 with free shipping. Of course an electric lamp outside might
electrocute one, if one were not careful with it. According to
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/08/us/08farmers.html?_r=1&hp&oref=slogin , farm land
in Illinois is going for $10,000 a acre, but you have to know how to farm. CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 9:20 A.M.: My relative got up and had breakfast. I
showered and cleaned up. We are just going to have a quiet day at home today. CIO
Note: <888> 08/08/07 Wednesday 7:45 A.M.: Happy Birthday to a relative. Well, it is a
rainy day this morning in Kennebunkport, Maine. I ate my usual breakfast. My relative is
still sleeping. Since the advent of electricity this century, usually in summer resorts on
rainy days, people do laundry. My relative's Verizon wireless phone finally charged up
properly, so she will have to see how it works today, if the battery is taking a charge and
keeping it the way it should be. My relative wants to get another 9 inch safety bar for the
master bathroom toilet area. I can not paint the wall behind the toilet in the guest bedroom
downstairs and the flag pole, until we get a nice long sunny dry day. It is not hot up here, it
is quite cool and comfortable. The New York Times home delivery finally came through
with the newspaper this morning. Hollywood comes to Greenwich Some question state's
generosity to filmdom - Greenwich Time . CIO
Note: <888> 08/07/07 Tuesday 10:20 P.M.: BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Rare river
dolphin 'now extinct'
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BBC NEWS | UK | Magazine | China drinks its milk
CIO
Note: <888> 08/07/07 Tuesday 10:00 P.M.: After I got up from my nap, my relative and I
had dinner of baked filet of salmon, steamed corn on the cob, and sliced Jersey tomatoes. I
ate it with cold filtered water. I cleaned up the kitchen. I read some magazines, the
newspaper, and watched some television. I will now go through my email before going to
bed. CIO
Note: <888> 08/07/07 Tuesday 2:35 P.M.: After the last message, I showered and cleaned
up. We went out about 11 A.M., but I also brought in the garbage cans from the street. I
also put a load of my laundry in the dryer. We went by Lowe's in Biddeford, and we
bought lyme for the grass, Scott's brown mulch, and four flowering plants. We then went
by the Verizon and my relative had her wireless telephone checked out. It seems to be all
right, and it does not need a new battery. They said it should be turned off when one
charges it. We then went by Wal-Mart, and I had new nose pads put on my relative's
glasses for $1.90 at their optical center. We then went by the Home Depot, and I got a nine
inch safety bar for the power room for about $12. We then returned to Kennebunkport,
and we stopped by the Kennebunkport post office. We then returned to my relative's
house, and we I ate a egg salad and chopped barbeque chicken sandwich with relish and
mayonnaise mixed into it on a bagel along with splitting a can of iced tea. I also ate two
oatmeal cookies. I cleaned up the kitchen. I installed the 9 inch safety handle on the lower
left side of the power room bathroom window, so one can assist themselves off the toilet. I
put away my laundry. I will now take a nap. CIO
Note: <888> 08/07/07 Tuesday 9:15 A.M.: I woke up at 7 A.M., and I ate the same
breakfast as the last few days with my relative. I went out to the local Kennebunkport drug
store, and I bought the New York Times. I chatted with a neighbor of my relative. I
checked my Chase Visa Credit card, and my relative's payment on it has gone through. I
closed out the Chase Visa Credit Card, and the surplus will be mailed to me in a check in a
couple of weeks. I destroyed the Chase Visa Credit Card. I now am not in debt to David
Rockefeller. I will now shower and clean up, and I will go out with my relative to get a new
battery for her wireless telephone. CIO
Note: <888> 08/06/07 Monday 10:25 P.M.: I read Architectural Digest magazine. There is a
small house for sale in Khakum Wood area where the Agah Khan lives off Round Hill
Road in Greenwich, Connecticut for $19.7 million dollars. I guess the real estate prices in
Greenwich are still going up. Every time I read Architectural Digest at my relative's house,
there is an article about Juan Montoya from Columbia, South America. He is now
struggling in Paris, France. I had him as a guest at the Greenwich Country Club on the
Fourth of July in 1974. He knew Juan Echevaria that I went to www.lfc.edu with and I
studied with in Florence, Italy back in 1972. I recall scaling the walls of the Medici Palace
one evening with Juan Echevaria. Juan Echevaria's family had the Spanish land grant for
Columbia, South America over 500 years ago, and he claimed his family was wealthier than
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the Rockefeller family, which might be the case. I chatted with my relative and a friend. I
will now shut down the computer, and I will go to bed soon. CIO
Note: <888> 08/06/07 Monday 8:40 P.M.: My relative and I went out after the last message.
We went by the Kennebunk hardware store, and I dropped off the screen door to be
repaired. It should be ready in a couple of days. I also bought a gallon of white satin latex
paint and white rustoleum and sand paper and a 2.5 inch diameter hose clamp and paint
sticks to use to paint the flag pole in front of the house when we get a couple of sunny days.
Since I put it up, I know how to take it down. I also bought an orange 50 foot extension
cord to use on the humidifier in the basement. We then went by the Blue Canoe Irvine
gasoline station in Kennebunk, and my relative bought me $20 of premium self service
gasoline at $3.12 a gallon for 6.412 gallons at 146.2 miles driving since the Massachusetts
turnpike rest area for odometer reading of 114,847.4 averaging 22.8 miles per gallon with
the car air conditioner going. We then went by the Super Stop and Shop, and my relative
got groceries. We then went by the Farm stand in Kennebunkport, and we bought $4 of
Jersey tomatoes at $2.99 a pound. We then returned to my relatives. My relative's neighbor
sent some welcome home flowers. I unloaded the groceries. I ate a ham, turkey, cheese, and
lettuce sandwich on a bagel with mayonnaise and a diet Sprite with ice. I used the 50 foot
orange extension cord to hook up the humidifier in the basement from the electrical panel
to the small room behind the bunk room to dry it out. It seems to need to be emptied every
day. I then slept from 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.. I ate cheese and crackers with my relative. I then
barbequed fresh sword fish with marinade on the grill which I ate with two ears of fresh
corn on the cob and sliced Jersey tomatoes and a glass of cold filtered water. I cleaned up
the kitchen. I threw out the garbage. I took the garbage cans out to the street to be picked
up the garbage people tomorrow. I will now check my email. CIO
Note: <888> 08/06/07 Monday 10:10 A.M.: After breakfast I watered the plants front and
rear and on the deck. I also fertilized the plants in the plant box in the rear. I took of the
screen door from the garage into the house, and we will take it to have it repaired. I could
fix it myself, but we would have to buy a staple gun, and for the same price we can get it
repaired. I also took the HP LaserJet 4L printer from the guest bedroom, and I put it in the
rear of the Buick wagon to take back down to Greenwich, since it will not work with the
IBM Netvista computer, since it does not have a parallel port. I will now shower and clean
up, and we will go out shortly for some errands. I also called the New York Times to
resume delivery on the paper, since it was not delivered yesterday and today. My relative is
awake, and we are getting ready to go out. CIO
Note: <888> 08/06/07 Monday 7:25 A.M.: After the last message, I woke up from my nap at
4:30 P.M.. I went for a drive with my relative along the waterfront. We then returned back
to my relative's house. I barbequed some marinated boneless breasts of chicken which we
ate with steamed carrots and broccoli crowns, and I ate my dinner with a Sprite sofa on ice.
I cleaned up the kitchen. I chatted with my relative for a while, and my relative chatted
with relatives. I woke up at 7 A.M. this morning. I will now eat the same breakfast as
yesterday, but with only one toasted English muffin. CIO
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Note: <888> 08/05/07 Sunday 1:00 A.M.: I chatted with my relative out in the sun on the
deck. My other relatives packed to leave and left about noon. I ate half of a ham and cheese
sandwich and a crab meat roll with potato chips and half a can of Sprite with ice. I will
now take a nap for a while. CIO
Note: <888> 08/05/07 Sunday 9:10 A.M.: I had coffee, and I chatted with my relatives. I
walked the dog. Two of my relatives are going to leave today, but they will be back a week
from next Friday, so I will be staying here until at least then or later. CIO
Note: <888> 08/05/07 Sunday 7:55 A.M.: I rested some more. I ate a bowl of oat meal with
a sliced banana and two toasted English muffins with butter, two glasses of 50% orange
juice and 50% cold filtered water. My relatives are not awake yet, so I will wait for them to
wake up to have coffee. I showered, and I cleaned up. It is a very nice day out. CIO
Note: <888> 08/05/07 Sunday 5:55 A.M.: After the last note, I slept until 6 P.M. yesterday. I
had telephone calls from three friends and a relative. I got up at 6 P.M., and I chatted with
two relatives. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a mixture of grape juice with
certo, cranraspberry juice, and orange juice, a toasted bagel with olive oil, and vitamins
and supplements. I showered, and I cleaned up. I turned off the Honeywell Hepa air
purifier, the G.E. air conditioner, and the toilet water. I put my luggage in the car, and I
also brought along two six packs of English muffins, a two pound bag of baby carrots, and
a pound of broccoli crowns. I chatted briefly with my neighbors. I checked my mail. I went
by the Valley Road Post Office, and I mailed a stop mail form. I then went by the
Greenwich Automotive Services Exxon station, and I bought $17 of premium self service
gasoline at $3.639 a gallon for 3.639 gallons for 48.3 miles driving in the past week with
odometer reading at 114,571.9 miles for 13.28 miles per gallon. I sat out briefly at the
Greenwich Library parking lot. I left Greenwich at 8 P.M.. I drove up North Street, and I
got on the Merritt Parkway I-15 east. I took a break at the rest area west of West Haven. I
then took I-91 North to I-84 East. I stopped along side the roadside to go number 1. I got on
the Massachusetts turnpike, and I stopped at the rest area. I used the bathroom, and I
chatted with my relatives with my wireless telephone. It was about 10:30 P.M.. At the
Exxon pumps there, I bought $18 of self service premium gasoline at $3.149 a gallon for
5.717 gallons for 129.2 miles driving since Greenwich at odometer reading of 114,701.2 for
22.60 miles per gallon driving 55 to 65 miles per hour with the air conditioner going. That
is pretty good since the new car highway EPA mileage rating is 26 miles per gallon without
the air conditioner. Thus I think the car is pretty much tuned up and in top performance.
It ran just fine. I then got on to I-290 east paying a .50 toll. I stopped at the Lowell rest
area, and I went to the bathroom outside. There were four Hell Angles types at midnight
throwing away a case or more of Sam Adam's beer bottles, but they did not bother me. I
then drove to I-95 North, and I took a break at the New Hampshire rest area. I paid a $1
toll, and I drove the short distance to the Maine turnpike where I paid a $1.75 toll. I got off
at the Wells Sacco exit. I took a break at the Wells Amtrak train station. I chatted with a
maintenance man making his rounds there. I drove into Kennebunkport, Maine arriving at
my relative's house at 2 A.M. this morning for a six hour trip. I unpacked. I ate a English
muffin with cold filtered water. I slept from 2:30 A.M. to 5 A.M.. I might try to rest some
more or wait for my relatives to wake up. It was an easy trip, and the 1992 Buick
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Roadmaster Wagon seems to run just fine on the highway. I listened to vantage MP3 music
the whole way. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 10:40 A.M.. I have finished packing. I will wake up early
this evening, and after I clean up and eat breakfast, I will head on up to Kennebunkport,
Maine Kennebunkport, Maine . I will now shut down the primary computer and the
server. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 9:15 A.M.. I had a telephone call from my relative in
Maine. I am going to start packing now, and I will go to bed around noon. When I wake
up later on this evening, I will go ahead and drive up to Kennebunkport, Maine, so I will be
available to help out my relative. I will not pay my rent to the Greenwich Housing
Authority before I leave. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 8:55 A.M.. Greenwich, Connecticut Emergency Email
Signup . International Travel Information . If they find me useless in this country after all
of my experience, I could always try this U.S. Consulate Hamilton, Bermuda . I speak
English, and I like hanging out around the waterfront. Alas, I do not drink party or drink
alcohol, so I might not be to useful around the tourists. I am not sure enough I am fit to
ride a moped, but I could always try walking. I have managed to live on other islands in
the past with some degrees of success, and one had to realize that I am not very good at
swimming, and I can not sail a boat. However, I do know how to use the internet.
However, it might be too warm for me in Bermuda, and I am not sure how the locals would
like seeing me again. I am not sure I have the diplomatic skills to deal with the British
whom can be somewhat authoritarian. However, it is the nature of islands that once one
learns the turf, one can manage to keep busy. Maybe I could collect airline liquor bottles
and sell pink sand in them. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will go to
bed soon. Of course, since I am on long term disability, I am no intentions of giving up my
long term residence here for some short term opportunity. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 7:35 A.M.. Well, as a disabled individual, I do my best in
my own way to volunteer on the internet. Alas, since I am limited in my funds and
experience, basically from what I know, it is only as accurate as the writers write. Since I
have lived in this area most of the time since 1961, I am most comfortable in this area, and
I use the internet to stay in touch with a larger cross section of friends whom may or may
not be in this area anymore. At my age of 57, I would imagine some of my other friends
might have already retired, or moved on to warmer climates that they can afford
retirement. The cold weather of the winter has never bothered me, since I am descended
from Nordic blood, and I seem to do better in colder weather than warmer weather. Of
course it is not really that cold around here in the winter, so I am pretty much accustomed
to the four seasons in this area. The reason, I never get use to the warmer weather in this
area is because by the time, one gets used to it, it is gone. The warmer weather is here for
a relatively shorter period of time, so in the colder weather, there are less people willing to
walk around downtown in the night and early morning hours, when it is much tougher on
one, unless one is properly dressed. Since the Canadians are probably the largest cold
weather group of people in this area outside of the locals, we obviously know quite a few
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Canadians, and we treat them as useful helpful neighbors. The Royal Bank RBC Royal
Bank Gateway is suppose to have offices on West Putnam Avenue here in Greenwich,
Connecticut, so more than likely their personnel would know more about Canada than I do
from about a dozen or more visits over the years. There are Canadian residents in my
building, and there are also Canadian staff members in the Greenwich Library. There are
also other Canadian banks in the New York area. Basically from what I know, since I am
off Scottish Dutch descent in this area, I represent the longest term European residents in
this area, and I obviously have a large network of family friends and associates that I do
not bother, since I do not live in their areas. I find it convenient to chat with my friend
from East Aurora, New York who lives on Long Island, since he grew up two hours drive
from Toronto, and since he has lived there, he obviously knows a few other Canadians. I
obviously have relatives in Canada also, since my family having been here for 400 years
would have relatives all over the Americas. When I took the bus out of Key West, Florida
during the winter of 1977 to meet up with my father in Miami, Florida airport, and he was
coming from Brazil on Varig on his way to Chicago, Illinois, so obviously he was used to
climate changes. Since he did not give me any money, but just bought me a Miller beer at
10:30 A.M. in the morning, and showed me the car show in Miami airport, I suppose he
was not aware of my condition of being homeless down in Key West, Florida. I did know
some people in Key West, Florida, but none of them let me stay with them, so I was left
walking around sleeping outside. Thus from what I know if I were in some sort of military
outfit, they never paid me for all of my work that I have done over the years, but I am
obviously an experienced walker, expert at home computers, and I also know how to run
my own apartment based on my income and subsidies. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 6:45 A.M.. A walk in the park in Beijing - Los Angeles
Times
Bruce P. Luyendyk
Virtual Globes at AGU 2007
COMSOL - Multiphysics Modeling
Helicorders Iceland
Microsoft Summer Interns Party at Bill's
Microsoft Halves Vista Retail Price in China - News and Analysis by PC Magazine
The Sharper Image $20 off $75
BBC NEWS | Business | Nissan studies drink-proof cars
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Lift off for Nasa's Mars probe
Maybe Bermuda will be invited BBC NEWS | Americas | Bush calls climate change talks
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BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Saturn's ring mystery is solved
I guess they all left town on the Queen Mary II yesterday QM2 - Itinerary - 2007 , but it
will be back August 15, 2007 for the return trip. I use to see a sign occasionally when I
traveled, it said, "Stay Awhile, You Have Forever." I guess the British tourists are
enjoying the quieter pace of Manhattan anymore. I suppose since Manhattan is relatively
flat, you could make money offering Rickashaw rides. Of course now that it is warmer this
time of year, the His Highness the Aga Khan's 69th Birthday might be back at his
Greenwich, Connecticut home. I sometimes wander since his family is originally from
Mongolia, if they have managed to hang on to a home there too. Who knows, maybe we
are in Greenwich, Mongolia. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 5:05 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I viewed the deluxe cars on
the west side of Railroad Avenue across the street from the train station. The newer ones
seem to be more aerodynamic. I sat out at a few locations. The traditional green
Greenwich Avenue benches tend to have drops of rain on them after it rains, but the water
tends to come off the more modern benches with curved slats. Of course, there are not
many bench sitters in this town. Not much seems to be happening on Greenwich Avenue
during the early morning hours. It was even like that in Paris, France when I was there
before and after the Albertville, France Winter Olympics around 1992. I guess not many
people like staying up at night anymore. There use to be a few people awake during the
early morning hours in Manhattan in the old days, but I suppose they all got to be too old,
and they are now on a daytime schedule. I read they are going to put in a zone of security
cameras in lower Manhattan. Maybe they should continue them uptown to Greenwich
Village to keep surveillance on any night time people there. I also found that there were a
few people awake of whom could not sleep in Greenwich Village in the old days. Of course
as an academic and medical community, there are frequently people there burning the
Midnight oil. Well, I then returned home, and I ate the last fourth of a 5.5 ounce tube of
Pringle lite sour cream and onion potato chips. From what I can tell, not much seems to
happen around here late night and during the early morning hours anymore. I can always
here traffic on the highway, so I guess the night time movement of commerce still
continues. Of course when you are awake in the early morning hours around here, the
Europeans are just starting their day, so usually they are making their money on the
markets before this country wakes up. I used to see Foreign Currency Traders from
Citibank having lunch at the Brasserie in the basement of the Seagram's Building on Park
Avenue during the early morning hours. Of course their were a few night time party
people just ending their day there too. They last time I was there with a friend, we bought
somebody from China breakfast, and I guess he must have thought we were rich. Daly's
Daffodil use to be across the street from a Chinese Bar near Ford Modeling, so it is hard to
tell, maybe the Chinese have an actor imitating me in Manhattan anymore, while I sit here
working with Chinese computer parts. Of course, for all I know I am in Greenwich, China,
and I am not sure whether there is a Kennebunkport, China or not or for that matter a
Manhattan, China. We do not get to explore around very much to know where we really
are. Maybe we are in Bermuda, China. When I was a dishwasher in Nantucket, I used to
tell people I was working for the Emperor of China, so maybe they took me seriously, and
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shipped me off to China. Alas I do not know or read their language, but I seem to know
how to use their computer equipment. I was told that www.ibm.com sold their personal
computer division to some company in China, so maybe they sold me to the Chinese too. I
can not remember the name of that company, so maybe they should advertise a little bit
more to get their name out into the general public. The new HP laser printer was made in
China like everything else. Thus the new HP LaserJet 1018 laser printer is smaller than a
four slice toaster oven, and with the $65 mail in rebate it is about $15 with free shipping. I
am sort of wandering how they make money off of it. I guess the expect to make money off
the toner cartridges in the long run. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 1:55 A.M.. I made up a batch of
http://www.geocities.com/mikelscott/pbf.htm which I used a 16 ounce can of B&M maple
flavor baked beans and a two Oscan Meyer lean beef hotdogs along with all of the other
usual ingredients and the left over rice from two night ago and some bacon bits. I ate it all
with a glass of iced tea. I will now shut down the primary computer, and I will shower and
clean up, and I will go out for an early morning walk. I will mail the $65 HP mail in rebate
information and the Food Stamps information. CIO
Note:<888> 08/04/07 Saturday 12:55 A.M.. I put the two blue vases that I put on the
dining table back on the window shelf in the living room, so there is more room on the
dining table. I watered the plants. I threw out the garbage and the old periodical
literature. I picked up my mail. I have my annual Food Stamps form to fill out. I also got
my rent bill from the Greenwich Housing Authority, but the Wachovia Bank where one
pays it on Benedict Place is closed on Saturday, but I could pay it before I leave on Monday
or Tuesday. I think it is a good idea to pay one's rent as soon as possible. I could pay it by
check, but then I only have the check for a rent receipt, and if I pay it in person, they stamp
the rent receipt, which I prefer to have. I noticed somebody threw the HP LaserJet IID
laser printer in the dumpster, so I guess it will be recycled at the local dump. With all of
the high tech people in this area, I would be afraid to check out the local dump in terms of
what I might bring home. I did a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to
the second hard drive to save the HP LaserJet 1018 installation changes. I figure on the
Minolta PagePro 1350W laser printer connected to the FIC server, I have a
950 sheets left on its starter cartridge. On the laser printers connected up to the primary
Vista computer, I have a
1000 sheets on the HP LaserJet 1018 starter cartridge
850 sheets on the Samsung SCX-4521F also purpose unit starter cartridge, which I use
primarily for copying and fax
800 sheets on the Lexmark E238 starter cartridge
1500 sheets on the Minolta Pagepro 1250W which has a generic 3,000 sheet replacement
cartridge in it for about
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5100 sheets of available laser print out capacity.
I have chosen to buy the bargain laser printers instead of buying the more expensive 3000
sheet replacement laser cartridges which can run from $70 to $120.
There is a contest where on can win a Xerox color laser printer at
http://www.xerox.com/office/target enter priority code "59227", but it would be expensive
to maintain. CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 11:30 A.M.. After the last message, I ate 3/4th of a 5.5 ounce
tube of Pringle lite sour cream and onion potato chips. I went to bed, and I had a telephone
call from a relative about 8 A.M.. The relative told me, they would probably need me to
help out up in Kennebunkport, Maine in a few days. I then went back to bed. About 4
P.M., the order for Newegg.com - HP LaserJet 1018 CB419A Up to 12 ppm Laser Personal
Monochrome Printer - Retail for $79.99 with free shipping and $65 mail in rebate for
http://h30014.www3.hp.com/offers/us/pdf_printable_coupon/1412_laserjet1018_big-deal65mir.pdf $15 total. There is a warning here http://xpdig.com/dealcoupon/9898/printer/NewEgg-HP-LaserJet-1018-Laser-Printer-20-shipped-AR-1/ . I went
ahead and ordered it for $79.99 minus .88 1.1% preferred account discount less $2.99 Rush
processing plus $2.99 rush processing discount for $79.11 total, tracking is UPS: Tracking
Information arrived. I went back to bed. I got up at 7 P.M.. I chatted with my relative in
Maine, and we decided I would drive up there this coming Monday or Tuesday, so I will
have to get back on a day schedule to do that. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced
banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of
grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and
supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I
made the bed. I setup and installed HP LaserJet 1018 printer on the corner of the dining
table where the HP LaserJet IID printer was in front of the Samsung printer stand against
the wall. To turn it on, one needs to flip on the switch on the left rear of the printer. It
works quite well, however I do not know if it prints out high resolution graphics or not, but
I can use the Lexmark E238 laser printer for that. I had the wrong USB cable connected to
the Epson Stylus Color 880 printer, so I ran a short USB cable from my D-Link USB
adapter, so it should be turned on, if one were using the Epson printer. I put the HP
LaserJet 1018 shipping box on top of the file cabinet in the bedroom. I filled out the
information for the $65 mail in rebate, and I have it ready to mail. I made extra copies of
the bar code and the forms. I registered it with www.hp.com . It is thunder and raining
out, so I do not know whether I should go out or not. It is suppose to continue on until 1
A.M. with scattered thunder storms until 4 A.M., but tomorrow is suppose to be a nice
day. There are suppose to be scattered thunder storms on Monday and Tuesday between
here, and Maine, so I might have to drive in rainy weather. CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 6:35 A.M.. I went outside, and I chatted with a neighbor. I
will now shut down the primary Vista computer, and I will go back to bed. Have a good
day. CIO
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Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 6:00 A.M.. ASPnews.com -- News : Windows Vista Gets
Another Dose of The 'Blue Pill'
Hacking Vista: Speeding Up Your Web Browser and Network Connection
Hacking Windows Vista: Speeding Up the System Boot
» Emissions from popular laser printers may be carcinogenic. How will HP respond? |
Between the Lines | ZDNet.com
BBC NEWS | Science/Nature | Nasa to replace Endeavour valve
CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 4:55 A.M.. Since there is more surface space now on the
dining table, I move the two blue vases from the living room window shelf to the center of
the dining table. Alas, in this neck of the woods, we can not afford cut flowers let alone
peacock feathers. CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 4:25 A.M.. More Than 70,000 Bridges Rated Deficient Greenwich Time
For the individuals whom are not to swift down in the southern belt, there is somebody who
use to make cartoons about a character called Steamboat Wiley and his misadventures.
The cartoonist later worked on the Chicago World's Fair around 1926, so more than likely
Steamboat Wiley could have been Wiley Middleton from the rice plantation Middleton
Place Plantation in Charleston, South Carolina. More than likely he knew other people
who raised rice, so the rest is history. Of course there could be gators around that rice
plantation too. From what I know, his local buddies referred to Wiley as the Swamp Fox
who was also a revolutionary war hero in South Carolina. However, if Wiley Middleton
the brains behind the new Confederacy were not really Wiley Middleton, and if he were
some other character like the Desert Fox Erwin Rommel - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
, all of those rich retired liberal people down south would be stuck between 2.5 billion that
speak Spanish and a group of German engineers that might not share their same
viewpoint, so it might be a hard trip back up north, compared to how easy it is to go down
south. I will now go through my email. CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 3:55 A.M.. If you look at the fine print on the HP $65 rebate
form on the laser printer, you have to be sure you enclose a copy of the Invoice from
www.newegg.com and not the Proof of Purchase confirmation, both of which look similar.
CIO
Note:<888> 08/03/07 Friday 3:25 A.M.. After the last message, I chatted with a family on
Long Island from the democratic party side of the United States State Department, which
family I know quite well. One of them has a web log at Brave New World Watch: Open
City and its Natural Enemies and Open City and its Natural Enemies . Of course
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physically smaller people have a different perspective than average size people. I ate a
toasted bagel with olive oil before going to bed. I woke up at 10:00 P.M.. I ate breakfast of
oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange
juice, one third of grape juice, and a one third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and
vitamins and supplements, and a cup of coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast
dishes, and I made the bed. I chatted with a member of the family brain trust on the West
Coast of the United States of America. I disassembled the HP IID LaserJet setup on the
dining table in the living room, and I use my cart from the rear storage compartment of the
Buick station wagon, and I put the HP IID LaserJet IID printer out by the dumpster on the
south side along with two new 95A laser cartridges, the font cartridges, instruction manual,
and extra paper sheet fader tray. I did not get rid of the parallel printer cord or the HP
laser printer power cord which is easily found. Since I paid $40 for it about seven years
ago at the Greenwich Hospital Thrift shop, probably no one will want it. However, about
13 years ago, it cost $7,500 new. Also certain deluxe heavy duty printer manufactures like
www.hp.com and www.xerox.com will give about a $2,000 trade in value for it, when one
buys much more expensive heavy duty printers. A couple of years ago, refurbished HP IID
laser printers were selling for $250 on the internet. The toner cartridges retail for $95
each, so with the existing installed cartridge and the two spare toner cartridges, it is good
for about 7,000 print out sheets. Thus for someone out there in the wood work, it might
have value. However it weighs about 80 pounds, and only prints out fast in postscript font.
I then moved the Samsung all purpose scanner, fax, laser printer on its printer stand 90
degrees against the rear of the dining table wall, so it frees up space on the dining table. It
is still easy to access to turn on, but only a taller person can see the controls easily, and a
short person might have to stand on a chair. I put the Epson Stylus Color 880 printer on
the dining table to the left of the left Vista computer monitors, so it is easy to access. I have
room for the new HP Laser printer in front of the Samsung printer stand with a USB cable
ready to install it. I straightened up the other smaller items on the dining table, so it looks
much neater. On the order for Newegg.com - HP LaserJet 1018 CB419A Up to 12 ppm
Laser Personal Monochrome Printer - Retail for $79.99 with free shipping and $65 mail in
rebate for
http://h30014.www3.hp.com/offers/us/pdf_printable_coupon/1412_laserjet1018_big-deal65mir.pdf $15 total. There is a warning here http://xpdig.com/dealcoupon/9898/printer/NewEgg-HP-LaserJet-1018-Laser-Printer-20-shipped-AR-1/ . I went
ahead and ordered it for $79.99 minus .88 1.1% preferred account discount less $2.99 Rush
processing plus $2.99 rush processing discount for $79.11 total, tracking is UPS: Tracking
Information , and it is suppose to be delivered later on today. I will now go through my
email. CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 4:55 P.M.. After the last message, I went by the Greenwich
Hospital Thrift Shop. They have their usual variety of various items on display. However,
in the past year their prices have gone up more, so it is not as thrifty. With the higher
prices of fuel in this area, it is too expensive to go to cheaper thrift shops in the area. I
guess one can always try www.ebay.com , but then you have to pay for shipping. I went to
my usual Thursday afternoon 3 P.M. appointment. I then returned home, and I chatted
with a neighbor. It seems the regular Thursday afternoon hacker is practicing their arts in
hacking my computer systems causing the Vista computer to reboot frequently. Obviously
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the U.S. Government www.fbi.gov knows whom it is, but they are probably gathering
information by keeping the individuals under constant surveillance. I have a theory that
the hackers could be coming out of the Middle East, since Thursday afternoon at our time
is the beginning of the Haje or Holy Day in the Middle East at midnight their time on
Friday. I will thus put the curse of Mohamed on them to scare them out of their Oasis, and
remind them that in the old days before electricity in the Middle East, they used little tiny
oil lamps, one of which I use to have around, before somebody stole my Genie in the Lamp,
and I have not been able to find it for a long time. Having grown up around a diverse
group in the World, http://mikelouisscott.com/fred.htm is not the only person that speaks
various different languages. For all I know there are a hundred more people at Harry's
Bar in Venice, Italy that know more languages, so at a certain point, what their particular
expertise is in those languages and experience is somewhat more important than people
whom they have randomly happened to meet. Generally fat men are fat because they can
afford to eat more food, so therefore they are also prosperous, and therefore they tend to
have assets, thus if any of them were breaking the law by hacking me, they could be sued,
and even if they were not in this country, if they had assets in this country, those assets
could be seized by a court of law in a domestic law suit. Since the Middle East has
substantial investments in this area, and since possibly the hackers are coming from the
Middle East, more than likely the assets held by those owners from the Middle East are
being put in jeopardy. Thus more than likely the local much more severe authorities in the
Middle East when advised by our Justice Department will take a much more dim viewpoint
of the hacking activity out of the Middle East. Ultimately since I am half Dutch American,
I would have influence at the World Court at the Hague, and if push comes to shove in a
legitimate court of law, I would more than likely win. I will now work off the server, since I
can not work off the Vista computer, while it is being hacked. After a while, I will go to
bed, and I will probably be up early in the morning. CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 1:40 P.M.. Linens 'n Things - As Seen on TV Shoes Away
Shoe Organizer and 20% off with coupon at http://www.slickdeals.net/ .
Newegg.com - HP LaserJet 1018 CB419A Up to 12 ppm Laser Personal Monochrome
Printer - Retail for $79.99 with free shipping and $65 mail in rebate for
http://h30014.www3.hp.com/offers/us/pdf_printable_coupon/1412_laserjet1018_big-deal65mir.pdf $15 total. There is a warning here http://xpdig.com/dealcoupon/9898/printer/NewEgg-HP-LaserJet-1018-Laser-Printer-20-shipped-AR-1/ . I went
ahead and ordered it for $79.99 minus .88 1.1% preferred account discount less $2.99 Rush
processing plus $2.99 rush processing discount for $79.11 total. It comes with a 1,000 sheet
starter cartridge and only works with PCs and not Apple. It is Vista ready. I might get rid
of my old HP IID which is a good printer, but it takes up too much room, but I also have
two spare cartridges for it. I will now get ready to go out to my 3 P.M. appointment.
Basically after rebate for $14.11, it is a good price considering what toner cartridges cost.
CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 12:55 P.M.. I broke three fresh large eggs in a metal bowl,
and I added two tablespoons of milk, and a tablespoon of olive oil, a half teaspoon of
oregano, a half teaspoon of Italian spices, and a tablespoon of grated parmesan cheese, and
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I whisked it all together. I prepared in a 10 inch round stick proof skillet with lid, a
package of Armour Brown-N-Serve frozen lite sausages per the instructions. Once the
water was evaporated, I added two tablespoons of olive oil and three pads Land-O-Lakes
50% less fat butter, and once the fat was heated, I mixed it around the sausages and added
the egg mixture. At the same time, I toasted a bagel. Once the egg and sausage mixture
was medium soft, I put the skillet on a dinner plate to heat the dinner plate, and then I put
the egg and sausage mixture along with the toasted bagel halves on the warm dinner plate,
and I put some olive oil on the bagels. I ate it all with a glass of iced tea. CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 11:50 A.M.. I chatted with a representative for CIO.com Business Technology Leadership which invited me into Manhattan for a Business Round
Table discussion, and I explained to them, that I am unable to travel into Manhattan. My
order of 4 cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights 100s in a box arrived from
www.ordersmokesdirect.com . I picked up the mail. I said good morning to some
neighbors. CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 10:30 A.M.. I chatted with two relatives. One of my
relatives just crossed the bridge in Minneapolis Up to 50 vehicles trapped in bridge
wreckage, officials say - CNN.com 10 minutes before it collapsed. I went outside, and I
threw away a dozen old eggs. I put the yellow Swiss watch box on the left side of the side
board in the bedroom. My relative gave the all right to pay the General Electric Profile
15,500 BTU air conditioner maintenance warranty bill for another year which will be
about three payments of $35 each starting before September 12, 2007 with two more
payments every four months. I will pay the first payment around the first of September.
The reason, I pay for it, is that it is a very good $600 air conditioner that I got six of seven
years. It weighs about a 100 pounds, and I figure for the warranty payment each year, it is
worth having www.ge.com fix it, if it ever needs it. Since I have maintained the warranty
since it was new, I assume they would replace it, if they could not fix it. Currently, it is
working just fine, and since I spend so much time inside by the air conditioner in the
summer, I do not notice the heat outside too much. Since I am 57 years old, I figure
General Electric service would be more capable of repairing or moving it, if they had to
remove it or replace it. I insulate it in the winter, and I leave it installed year round. I need
the larger unit to keep my apartment cool in the summer, since outside my window, it is
frequently 110 degrees in the sun over the black flat roof which absorbs heat. Thus
without it and the expense of the electricity, it would be very uncomfortable in this
apartment. The moving louvers on the front of it quit moving a couple of years ago, but I
circulate the cool air around the apartment with a tower fan. It actually gets too cold in
here sometimes in the summer with the air conditioner going, if you don't watch the
thermostat on it. Of course in the winter, we don't have to worry about being too cold, that
is already taken for granted, since electric heat is a lot more expensive than electric air
conditioning. CIO
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 8:55 A.M.. I went out after the last message. I walked the
entire length of Greenwich Avenue and the train station area. I chatted with another night
person. I sat out at the outdoor tables at the Greenwich Office Plaza on the south side of
the train station. I walked by the ATM machine at the Chase bank on Mason street. I was
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told my a www.hummer.com owner he gets 12 miles per gallon. I drove down by the
waterfront on Steamboat Road. There were a few morning fishermen there. The old
Manero's restaurant is now torn down, and I think they are building condominiums there
across the street from the The Delamar on Greenwich Harbor and Welcome to
RBSGC.com . Thus the Scottish no longer have Angus cattle steaks, but they probably
have more money. I then went by the Greenwich Library, and I sat out for a while. I
chatted with one of the staff members. I then went by the Stop and Shop, and I bought buy
one get one free of six packs of Thomas' English muffins for $2.99 both, a dozen Nature's
Promise omega extra large eggs for $2.50, buy one get one free of Friendly low fat Maple
Walnut 1.75 quarts ice cream for $5.69 both, a two pound bag of baby carrots for $2.99,
fresh green Chiquita bananas at .54 a pound for $1.52, broccoli crowns at $1.99 a pound
for $1.97 for $17.66 total. I then returned home. I put away my purchases. For some
reason the $2.12 left on my AT&T Wireless Visa $20 rebate card does not work, because, I
used the wrong pen number too many times.
Note:<888> 08/02/07 Thursday 4:00 A.M.. I am awake from my nap. I will now shower
and clean up and go out for an early morning walk. I have my usual 3 P.M. appointment
today. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 11:40 P.M.. Meet the cheapest laptop in the world | Crave
: The gadget blog
Medison Celebrity $150 Swedish Laptop computer, something to show off to all of the
Swedes sitting around Starbucks waiting to get lucky.
Wives Of The Billionaires - Forbes.com
The World's Billionaires - Forbes.com
Global Volcanism Program | Volcanic Activity Reports | SI / USGS Weekly Volcanic
Activity Report
I will now take a nap for a while. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 11:15 P.M.. I went outside briefly. I picked up the mail.
I made and ate the same burger with sautéed onions and cheese dinner with steam
vegetables and flavored rice with a glass of iced tea. I will now go though my email. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 9:55 P.M.. I woke up at noon today, when the order for
ShopNBC.com - Invicta Men's Swiss Gold 10 Collection Bracelet Watch in silvertone for
$59.98 less $30 coupon using the $30 off coupon "W89089103" linked from
www.slickdeals.net for $29.98 with free shipping with tracking of FedEx | Track arrived. I
went back to bed until 4 P.M.. I ate breakfast of oatmeal with a sliced banana, a toasted
bagel with olive oil, a one third mixture or orange juice, one third of grape juice, and a one
third mixture of cranberry juice with certo and vitamins and supplements, and a cup of
coffee with milk and sugar. I washed the breakfast dishes, and I made the bed. I tried
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booting Vista with the Digital cable connected, but the system crashed, so that might be the
problem. I disconnected the Digital cable to the TV card. I am running it with the Analog
cable connected to the Hauppauge HAVR-1600 TV card which can be switched between
direct or through the Digital cable box from Cablevision. For now the Vista computer
seems to be running fine. I chatted with my relative in Maine whom is recovering just fine.
I tried on the new Swiss watch, but the metal wrist band was too large. I tried setting it on
its clasp to the smallest setting, but it was still three or four links too large. I finally took
the brown alligator or lizard watch band off a unused inexpensive Elgin watch that I had,
and I put it on the new Invicta Swiss watch, and it fits just fine. I used the small rods from
the Invicta watch to connect it up. I put the rods back on the Elgin watch, and I left it with
the other watches without its bands. I put the Invicta watch with its leather band back in
its display box with the spare metal band and two of its decorative ends. I left it on the
dining table for now. I chatted with three relatives. A relative is going to pay off my Chase
Visa credit card debt, and once the debt is paid off in two or three days, I am going to
cancel the Chase Visa credit card, and I am going to destroy the Chase Visa Credit card. I
have never had a credit card before, and it just seems to get one into trouble. I will now do
some regular computer work. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 7:20 A.M.. AGU Fall 2007 Abstract Submission
AGU 2007 Fall Meeting: San Francisco, CA - 10–14 December 2007
Azores Observatório Vulcanológico e Sismológico da Universidade dos Açores
Microsoft Unofficially Releases 'Vista Service Pack 0.5' - Software - IT Channel News by
CRN and VARBusiness
There are a few updates, but since they are beta, I will now install them on my primary
Vista computer. Now it is time to shut down the primary Vista computer and go to bed. I
know it is summer, a lot of people are not interested in computers, but when one lives in a
cold climate with a short summer, one learns to keep to their knitting, so one can survive
the longer winter. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 6:20 A.M.. I went ahead and paid my
www.cablevision.com bill, since I am dependent upon their service, so hopefully they will
get the matter sorted out sooner or later. I also paid my www.verizon.com and www.clp.com bills. I also paid off the PNY Nvidia video card at www.newegg.com . I also ordered
from www.ordersmokesdirect.com four more cartons of New York Seneca Ultra Lights
100s for $12.49 a carton and $7.99 USPS shipping for $57.95 total. I also made a minimal
payment on my Chase Visa Credit card of $26.63 to pay for the Bermuda flags, and United
Kingdom car ovals. I still owe $1,162.98 on my Chase Visa Credit card. I still have to pay
my rent to the Greenwich Housing Authority. I have kept enough funds in reserve to
make it up to Maine if I need to travel up there this August. Of course I have enough left
for my minimal household and other expenses for the month. I will now mail my Microsoft
Money 2006 July 2006 monthly statement to a relative that takes an interest. I will then go
though my email. CIO
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Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 5:00 A.M.. I called up www.cablevision.com , and I
briefed their technical support. They said they would look into it and see if I am due any
financial reimbursement for the problems that have been caused for quite a long time. I
called up Microsoft, and I also told them. I will now pay my bills, but I will not pay the
Cablevision bill, until I hear back from them about any sort of settlement. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 3:55 A.M.. The Vista computer rebooted again like it was
being hacked, so I took the Siemens router off, and I reconnected all three LAN devices to
the Network switch connected to the D-Link Router. Then to speed up the Vista computer,
I disabled the gadgets which use a bit of resources. Also in the Advanced Properties, I
disabled all of the Advanced features except Enable Desktop Composition, Smooth Edges
of Screen Fonts, Smooth-scroll list boxes, and Use Visual Styles on Windows Buttons. I
then turned off the Cable modem and disconnected the LAN cable from it. I then started
to do a Vista Complete PC backup from the first hard drive to the second hard drive. The
computer rebooted in the process. The only connection to the computer was the
Cablevision cables to the WinTV-HVR-1600 TV card. One cable off the four way splitter
went into the Digital cable connection on the TV card. The other cable off the cable splitter
went it to the Digital Cable Box switch which could be switched between the digital cable
box or the direct connection to the Analog connection on the TV card. I disconnect both
cables from the cable splitter, and I was able to do a Vista Complete PC backup from the
first hard drive to the second hard drive without any problems. I reconnected the LAN
cable to the cable modem, and I working with the computer so far without any problems.
At this juncture, it seems like the Digital Cable TV cable puts out some sort of signal that
causes the Vista computer to reboot when configured with the WinTV-HVR-1600 TV
card. Possibly it was the extra cable from the splitter connected to the Digital connection.
I will chat with Cablevision about it shortly. I ate four scoops of Moose Tracks ice cream.
I also ate two pieces of 3.5 inch by 1 inch by .25 inch slices of Swiss cheese. CIO
Note:<888> 08/01/07 Wednesday 12:30 A.M.. I got hacked again by the hacker clones in
the area. I tried another setup. I disabled the Vista firewall. I enabled the Norton Internet
Security 7.0, and I set it to block repeat attackers for 48 hours. I then disconnected the two
of the three LAN connections from the Vista server. I then installed the Siemens router
placing it underneath the Lexmark E238 laser printer. I connected its WAN port to the
Netgear Switch, and I connected the remaining Vista primary computer LAN cable from
the PCI LAN card to the Siemens router. I set up the Siemens router to DMZ the IP
address of the Vista computer PCI LAN card and to block pings from the WAN side. I will
know in time if it works or not. The only problem with using the Siemens router in the that
configuration is that it is slower router than the D-Link router connected to the Netgear
switch, so the download time on the Primary Vista computer is about 5.8 mbps versus
when it was connected to the Network switch off the D-link router at about 9.5 mbps.
However, if it succeeds in blocking the hacker community, it is worth it. Be careful, Mr.
Big Bucks might be on vacation locally whom ever that might be, and he would be
influential in relocating any hacker types whom might be creating economic sabotage. CIO

